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introduction

Many significant and important changes have taken place lu

niuseological thinking in our time. We have travelled a long way

from the first museum fbunded at Alexandria by the Ptolemies, the

Greek Rulers of Egypt For many centuries the museum was a

place used by scholars and advanced research workers It was the

privilege of scholars to be able to visit and work in the museum A
revolutionary change has now taken place and today the museum
IS not for scholars alone but for all. The Central Museum, Nagpur,

IS an institution which is sen'ing the city of Nagpur, the Vidarbha

area and the State of Maharashtra in the spirit of this modem con-

cept The story of the Nagpur Museum has been told else\^here in

this volume The Centenary of this museum is being celebrated

this year and Government wanted to bring out a volume of essays

and research papers on topics of niuseological interest on this signi-

ficant occasion.

The present volume is the outcome of this desire on the part of

the Government At a meeting of the Centenary Celebration

Committee appointed by the Government, it was resolved that such

a volume be undertaken and that an editorial panel consishng of

—

(1) Mm Dr. V. V Mirashi, Nagpur

(2) Dr M G Dikshit, Nagpur

^ (3) Dr P. M. Joshi, Bombay
be appointed for this purpose

Members of the editorial panel made a list of scholars who were
to be invited to prepare papers for this lolume. Most of these
scholars whom we approached responded to our invitation I place
on record our thanks to all of them for so readily acceding to our
request. I must also thank Dr. N. N Kailas, the Deputy Minister
tor Education and Chairman of this Centenary Celebration Com-
mittee for enthusiastically supporting our idea of preparation of a
Centenary Volume.

The articles in this volume fall into hvo categories. Some deal
with sections of the Central Museum, Nagpur, such as Archaeology,
Ethnology, Picture Gallery, Geology, etc Others deal with exposi-
tion of museum ideas and archaeological topics not necessarily res-
tricted to this State.

An interesting and somewhat unusual paper is on music and
musical instruments as portrayed in stone. Another paper deals
with an important com hoard which came to light recently. The
State of Maharashtra is particularly fortunate in getting into its
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possession, under the Indian Treasure Trove Act of 1878, a unique

hoard of Bahmani gold and silver coins and Vijayanagar Pat^odas

A preliminary study of this hoard is made m this paper. The norms

for museum today are given m one paper and another describes

museums in the State of Maharashtra We have thus a representa-

tive fare of museological subjects in this volume.

In thanking the persons who saw this volume through the

Press, I must mention the names of Shn Bapurao Naik, Deputj

Director, Printing and Stationery, Government of Maharashtra,

Shn S. R Desai, Manager, Government Press and Book Depot,

Nagpur, Shn M D. Prabhu, Assistant Manager and their staff for

the untiring zeal they showed m printing this volume Shn V V,

Athavale, Artist, Central Museum, Nagpur, did the design on the

jacket with imagination and an artist’s flair To all these four I give

my very best thanks Their efforts have succeeded in making the

volume worthy of the occasion of the Centenary of the Central

Museum, Nagpur

The colour plates reproduced in this volume are the work of

the well-known firm of Messrs Shivraj Lithe Works, Nagpur.

I have to thank my colleagues, Dr. V. V. Mirashi and Dr M G.
Dikshit for their help, advice and guidance so ungrudingly given

whenever demanded ' Dr Dikshit laboured hard m the arduous
and exacting work of proof correction and making the papers ready
for the press. In the early stages of this work, he was helped by
Shn D. R. Amladi, Assistant Director of Archaiology, Aurangabad
Shn V. P Rode, Curator, Central Museum, Nagpur, was responsible

for all preliminary preparations m connection with this volume and
for general assistance to Dr. Dikshit Shn V. S Kamat was of

general help to me while this volume was taking shape.

Dr Dikshit asked me whether I could suggest a more apposite
title for this volume than the mere simple and somewhat pedestrian
Centenary Volume In consultation With my good friend Dr V. S
Agrawala I lighted on Anant-KAumudi as the volume dealt with the

Nagpur Museum My colleagues on the Editorial Board, Mm.
Dr Mirashi and Dr. Dikshit had m the meanwhile thought of
Satabda-Kaiunudi which Seemed equally if not more appropriate

and we adopted it

I now commend the Satubda Kaumudi to the attention of

scholars

P M JOSffl,

Director of Archives and

Historical Monuments,

Government of Maharashtra
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Museums Today

Dk Grace Morley

Museums boasting a hundred years of

'existence, are very rare anywhere m the world

today The Nagpur Museum is one of the few

in India, and it can point, besides, to a steady

development and growth throughout its long

history A Centenary is a good time, not only

to review one’s own career as the Nagpur
Museum is doing on this anniversary, but to

consider the place of museums in the contem-

porary world

In the past eighty years or so museums have

multiplied A strilang number were founded

everywhere in the I870’s and many of the

museums begun at that time are now among the

outstanding museums of their respective coun-

tries Since that date the pace of museum crea-

tion has accelerated fairly steadily At present,

the expansion of knowledge and the growth

of education, as well as the tendency to have

more museums specializing in one field and to

divide many general museums into their several

-separate units, give impetus to the movement
to increase the number of museums every-

where Because of the need for hastening and

•expanding traimng in the sciences there is

much general interest in making efforts to

establish museums of sciences and technologj'

This IS especially true of India, which feels the

need of them to supplement its education in

the sciences and its scientific and technological

development It appears certain therefore that

museums can look forward to a substantial

increase in their number during the next few
years and to new opportunities for service

For forty years or so museums have been
conceded, in theory at least, a sure place among
institutions of learning and education in
practice, some museums have justified this

defimtion of their functions more than amply
,

others have interpreted both “ learning ” and
“education” in very liberal terms indeed, and
have remained totally inactive, or have served

only idle curiosity or recreation, or have lapsed

into complete passivity In India, where
museum material is so abundant, especially in

the fields of archaeology, the handicrafts, the

arts and anthropology, it is rare to discover a

museum lacking collections, such as are some-
times found in other countries However, as

elsewhere, collectipns exhibited here often are

deficient, not only in the manner of presenting

them but also in regard to discrimination in

selection of the items to be shown, while reseiv’e

collections, often of the greatest value for



research, arc likely to be chaotic, ill-kept and

inaccessible Likewise, the techniques of mak-

ing the museum and what it cvhibits and holds

in rcsen'e for study and research, trulj useful

to the community arc relatively new in India

A few' museums haie shown the wa), but even

they can be considered to stand onl}' on the

threshold of their potcnti il services in contem-

porary Indian society The reasons arc manj

and only a few need be indicated here With

Independence thcic came a great upsurge in

the spread of education it all lc\ els throughout

the countr}' The too few teichcrs had little

or no experience of museums and they h id not

time, nor did they ha\e manj opportunities, to

learn about the refinements of using museum
exhibitions, and actual objects in museums, to

enrich the \arious subjects that the} were

teaching There was also, m India, a tradition

of bookish education from which only a few

teaching institutions arc freeing themsehes to

some extent even now To use the real object

as illustration of subject was therefore an alien

notion For lack of actnc museums, well

developed for both school and mass education,

the value of Indian archscolog}' and art to the

cultural development of Indians of all ages was
likewise not generally understood nor empha-
sized, either among commumtj leaders or

among educators Yet museums of archeology
and the arts are found almost cvery'whcrc in

India, ea en in quite small cities, and they could

be a tremendous local resource for cultural

enrichment In a real sense they can be said to

express the personality of the nation as it has

come from the past into the present—a rich

inheritance on w'hich the present and future

should draw"

In these circumstances, much credit must go
to the teachers w'ho organized at least the annual

school visit to the local museum, even if it

amounted to little more than an outing, as two
or three hundred youngsters trooped through

the galleries docilely hand in hand, breaking '

ranks with, a great whoop to race up and down-
stairways and corridors at the formal visit’s

end Likewise, the few museums that insti-

tuted a good ^W'hile ago regular guide services

for visitors of every type deserve commenda-
tion These are both tentatixe efforts in the

right direction, but thej must be regarded only
as a beginning of museum educational and
cultural streiccs and a rather elementary one, at

tint 'lo make the museum the actnc instru-

ment of education that it is potentially requires

much more, of museums themsehes and their

staffs, of educators, of cultural leaders, and of
the public at large

Contemporary life gives museums of natural

history", of sciences, technologv and industry,

far fewer in India than tliosc of arch.Tology and
art, special importance in relation to education

today Their exhibitions, which employ ad-

vanced techniques, and must keep abreast with

the progress of research and development, arc

clearly designed to instruct the viewer, by

observation and sometimes by participation

But they too require guide lecturers and faci-

lities for school visits They" must in addition

include demonstrators and teachers on their

regular staffs Beginnings in encouraging this

kind of museum development have been made
here m India, separateh in a few cases, in

association with other subjects, more frequently.

Their educational v,aluc is alrcadv widely

recognized

It IS cncour.aging to discover that the need

for further educational development and use of

museums is recognized in international circles

of museum leadership as a world-wide problem

In some aspect of the effort to meet this pro-

blem India IS already considered to be able to

offer useful examples to other countries, not

so far along the road of museum development

Thus the Intcrnation.al Council of Itluseums

(ICOM, the non-gov crnmental international

professional organization which advises and

assists UNESCO in the museum field) has

announced the following points for emphasis m
Its programme of the immediate future the

educational and cultural role of museum ,
train-

ing of museum personnel
,
aid to museums in

developing countries This is in 'support of

UNESCO’s own programme on museums, of

which the draft is to be presented to the General

Conference in Pans, in November 1964, and is

expected to be adopted Among many items

that can be considered related to this field of

2



wider development of museums for their cul-

tural/educational value, UNESCO’s draft pro-

gramme for 1 965-66 (Section 3 343) emphasizes

an Item of specific bearing on this subject

“development of the educational activities of

museums” Among much else generally useful

for the purpose, it includes an International

Seminar on this subject proposed to be held

m India in early 1966 In preparation for

activity in this field an international meeting of

experts in museum education, to survey the

field and to bring in recommendations for its

development, has been organized for November

1964, by the French National Commission for

co-operation with UNESCO and ICOM, in

consultation with UNESCO In short, the

broadest possible attention, on international

levels, as well as nationally, is at present being

placed on the educational role of museums
National response *can be expected from all

Member States of UNESCO, ^nd India is

designated for leadership as a result cf the role of

the projected UNESCO International Seminar

here

It is a happy circumstance that a foretaste of

this international concern for Museum educa-

tion IS found in this country’s own museum-
planning A year ago, at Lucknow, the Museum
Association of India chose for the Seminar

of its next meeting the subject, “Children’s

museums and education ^ln museums”
The discussions there and the report expected

to result from it is sure to provide a good back-

ground for all Museums in India making plans

for the expansion of the educational aspects

of their work It will, moreover, be useful

preparation for the more intensive study the

UNESCO International Seminar vill carr)’- on

What are the next steps that India itself can

take in encouraging and developing education

m and by museums ? Achievements in other

countries can be studied for suggestions

Hovever, it must nerer be forgotten that

simple transplantations and imitations, even

of outstanding successes elsewhere, are rarely

successful In India, Indian uays and means

must be found to meet Indian needs and con-

ditions Accordingl}', reference to a few leaders

in excellence, a feu obrious needs, a feu

opportunities in India can be reviewed here

as a point of departure for further developments
and as indications of what more thorough
study can provide in guidance

A recent example of outstanding excellence

in a difficult field is the National Children’s

Museum, New Delhi Children’s museums,
children’s sections in adult museums, in all

countries, though they already have a history

of almost half a century, have remained a

problem Too often they are repositories of

miscellaneous objects, of minor educational

interest, of indifferent quality, of no significance

and of little coherence, used as a focus for

hobby clubs, and for miscellaneous craft and
recreational activities Admittedly such

“museums” keep children busy Sometimes
they do give a possibility for individual deve-

lopment and they keep youngsters off the
streets But do they do much more ^

Museum leaders and educators in all countries

haA’e long been troubled by this question It

would seem, citing the National Children’s

Museum as an example, that they can play a

truly valuable role in education But their

doing so depends on an informed leader, a

carefully prepared and trained staff, clear-cut

objectives, enlightened understanding of edu-
cational techniques within the scope of the

museum’s programme, and good liaison with
educators All this the National Children’s

Museum has been able to do It has demon-
strated nhat It offers for general education in

Its fine exhibition on early man in India, and
for Art education in its Touring Art Carnival

Obviously what it has been able to accomplish
in little time vv ould hav e been impossible except
for unusual resources On the other hand,
cannot an equivalent quality be attained on
a more limited and modest scale by clear

thinking about aims, by marshalling resources

available and by appijing well thought-out
methods ’ It would seem so

Outstanding among community needs which
museums might meet is some programme for

the general public, in museums of all kinds,

comparable in qualitv' and intention to that

demonstrated for children by the National

Children’s hluseum Can such a programme

3



be devised ^ Museum leaders here must con-

sider this question Will a general programme

ideally conceived, serve for all ^ Probably not

Certain principles can guide, can stimulate,

can prompt to action, can set norms of quality,

can indicate possibilities But each museum
must find its own pattern, in relation to its

scope, Its general aims, its resources in personnel

and in other respects and, above all,

in relation to its community and that com-
munity’s needs and aspirations Where there

is no children’s museum it must give thought

to that public as veil as to the adult groups

It serves Even where there is a children’s

museum the larger general museum has its

duties to education A children’s museum
can hardly provide the complete educational

assistance required by schools and universities

For example, no children’s museum, even

that in Delhi, can substitute for the survey of

irchaaology and art provided by eien i mode-
rately rich museum, with such collections,

almost anywhere in India Therefore, even

when there is the best possible children’s

museum in a community the traditional museum
is also needed, the educational services and
programmes which it alone can offer are

needed for children as well as for all other

segments of the community

In India, a nation rapidly spreading educa-

tion, bringing into its body of citizens rural

people, disadvantaged people in one way or

another, seeking the threads of unity binding

together into a nation Hhe peoples, regions,

languages of a highly diversified and large

country, the museum, representing as it does

the personality of this land, as expressed m
art drawn through a long tradition, has a major
contribution to make The fact that what it

exhibits in its halls represents a point in

time, in a tradition still living for the majority

of people, makes its task of communication
easier than for many museums abroad For
example, the superb examples of Greek sculp-

ture in the British Museum afe museum
objects, art objects, with a general cultural

message, but with no intimate association with

the Londoner and his land In the National

Gallery at Trafalgar Square even the Bntish

school of painting is probably a much less

personal communication to the London public
than, say, the bronze gallery of the National

Museum, New Delhi, to its Indian public

A pattern of general educational services in

museums beyond that already in use— attrac-

tive, well organized, reaching out to the entire

community—is required for India Guide
lecturers, occasional illustrated lectures,

motion picture programmes on monuments and
the arts, rvell arranged and labelled exhibitions

are already a good beginning here What are

tlie next steps ? What shall they be, for the

tow’n dweller, for the child, for the villagers

that come into the city on a holiday ? For
each one there should be a special offering,

a ivay to help him understand better, enjoy

more what he sees in the galleries, w’lth some-
thing left over from’ w’hat he has learned, about

seeing and appreciating a w ork of art, or from
understanding a fact of nature or a principle

of science, for him to take home to his daily

life How' can that be done ? What shall

It be ^

This public in rapid development, changing

inevitably to some degree its ancient ways of

life, entering into a modern technological

society and adjusting to it, for good or ill, but

necessarily very fast, offers innumerable

opportunities to the museum Such a public,

dazzled by the gadgets of contemporary

industry, can fall easily into the error of dis-

missing the ancient arts and handicrafts as

wathout value Every day a fine metal vessel or a

good clay pot IS discarded in favour of aplastic

recipient, usually ugly, expensive, but novel,

utilitarian and convenient Seeing fine things

of the past honoured in a museum should

induce respect—not possibly to the point of

reversing the trend by replacing a thermos

jug with a siirahi, but at least to the stage of

fostering an appreciation of the elegant form

of a good surahi and encouraging the treasur-

ing of fine old things as w^orks of art A
museum too, in its undeviating standards of

truth and quality, can present a peak of

excellence for the community Always clean,

ahvays orderly, exact and truthful in its labels.
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It offers an example Few institutions of

contemporary society can match it in this

respect But it is in x\hat the museum can do

to enrich innumerable fields of study that

must be counted the most challenging oppor^

tunity of all open to it Whether it is art,

sciences, history, social studies, geography,

the museum can provide something helpful

But both museum staff and educators must

give thought to how this can be done effectively

Students need hardly to be considered, for if

they are provided vith an avenue of using Msual

material, in original, in the museums, they

will respond for they mil learn with more
enjoyment and speed For the general public,

for the adult to be served in the form of con->

tinuing and adult education, a means to provide

illumination of all aspects of his life, and ways
to achieve the same pertinency and value for

him, must be found so that what he sees and
learns in the museum comes to hav'e meaning

in his daily living, and contributes to it

In the natural science museums and in those

of pure and applied sciences and of technology,

the opportunities for both formal and informal

education may be considered to be still greater

They are more specific, more focussed, 'and

have great importance in contemporary

technological societies

The theme of museum education is not

new But possibly the urgency, the concerted

drive to help museums help themseh'^es in

fulfilling their entire obligation in education,

which ICOM and UNESCO and the Museum
Association of India all are concerned with, is

new What many have whispered is now being

said aloud everywhere museums belong to the

people
,
they serve everyone Museums, there-

fore, need not fear that there is no more to do,

ev en when they have passed through a hundred

successful years The Nagpur Museum, With

Its many-sided collections and its successful

programme, actwe over a long period, can look

forward to starting its second hundred years

with a challenge What more does Nagpur
need from its Museum ? What more can the

Nagpur Museum do for its community, for its

State, for the Nation ?



The Display and Installation

of Museum Exhibits

Dn S T S\TiAM{im,

Supenulendent, GoiernmaU Museum,

JJpmotr, Madras-8

Display, or install ition of c\hibits m
Museums is the process of placing objects on

e\lubition and is one of the most important func-

tions of the Museum In former jtirs \cr,

little attention uns paid to the aspect of displaj

in Museums, and conscqucntlj most of the

older museums ^^crc dusty places o%ercro%\ded

with objects arranged clumsil\ m old-fashioncd

cases which had very little rcsthctic appeal and

much less cducatne value But in recent \ears

a great change has come about in museums all

over the world, and people cierjnvherc arc

increasingly realizing the aaluc of good, sjstcm-

atically planned displays in the museum gal-

leries The need for cffectn e and w cll-arrangcd

displays has naturally necessitated careful selec-

tion of the material to be exhibited, and the

modern trend in museums is, therefore, to

select only the best objects m the collection for

display purposes and to keep all the rest of the

collection as reserve or reference collection, or

to utilize some of them for lending or other

educational purposes The term “ Display ” or
“ Installation ” in Museum parlance, includes

everything from the decoration of an exhibition

room and the layout of its contents to the

smallest detail in the placement of any single

object and is, therefore, a very comprehensive

field in which the curator, the designer, the

artist and the carpenter—all have their res-

pective parts to play The effectiveness as \\ ell

as the educative value and popular appeal of an
exhibit depends very largely on the mode of

display or installation and the modern museo-
logist should, therefore, bestow serious

attention on this aspect of his work

Aims of display

An installation or display in a museum may
be made with either one of or both the following

purposes m \icw the first is to present

objects pit isingU tothceve, the second, to

utili/c objects as means of conxejing informa-

tion Since a work of art is created to make its

own ippenl, most art exhibits are installed with

the first purpose largth in view, and arc, there-

fore, tistefiiliv arringed, witli controlled light-

ing, appropriate colour scheme ind a minimum
of labelling On the other hand, an objeet of

Historv or Science is incapable of telling more
than a verv small part of its storj and, therefore,

most of these subjects arc installed with the

second purpose chieflv m mind, and are, there-

fore, displaved with due regard to their s)stc-

matic arrangement and arc supplemented bj

full labelling and the use of diagrams, charts

and other means of visualizing ideas However,

in practice, both purposes, i r
, to displaj and

to instruct, maj enter largelj into the installa-

tion of ever} object in the museum in varjing

degrees, and the need for toda) in most museums
IS, generally, more attractive installation

of science objects and more instructwe

installation of art objects

General Principles Underljing Display

Elements of Design

In any display of museum objects, the

principles of design should be observed, whe-

ther the exhibit is primarily intended to please

the eye or to convey information The three

major qualities of good design are harmony,

balance and rhythm This is achieved by a

judicious use of symmetry and by placing

objects of greater weight and interest in the

centre and adjusting the other parts to the whole

so that there is unity of idea, form and colour

in any particular display Rhythm is secured
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by even spacing, or if units of two or three

kinds are mvohed, uniform alternation gives

the same result, and if all units of a series are

unlike, progressne arrangements by size or some
other characteristic gives the best results In

evhibiting natural history specimens, cspeciall},

in systematic display, however, the fundamental

relationships and the natural systematic

order should not be lost sight of m trynng to

adopt a balanced or harmonious arrangement

which IS more easily adopted in the case of the

display of art objects, etc

Casing of Museum Objects .

There is infinite variety in the design of

modern show-cases in museums and the type

of casing depends on the nature of the evhibits

Small ivory or wooden sculptures, or bronze or

terracotta figurines, metal- w'arc, etc
,
will require

suitable show’-cases for their safe and effective

exhibition and the best type of cases for such

exhibits are perhaps the modern, built-m-

single-glass fronted, shelfless cases with con-

cealed internal colour scheme, with the objects

attached directly to the background or exhibited

on suitable small ledges or display blocks and

pedestals at different levels In the Madras

Museum, several galleries have been modern-

ized recently by the installation of such built-

in, internally illuminated cases and the results

have been extremely effective Of course,

there are other types of show'-cascs, such as, for

instance, the Centre cases and table cases w’hich

may be suitable for certain specialized types of

objects, but as a general rule, the type of dis-

play that produces the most pleasing impression

IS that of vertical exhibition in built-m w'all

cases

Placement of Objects

It must be remembered that, unless objects

are placed so that one may see them without

stooping or straining oneself, visitors suffer

from so-called museum fatigue The design

of cases is therefore an important factor ,
wall

cases with low bases and high tops and table

cases with high or wide decks are undesirable

The eye-height of the average adult is 60

inches For ordinary inspection, the eye should

not be more than 18 inches from its object

This defines a zone between 42 inches and 78
inches levels as the most suitable for vertical

installation of small objects But as this is too

high for children, perhaps, the best plan is to

install small objects and labels betw'een 40 and
60 inches

Case Lining

As proper background counts a great deal in

good museum exhibition, the opaque decks and
backs of show-cases against which objects are

viewed are usually covered wuth some suitable

material to ensure a uniform background wuthout
cracks, holes or crevices In the modernised
cases installed recently m the Madras Museum,
the interiors have been lined w ith plywood and
tlie plywood spray-painted to the required

colour scheme before installing the objects,

but It is also the usual practice in many museums
to cover the interior of cases w'lth suitable fabric

This improves the appearance and may also

provide a surface which is very little damaged
by screws, nails and pins A coarse cloth, with
wide-meshed texture is generally the best In

the British Museum, Benv'ie cloth of dull grey,

buff or cream colour is often used for lining

cases For general purposes, a natural straw

colour or grey is preferred, but dull uniformity

throughout a musum is to be avoided Case

lining of the same colour as the wall covering

of a gallery is sometimes used, but in any event,

it should be subdued in tone and should not

clash with the surroundings For special

purposes, such as smali figures of ivmry, bone or

horn, or lace, gem-stones or gold and silver

coins, etc

,

velvet lining of suitable contrasting

colour such as dark green, black or maroon is

sometimes employed with special lighting and

the effect of such a display is often very pleasing

Bronze images sometimes stand out well against

a background lined with a plaited curtain of

silk or velvet to enhance the display m special

cases, and to heighten their resthetic appeal

Shelves

The modern tendency is to do away with

shelves of any kind altogether, and to attach

objects directly to the vertical surface of the

background in show-cases, but if shelves have

to be used, they should be rather narrow, and

A A
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those at the top should be narrower than those

at the bottom Thick plate glass shelves (J"
thick) with ground edges are sometimes used

m modern cases wnth stainless steel supports,

as they do not interfere with the uniform illumi-

nation of the case

Colour Schemes

Most of the up-to-date museums m the West
owe a laige measure of their attractiveness

to the splendid colour schemes which they

adopt in tne interior decoration of their galle-

ries It IS customary to select a distinctive

colour scheme for each gallery in the Museum,
each different from the other, so that the visitor,

in passing from one gallery to the next, might
experience a ’velcome change in the colour of

his environment Such a device thus mini-

mises museum fatigue considerably by breaking

up the monotony and thus sustains the interest

of the visitor throughout his rambles through
the various galleries Generally, the colour

of a particular gallery is so selected that it

would be appropriate to the nature of the objects

displayed therein Thus pale green, suggestive

of a habitat of green foliage is suitable for the
bird gallerj’-, while pale blue, suggestive of a

marine habitat may be adopted for the fish

and marine invertebrate galleries A buff,

or pale earthy brown colour, suggesting a

terestrial habitat may be suitable for a gallery

of mammals The entire surface of the walls

in the interior of the galleries is uniformly
painted with the particular colour selected for

the gallery This colour should be soft and
subdued, and the interior of the cases should
also be so painted or lined with coloured cloth

so as to harmonize with the general colour

scheme of the gallery

Lighting
,

It IS most essential that museum exhibits

should be presented so that they can be viewed
in the best light possible No museum attempt-

ing to modernise its galleries should be without

the aid of artificial illumination The great

advantage of electric lighting is that it can be
controlled according to the effect desired, and
at the same time it makes it possible to do away
uith excessive glare of natural light in the

Museum galleries In the case of sculptures,

artificial light, if properly used, and if it is

directed from the correct angle, helps to

admirably highlight all the artistic features and
iconographic details In modernised galleries,

in which the general lighting is subdued, very

pleasing effects can be obtained by a judicious

use of good fluorescent lighting from a concealed

source and m built-m cases the internal lighting

should be sufficiently strong to provide adequate

illumination of even the smallest objects and

to prevent unsightly reflections on the exterior

of the glass fronts Occasionally spotlighting

of certain important sculptures and other

outstanding exhibits by means of special incan-

descent lights may be very effective in focussing

the attention of visitors on those special exhibits

In Natural History dioramas, of course,

internal concealed lighting is indispensable,

and very spectacular effects may sometimes be

obtained by skilful and controlled use of lighting

It is interesting to note that all the great habitat

groups m a gallery may not be uniformly illu-

minated The lighting is varied according to

the nature of the scene depicted For instance,

m a scene portraying sunset, the general lighting

of the group is greatly subdued, but a specially

strong ray of light is directed towards the

glowing, crimson, painted picture of the setting

sun over the hills in the background, and where

a moonlight scene is intended, fluorescent

lights shaded by blue and green glass produce

a remarkably pleasing effect

Having outlined 'the general principles of

Museum display, I may now very briefly indicate

the lines on which museum objects of different

specific categories such as archaeological, natu-

ral history, ethnological and other types of

collections may be best arranged and presented

in modern Museum galleries

Archaeological Collections

The modern trend in exhibiting large

archaeological objects such as sculptures,

bronzes, etc , is to exhibit them exposed on neat

modern wooden pedestals of suitable height

in a spacious gallery, well spaced out and

adequately illuminated Suitable backgrounds

may be used wherever desirable, but i ery often

' =3'3—3 B
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one misses the iconographic details on the

back of a fine bronze or stone sculpture if it

IS displayed in a show-case or close against a

background panel or against the wall Such
sculptures should, therefore, be exhibited cent-

rally with space all round to allow being viewed

from all angles Small objects such as terra-

cottas, pre-histonc antiquities, etc
,
should, of

course, be displayed suitably in vertical built-m

show'-cases wath concealed lighting It must

be remembered that sculptures in stone, bronze

or w'oad often formed part of a monument such

as a temple, stupa or a temple car and that we
are taking them out of their proper context when
we try to exhibit them in the museum gallery

It IS, therefore, essential to give the visitor an

idea of the proper context from which they

were taken, by way of photographic enlarge-

ments or miniature reconstructed models of the

temple, stupa or other monuments from which

they were originally derived This will serve

as a useful introduction to the sculptures and

will help the visitor to appreciate them better

Other Msual aids such as maps and plaster

replicas may also be employed to a limited

extent to make the story of the sculptures

complete in their gallery setting

The arrangement of sculptures and other

archajological objects in the Museum gallery

is also an important matter and should be

thoughtfully planned A chronological arrange-

ment, planned to show the evolutionary

sequence of the various styles and schools of

sculptures, paintings and other antique art

objects IS probably the most effective and

instructive way of treating archaeological exhi-

bits so that they may tell a connected story' and

V thus effectively reflect the past glory of India’s

rich cultural traditions In certain galleries,

however, sculptures may be arranged according

to their iconographic types or on regional basis

The essential point is that the material should

be presented m some meaningful sequence and

should be able to tell the entire story of India’s

rich cultural heritage by the very logic of their

arrangement
,

Natural History Collections*

In modern Natural History galleries, or m
Natural History Museums, where the whole

Museum is devoted to Natural History, such as

the American Museum of Natural History, New
York, certain distinct types of display or arrange-

ment of objects, are adopted They are—(1)

Systematic or classificatory displays in w'hich

the animals or plants are arranged in their

natural systematic order, illustrating 'their

classification and fundamental relationships,

(2) Structural displays, in w^hich the structure

of animals and plants are illustrated especially

in relation to their habits and mode of a life

by means of actual specimens, models and
photographs, (3) Thematic displays in which
selected specimens, models, charts, etc

,
are

arranged, grouped and displayed so as to

illustrate certain specific themes in biology,

such as Evolution, Mimicry, Variation, Flight,

Migration, etc
, (4) Displays showing physiolo-

gical processes, in which certain vital life

processes are graphically illustrated such as

movement, breathing, feeding, reproduction,

etc
, in animals, (5) Displays showing Economic

aspects, that is to say, the exhibits are arranged

so as to show the animals and plants in relation

to man, and (6) Displays showing Ecology,

that IS to say, animals in their natural environ-

ment These exhibits are termed Habitat

groups or Dioramas and can be extremely

instructive and attractive, if properly prepared

and installed The animals and plants are set in

a modelled foreground against a panoramic

painted background in a huge, roomy case

with a deep, curved background panel and
powerful concealed internal lighting The
result IS dramatic and makes Natural History

most appealing to the visiting public

Ethnological Collections

Ethnological objects in Museums may be

most varied and may include a large and mis-

cellaneous assemblage of objects such as orna-

ments, clothing, models of primitive dwellings,

weapons, musical instruments, animal traps,

etc These can be arranged and displayed in

a most meaningful and instructive way if they

can &11 be properly grouped, correlated and

exhibited in their proper setting along with

enlarged photographs and bust models of tl e

corresponding tribal folk The material cul-

ture of the tribes may thus be graphically
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dtmonstritcd in the Ethnological galleries

1)\ ncanlh showing the models of the tribal

foil wf’ring their clothing and ornaments,

ucmg 'htir weapons or pla}ing their musical

inMniii'cnts \ctual dioramas maj also be

coI’^trl!c'ed .Mth a painted panoramic back-

trroiind showing the original setting of the

tfibil communities In the recently moder-

ni'-cd Lthnologa gillcries of the Madras

Museum the material culture of the aarious

''omh Indiin tribes such as Todas, Kadars,

'\Iudiig''s, G idabas etc, arc graphicall} port-

rwed !)\ a proper grouping of the relevant

(\hi!nts in deep, built-in illuminated cases

In the \nthropological galleries, similarly, the

store ot jire historic man ma} be told vieidly

In the proper grouping of the stone imple-

ments he used, and be introducing models

ind painted baekgiounds to show the wa} he
us, d them, the manner in which he hunted

immils and gathered food, the manner in

winch he made fire and other such primitive

fietl . ItlCs

Xumismntic Collections

\s Museum exhibits, com collections often

po<^ a serious problem, as most of them, espe-

ci dl\
,
the gold and sihcr coins, arc extremely

eahnbh ind ire IikeU to be stolen if exhi-

bited m the public galleries, in spite of the most
strmuent precautions Ilowcxcr, a selected

series of coins max be exhibited in special

Inirgltr-pre of cases xxith thick unbreakable plate

fliss fronts and strong locking dexiccs The
coins ma} be attractixclx displaxcd in special

sh illow sockets against dark, maroon, black

or dark green velxet cisc-hmng xcrtically in

modernised cises xxith internal concealed

hghtinc To sec both the obx erse and rexerse

of the coins thex max be mounted between
plastic sheets on special rexolxing frames

Sometimes thex max he placed on glass sheets

in desk cases and a mirror placed beneath to

shoxx the under surf-'Ce Coins max be cfTec-

tivoh and instnictix clx arranged to illustrate

the c xtire histixrx of Indian coinage from the

t irbesi tinisS, if properlx selected and labelled

ritste' casts ind electroplated metal casts

of coins may also be freely used in Numismatic
displays, especially to fill up gaps in a historical

series and to complete the sequence

The Introductory Case

In modern museums, xery often an Intro-

ductory case, or exen a small Introductory

Caller} is installed at the entrance to the x arious

mam galleries, introducing the visitor to the

contents of the gallery This is xery helpful

The exhibits in this Introductory section should

aim at giving a broad idea or bird’s eye viexv

of the objects exhibited in that gallery, as a

xx’hole, by means of selected exhibits, charts,

diagrams and models to explain the salient

features of the contents Normally, such an

Introductory exhibit should start xx'ith a speci-

men or a model xxhich should ansxxer a ques-

tion such as, for instance, “What is a Reptile” ?

or “What IS a Bird in the Reptile or Bird

Gallery respectixely or “Hoxx old is our

earth” ^ in the Geology Gallery As this

Introductory section will necessarily have to

gix c the gist of the contents of the entire gallery

in a nut-shell, much thought should be gix'en

to the careful selection and arrangement of the

exhibits, labels, and photographs, the object

being to stimulate the interest of the visitor

in XX hat he is about to sec in the entire gallery

and to egg him on to greater curiosity

In conclusion, I xxould like to stress that one

of the modern trends that is being unixcrsall}

obserxed to-day in Museums is a change from

a case crammed xxith specimens or the “open

storage” of the past to one containing a rcla

tixcl} small number of xxell chosen, properly

labelled specimens This simplification is an

important consideration in the design of the

conceptual or mono-thcmatic exhibit xxhich is

becoming increasing!} popular in museums
to-dax This encourages the xisitor to pause

and think about the content Emphasis has

sxxitchcd on to the interpretation of the facts

from a mere accumulation of facts It is time,

therefore, for Indian Museums to rc-orient

thcmselxcs to cater to this nexx and realistic

approach to the problem of Aluscum exhibition

10
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Nararal Historj’^ in Indian Museimis

S M Naik,

Department of Muscology

M S University of Baroda, Baroda

Museums nrc no longer considered as

phees where strange collections arc hous-

ed simpl) to arouse cunositj and surprise in

the onlookers Fhe objects presented in the

galleries should make a potential contribution

to the Msitors in imparting knowledge through

exhibitions that arc properly conccncd and

executed A Natural Histor\ Section, in

particular, has to be deaoted to the demonst-

ration of themes and scientific theories in an

interesting and intelligible manner One sho-

uld be able to obtain .a new insight and a new

understanding of Nature rather than see an

arraj of specimens piled up in the galleries

The ideal for a Natural History Museum or a

section dcNOtcd to Natural History in a multi-

purpose museum, therefore, should be the

interpretation of Nature rather than its mere

presentation

Looking at the condition of Natural History

collections in Indian Museums, from this point

of view, one has to confess that the state of

affairs is far from satisfactory As early as

1936, Markham and Hargreaves in their Report

on the Museums of India haae pointed out the

deplorably poor standard of Indian Museums

in general and Natural History sections in

particular The conditions have changed very

little since, excepting in a few' museums where

attempts have been made to modernise the

sections

The development of Natural History sections

in Indian museums did not follow any definite

pattern of growth from the organisational point

of view The first Natural History section w as

organised in Calcutta under the honorary

curatorship of Dr Wallich, a Danish Botanist,

in the jear 1814 The Bengal Natural History

Society and the Bombay Natural History

Society were responsible for establishing the

Natural History Museum, Darjeeling and the

Natural History Section in the Prince of Wales
IMuseum, Bombay, which took their final shape

in the years 1938 and 1923 respectnely

Several Colleges and Unnersities have deve-

loped reference collections for teaching pur-

poses Collections of importance w'ere also

made in museums at Madras, Trnandrum,
Bangalore, Nagpur, Lucknow

,
Baroda and Patna.

Many museums devoted primarily to Art and
Archeology contained miscellaneous exhibits

of aaricd kinds and Natural History specimens

also found their place amongst them Such,

collections mainly comprised mounted ani-

mals like tigers, lions, birds, etc
,
acquired by

the local princes or rulers who were interested

in game and who patronised the museums
tt

Many of the rich collections in the Natural

History Museum, Darjeeling, Indian Museum,
Calcutta, Prince ofWales Museum, Bombay and
the Government Museum, Madras are the results

of the W'ork done by enthusiastic naturalists

w’ho devoted time and energy to the study and
enumeration of the flora and fauna of the then

British India Most of them were Europeans
and their contribution towards the develop-

ment of Natural History collections in India

should be gratefully acknowledged The classic

volumes of the Flora and Fauna of British India

bear testimony to the ceaseless efforts of these
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naturalists whose work has laid a foundation

for Ta\onomical studies Notable contribu-

tions -were also made by the Zoological, Bot->ni-

cal and Geological Surecys of India in tlic

development of collections, winch arc mostlj

housed in the various sections of the Indian

Museum, Calcutta

The collections thus formed at different

centres remained more or less static for jears

together and till toda} in man) cases Explo-

rations and field trips which are essential for

the growth of any Natural Ilistor) collections

were seldom undertaken With a general

predominencc of s)stematic or classificatory

display the) existed as mortal remains of the

living world, excepting at a few museums
where dioramic displays found their place

Even where rich collections existed, due to

lack of care and improper methods of preserva-

tion various agencies of deterioration had easy

access to them and irrepairable damages ha\c
been done It is pitiable to see such damaged
and mutilated specimens on show in certain

museums of our country, even today Age old

specimens even of common birds, reptiles and
mammals showing a very poor standard of

Taxidermy—“ stuffed ” in the real sense of the

term—which are presented in the galleries of

these museums look nothing but outright libels

against Nature Such birds like mama, parrot

or blue jay are so common in our country that

the replacement of those mutilated specimens
do not call for much effort Disfigured and
denatured Biological specimens have no value
in a museum collection, unless they are type
specimens belonging to a rare species They
are in no way comparable to a deteriorated

painting or a defaced sculpture which may have
historical or antiquarian value We have an
immense wealth of natural resources—flora and
fauna—in and around our country The three

oceans that surround our vast sub-continent is

rich in innumerable varieties of marine crea-

tures and the wide-spread frontiers that include

the Himalayas and the luxurious rain sw'ept

forests of Assam and Kerala have an unmatching
variety of animals and plants Not even a fraction

of this immense wealth of Natural History

resources are represented in our museums

Modernising or reorganising a Nuural His-

tory collection should not merel) consist in the

introduction of dior.imic displa) in pi ice of the

s)btematic collections, which is nov found as

1 common trend in our museums A word of

caution, in this connection seems neccssar)

It lb true th It habitat group cases ind dioramas

attract the attention of the Msitors and arouse

interest in them But the worl of preparing

such cares aer) often fills in the hands of an

irtist who executes tlic background painting

and the foreground modelling and a Taxidermist

who prepares the specimens Man) of them
often become unnatural and unscientific re-

presentations, howcier pleasing to the e)c the)

ma) be from the aesthetic point of view

Diorimas and liabitat group cases should be

used to represent ecological themes, the execu-

tion of which require an intimate stud) of the

habits and habitats of the animals and plants in

question and their intcr-rclationship, which

imolvcs scientific stud) and understanding

Only a few museums in the countr) ha\e

been able to attain an) considerable amount of

success in improiing the methods of presenta-

tion The Natural Histor) Section of the Prince

of Wales Museum was reorganised in a \er)

attractive and useful manner introducing a

number of dioramas and educatne displays,

eliminating congestion and introducing clarit)

in exposition Since the collections haae been

reorganised, the section has remained more or

less static wath no further additions, improae-

ments or activities, but for which, it can still

be considered as one of the best Natural

History Galleries in India from the point of

view of presentation

Many of the sections in the Indian Museum,
Calcutta, have also been reorganised The
Natural History collections of this museum,
though the richest in numerical greatness, has

still to achieve a satisfactory condition as far as

display IS concerned

The Government Museum, Madras, w'hich

also has a very rich collection of Natural His-

tory materials is perhaps the one that could be

credited with active reorganisation in the recent

years The various sections are gradually
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being reorganised on scientific lines and the

museum has numerous publications to its

credit

The onl> museum in the country devoted

entirclj to Natural History is the Natural Histoiy'

IMuscum, Darjeeling It has a representative

collection of the fauna of Darjeeling, Jalpaiguri,

Sikkim, Tibet, Nepal and Bhutan This is an

cvccllent example of a Regional Museum of

Natural Historv in India, though of course,

the museum has still to deaelop sections of

Botany and Geolog)' The flora and fauna of

this region is extremely rich and exquisite

providing adequate opportunities for the future

dexclopmcnt of the museum A bi-annual

journal under the name “Journal of the Bengal

Natural Historj Society ” is being published

from this museum, under the auspices of the

Bengal Natural History Society

The excellent work of reorganisation done at

the State Museum, Lucknow, descries special

mention here With a senes of built-in cases

with internal lighting and false ceilings, the

section IS a good attempt in presentation The
display has an oierall bearing on eioluttonary

sequence and represents the different phyla of

the animal kingdom with the use of suitable

examples, models, charts, diagrams, and orignal

specimens The display, though has a bearing

on dioramic principles, has cleverly eliminated

background paintings, by introducing suggestive

methods of showing habitats waththe proper

use of the foreground These could be called

as scmi-dioramic displays The attempt is a

w'elcome innovation in the presentation of

Natural History materials More attention

could have been paid to provide proper venti-

lation so as to avoid stagnation inside the

sections and some of the old specimens could

have been replaced

The various other State Museums in the coun-

try which also have some sorts of Natural His-

tory collections have suffered neglect on the

part of the curators concerned and many of

them still are in a sub-standard level Numer-

ous examples of unsatisfactorv displays md
unnatural representation of nature could be

cited from the Museums at Baroda, Bangalore,

Jaipur, Patna, Trivandrum, etc Adequate
finances are, of course, necessary for the re-

organisation of any section in a museum But

the customary' excuse of lack offunds and inade-

quacy' of space are not always acceptable

Attempts could still be made to do the maximum
possible within the available resources and that

is what IS predominently lacking in many of

our museums This, combined w'lth neglect or

carelessness on the part of the curators and
lack of properly trained personnel could be

regarded as the chief reasons for the backward-

ness of our museums, w'hichever field of art or

science they represent

The future growth of Natural History sec-

tions in our museums largely depends on this

understanding on the part of their organisers

coupled with a proper knowledge of theiarious

ways and means through which the interpreta-

tion of Natural Sciences could be done The
displays should not be restricted only to the

elucidation of the numercial greatness or the

amazing variety of flora and fauna Taxonomic
or classificatory display tends to give an arti-

ficial, heavy and over-crowded character far

from giving a clear faithful picture of nature

and results in a lifeless arrangement instead of a

satisfying portrayal of the living world Syste-

matic display, no doubt, is important but the
majority of such collections should find place

in the reference or study collections For
public displays, intended to show' systematic or

evolutionary aspects of the plant or animal
kingdom, only selected specimens belonging to

each group need be employed

Display or presentation in the Natural His-
tory sections should represent the various as-

pects of the study of Natural Science Taxo-
nomy and Ecology should find a place amongst
them rather than having an undue predomi-
I ence It is not intended to discuss here the

different methods of presentation It may,
however, be mentioned that displays should
centre around various themes such as mimicry,
camouflaging, adaptations, symbiosis, commen-
salism, parasitism, breeding habits, parental

care, courting habits, migration and such other

'aspects of animal behaviour, similar themes
representative of plant life, evolution in plants

13



and animals, structural or physiological aspects

of biology, genetics and heredity, economic

aspects of Natural Sciences or the relation bet-

ween man and nature, geological themes and
so on Innumerable examples could be drawn
for this purpose and there are endless possi-

bihtes in representing nature in various vivid

and instructive aspects through museums The
importance of building up a collection of local

fauna and flora as distinct from the general

collections should also not be overlooked

Representing Natural History for the benefit

of children have not been given any due consi-

deration m the majority of our museums
Children have an inborn curiosity to know
about the nature around them Properly con-

ceived natural history displays go a long way m
promoting their understanding of the Natural

Sciences and help in developing a scientific out-

look in them A few noteworthy examples of

representing fables and animal stories through

exhibits are shown in the Nagpur Museum
Stories such as the Fox and the Crow, Cats and

the Monkey, Crane and the Fox are skilfully

represented using actual specimens Such exhi-

bits are good examples of visual communication

The Government Museum, Madras also pos-

sesses some well planned exhibits for children

Research is another neglected aspect in the

functions of our museums One of the most

fundamental and basic functions of a museum
is research Without this basic foundation of

scholarly research all the other activities of the

museum tend to become mere showmanship

The enormous amount of research done in and

the publications that have been brought out by

- some of the great museums of the world are ext-

remely remarkable and such workhas laid down
the foundations ofthe study of Natural Sciences

Extensive reference collections are essential

requirements for biological research To cite

some examples, the British Museum (Natural
History) has a collection of about 17,000,000
specimens of insects and the Museum of Com-
parative Zoology at Harvard has a collection of
about 10,000,000 specimens of shells Al-
though museum research in the classical sense

deals only with systematics, the concept today

IS much broader than the mere preparation of

descriptive catalogues A Natural Science

Museum should undertake field explorations,

conduct ecological and behavioural studies in

biology and research in any branch of Natural

History w'hich could throw more light on any
sphere of knowledge regarding the collections

Research is also wanting in evolving better

methods of preservation and presentation

It IS needless to say, in view of the above

considerations, as to how underdeveloped and

unsatisfactory the present conditions are as far

as the Natural History sections in Indian

museums are concerned Our museums show \

a great paucity of collections in spite ofour rich

resources The existing sections need proper

jreorganisation and more and more museums of

our country should give fuller representation of

Natural History The Government and the

Museologists of the country should take in-

creasing interest in developing this field of

museum work It is encouraging to note, in

this context, that the Central Advisory Board of

Museums in their last meeting held at Lucknow
have pointed out the advisability of organising

a central museum of Natural History

• • •
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Inscriptions in the Museum

Dr V V i\IlRASHI, M A , D LITT

The Museum contains a large number of

lithic and copper-plate records obtained from

the different parts of the former Central Pro-

vinces and Berar Some of these were brought

to Nagpur even before the establishment of

the Museum in 1863 Richard Jenkins, t\ho

was Resident at the court of the Bhonslas from

1807 to 1826, ^^as interested in the ancient

records of this Province He sent Vina5'akrao

Aurangabadkar, who v as in his service, to diff-

erent places in Chhattisgarh to decipher if

possbile and to make a list of inscriptions

found there From the report of Auranga-

badkar now deposited in the India Office

Library, Jenkins sent an ‘Account of Ancient

Hindu Remains in Chhattisgher ’ published

with translations and observations by H
Wilson, Secretary, Asiatic Society of

Bengal, in the Astatic Researches, Vol XV
(1825)”, pp 499 ff Jenkins probably caused

some stone inscriptions to be brought to

Nagpur As no proper record w^as kept of

these inscriptions, their find-spots were un-

certain and they were conjecturally relegated

to certain places and have consequentlj caused

considerable confusion, which in some cases

has persisted to the present day * In some

cases I have tried to remove the confusion

wath the aid of Aurangabadkar’s report, from

which relevant extracts were supplied to me

by Dr Y K Deshpande, w’ho copied them in

England some years ago Major Wilkinson,

who, like Jenkins, w'as interested in the ancient

records of this Province, also caused some
records to be brought to Nagpur, of which also

no accurate information was preserved ® All

these inscriptions were later deposited in the

Nagpur Museum after its establishment in

1863, but no attempt w'as made to ascertain

their original provenance Later, manj more
lithic and copper-plate inscriptions as well as

coins were brought to the Museum from diff-

erent parts of the Central Provinces and Berar

and deposited in the Museum In 1917 Rai

Bahadur Hiralal published Descriptive Lists

of Inscriptions in the Central Provinces and
Berai, which listed and described 243 inscrip-

tions (Of these 17 were stone inscriptions,

16 statue inscriptions and 12 copper-plate

grants deposited in the Museum) This
number sw'elled to 314 m the second edition of
the wmrk published by him in 1932 (Of these

25 were stone inscriptions, 12 statue ins-

criptions and 1 9 copper-plate grants deposited

in the Museum) Some additions have been
made during the last tvvcnt}-two jears A new
edition of Hiralal’s List is now called for

After the reorganisation of the States, sixteen

records (six inscribed on stones and ten on
copper-plates) have been removed to the

' Sccfc theenseof the stone jnscnption of Bhavvdeva The Museum records relegated it to Ratanpur and so it

i\as designated in Kielhom’s article in JR AS, 1905 p 617 _
Hiralal thought that it belonged to Bhandat ••s

conjectured b\ Cunningham in his ASR, Vol IX, p 127 This has led to some misconceptions about the

ternton under the rule of the Somavamsi king Xannaraja in the article on the Senakapata inscription bv Dr M G
Dikshit and Dr D C Sircar (Dp Ind

,

^ol XXXI, pp 31 f) As a matter of fact the inscription ongmalK
belonged to Arang near Sirpur in the Raipur District of Chhatisgadh I hate published an extract from the Report of

Vinajakrao Aurangabadkar in mv Note on the Senakapata inscription (Dp Jnd

,

Vol XXXIII, p 253) Aurangabad! ar

summanses the contents of the inscnption found at Arang ashich should leave no doubt that it is identical vith the

stone inscription of Bhavadeva, vvronglv attnbuted to Ratanpur and Bhandak

- See eg the large stone inscription containing the prasasli of the rulers of Malna, the provenance of which is

discussed below It was relegated first to Amarakantak, and then to Bilhan, but AurangabadJjir’s report shows that it

belongs to Bhandak

A =31j- a A
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Raipur Museum Still the number of records

left in the Museum is quite large As inscrip-

tions form an important source of the ancient

history of India, it is proposed to give a short

account of the mam records deposited in the

Museum.

The Maiiryas—The oldest record in the

Museum is that inscribed on a large slab of

stone found at Deotek in the Chanda District

It was first noticed by Beglar in Cunningham’s
Archaeological Survey Reports^ Vol VII, pp
1 23— 125 Cunningham published an eye-copy

of the two records incised on the slab and gave

his readings of them in the Corpus Inscnphomm
hidtcartm, Vol I (First Ed ), pp 28-29, but he
could not interpret them They were first

edited with facsimile plates by me in the

P; oceedmgs and Transactions of the Eighth

Session of the All-India Oriental Conference

held at Mysore in 1937^ As shown there, the

earlier of the two records announces an order

promulgated probably by the Mahamatra of

Asoka from Chikamburi, now called Chikmara,
a villge near Deotek It was issued in the

fourteenth regnal year of As'oka and proclaims

that whoever would capture or slaughter

(any animals) would receive condign punish-

ment From the Rupnath and other edicts

of Asoka w'e know that he had ordered that his

edicts should be engraved on stone pillars,

rocks and stone slabs in the districts of his

large empire, but the record incised on the

Deotek slab is the only instance of its kind

known so far and is, therefore, of great

historical importance The other record on
stole IS of the Vakatika age and will be noticed

below The slab has now been removed to the

Museum at my instance

Stone Inscription of Bhdgadatta—Of a some-

what later age is the inscription on the stone

slab discovered by me at Pauni in the course

of an exploration tour in 1937 It has also

been edited by me in the Epigraphia Indica *

It records that a king named Bhagadatta estab-

lished a pddiikapatta evidently at Pauni

3 pp 63 f The article is reproduced in my Studies ,n

Jndohsy, ^ ol I, pp 1 09 f

4 rp Ind ,A^ol X\IV, p 11 f

Bhagadatta is described as the king^ of the

Bharas The latter may be identical with the

Bharasivas who are known to have flourished

at Padmavati {modern Padam Pawaya in the

former Gwalior State) If this identification is

correct, the Bhara tribe may have migrated to

the north from Vidarbha The Pauni record

may be referred to the beginning of the Christian

era

The Kiishanas—Two statues of the Kushana
period were found near the waterfall of the

Narmada at Bhedaghat They are now built

into the pillars of the porch of the Museum
The inscriptions on them are indistinct and

have not yet been edited They are supposed to

hav'e been installed by the daughter of Bhu-
vaka or Bhumaka, who has been identified

with the Kshatrapa Bhumaka ^ Both the read-

ing and the interpretation of this record are

uncertain

The Vakatahas—The Vakataka dynasty was

the most glorious dynasty that ruled over

Vidarbha in ancient times Its earliest capital

Nandivardhana is modern Nandardhana, about

twentyseven miles from Nagpur Its later

capitals Pravarapura, Padmapura and Vatsa-

gulma (identified respectiv'’ely with Pavnar,

Padampur near Amgaon, and Basim) are also

situated in Vidarbha It is not, therefoi^, sur-

prising that several records of this royal family

should hav^e been found m Vidarbha Some
of them have been deposited in the Museum

The earliest record of the Vakatakas is that

inscribed on the aforementioned Deotek slab

It belongs to the reign of the Vakataka king

Rudrasena I and records the construction of a

Dhai ma-sthdna or temple, evidently, of his

jshta-devatd MahSbhairava Rudrasena chi-

selled off half of the earlier record on the slab,

promulgating an order of the Mahamatra of

Asoka prohibiting the capture and slaughter

of animals, and got his own record incissd

in Its place This record is of about the middle

of the fourth centrury AD®
5 Arch Stirv Rep for 1918-19, p 33

6 Misashi, Studies tit Iiidolo?y,VoJ I, pr II4f

•A =313—4 B
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Several copper-plate grants of the Vakatakas

have been found in Vidarbha, of which four

have been deposited in the Museum Three

of them belong to the reign of Pravarasena II,

son of Prabha\atigupta, who "was the daughter

of the illustrious Gupta king Chandragupta II

Vikanmaditya The earliest of these is that re-

corded on the Siv am plates (plate I I )
It regis-

ters the royal gift of the village Brahmapuraka,

nov called Bamhani near Karanja in theBhandara

District Its boundary villages were Karanja-

viraka, Kollapuraka, Pavarajjavataka and Va-

tapuraka which can be identified respectively

with modern Karanja, Kulpa, Paraswada and

Vadgaon lying in the vicinity of Bamhani

The villages are described as situated in the

Bennakarpara-bhoga, which was evidently a

district comprising the territory along the bank

of the Wainganga^

The Tirodi plates found at Tirodi near

Katangi in the Bllaghat District ofM P record

the grant, by Pravarasena II, of the village

Kosambakhanda, modern Kosamba, 6 miles to

the south-east of Tirodi This village is des-

cribed as situtated in the avestern dnision

{aparapatta) of the Bannakata (or the Wain-

ganga District) The plates are dated in the

twenty-third regnal year of Pravarasena IP

The Pattan plates issued in the twenty-

seventh regnal year of Pravarsena II deserve

special mention, for they contain the name of

the scribe Kalidasa This scribe cannot be

identified with the great Sanskrit poet Kali-

dasa, for the record is written very carelessly

and contains numerous mistakes of grammar

and orthography Still the occurrence of the

name m a record of the Vakatakas is interest-

ing It IS now' generally accepted that the w'ell-

known Sanskrit poet Kalidasa flourished in the

Gupta-Vakataka age and there are good grounds

for supposing that he visited Nandivardhana,

the capital of the Vakatakas, where he wrote

his lyric Meghaduta and helped Pravarasena II

in the composition of his Prakrit Kavya

Setubandha ’

7 Mtrashi, Corpus Jnsenpuomm Indicarum (C I I )

Vol V, pp 28 f

8 Jbtd, Yo\ V, pp 48 f

9 Jbtd,Yo\ V, pp 57 f

The fourth copper-plate inscription (viz

the Durg plate) is incomplete, but it probably

belongs to the reign of Narendrasena, the son

of Pravarasena II It w'as intended to be

issued from Padmapura, modern Padampur
near Amgaon in the Bhandara District where

there are still some ancient remains This

place was the ancestral home of Bhavabhuti,

the great Sanskrit playavright of Vidarbha

The Rdshfrakuias of Nandivardhana—^After

the dowmfall of the Vakatakas in the sixth

century A D Vidarbha passed under a feudd

tory family' which owed allegiance to the

Kalachuris of Mahishmati (modern Maheshwar
in M P

)
A copper-plate inscription of the

reign of S\amiraja, who probably belonged to

the Rashtrakuta dynasty w'as discovered at

Nandardhan (ancient Nandivardhana) near

Nagpur It records tw'o grants—(i) one of the

Milage Ankolhka made by the king at Prayaga

and (ii) the other of some nwai tanas of land in

the village of Chinchapattika made by the Gana
(Corporation) of Mahamatras (Elephant-

drivers) Curious as it might appear, the

seal of the grant has not the royal emblem but

the figure of the elephant goad and the legend

Gana-datti (a gift of the Corporation), which
shows what pow'cr the Corporation of

Elephant-drivers wielded in the State

The Panvrajaka Maharajas—This family

was ruling over the Dahala or Chedi country,

comprising modern Baghelkhand, as feuda-

tory' of the Guptas Their copper-plate grants

have been found in Central India One of

these came into the possession of the Malguzar
of Betul, now' m M P It belongs to the reign

of king Sankshobha of the Panvrajaka family and
IS dated in the Gupta year 199 (A D 518)

It records the grant of parts of two villages viz
,

Prastaravataka and Dvaravataka (modern Pat-

para and Dw'ara respectively) in the vishaya

or District of Tripuri (modern Tew'ar near

Jabalpur)"

The Kings of Saiabhapuia—These kings

W'ere ruling in Chhattisgadh m the sixth

Ibid , Vol V, pp 76 f

“ Minshi, C 1 1, Vo\ IV, pp 6 1 1 f

« Ep Ind

,

Vol VIII, pp 284 f
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century A D Their first capital was Sarabha-

pura founded by king Sarabha, the progenitor

of this family It has not yet been identified

satisfactorily One copper-plate grant of this

family is deposited m the Museum It was

found in Raipur The plates record the grant,

by the ^aiabhapuriya king Maha-Sudevaraja,

of the village Sri-Sahika in the Purva-riishtra

or Eastern Country The village has been iden-

tified with Sirsahi m the Baloda Ba/ar tahsil of

the Raipur District (Hiralal, Inscriptions in

C P and Bei ai

,

second cdn
, p 1 06)

The Somavamsis of Dakshina Kosala—1 he

Somavam^is, also called Pandu\am^is, were
ruling in Dakshina Kosala (modern Ciihatis-

gadh) in the sixth and seventh centuries A D
A copper-plate grant of Nannaraja, son of

I\Iahasiva-Ti\aradc\a, of this dynasty, was .

found at Adbhara in the Bilaspur District of

Chhattisgadh It records the gift of the a illagc

Kontmika (modern Kotmi) in the vishaya of

Ashtadvara (modern Adbhara) The grant is

undated, but probably belongs to the third

quarter of the sixth century A D'^

The Rashit akutas of Mdnyakheta—The Im-
perial dynasty of the Rashtrakutas of Manya-
kheta (modern Malkhed in the former Hydera-

bad State) ruled from circa A D 750 to A D
975 Several copper-plate grants of the family

have been found m Vidarbha, of which four

are deposited in the Museum Three of these

belong to the reign of Govinda III, viz (I) the

Anjanavati plate dated Saka 722 (A D 800),

recording the grant of Anjanavantl'"*, (2) the

Sisavai grant dated Saka 729 (A D 807)'^ (PI 1 2)
and (3) the Lohara grant, dated Saka 734 (A D
8I2)‘® All these have been edited by me in the

Ep Ind While editing the last two, I fixed

the chronology of the campaigns of Govinda III,

whic 1 IS now generally accepted The fourth

grant was discovered only two years ago

at Andura in the Akola District The plates

are dated in the Saka year 851 (AD 929)

and belong to the reign of Govinda IV They
record the grant of Elauri (modern Yerli) on

the bank of the Payoshni (modern Puma),

*3 Edited by B C Jam, /nd ,
XXXI, pp 219 f

'“I Edited by Mirashi, tbtd, Vol XXIII, pp 8f
•s Edited by Mirashi, tbtd ,

Vol XXIII pp 204 f

’6 Edited by Mirashi, liid ,
Vol XXIII, pp 212 f

near Nandura The grant is under publication

in the Ep Ind

The Kalachuiis of Tripuri —This was an
illustrious family which ruled from Tripuri,

modern Tewar near Jabalpur At one time
Its empire extended over a large part of North
India and included the holy cities of Prayaga
and Varanasi Four stone inscriptions and
two copper-plate grants of this family hate been
deposited in the Museum The earliest of

these is the fragmentary stone inscription of

Lakshmanaraja found at Karitalli in the Jabal-

pur District of M P It is of about the middle
of the tenth centurj A D and records the con-

struction of a temple of the Boar incarnation

of Vishnu b> SomeSvara, the Chief Minister

of king Lakshmanaraja, and the gifts of Milages

made in fat our of the god'^

Another stone inscription of the family dis-

cotered at Bilhan in the Jabalpur District is

undated, but since it describes the Kakachuri

kings from Kokalla I to Yuvarajadeta II, it

may be referred to the last quarter of the tenth

century A D It records the construction of a

temple of Siva under the name of Nauhalcsvara

and mentions the taxes in cash or kind wdiich

the manufacturers and traders had to pay at

the town for the benefit of the temple and the

niatha attached to it The inscription contains

at the end an interesting reference to Raja-

^ekhara, who, towards the end of his career,

lived at the Kalachun court'®

One other stone inscription of the family is

of the reign of Gayakarnadeva and is dated in

the Kalachun year 902 (AD 1151) It reeords

the construction of a temple of Siva at Tripuri

by a Pa^upata ascetic named Bhavatejas'’

The fourth stone inscription is of the reign

of Jayasimhadeva, the last but one known king

of the Kalachun dynasty of Tripurn It is

dated in the Kalachun year 926 (A D 1 1 74-75)

and describes several Saiva dchdtyas w'ho were

the spiritual preeeptors of the Kalachun kings

of Tripuri It also records the construction of a

WMlrashi, C7/, Vol IV, pp 186 f

»8/iK/,IV, pp 204 f

Vol IV, pp 305 f



temple of Siva under the name of Kirtiiiva

to which king Jayasimha donated some
villages*”

Besides these stone inscriptions, there are

two copper-plate inscriptions of this family in

the Museum One of these is fragmentary,

only one of the t\\o plates being now preserved

there A transcript of the second pHtc Ins

also been preserved in the Museum, from which

I have edited it in the Woohicr Commemoration

Volume^^ This copper-plate inscription

belongs to the reign of Ya^ahkarnadeva Its

date, wrongly written as 529, was probably the

Kalachuri year 836 (A D 1084) The purpose

of the inscription was to record the grant of the

village Karanja in the Jauli-pattala (modern

Jabalpur District)

The second copper-plate inscription is of

jayasirahadeva and records the grant, to a Brah-

mana, of the a illage Agara (modern Agana in the

Sihora tahsil of the Jabalpur District) It is

dated in the Kalachun year 9 1 8 (A D 11 67)”

The Kalachtins of Ratanpur and Raipur—
A branch of the Kalachuns of Tripuri estab-

lished Itself at Ratnapura (modern Ratanpur

in the Bilaspur District) It continued to

TCign there till the country wms annexed by the

Marathas In the last quarter of the four-

teenth century A D a branch of the Ratanpur

family established itself at Raipur There arc

two stone inscriptions of the Ratanpur family

in the Museum, one belonging to Brahmadeva,

a feudatory of Pnthvidcva II, dated in the

Kalachun year 915 (A D 1 163-64),"^ and the

other to Vahara, king of Ratanpur” The
latter mentions the king’s encounter avith some

Pathans

The Chdlukyas of Kalyant —The Rashtra-

kutas of Manyakheta were overthrown by the

Chalukyas of Kalyani An inscription of the

famous Chalukya king, Vikramaditya VI, dated

Ibtd

,

Vol IV, pp 33 1 f

•ai Woolner Commemoration Volume, pp
Vol IV, pp 633 f

3* Cl I, Vol IV, pp 324 f

^3 Ibid, Vol IV, pp 501 f

m the Saka year 1 008 (A D 1 087), is said to

have been found by Cunningham at Sitabaldi,

a suburb of Nagpur, but from the account of

Vinayakarao Aurangabadkar it seems to have

been originally near the old caves in the

Vindhvasan tckdi at Bhandak The inscription

is incised on a pillar and records the grant of

some mvartanas of land for the grazing of cows
and of some more in favour of a temple, made
b) the Do;7^/o//o_)fl/^flVasude^ a during the reign

of the Chalukya Trlbhuvanamallade^a (i e

,

Vikramaditya VI) The pillar has appropriate

figures of cows and calves sculptured on it”

The Paramaras of BlaliLa —There is a large

stone inscription describing the Paramara
rulers of Malw a from Vairisimha to Naravarman
There IS much uncertainty about the provenance

of this inscription According to the records

in the Museum, the stone was brought to

Nagpur from Amarakantak, but there is no
mention of It among the records at Amarakantak
of which a list was sent by Jenkins to the Asiatic

Society of Bengal in 1 825 Hiralal thought that

It belonged to Bilhari in the Jabalpur District*®

But there is no basis for this conjecture It

seems to have been brought to Nagpur from
Bhandak in the Chanda District The inscrip-

tion records that the Paramara prince donated

the village Mokhalapataka in place of two other

villages in Vyapuramandala previously granted

by his brother Lakshmadeva These places

can be located in the Chanda District Vyapura
is Wurgaon near Vairagadh, and Mokhala-
pataka IS Mokhara, about 50 miles east of

Chanda When Cunningham visited Bhandak,

he was told that a large inscription had been
removed from there to Nagpur*^ This is

that inscription

Two copper-plate inscriptions of the Para-

maras are also deposited in the Museum
Both of them were found at the sacred tirtha

*4 76,<1, Vol IV, pp 557 f

169 f, 07/., *stditcd by Kielhom.rp Ind , Vol III, p 304

*6 Hiralal, Inscriptions in CP and Berar, S(-cond

Edn , p 1

*7 Cunningham, AS R , Vol IX, p 1 TI
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of Mandhata in M P —one being of Deva-

paladeva*® and the other of Jayavannan*’

They record grants of land to Brahmanas

The ChandcUas —A copper-plate grant of the

Chandella king Triilokyavarman, dated in the

Vikrama Samvat 1 264 (A D 1208) ^^as found

at Tehn in the former Orchha State It records

the grant, by Trailokyavarman, of the Milage

Mandaura (modern Madaura in the Lalitpur

Sub-division of the Jhansi District in U P )*“.

The Yadovas—There is n mutilated stone

inscription of the yada\as deposited in the

Museum It was found at Lanji in the Bhan-

dara District It is supposed to belong to the

reign of the Yadava king Ramachandra, but

has not 3'et been published or even deciphered^*
«

The Nagovamsts —There were kingdoms of

the Nagavamsis in Chhattisgadh whicli con-

tinued to flourish till the fourteenth century

AD Their inscriptions haic been found in

the former States of Kauardha and Bastar

The Museum has a stone inscription of Ganga-
mahadevi, queen of Somc^varadeia of Chakra-
kotya (Bastar State), found at Barsur^* It is

dated in the Saka year 1 131 (AD 1109) and
records the donation, by Gangamahadcvi, of

the village Kaeramaruka (probably identical

with Kodmalnar near Barsur) to the tuo temples
of Si\a built by her and named Virasomedvara
and Gangadhare^vara in the name of her
husband and herself

The Muslims—Some stone inscriptions of

the Muslims have been found at Batihagadh m
the Damoh District They have been removed

to the Museum Nasiruddin Mahmud of the-

Slavc Dynasty (A D (246— 1266) appointed

Malik Julachi Governor of the Chedi country

The latter’s son Hisamuddin placed Jallal

Khoja in charge of the country round Damoh
An inscription of the latter dated in the Vikrama
year 1385 (AD 1328), recording some of his

victories has been found at Batihagadh (21

miles north-avest of Damoh) Another

inscription found at the same place is dated in

the Vikrama year 1520 (A D 1463) and men-
tions Maharajadhii dja Sultan Mahmud Shah
Khilchi of Madogadh (Mandu) and Khilachi-

pura (Khiljipur near Rajgadh in Central India)

A third inscription found at Damoh dated in

the Vikrama year 1570 (AD 1512) is of the

reign of Sultan Mahmudshah, son of Nadir

Shah, the last of the Khiljis in Malwa It i&

untten in Hindi and proclaims remission of

certain taxes leiied in the town of Damoh^'

Besides these important inscriptions, there

arc some minor inscriptions deposited in the

Museum such as the Mamjari copper-plate

inscription of Tclugideia, the Jatas'ankara stone

inscription of Vijayasimha, etc uhich need not

be summarised here

It Mill thus be seen that the Nagpur Museum
contains several inscriptions \\hich range m
dates from the third century B C to the

sixteenth centun'' A D and were collected

from several places formerly included in the

Central Provinces and Bcrar They ha\e been

of immense help m understanding the ancient

histor}" of Vidarbha, Dakshina Kosala and

Chcdi countries

=8 Edited by Kielhorn, Ep Ind

,

Vol IX, pp 1 03 f

29 Edited by Kielhorn, liid
,
Vol IX, pp II7f

3° Edited by Katare, liid
, Vol XXXI, pp 70 f

3' Hiralal, Inscriptions in C P and Berar, Second Edn ,

p 20

32 Ind, \ol III, p 164

33 Edited b} Hinhl, Ept Ind

,

Vol XII, pp 44 f

34 Noticed by Hinhl, Inscriptions in C F and Berar,,

Second Edn , p 60

35 Edited by Hinhl, Ep Ind , Vol IX, pp 291 f

• • •
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Muslim Inscriptions

in the

Central Museum, Nagpur

BY

Dr Z A Desai, m a ,
d eitt

Superintendent for Persian and Arabic Inscriptions,

Archaeological Survey of India, Nagpur

The Central Museum, Nagpur, possesses a

fairly good collection, and if one may say so,

fairly representative too, of the copper-plate

and stone ' epigraphs which were found at

different places in the former Central Prov-

inces now forming parts of Madhya Pradesh

and Maharashtra Among these are ten

Persian and Arabic inscriptions, three of which

are displayed in the mam epigraphic gallery,

three are built up in the western porch of the

Museum building and the remaining four are

stored in the spare-room awaiting display,

evidently for want of space

The late Rai Bahadur Dr Hiralal who,

with the active help of Mr M A Suboor, m a
,

the Coin Expert of the Museum, seems to have

been mainly responsible for acquiring these

inscriptions from far-off places like Batihagarh

and Damoh and Burhanpur in the Damoh
and West Nimar districts, respectively, of

Madhya Pradesh, and Amner and Kalamb les-

pectively in the Amravati and Yeotmal districts

of Maharashtra, also noticed most of them

giving their brief contents', and the Kalamb

inscription was described at the meeting of the

Indian Historical Records Commission held at

Nagpur in 1928* Subsequently, these epi-

graphs were briefly catalogued, along with the

Sanskrit records and copper-plate grants, in

the Descriptive Notes on the Inscriptions depo-

sited in the Central Museum, which was pub-

lished in 1941 through the efforts of the then

Curator, Dr S S Patwardhan, who was
assisted in the preparation of the notes on the

Persian and Arabic Inscriptions by Mr Suboor

My predecessor-in-office had got their inked

rubbings prepared some time before I joined

in 1953 It is perhaps in the fitness of the

things that these important historical docu-

ments are described here in brief, and as

correctly as possible, for the information of

general public and scholars alike, on the happy
occasion of the centenary of this pioneer

Museum of Central India

The earhest inscription of the group belongs

to the first quarter of the fourteenth century

The tablet on 'vvhich it is engra\ed was ori-

ginally found at Batihagarh, situated at a dis-

tance of about 32 kilometres to the north-west

of the district headquarters Damoh, vhere

I Hinlal, Inscriptions vs the Central Provinces and Berar (iSTattpur, 1932) An earlier edition of this Vork Vas

published in 1916 under the title Descriptive List of Inscriptions in Central Provinces and Berar

n Proceedings of the Meetings of the Ind Hist Rec Com ,\6\ XI (Calcutta, 1929), p 92
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It lay in the Deputy Commissioner’s bunga-

low before its removal to the Museum
,

here

It IS fixed up in the western porch According

to R B Hiralal, the slab was originally fixed

on the stepped well which locally goes under

the name Sas Bahu-ki-Baoli ' Incidentally,

It may be of interest to note that three Sanskrit

inscriptions from this village, of which two
were carved in the reign of Muhammad bin

Tughluq Shah (1325— 1352) and one in the

reign of Mahmud Shah Khalji of Malwa
(1436— 1469), are also in the Central Museum

The Batihagarh inscription (PI II) consists of

seven verses m Persian, the first three of which
record the praises of the ruling monarch,

Ghiyathu’d-Din-u-Dunya, by whom Ghi-
yathu’d-Din Tughluq Shah, the Delhi king

(1320— 1325), IS meant He is stated therein

to be just and equitable towards his subjects,

and inspiring awe and fear in the heart of the

inhabitants of Turkistan, t e
,

the land of the

Mongols, whose invasions were a menace to

northern India in the thirteenth century The
fourth and fifth lines state that the unique

Juljin was the mtiqh (fief-holder) of the region

and Jalalu’d-Din Ahsan was his deputy In

the last tvo lines, the fact that a step-well was
constructed in A H 725, vhich began on the

1 8th December ] 324 A D ,
and the name of

one Uthman, who was probably the builder,

are recorded

This epigraph, which is inscribed in Naskh
style, characteristic of the early Tughluq re-

cords, IS extremely important in more than

one respect Historians dilfer as to the date

of the death of Ghiyathu’d-Din Tughluq
Shah and accession of his son Muhammad
bin Tughluq Shah While contemporary his-

torian Barani, followed by subsequent his-

torians like Yahya and others, gives A H
725", another contemporary Isami quotes

A H 724 as the year of Tughluq Shah’s death’-
None of them gives the month of the year
Now Hajjiu’d-Dabir, the author of the cele-
brated Arabic history of Gujarat quotes Husam
Khan, a mid-sixteenth century writer, to say
that Tughluq Shah died on the last day of
A H 724, that IS to say, about the 1 7th
December 1324 A D"* Dr A Mahdi Husain,
the greatest living authority on the history of
the House of Tughluq, is inclined to accept

1 3th July 1325 AD’, which is in contravention

to the epigraphic evidence It is really un-
fortunate that our record does not specify the
month, which would have settled this con-
troversial problem once for all Nevertheless,

It furnishes important evidence m that it fixes-

the downward limit of the reign of Tughluq
Shah, z e

,
AH 725 As against this, we have

the evidence of another inscription, for fixing the

upward limit of his successor’s reign The
Cambay inscription of Muhammad bin Tugh-
luq Shah bears the date 18th Muharram
AH 725 (4th January 1325 A D )«, which

shows that Tughluq Shah must have died

some time between the first day or so of the

year, z e

,

1st Muharram A H 725 ( 1 8th Decem-
ber 1 324 AD), the date of our inscription

and 18th Muharram AH 725 (4th January

1 325 AD), the date of the Cambay record

This would seem to be corroborated by both

Isami, a reliable author and by Husam Khan
author of the now'^ lost Tabaqat-z-Baliadur

Sliaht which has been quoted by Hajjiu’d-

Dabir^

Another important aspect of the present

record is that it is only with its help that it has

been possible to determine the correct spelling

of the name of the Tughluq governor in the

region, namely, Malik Juljin The name of

this celebrated official is variously WTitten as

Zulchi, Dulaji, Dhulachi, Khuljin, Khulchain

(of which correct form Kulchand w'as suggested).

I Hiralnl, op cit
, p 59 His statements about this as well as the Sanskrit records of Muhammad bin Tughluq

Shah from Batihagarh, are to be accepted with caution lAt
= Baram, (Calcutta, 1862), p 456,

Yahaa, rartWi-i-MiifcaroA Shahi (Calcutta, 1931), p 106

3 Isami, Fi/tiWiii r-,So/cnK (Agra, 1938), p 408

4 Hajjiu’d-Dabir, Zn/arii’I-n-^aWi (u-.n^ii2flj9ar K-fl-a4/i/i, Vol III (London, 1928), p 862

s Dr A Mahdi Husain, Ttighluq Dyxasiy (.CoXcxMa, \9(,-i),PP

6 Dr A Mahdi Husain’s views on the whole question and in particular on the Cambay inscription in HI,

1957 and 1958, pp 31 -32 ,
do not seem to be convincing

7 Isami, op cit ,
Hajjiu’d-Dabir, op cit
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etc * Our epigraph has clearly Juljin which is

evidently the correct spelling For corrobora-

tive evidence it may be noted that this form

of the Malik’s name also occurs m some manu-
scripts of Yahya’s work® Then Jalalu’d-Din

Ahsan, the ndtb or deputy muqti' of the text

is perhaps identical v\ ith the official of the same

name, who some years later, or in 1335 to be

exact, in the reign of Muhammad bin Tughluq,

created history by his successful revolt result-

ing in the foundation of the sultanate of hladura

in south India Our inscription would thus

supply an important missing link in the career

of Jalalu’d-Din Ahsan Shah, of which very

little IS known Incidentally, one of the tw'o

Batihagarh inscriptions also mentions Jalal

Khoja which may also refer to the same person

If so. It may mean that he was still posted in

the region at least until 1 328, the year in w hich

the record under reference was set up^ Last

but not the least, the record provides very

valuable historical information about the politi-

cal status of this region in the Chedi country

under the early Tughluq rulers

The second inscription, (PI III) also built up

into the western porch of the Museum, is of the

time of Ghij'athu’d-Din Khalji of Malvva (1469

—

1500) It IS said to have been originally put up

on the vv estern gate of the now extinct fort at

Damohand was first noticed by General A
Cunmngham and subsequently by R B HiralaP

It also contains a seven-line text in Persian

verse, the first of which, appropriately as it

would appear, invokes prayers for the safety

and invincibility of Damoh district The
next two lines refer to the muqti’ of the region

Mahk Mukhlisu’l-Mulk who is eulogised as

the master of pen and swordf and knowledge

ajttd action In the next line, he is spoken of

as the most favourite of the king Ghiyathu’d-

Din, the king of the universe, while the follow-

ing two couplets register 24th Shawwal

A H 885 (27th December 1480 AD) as the

date of the construction of the rampart (fasil)

in front of the western gate of the tow'n. The
last line quotes the name of the poet Raghani
who had composed the text

This inscription thus provides useful material

for the local history of Damoh The muqti'

Mukhlisu’l-Mulk, like so many other officials

of the Malvva Sultans of high rank, does not

find mention in historical works, and, therefore

too, the present epigraph is valuable, since but

for It, the name of this high official associated

with the region around Damoh would have

remained completely unknovvm

The next three epigraphs are displayed in the

main gallery of the Museum The earliest

of these belongs to the reign of Burhan Nizam
Shah II of Ahmadnagar (1591— 1595), and is

again quite interesting It is bilingual, being

inscribed in Arabic and Ndgari alphabets The
Persian v'ersion which was carved in relief

on the upper portion of the tablet is unfortu-

nately too badly chiselled off to admit of

any reading at all It is, however, a matter
of satisfaction that the fiv'e-line Ndgart text is

quite well preserved and with its help we are

in a position to know the purport of the record
correctly According to it, the stone-slab

was set up in A H 1000 (1591-1592 AD)
m the reign of Hadrat Burhan Nizam Shah
Sultan (the Second), to indicate that the
straight road led to Salewad (Salod) and that
branching off to left went to Nachangaon.
Both Salod and Nachangaon are stated to be
in Wardha district vvffiich borders on the Yeotmal
district m which Kalamb, the original findspot

of the present tablet is situated

In other words, the above inscribed slab

was intended to serv'e the purpose of a dircc-

tion-stone fixed up for the convenience of the
travelling public, merchants, soldiers, etc The

J ‘I?!™!, oj) cit,pp 401,403, Ibn Battuta, The Rtbla (Baroda, 1953), p 95, Yahja, op oil, pp 146,151, 157
165, 174, 220, Elliot and Do-nson, i?ijl07> Vol IV (London, 1872), pp 22, 29, 34, 40, 71 etc

’

2 Yahja, op ett

3 Eptgraphta Ittdtca, Vol XII, p 45

4 A Cunningham, Archaeological Survey of India Reports, Vol XXI (Calcutta, 1885), pp 168-69 Hiralal
op ett , p 59

’

s This phrase is generally applied to a minister

A-2313—5-A
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find of this direction-stone indicates an im-
portant fact, of which no notice had been taken,

at the time of describing its contents in the
works mentioned in the introductory lines

It appears that in the year J59 1 -92, the
Ni7am Shahi ruler of Ahmadnagar had issued

orders for setting up such direction-stones,

since, apart from our direction-stone, one more
such direction-stone is to be found at a distance

of two miles south of Antur in Aurangabad
district of Maharashtra It was also set up m
AH 1000 (1591-92 AD)' Equally im-
portant IS another aspect of this record It

indicates the extent of the Nizam Shahi kingdom
on the east-north-east side

The second of the inscriptions in the said

gallery and fourth of the group, chronologically

speaking, is from an old hamvtatn (public bath)

neartheAkbari-SaraiatBurhanpur(Pl IV) It

comprises three lines of writing in florid Persian

written in an extremely elegant calligraphical

style It is a pity that the slab is damaged,

and the letters thereon have lost their promi-

nence of relief Nevertheless, one can even

now appreciate the masterful style of its writing,

that the gifted callignphist, Khalf a’t-Tabrizi,

has been capable of Khalf seems to hare

been a professional calligrapher He had also

designed the inscription appearing on the

abovementioned Akbari-Sarai, which also, it

may be pointed out, was built under the superin-

tendence of Lashkar Khan eleven years later,

during the governorship of Khan-i-Khiinan “

The above hainmam at Burhanpur was con-

structed, according to our epigraph, by the

order of Nawwab Mirza ‘Abdu’r-Rahim Khan,

K^han-i-Khanan, sipahasalar, in A H 1016

(1607-08 AD) during the reign of the Mughal

emperor Nuru’d-Din Muhammad Jahangir

The person who actually saw through the com-

pletion of the work was Muhammad ‘Ali-

Kark. It may be Worth while to point out
that this hatnntain has been described by a
contemporary writer Mulla ‘Abdu’I-Baqi
Nahawandi, the author of three big-sized
volumes dealing with the life and achieve-
ments in varied fields of Naww'ab Khan-i-
Khanan^ Another point worth noticing is

that in the text the title 'ndi/, i e
,
just is used

for emperor Jahangir, wdiose love of justice is

xvell-know'n through the fact of his installation

of a chain of justice

The third tablet in the epigraphical gallery

containing the fifth epigraph of the lot is

reported to hate been brought from Amner
in the Amravati district This brief but his-

torically important record, consisting of one
Persian couplet arranged in two lines, states

tint Isma'il Khan constructed some structure

in the month of Ramadan of the year A H 1 055
(October-No% ember 1645 A D ) This Ismail

Khan has been identified with one of the five

sons of Muhammad Khan Nayazi'* of Ashti,

in the Wardha district, who had been granted

the pargana of Amner, then consisting of parts

of the Morsi taluk in the Amravati district and

Katol taluk in the Nagpur district, by his

father^ He is probably identical wnth Nawwab
Ismu'il Khan of the time of Aurangzeb, w'ho

w’as appointed faujdar of Jalnapur in 1659-60,

and was already gal’ adat of the fort of Ahmad-
nagar m 1 663 A D ,

W'hen, w^e are told by the

court historian, his rank was increased®

The nature of the monument constructed by

Isma'il Khan is not mentioned in this record,

but according to the report of the members

of the Nayazi family hung in Ashti in the

Wardha district, who claim direct descent from

the w'ell-known Nayazi chieftain, he had also

built a mosque at Amner, the inscription on

which, when of course the mosque had crumbled

» VptVraphta Jitdo-Moshmtca [EJM), 1919-20. pp 14-15, pi IXa, .ihere it is not indicated if the pillar on iihiehthe

directions are marked, also contains these in A’^d^ari characters as well
. 4 ,

2 vr .tPV IQA? r, 75 d1 XXIVTi For one more calligraphical specimen of this calligrapher on stone loan'll

'3. pl VHb, where h.s sohrique It

a’t-Tabrizi IS doubtfully read as a’ n-nadhir

3 ‘Abdu’l-Baqi, Ma’dthir-i-Rahunt, Vol II (Calcutta, 1925), pp 600-601

4 The Niyazis are a famous clan of the Afghans
„ -NTo 1 fAlIaha-

5 Suboor, A short Note on the Aihu and Burhanpur Inscnpuons, Bulletin of the Nagpur Museum, No 1 (Allaha

6 Muhammad Kazim. ‘Alamgtr Nama (Calcutta'; 186^—1873), pp 454, 755
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down, was shifted to the Central Museum’
If so, the present tablet may have been origi-

nally fixed on that mosque

The sixth inscription exhibited in the

Museum is fragmentary and of unhistorical

purport It IS car\ ed in bold Naskh script of

the early period on a slab which is fixed into

the right side of the western porch It merely

contains part of acrse 14 from the Chapter

XXXVI containing the famous sura-t-Yasin

of the Qur'an As its text is not published

anyw here, it may be quoted here to make the

record as complete as possible
‘ ’

fakadhdhabuhuma fa' azzazna

bithahthin faq^d [/m] The trans-

lation of the whole verse also indicating the

missing portions in the brackets, is ‘[‘When

W'e sent to them two,] they rejected both of

them, then we strengthened them W'lth a

third, so they [said Surely we arc messengers

to you]’* But It should be noted that this

inscription, on palacographical grounds, can-

not belong to a period later than the first half

of the fourteenth century, if not earlier.

It has been pointed out in the beginning of

this brief resume that, apart from the above-

mentioned SIX records, there are four inscribed

tombstones in the Museum, w'hich are lying

in the spare-room These originally belonged

to three sarcophaga, which are said to have

been recovered from the Sitabuldi locality of

the Nagpur City itself Two of these, which
are only the head-side or foot-side portions of

the tombs, are inscribed w'lth short texts in

Nasta'hq style of wTiting, which is quite crude

and inartistic They register the date of

the death of two persons, but the respective

part of the two sarcophaga bearing the names
seem to be missing The year is illegible

in both the cases, but it is almost certain that

they do not belong to a period earlier than the

middle of the eighteenth century or so

The third sarcophagus is more or less com-

plete and contains an epitaph which is the

concluding epigraph of this brief narrative.

It IS engraved in Nasia'ltg script and records

that Taj Muhammad mt'mar expired on the 27th

Rabi‘ II A H. 1201 (16th February 1781 AD
The deceased, it may be pointed out, is referred

to in the epitaph as mt'mar meaning ‘mason’

thus indicating that he belonged to that

professional class.

* Suboor, op at

3 The two messengers are Moses and Jesus and the thud is Prophet Muhammad
3 Apparently, the year A,H 1201, stated in the text to be the year of the construction of the sarcophagus

IS also that of his death
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Exhibition of Coins in a Museum

P J CHINMULGUND, ICS

The orthodox method of keeping 0010“; m a

Museum IS to arrange them in trajs, chrono-

logically, according to dtnasu, rulers and
their issues These trajs are kept in a sifc or

a strong room Only a few specimens out of

this collection arc actuallj cxiiibitcd in the

museum show-cases In fact, in a majont}

of cases, the coins themsci\cs arc not exhibited

at all, but plaster casts of coins arc taken and

exhibited The mam collection is only made
a^a^lable for inspection and study to students

and scholars interested in Numismatics It

IS often argued that there is a certain risk

invohcd in exhibiting a aluablc coins thcnisclics

in the show-cases The net result of this

procedure IS that t ery few' coins or their casts arc

exhibited and the general public visiting the

Museum gets no idea at all cither of the collection

in the Museum or of the importance of coins as

sources of History and Culture or of the

importance of the Science of Numismatics

2

It IS desirable that this system should

change if the general public arc to take an

interest in Numismatics and in this article

I propose to make a few suggestions as to how
this should be brought about

3

The argument that exhibition of valu-

able coins entails certain risks is not really

valid It IS well-known that many of the

.other exhibits like bronzes, small articles of

jewellery, seals and so on, which are exhi-

bited in museums are equally valuable Appa-

xently^- no sisk -is apprehended in exhibiting

ithese Hence there is no reason why any

special risk should attach to the exhibition of

jcoins If certain ordinary precautions, which

c\crj curator has to take m exhibiting \aluable
articles, arc taken, there is no reason why coins
cannot be exhibited in absolute safety Exhibi-
tion of an original has a much greater effect

on the 1 isitor to a Museum than that of a plaster

cast thereof I would, therefore, suggest that,

except perhaps in a few rare cases, original

coins theinsehcs should be exhibited

4 Tlic present system of exhibiting stray

specimens or their casts is also an antiquated

one and needs to be changed B}' seeing

such straj exhibits, Msitors get no idea

cither of the historic importance and \aluc

of a coin or of its artistic merit Though,
therefore, the storage of the entire collection

m trays m a safe or a strong room may be con-

tinued, periodic exhibitions of qoins in the

hluscum should be held, emphasizing larious

aspects of Numismatics Thus at one time

coins of a dynasty may be exhibited by select-

ing the specimens of the coinage of each ruler,

which arc of histone importance For exam-

ple, coins of rulers of a particular dynasty

like die hlitra and Sena dynasties of Panchala

and Ayodhya who are othenvise completely

unknow’n, can be shown and as a background

to the coins, cards may be put up explaining

W'hy these particular coins are of historic

importance

5 Another exhibition may be arranged with

a Anew to bringing out the value of coins as a

source of cultural hostoiy As is well-known,

the senes of Gupta gold coins is not only

important as a source of histoiy, but its value as

depicting the costume, weapons, furniture and

jewellery of the period is equally great Thus,
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-the corns of Samudragupta may be shown,

which show the Iving wearing the Kushana

type of dress and, side by side may be showm

the Ljrist tjpe that depicts him in typical

Indian costume The different varieties of the

horseman type coins of Kumargupta each of

which shov\s the King ns v\cll as tlie horse

decked in different types ofjewclleiy and accou-

trements could also form a very interesting

exhibit At the same time, the rc\trses of

Gupta coins which depict Goddess Laxmi in

various attitudes v\ earing diverse kinds of

jewellery and sitting on a throne, or on a lion,

or standing on 'a IMakara and so on could also

be displayed Such exhibitions should be

advertised as the "importance of coins as a

source of Cultural History”

6 Then again a different exhibition may be

arranged with a veiw to illustrating religious

history as revealed by coins Here the different

senes of punch-marked coins showing different

symbols, the Ujjain coins showing Karttikeya

and the Pinchala scries of iMitra coins depicting

various deities like Agni, ^lsllnu, the star

Tdlguni and so on, the cast copper coins

showang the 'Iri-Ratnas motif, ind so on would

form an interesting exhibition Here also in

the background, cards explaining the religious

significincc of these representations should be

displayed

7 Yet another exliibition could be arranged

on the basis of the teehniquc of manufacturing

coins Here could be shown the double cast

coins with the hill and elephant motifs, and

the Yaudheya cast coins of the elephant type

As a contrast some good die-struck coins

should be placed by their side These would,

to mention a few instances, include the double

die coins of Taxila, the Kuninda coins, the

Western Ksatrapa coins with their very well

executed inscriptions and others The idea

here is to bring out the contrast between the

two methods of fabrication of a coin and to

show how a die-struck coin is far superior to

a cast-coin in execution and appearance

8 Still another method would be to display

coins which are outstanding because of their

purely artistic merit Some of the archer type

coins of the Guptas, the Lion Slayer and
Tiger Slayer coins of Chandragupta II and
Samudragupta, the Rhinoceros Slayer and
Elephant rider tvpe coins of Kumargupta the

First, the Agra hlohors of Jahangir of the 5th

and 6th year of his reign, the Ajmer rupees of

the same ruler, the mintless and Agra Ilahi

issues of Akbar, the Zodiac senes of Jahangir

(botli in silver and gold), the portrait medals
of Akbar and Jahangir and others would form
a very interesting exhibition It would show
clearly cxcellancc and trend of art during
different periods of Indian History

9 Yet again, another display could be
arranged w Inch shows the conservatism of Indian
com ty pcs Here, could be included the Laxmi
type coins of Gangev adevaa, by the side of

which could be shown the same type of coins

of Mohamed Ghori Similarly, the bull and
the horseman coins of the Hindu rulers of

Kabul should be placed side by' side with the

same tvpe of coins of Delhi Sultans, the coins

of the late Moghul rulers like Shah Alam and
Alamgir accompanied by the issues of East

India Companv,* which arc in close imitation

of those Moghul issues should be included

The writing in the background would explain

the reason for such conservatism,
, that

wjicre the people were accustomed to a parti-

cuTir tvpe thev would be hesitant in accepting

an unknown tvpe , further, to show that a new
ruler has ascended the throne, the ruler’s name
IS included on the coins, but without m any
way affecting the com type

10 In all these cases apart from the write-

up m the backgiound, enlarged photographs

of coins should be shown This will facilitate

the obscrv ers’ understanding the mam point of

the exhibition, since the coins themseKes are

rather too small to be studied from a distance

W ell-tramcd guide lecturers should be available

to explain the exhibits to the vasitors and
answer their queries

11 If these suggestions are accepted, it

will have a two-fold advantage Firstly, it

will enable the vasitors to a Museum to under-

stand the importance of coins in the fields of

Political History, Social History, Religious
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History, History of Art, Economics and Politics

Thfe secohd advantage %\ould be that it will

do away, in many cases, with the disposal of

duplicate coins in a Museum, since such exhi-

bitions could be Kept as permanent sets and

stored away when the exhibition is o\tr,

to be again displaced after a jear or txvo 1

hope, the Directors and Curators of Museums

in our countrj' would give a thought to these

suggestions and adopt them so that Numis-
matics which today is looked upon purely as

a pursuit of t)ie learned and the scholar, will

hare n wider appeal and catch the imagination

of the atcrage visitor to the Museum Stimu-

lation of such interest in the average visitor

vtill lead to a few of them taking seriously to

the stud} of the coins so that the present

dearth of \\orkers in this field will in course

of time disappear



Origin of the Buddha Image
V S Agrawala,

" Banaras Hindu University.

The question of the origin of the Buddha

image is a significant one from the standpoint

of religious and art history The emergence of

the Buddha image was the outcome of a long-

drawn preceding movement of devotional

theism or Bhaliti The Buddha image was

not an isolated event w'hich happened all of a

sudden without its predisposing causes

Opimons have differed as to the place of origin

of the Buddha image w'hether in the Gandhara

school or in. the Mathura school of sculpture

This question must be examined independently

against the background of religious history and

secondly, w'lth reference to the various elements

of Buddhist iconography as they can be

explained in the context of India’s religious and

art symbolism

Let us take the religious background first

There can be no images unless there is a

definite religious movement advocating the

worship of the image The evidence from

inscriptions and sculptures found at Mathura

and in the adjoining centres is abundant on

this point In the first century B C w'e have

inscriptional evidence of the Bhakti-cnXt of

Vasudeva amongst the Bhagvatas prevalent in

Mathura which inspired the followers of

Buddhism On a lintel fragment of the reign

of Mahakshatrapa Sodasa there is a mention of

the Mahasthana of the gods Samkarshana and

Vasudeva In the other inscription found at

Mora and also belonging to the reign of Sodasa

(1st century B C )
there is clear reference to a

shrine dedicated to the Five Heroes of the

Vnshnis {Vrishnindvi paiicha virdndtn) Accord-

ing to the Vayu Purina, Vrishni heroes were

Bdarama, Krishna, Pradyumna, Aniruddha and

Samba In the Narayana Vataka inscription

found at the ancient site of Majhatmkd {Mddhya-
mtkd, modern Nagri near Chittor) reference is

made to god Samkarshana and Vasudeva who
w'ere given the title of Bhagvan and also spoken
of as Sarvesvara, t e

,
pre-eminent among all

deities In the Besnagar inscription of Helio-

dorus there is reference to the Bhagavata Bhakti-

cult and for the worship of Bhagavan Vasudeva,

a shrine was also discovered during the excava-

tion This evidence proves beyond doubt that

Mathura was the nucleus of a circle of the

Bhagavata movement whose radius covered an
area of about 200 miles, towards the south-

west and south-east In the region of Mathura
itself several images of Balarama have been
found pointing to a cult of Bhakti to Balarama
as a deity Special mention should be made of

an image of Balarama round at the village of

Junsuti about six miles from Mathura which on
stylistic ground should be assigned to about the

late second century B C We may also point

to the representation of the various Brlhmamcal
deities like Indra, Agni, Vishnu, Siva, Bhumi
(the earth goddess) and even stars like Phalguni

on the Panchala coins of Ahichchhatrl

All this evidence indicates that the emergence
of the Buddha image was the outcome of a

movement amongst the Buddhists for worship-

ping the Master in a human form m response to

the same religious impulse as characterised the

followers of the Bhagavata cult When the

Vaishnavas developed a psychological back-

ground and a religious emotion suitable for

image worship the Buddhist could not long

remain unaffected They felt the need of a

visual human symbol to whom they could pay
homage and religious worship This
culminated m the representation of the Buddha
in an anthropomorphic form.



Even m Buddhism the urge to render
devotional worship to Buddha had existed long
before the actual making of image but then
he was represented by means of symbols For
example, instead of making the human image
the artists depicted him m the form of some
well-known symbols like the Bodhi-vnksha,

Bharma-chakra, Stupa, Tniatna, Cliuda

(head-dress), Bhikshd-Pdtra (Alms-bowl), etc

Religious authority was clear in this matter, viz
,

that devotional worship, in the manner of the

Bhaktt-cnlt, could be offered to the Buddha
depicted in a symbolical form but there was no
sanction to make the image Some great

decision vas required to get over this interdic-

tion The formulation and execution of image
were significant problems which could only

be disposed of at a very high level It was not

a question to be summarily settled as the

ingenuity of some local artists working either

in Mathura or in Gandhara as some scholars

have suggested We may clarify the position

in greater relief with reference to what happens
within the orbit of those religious denominations

that are opposed to image-worship, e g ,
Islam

or Arya-Samaja These religious orders are

definitely opposed to the making and worship

of images and none of their followers will

touch It with a pair of tongs nor is it possible to

find a single image in any of their religious

places A similar situation must be envisaged

in the early history of Buddhism

Of the hundreds and thousands of Buddha
images found at Mathura, in Gandhara and in

other places not one antedates the reign of

Kamshka Confused suggestions have been

made as to the existence of a Buddha-hke

figure on the coins of Wema Kadaphises, or

Azes, or Maues But none of them stands

critical scrutiny and none of them has the

value of a proved hypotheses We have,

therefore, ultimately to fall back upon the

firm position that the earliest Buddha images

are those that bear dates in the reign ofKamshka

When ^\e examine the archaeological evidence

we find that most important dated image is one

found at Sarnath, viz ,
the colossal standing

Bodhisattva dated in the third year of Kamshka

and dedicated by Bhikshu Bala of Mathura

After the discovery of this parUcular image-
another one, dated in the second year of
Kamshka, and made of the same kind of red
sand-stone, was found at Kau^ambi Subse-
quent to these two colosii may be arranged a
large number of dated images in several other
years of the reign of Kapishka and his succes-
sors, viz

,
Vasishka, Huvishka and Vasudeva

When we look to the productions of the
Gandhara school we find a diff^erent story.

We have no evidence upto now of the spread
of any Bhakti-ca\t in the area roundabout
Taxila and Peshawar About the images of
this school Sir John Marshall has observed.

Not one of the thousands of known images
bears a date in any known era ” Wheeler
also writes, “ It is a point on which most
authorities agreed that the palmy days of

Buddhism and Buddhist art coincide with the

reign of the great Kushana kings and more
specially with that of Kamshka ”

As against this religious prohibition against

the making of the Buddha image, it may be

imagined that the Buddhists coming under the

influence of the Bhagvata movement of image-

worship and temple-building had been wishing

for some time past to depict the Buddha in

human form The force of the traditional

prohibition was very strong and no one would

dare easily transgress it Therefore, in the

earliest stages to begin with a decision on

the part of the highest patron of the faith was

required in the matter Archaeological cm-

dence points to the fact that such a forward

step w'as taken by Kamshka, secondly, in the

beginning It was not the image of the Buddha

but that of Bodhisattva wnth which they started,

and in w'hich it was considered that no violence

to the tradition or scriptures w^as involved

The natural inference is that upto the time

of Kamshka’s coming to the throne, the tradi-

tion of not representing Buddha in human form

was strictly observed in Gandhara also To

break this convention there was need for a

supreme decision at the highest level Public

opinion must have been raged for some time

past itself on the side of those who wanted

to see the Buddha depicted in human form.
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In the context of the Mahayana thought such

an urge on the part of the people must have

been a very natural one and can be understood
easily The arrival of Kanishka on the scene

with his far-flung authority and particular

xehgious attitude was a sigmficant event in the

history of not only Buddhism but also Zoroast-

rianism He was responsible for the supreme
decision in regard to the representation of a vast

^nd varied pantheon on his coins In the

reign of his predecessor Wema Kadaphises

only the figure of Siva with his Nandi was
depicted on the imperial coinage Kanishka

decided that the figures of the Zoroastrian deities

i(Yazda whose number is 27) should be repre-

sented on his coins It seems to be a natural

corollary to this decision, that Kanishka should

Jiave thought of including the Greek, the

Brahmanical and Buddhist pantheons also m
Ins scheme of religion So far as Brahmanism
was concerned he continued to include the

figure of Siva on his coins under the name of

Oesho As regards Buddhism it quite fits

into this context that Buddha was selected as

the most suitable representative figure in

Buddhism to be adopted on the coins There

-was of course the age-old interdiction against

the depicting of the Buddha in human form

Very naturally such a position could not be

maintained any longer in the face of the

•emperor’s decision to broaden the scope of

the religious motifs to be adopted on the coins

which was an exclusive royal prerogative None
•can argue that the decision to depict the

Iranian deities came from any other authority

except that of the emperor and the same should

"be conceded as an undoubted fact for the Image

of BODDO on Kanishka coins The conven-

tion regarding the representation of the Buddha

through symbols was then relegated to the

background Thus the way was thrown open

for the representation of the Buddha in human
form Why the Buddha figure was not carved

before the time of Kanishka should not be attri-

Buted to any want of capacity on the part of

the sculptors As the available statuary shows

the Mathura artists ivere quite competent

to fashion the statues of gods and men in any

shape or form Something else was restraining

them so far as the Buddha image was concerned

The urge of the people to see Buddha in a con-

crete form could no longer be satisfied with the

mere sight of symbols but demanded to visualise

the Master in all his resplendance as the

Mahapurusha whose body was radiant with 32
marks {dvdtnmsat mahapurusha lakshandm)

Such seems to be the whole position with regard

to the origin of Buddha image This explains

the emergence of the image in its full context

of religious, social, political and art conditions,

all of which became integrated in the new
creation of the Buddha image It cannot be
accepted for a moment that the creation of the

Buddha image would be the result of the vague
caprice of an unknown artist of the Gandhara
school as stated by Tarn It may be specially

observed that none of the three factors in rela-

tion to the Buddha image existed in Gandhara,
e g , there was no background of any Bhakti

movement there as has been shown above for

Mathura , secondly, no representation of the

Buddha on any coin or sculpture has been proved
prior to Kanishka in the Gandhara school

, and
thirdly, none of those elements which contri-

buted to the making of the Buddha image by
combining Chakravarttzvid To^ndealshad any
meaning or background in the Hellenistic tradi-

tion in Gandhara To become acceptable to the

people for whom such images were meant, the

Buddha statue could only be the fruit of a pur-
poseful design intended to satisfy the needs of a

religious aspiration of the people in the form of

the Bhaktt discipline which was now an establi-

shed fact at Mathura The Brahmanical sculp-

tures and the images of the Jama Tirthankaras

and, of course, also the figures of Greek and
Iranian gods and goddesses on the coins were
there but none ofthem could offer an ideal form
for the representation of the Buddha If we
analyse thevarious elements of Buddha’s icono-

graphy we have to fall back not on one single

image type but generally on the whole statuary

that had been evolved during the course of cen-

turies up to about the first century AD By

tracing the complete formula of the Buddha

image to its various sources alone, one can

furnish an adequate answer to the much
debated problem of the ongin of the Buddha

image

A 2313—15 A,
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Buddha inngc may be di\ ided into two prin-

cipal types, vu , standing and seated These
types arc distinctly different in artistic conce-

ption from each other Whatei er be the source

of these two main types from the point of view

of art, when w'e take into account the elements

of the Buddhist iconographj the formula

w'as basically concciicd as combining the ideal

of a Cliakiavaitl and the ideal of a liogi,

Buddha as a Mahapurusha was endowed
w'lth the thirty -tw'o marks of tiic great man
These lent thcmschcs easily to the iconographic

conception of the Buddha figure, for example,

the bump of wisdom on the top of the head
called U^ltnisha, spiral hair between the two
eye-brows called Dina, elongated ear-lobes

{ Pialamha-kama pasa), long arms up to the

knees {AtSnubdhii), broad chest (Vtsdlatakshn),

palms of the hands and soles of the feet marked
with the Dliai ma-Cliahra {ChaKkruuka-hasta-

pddaii), webbed fingers of the \\:mds{jfdlanguh-

kaia), etc
,

all these features arc present in

the human images of the Buddha and arc

directly' based on Indian tradition of an Ideal

Great Man Then there arc certain features

contributed by the Yogi ideal of the Buddha
figure, e g , the ga/c fixed on the tip of the nose

resulting in the half-closed eyes {nSsdgro-dmhft),

cross legged posture {padmdsaua) with hands
either placed m the hp {dhydnaviudrd) or the

nglit-hand raised to shoulder {abhayamudrd),

etc The conception of a Chokravarli also w'as

responsible for some of the elements in the

making of the Buddhist iconography, e g , the

tw'o chawrie-bearer attendants who were ima-
riably associated w'lth royalty The cJihalra

also W’as an indispensable symbol for roynlty

as seen in the Sarnath Image of Bhikshu Bala

and in the case of the Mahoh Bodhisattva

They accepted halo round the head as the suitable

sign of the glory of the Buddha The
conception of the halo w'as borroxved from
Zoroastrnn deities on coins round w'hose head

It is depicted as the divine glory hvan (Skt

Svar~manda]a) of Ahur Mazda The Kushana

artists who w'ere also called upon to represent

the figure of the Iranian Yajatras (duties) on

the coins of Kanishka, obxiously dicw upon
the original figure of Ahur Mazda for the halo

The idea fitted i ery w ell with Indian conception

of the divine figures being surrounded by
a radiant orb {IP ahhdmondala)

,
although no

earlier represcmation of this feature can be
traced at Sanchi or Bhaihut Gradually the
halo became Indianistd Its Iranian origin was
forgotten and during the Gupta period it was
bclicv ed that the halo represented the shadow of

the Chattra held on the head of the king Kali-

dasa mentions this conception in case of Kaghu
and Parvati It suited very well the form of

the h ilo in the Gupta period which was now
decorated as the blooming lotus with open
petals and therefore known as Padindtapatra

pi abhd-maiuMa (halo of the form of lotus

parasol)

The genesis of the Buddha image should be
traced to the religious history of Buddhism
The followers of the Sarvasativadin sect were

in the ascendmey’ at Mathura and also in

Gandhara Ihey were realists who believ’ed

in the value of the vvordly ideas in the sen ice

of humanity and selfless action for the relief

of human suffering and sorrow It means

that they placed higher value on the ideal of

the Bodhisattvahood so much so that they

declared that lord Av alokitcsv’ara would con-

descend to go to the Avichi hell if he could

make man happy by his presence there This

was a very powerful point of v’levv which

stirred deeply the feelings and emotions of all

who listened to the new ideal It appears

that the Buddhists were divided into two

camps, the traditionalists or Theravadins who

were adherents of the Niizdna ideal, eg,
attaining by following the ascetic way,

there were others the Sarv astiv adins who did

not wyithdraw from the Exacting struggle

of the w orld but took utmost joy in sacrificing

themselv’es for the happiness of all beings

This was in essence the ideal of the Bodhi-

sattvahood in the palmy days of Mahayana

Buddhism The Bodhisattv a ideal prov'ed as of

supreme attraction and it provided a new

inspiration of positive service and devotion

and endowed with social virtues and con-

science The effect of this bifurcated attitude

was best seen in the case of the Buddha image

The followers of the Buddha ideal continued

A 2313—6 B
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^Mth their old restrictions on the image of

Buddha and most probabh they confined

themselves to the continuation of the sjmibolical

representation of the Master as i\as known
in the art of Sanchi and Blnrhut On the

other hand, the Sarvastivadm monks getting

more dynamic and powerful spread their

activities from Taxila to hlathura and declaring

fearlessly their faith in tiie tangible w’orship of

the Buddha m a human form To them the

image was as real an clement of religious

worship as faith m the doctrines Wc, there-

fore, find that the earliest images were those

not of the Buddha but of BodhisatUa which

ngreed w ith the Sarvastn adin ideal

The wmrd Bodhisatti^a literal!}'’ means one

taho is destined to or worthy of attaining the

Bodhi or enlightenment, i c ,
being on the

path of Satnbodht The Buddha himself was

a Bodhisattva upto the age of thirtv-fi\c years,

1 c ,
before his enlightenment at Bodhagaya

' After the great enlightenment he became

entitled to the epithet Buddha, i c
,

‘ the

Enlightened One ’ The first part of his life

of thirty-five years is also divided into two

portions, VIZ
,
his palace life as a prince up to

the age of tiventy-nine when he w'as dressing

himself in the robes and ornaments worthy

of royalty, later w'hen he became a recluse at

the age of tivcnty-nine he gave up his costly

dress and jew'els and donned the tri-chwara

The question w'hich must hai e presented before

the monk and the artists alike was whether

the Buddha should be represented with or

without royal dress Here the evidence of

the earliest sculptures is of value to us The
several early sculptures in the Mathura school

throw significant light on this point Whether

they are standing images of muscular built

and big size as the Sarnath Bodhisattva

[Fig 7 Plate V], of the year 3 of Kanishka or

the Maholi Bodhisattva, or slender seated type

like the Katra Bodhisattva [Fig 6 Plate V]
and Anyor Bodhisatti'a (both of which are

undated but by the concensus of opinion of

all scholars are among the earliest images

made in Mathura school), we find that it

is the later phase of Gautama as Bodhisattva

wearing monk’s dress that was accepted for

representation It may be imagined that after

some time the urge to represent the Buddha in

human form also must have become irresistible

then It was found necessary to reorient the

two types of images, the one without ornament

W'as chosen for that of the Buddha and the

other with ornaments and royal dress became

the type of the Bodhisattia image When the

artists were called upon to ciolve a formula

of the Buddha image they were "not without

a precedent in the examples of dn me images

First in importance come the Yaksha images

of the colossal standing type like that of

Parkham The Parkham Yaksha is rightly

spoken of as the grand ancestor of all early

Indian statuary The standing Bodhisattva

type was directly indebted to it Both are

free standing and can'ed in the round, both of

a colossal size, both have a muscular built,

both imprcssiv'e by their sheer volume, in

both the divine character of the image is sought

to be conveyed by means of its size and domi-

nant physical force Both have their right

hand held in abhaya~mudra In both the

drapery is of simple character, consisting of

a dhoti, a girdle and an upper covering

(ttllariya) passing on the left shoulder

(Ckdmsiha) As Coomaraswamy has showm
in his famous esssay on ‘The origin of the

Buddha image’ the colossal standing Bodhi-

sattvas in the Mathura school were undoubtedly

deriv'ed from the Parkham Yaksha t}pe Stylis-

tically there is the closest resemblance between

the Parkham Yaksha and the Sarnath Bodhi-

sattva which are parts of the same art cycle

It has been sometimes pointed out that the

Buddha figure is represented on the coins of

Maues, Azes or Wema Kadaphises, but none of

these is free from doubt The v'ery poses of their

hands indicate that they were hardly intended

to represent the figure of the Buddha For

example, on the coins of Azes the figure has

Its right hand stretched horizontally outwards

which is against any possible viudid of the

hands of the Buddha image In the lap of the

figure also there is a staff placed parallel to

folded legs and projecting outw'ards w'hich

has no meaning in the case of a Buddha figure

In the case of the coins of Maues there is

a similar object and the posture of the legs

can hardly be said to be a true padmasana
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The figure on the coins of Kadaphiscs is \crj'

distinct and it holds in tlic uplifted right hand

a full-bloun lotus with a long stalk, a feature

not found in any of the early Buddha images

and can in no May be said to be of the Buddha

Moreover none of these three figures scorns to

have had a halo round the head mIiicIi Mas

an invariable feature of ill Buddha images

as Me sec on the coins of Kanishka

We should also, mIiiIc considering the

formula of Buddha images, ha\c a look back

into Maurya-Sunga art in quest of the aarious

elements constituting the image in order to

find out Mhcthcr any of them Mas recognised

as such in the early Buddhist art prior to

Kushana period While the standing Bodhi-

sattva M’as modelled after the standing Yakshas

the seated tjpe of the earliest Bodliisatteas

like Katra and Anjor requires to be traced

Our attention is directed to the A^okan Lion-

capital of the Sarnath pillar Wc find here

a Dharmachakra as the topmost sjmbol

surmounting the heads of the four lions In

this case it is possible to recognize the presence

of Buddha in the form of Dharmachakra, tiic

four Lions representing the Lion-scat or

Simhasana The Lion-scat stands for the

Chakraaartl aspect of his dominant personahtj

The symbolism of the Lion-capital clearly

stands for the combination of the Yogi and
the Chakravarti deals mIucIi inspired the

religionists and artists in formulating the

personality of the Buddha If we compare the

Lion-capital and the Katra BodhisatUa image
we find them to be the products of a single

formula with only a slight modification The
Dharmachakra is replaced by the actual human
figure of the Buddha holding his hand in

ahhaya mudra and the four lions car\cd in the

round are replaced by the royal throne sup-

ported on the heads of tM o or three lion figures

carved in relief The search for the formula

for the Buddha image appears to have been
a very intensive one and the religious teachers

as well as the artists must have gone all out

with their resources both in the matter of

traditional motifs and representations as well

as religious traditions and belief in order to

perfect an iconographic form which would
be acceptable to all The type of image that

Mc find in the shape of the Kafra Bodhisattva

at Mathura dots represent a synthesis ind

linking of several strands that were available

in the ecleetic religious atmosphere of Mathura

An analysis of the Katra Bodhisattva ac-

qu lints us with the following features —
(i) Buddha seated on Lion-tlironc under

a Bodlii tree which gives a realistic touch

to the represent ition of the Master as he
would have been in actual life

(ii) Seated in padmasana, with two legs

crossed, which was a tvpical yogic posture,

known from the earliest times in Indian art

and religion

(ill) 'I he right hand is held in abha^a-

inudra and the left placed on the left leg.

This IS an adaptation of the pose of hands,

already seen in Yaksha images The abliaya-

viudrd IS also entirely an Indian conception

(iv) The hands and feet arc marled with

Dharmichakri and Tnratna symbols They
form part of the conception of an ideal

superman

(v) On the top of the head, Ushnisha or

raised spiral locks of hair {Kaparda), which

arc believed to have been left on the Buddha’s

head when he cut off his hair The hair

on the head docs not show any curve, as

IS the case in all images of Gandhlira school

This type of hair being that of a monk
with a shaven head There is an "Orna

between the eye-brows represented by a

circular small whorl of hair

(vi) There is behind the head a plain

undccorated halo with a scalloped margin

(vii) The drapery consists of a cloth

fastened by a girdle, as in the case of early

Y’aksha figures The bust is covered with a

Samghdii w Inch leaves the right shoulder bare

Only a few folds are show n on the left arm and

the shoulder

(viii) Buddha is attended by' a chowri-bearer

on either side These chovvri-bearers are

dressed like house-holders They can’t

yet be dentified as Indra and Brahma or

Avalokiteivara and Maitreya
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(i\) In the upper two corners nrc sliown

fl}ing De\ns, throwing flowers on Buddin

Each one of the abo\e features, with the

onlj' exception of the halo, is domed from

Indian religious conceptions, associated with

a Yogi or Chakras art! m general and Buddha
in particular

In the carh iconograph}, in the case of the

standing figures a chhattra or parasol is show n

o\cr the Buddha’s head, which also was included

in the paraphernalia of the Chakraiartl This

feature of the two chow ns and the chhattra

was alrcadj the sign of ro> altj in earlj art as seen

at Bharhut and in the figure of Mandhata at

Bhaja The formula of Budha’s image seems

to ha^c been c\ol\cd bj combination of the

ideal Yogi seated in meditation and the ideal

Chakraiartl seated on a swthasana wath two

chowri-bearer attendants and with a chhattra

held abo\c In the case of the seated figures,

tlic chhattra seems to ha\c been replaced b>

the halo

Ihc third feature, borrowed from the Cha-
krainrtT iconograpln, was the idea of the lion-

scat on which the cross-legged Yogi was depicted

as haMng his scat The presence of the Bodhi-

manda or raised platform on which the

Buddha a\as seated at Bodhaga)a at the time of

his enlightenment was accepted without ques-

tion It was easily transformed into a raised

simhasana From the outset the Buddha was

bchcacd to be a lion amongst the Sakyas

{^akya-stmha) who was destined to sit on a lion-

throne and, therefore, this association of a

smhasatta with his image was taken to be quite

appropriate This formula of Buddha’s being

seated on a lion-throne—supported on the head

of four lions—is not nccessarilj borrowed from

anjwvhcre else or even inicntcd in the Kushana

period As a matter of fact, this formula of

tilt lion-throne—Consisting of four lions and

supporting the symbolic form of the Buddha—is

already present in the most explicit form in the

Sarnath Lion-capital In the latter case, four

lions seated back to back supported a Dharm-

chakra which symbolised the Dharmakaya of

Buddha or which is the same thing as Buddha

being identical with his Dharma

The Katra type ofBuddha w'caring the monk’s

dress w as accepted as the normal form of the seat-

ed Buddha image, although in its earliest stages

e\cn this type, as is in the case of the Katra

image itself, was designated as Bodhisattva

Besides, special forms of Bodhisattva and

Buddha images began to be made in the

Mathura school, i e
,
images of Bodhisattva

i\Iaitrcya of whom seteral examples are known
in Kushana art, arc always distinguished by a

monk’s bottle (nmn/a-g/ifl/c) held in left hand

An image of Katyapa Buddin has also been

found at Mathura in the Kushana period

Thus It appears that on the strength

of the comprehensive basic formula comp-
rising a good number of traditional Indian

elements the seated and standing types of

Bodhisattaa images were perfected m the

Mathura school of sculpture Naturally there

were \ ariations in the mam types due to the

intensive fer\ ent of religious thoughts and beliefs

amongst the Sanastivadi and the Mahasamghika
teachers whose actiMtj was primarily responsible

for the origin of the Buddha image

There are some other types of images noticed

in the Mathura school For example, (I)

Bodhisattva Maitrcya (future Buddha) of whom
several examples arc found in Kushana art,

is represented in a standing posture, holding his

right hand in abhaya-mttdrd and an amnfa-ghata
(nectar flask or monk’s bottle) m the left For
all practical purposes its iconographic formula
IS as that of the mam type of the standing Bodhi-
sattx a images but the images arc generally small-

er in size and not very heavily built (2) Images
of Bodhisattva Avalokitctyara are very rare in

Mathura art (3) Images of the Katyapa
Buddha have also been found He was one of

the seven Manusha Buddhas but depicted

independently of his companions Seven
Manusha Buddhas have already been depicted

m the art of Sanchi, each having his distinct

Bodhi tree That tradition was continued in

the Kushana art of Mathura



An Inscribed Jain Image

from Daulatabad Fort'

By

M N Deshpande,

Debt a Dun

The last phase of the rock-cut architectural

activity in the Deccan was dominated by the

patrons of Jainism, as manifested by the richly

can'ed Jama caves at Ellora (District Aurang-
abad), Ankai (District Hasik), Nasik®, Aihole and
Badami (District Bijapur) The last named
Cav es at Aihole and Badami may be attributed to

the later kings of the Early Chalukyan dynasty^

(Eai ly 8th century AD), while those at Ellora

to about the 9th and 10th century A D when
the Rashtrakuta kings held sway over the

Deccan‘S The Yadavas, who ruled m the

Deccan in the 1 2th to 1 3th centuries, appear to

have pationised Jainism and flourishing Jama
bastis are noticed in and around their capital

cities of Chandradityapura^ (modern Chandor,
District Nasik) and Dev'agiri (modern Daulata-

bad, District Aurangabad) A few stray

examples of Jama caves belonging to Yadava
period have survived at Chandor and Tringal-

vadi® (District Nasik)and Patan (District Jalgaon),

but these are comparatively plain and lack the

architectural grandeur of the earlier examples

at Ellora The only group of rather ornate

Y'adava period caves is at Ankai and can be
attributed to circa 1 1 th- 1 2th century A D
Besides these rock-cut caves, structural temples

dedicated to the worship of Jaim tirthankaras

were built at several places, and some of these

might have been the result of royal patronage

At Anjaneri, 15 miles South-West of Nasik, a

few Jama temples have survived and m one

of the temples is carved an inscription^, dated

1 01 4 A D recording a grant of two shops to the

Jama temple of Chandraprabha by Seuna-

chandra, a Yadava king

It is no wonder that within the precincts of

the Daulatabad fort, a number of Jama temples

were built by the tolerant Yadava kings and

this IS testified to this day by the find of numerous

sculptures and architectural members of Jama
origin The temples which once stood here were

probably destroyed by Alauddm W'ho captured

the fort in the year 1 294 A D Recent clearance

operations have brought to light a cave,

probably of Jama origin, near the rock-cut moat

girting the hill fort

* I am indebted to Dr G S Gai, Government Epigraphist for India, who Went through the artide and made
some suggestions

-The Jama caves are situated on a hill known as Chamar Tekdi about 5 miles from Nasik

3 From the architectural style, the Jama cares at Badami though carved in the same hill near the Brahmani-
cal Caves, appear to be remor ed in time by about two centuries

4 This assumption IS not based on direct inscriptional evidence The inscriptions in the Jama caves at Ellora

are not dated, but on palaeographical grounds can be dated to about 9th- 1 0th centurv A. D when Krishna II of

the Rashtrakuta d>nastj was ruling This king, like his father Amoghav arsha, is said to have been favourably

disposed towards Jainism

5 Chandraditvapura is mentioned as a town made famous bv Dridhaprahara, the founder of the Yadava
dynast> The name appears to have been derived from Chandraprabhasw ami, a tirthani ara of the Jamas There is

a Jama cave and a structural temple at Chandor the ancient Chandraditvapura The place is about 40 miles

North-East of Nasik Cousens, jlleSteaval Temples of the Dakban, pp 49-50

6 Cousens, Medteaval Temples of the Dakhan, PP 48-49

’Pandit Bhagvvanlal Indraji, Jnd Ant ,Yo\ XII, PP 1 19— 129, Cousens, Afcdieaunl Tcmp/cs o/ the Dakhan,

p

43
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An inscribed but mutilated Jama image
(Plate VI) uas recentl} found in the Daulatabad

fort This IS the first dated Jama image found
in the fort and as such is of considerable

importance It belongs to the time of the

Yada\a king Simghana, uho came to the throne

in 1210 A D

The inscription in question is caned on the

pedestal of a completch mutilated image of a

ttrlhamkara, m two lines, on cither side of the

lilrtga-Iauchhaua caned in relief in the centre

of the pedestal The lauclthana would suggest

tint the ttrlhamkara represented is Santinatha

mentioned in the inscription under reference

The image is unfortunately damaged so much
that the portion abo\ c the a\ aist has completely

disappeared and what remains is the lower half

of the bodv of the tnthamkara From the

position of the feet and hands, it can be surmised

that the firthaittkara was seated in Padmasana
with the soles of the feet pointing upwards with

his palms, the right one resting on the out-

stretched left one In the middle of the right

palm IS caracd the Smatsa-ldiichhatia which is

star-shaped hating a roundish boss in the

middle and provided with nine spokes Tlie

sculpture in its present condition measures

76 2 centimetres from knee to knee and is 30 5

centimetres in height The original height

mat have been a little more than 90 centimetres

The inscription carted on the pedestal runs

in two lines, the first running across tlic width

of the pedestal on cither side of the Mriga-

lahchhana and the second line consisting of

seven words is carved bclotv the first, at the

right end and to the proper left of the laiichhana

The record* is much obliterated and a few
tt ords hat e disappeared The inscription reads

as follows —
1 Siddham* (l^) Svasti sri sake 1176

Anamda sam I Vai^a4ia(kha) su 3 (Bhau)
me ntaja Thakura DCugi-
bhar\'i Gau(n) tat-putra-Snpati-bharya

I lira Samtini

2 ttl^ pranamati nittam(tjam)jl

The inscription tells us that Hira, wife of

6ripati, who was the son of Thakura DCiigi

and his wife Gauri, installed the image of

Santmatha for perpetual worship, on the

3rd of the bright half of the month of Vaisakha

in the cjclic tear Aiianda in 6aka 1176 (i e

,

Tuesday, the 21st April 1254 AD)
The script of the inscription is in the usual

Dot anlgari, of about the 13th centur}' A D
,

and the language of the inscription is S-^nskrit

prose There is hardlj ant thing of note as far

as orthographical peculiarities of the inscrip-

tion arc concerned

Among the proper names mentioned Deiigi

calls for comment As in Jaitugi, vgi in DCugi
appears to hate been added at the end of the
name to form a more popular term of address
Thakura-DCugi appears to be quite an influential

personage and it is not improbable that his

son Sripati also was an important official in the
service of the Yadata king Simghana The
family of Thakura-DCugi was apparently
devoted to Jainism

' In the ncrompinving pHte tlic proper right nnd left portions oi tlie inscription nre grouped togetlier for fici-

lities of reproduction [Ed J

- Etpressed b} n sMnboI

3 About five or siv letters after i^om/nid seem to ln\c been lost which nia> be restored as tasya Buntcm /rj to
suit the contc\t
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no I

vT ^

ggho gho CB ccT*' echo cha ja Ju

M E 5 5 ?

- S.N.Ghorpade

* Symbol at the close of a paragraph or section.

ORAWiHG OF XHE SELECT AK5ARAS OP THE MS. J OP
the Praicrlt Kovalayemala
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On the Paleography of the palm-leaf

Manuscript of the Kuvalayamala

By

Dr A N UpADH\E,

Kolhapur

There is a palm-leaf Ms of the Kuvala-

yamala m the Big Bhandara at Jaisalmer',

represented by the siglum J in my edition*

It contains 254 leatcs, each leaf measuring

23 by 2 5 inches The breadth noted is

obviously at the centre of the vidcst leaf,

because it decreases at some corner or the

other and varies from leaf to leaf Muni
5ri JiNAVijA\Aji placed at my disposal 54

photographs (put on mounts 15 5 by 12 5

inches) each measuring 1 1 50 by 9 5 inches

and containing some ten pages (of one side of

the leaf or the other) of the palm-leaves While

arranging the leaves for photographing, a few

pages are repeated la different plates In this

lot are included the photographs of the wooden
boards of the Candra-prajhapti and the Bha-
gavati-vrtti and of some of the leaves of the

Vtlasavali kaiha The palm-leaves Nos 1

and 254 are written on one side only As it

was difficult to read them with naked eyes,

I got a few photographs enlarged to 20 by 16

inches ,
and therein the letters are easily read-

able, though, due to not-very-sharp focus,

some leaves give a blurred appearance The

original Ms , I imagine, must be an admirable

piece of calligraphic workmanship

The number of lines varies from 4 to 7 on
different pages depending on the breadth of

suitable writing space available on each side

of the leaf Each full-length line contains

letters (including daridas, etc
) ranging from 135

to 140 Excepting the first and the last, all

the folios are written on both sides in black

ink The written portion on each page gets

divided into three parts with space and a hole

(for the string) in between them There is

margin left at both the ends Some leaves

are broken at the ends here and there
,
and as

the photographs indicate, on a few pages, the

ink IS rubbed Perhaps the letters could be

read easily in the original palm-leares, because

what IS apparently blurred is duly copied in

the transcript prepared directly from the palm-

leaves

The leaves bear page-numbers on one side

only on the left-side margin (generally at

the centre) in symbolic syllables, standing

vertically, i e , one below the other, the lowest

* C D Dalal nnd L B Gandhi A Catalogue of Mss tn the Jain Bhandars at Jesalmere, p 27, also Intro

p 42f. GOS XXI, Bnroda 1923

^ ICuvalayamdld, critically ed with Various Rsalin^s, Singhi Jain Ssries No 45, Bharatija Vidya Bhpvana,
Bombaj 1960

A-2313—7-A
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sylhblc forming the first plicc ,
and on the

nght-side margin (a)so at the centre) in

numerals written horizontally A careful stud)

of these s)mbolic S)llablcs discloses that

they are practically cotcred by the excellent

table draw’n up b)^ Muni Sn f’L'^iA^IJAi Aji*

Some of the symbolic s}llables in the

photographs of J are coacred by the strings

One or two deviations I could mark, but the)

may be looked upon as scribal slips Some of

the syllables haae a wa\v crest on the serif

or a couple of dots on the head all this ma)

be either decorative or just a flourish of the pen

The zero is also gnen sometimes a decoratiae

figuration it is faced, on four sides, b) four

round brackets with inward or outward curac
,

or its place is taken by a cross, or the sign of

multiplication, the angles being filled by round

brackets of outaaard curve

In this Ms every letter is separate, or a

unit by Itself, and the serif or head-line of one
IS not connected aaith that of the other The
padt-viaira or prsfha-mdtrd is used here and
there

,
but it is less frequent, if not altogether

absent, in the first line aahich has ample blank

space for the top-strokes for the aoaacls c and o

Both para-sazarm and auusvdra arc used

There are instances oi ^a-srutt, but it is not
uniformly used Almost uniforml) « is used
ea’eryavhere the instances of initial it and
conjunct im are scarce There is picnt) of

use of inorganic /, or what is often called ta-iruit

The Ms J perhaps makes no distinction

betw'een v and b , and it uses the same letter

for both of them There arc certain letters

which look very much alike in some places,

for instance, c and e>, {tha and ddha, y and v,

bh and 7/, etc Many of the letters ha^c such
a peculiar and old style that a novice might
confuse one for the other, some pairs may be

noted here by way of illustration a and jIt,

tt and 0 , u andj, e and p, gh andpp, gJi and vv
and pp, ii/t and ddh, d and r, t ind it, it and 7,

tb and vv, pit (second variety) and d, bh and ru.

lit iiid s, 1 .irid p, etc With regard to u and o,

one feel, that there is a slight difference in their

shape, hut it is not alwajs definitnt Very

often erh is written for eh, and cfh,j)h and tth

follow an itinisvara, the first two eeen in a long

aowel At times initial doubling as in ff/ito

IS seen 'J’he sign of tnagrnha is used here

and there, of course rarel)
,
and a somewhat

peculiar sjmbol (i round bracket vith a

stroke below) is used for itt

In this Ms J ecrscs are not numbered ,

separation of words is sometimes indicated

h\ eerj small stroles or dots on the head-line ,

\cr) often daitdas arc helpful, but the) are not

put alwa)s at the required place, especial!)

in prose In \crses, howeetr, single or double

daitda is used rcgularh and correeth At
times some letters are rubbed out and stand

faint the) are to be treated as cancelled

Sometimes dots arc put on letters which arc

to be omitted
,
and a stroke below them means

striking off of that portion Portions within

round brackets arc also to be left off There
arc some marginal additions and corrections,

often in a different hand of the latci st)lc

Big sections in stories arc concluded with

a stmbol which looks like cha^ but between

single or double daitda

1 he Ms J opens thus

sft fefoR: etc.

and ends thus

II iTW ii

II II

Thus this Ms IS written in caimat 1139, i <? >

(—56), AD 1083, and so it is nearly 900

)cars old The concluding sentence, men-

tioning the date, shows a shghtlv different

hand, but I think, it is written b) the same

writer

^ Jaina-citra-} alpadriima by S M Nawad p 63 of the First Section, Ahmedabid 1935. also Smimnli-

Jiraf'araHa (Gujarati Intro ) bj S SANGHAViandB Doshi, pp 15-27, \hmcdabad 1932

= See the chart of Ak^ara-vatikas given along with his paper on p 36

A 7 B
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A paleographic study ot this Ms by duly

handling the original palm-leaves would bring

to light many interesting details As already

observed by Prof I" B J Kuiper J is written

in a hand which closely resembles that of pi

VI, col XV of Biihler (taken from a Ms that

is only two years older than J), except for the

aksnio ha ’ The serif or the head or top line of

many letters in J is not just a short line above

the aksara, but often it looks like a wedge (w’lth

thick ink) and resembles the s rif of certain

letters in pi V, col iii and pi VI, col \iv of

BuHler® What IS seen as hollow' triangle of

the serif in the Banswara plates of Bhoja of

Dhara ( 11 th century ad) is thickened w'lth

ink m J

It IS interesting to study the aksaras in J in

more details- a and d structurally reasemble

those in Buhler VI xv-wii, but may also be

compared with those in V viii and VI \iv

what deserves to be noted is the graded thick-

ness of the vertical line with a pointed tip For

1 cf Buhler V vm, ix and xxi, VI. vi, it is

clearly different from that in VI xv The
letter i m J is peculiar and unlike those noted

by Buhler m plates V and VI, the nearest one

in shape being that at VI vii4, but it resembles

the Pratihara (9th cad) type noted by

C Sivaramamurti ^ In its second variety

(see the aksara-vaftkd block at the beginning)

the top mark is not the usual curved or wavy

line but a half-bracket-hke hook resembling

the upper roundish mark as in Buhler VI xv

4 or V xxi 4, very much like the present-day

hook on the top of Devanagarl to show that

It IS i For M of J, cf BuHler V iii and VI

xv-xvi, its lower hook being more sharp pointed

For u, cf BlHLER V xv and VI xv-xwi

Its wedge-shaped serif is very striking, and it

looks very much like ja of J for e, cf Ibidem

V VI and VI xv-xvii the sharp point at the

Bottom, is striking ForoofJ cf BuHler VI

xv-xvi 13, the symbols in which are suffi-

ciently similar to those for u J writes u and o

apparently alike There seems to have been
some difference, but it is not definitive The
forms of these aksaias in our chart are taken

from a context where the values are definite

The letters u and o in c-\-Ojha's*, plate xix, the

‘vauia-mdld from the palm leaf Ms Usnisa-

vtjyaya dhdnni, deserve comparison In later
'

corrections, which are made m a squarish hand,

o is represented by « wuth a top-stroke as in

latci DevSnagarl found in Mss like our P

For k of J, cf Buhler VI v, xiv and xv, the

flourish of It agrees more with that in \iv than

thit in XV For ///, cf Ibidem V xvi and VI
xiv For g, cf Ibid VI xv, but its shape in J
IS more curvy For gh, cf Ibid, VI xv-xvi,

at times it is similar to that in V \i, etc

For c of J, cf Buhler V iii and also VI xv,

its shape is more acute angled in J, and when the

interior space is covered by ink it often looks

like r For cJi, cf Ibidem V xvi and VI xv.

It 18 very much similar to th in the conjunct

group, and often cch stands for ch For j, cf

Ibid V XVI, and also VI xiv—xv'i Fory/i, cf

Ibid VI \vi, It IS often difficult to distinguish

It from jjh, and it very much resembles the

aksara in paragraph 2, Plate XXVI of OjHA

For t and th of J, cf Buhler VI xv For d.

Ibid, VI xvi, at times it looks like r when the

ink column of the latter is less thick For dh
cf V xiT For n, cf VI xv, it has roundish

arms, one of which has a fine point, and by
later scribes it is sometimes misread as I

For t of J cf Buhler VI xvii-xvi, the top

wedge of our t is very thick, for th cf Ibid V
XXI, but often it resembles tth For d cf

VI XV, but Its style is very much like that in

V iii-xi For dh cf VI xv, but the style

as in V III—X The structure of ddh is some-

what ticklish For n, cf, VI xv, but for its

style V XIV

I Indo-Irannn Journal, I, No 3, p 231

s These references to Buhler are to his Indische Paleographte in the Grundriss, 1896, with plates, its

English translation bvj F Fleet in the Indian Antiquary, 'XyiX.lll, 1904, lately issued along nith plates, in Indian

Studies Past and Present, Calcutta 1959

3 C SlVABAMAMURTi Indian Epigraphy and South Indian Scripts, Fig 87, p 181, Madras 1952

4 G H OlHA The Paleography of India (2nd ed ), Ajmer 1918
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For p of J, cf Buiiler VI w Vor ph cf

VI \\ ,
but m some places its shape is different

(both the t
3
'-pes being shown in the chart) and

resembles that m V \ m (e 993 An) or the

Sena tjpe (p 125) noted by C SlVAitAMAMtim'
For b cf VI Ml, b and v are similar, and per-

haps the same symbol served the purpose of

both m carl} da}s The Nagaii form of both

of them v\as the same for a pretty long time,

and the cross-line in the belly of the letter, to

mark out b, came much later, say by the 13th

and 15th centur} ad For bh cf VI
but often it gets closed at the lower point

Foi in cf VI \v

Foryi of T, cf BuiiLni? VI \n, but note the

parallel bend on both the sides For r, cf

VI MV -\v, and also V v i, etc
,
the thick line

and daggerhke shape of our r arc striking

For 1 cf VI \v', but the shape of its serif is somc-
what different For v cf VI w, its longish

and angular shape deserves attention For i cf

VI \v it occurs in J only in a few Sanskrit

verses, and at times it is written like j For j

cf VI w, but the style is more similar to those
at V XM and VI \-m For r cf VI \v, but
some difference in the shape cf also VI
xni For h cf VI \v, but for its style cf

V 111 and VI mu For ks cf VI xv For jn
cf X 44, our symbol is more roundish

From the abov'e detailed observations it is

seen that most of the aksaras of the Ms J have
a close resemblance with those recorded by
BuHLtK in plate VI, column w He has drawn
them from a palm-leaf Ms of the Sanskrit

commentary of Kotyacarya on the Vtsesavasyaka
of Jinabhadragani (together with some supple-

ments from the Royal Asiatic Socict}’5

Ganaratnamahodadhi of ad 1229), now
deposited in the Rhandarkar O R Institute,

Poona I have personally inspected this Ms
with a view to have precise paleographic com-
parison of It (V) with J Both V and J con-

tain Jama worls, thev belong originall} to

Jains Bhandlras, and possiblv hail from nearly

the same area V is written in Snm 1138
Pausa and J in Satn 1139 Phalguna, that is, V
IS older than J bv a jear and two months 7’hc

writing of V IS strikingly clear, though some
of Its leaves arc damaged and even broken to

pieces, possibly, for Us age, it is adversely

exposed to weather and repeatedly handled

J has Its leaves, however, quite intact, and my
impression is that it is not much handled

The aksaras of J, m most cases, have a close

structural resemblance with those of V
Some letters in these have clcarlv different

patterns, for instance, i, i, n,ph (second variety),

and even d and dh Despite these structural

resemblances between many letters in V and J,

the appearance and impression of the written

matter that one gets arc different Some of

the apparent reasons arc as below In V
letters arc squarish, but in J, longish, angular

and slanting In V serifs or headlines arc

flat, straight and mutually not verv- much
detached, but m J, their shape, in most of the

letters, IS peculiar and different they arc wedge-

shaped, often show a pool of ink at the head,

Stand mutually detached and do not generally

extend beyond the body of the letter, especially

on the right side, as in V In V lower pom
of the letters is often blunt, but m J generall

slanting and as a rule pointed The pool of ink

' See C SiD«ra7noT>mr/i’f book noted nbovc, pp 127 ind 140

- See A Catalosue of the Govt Collectwn oj Mss deposited m the Dcccvn College, XII, Collection of
1880-81, p 169, No 37 Luckilj I could spot the concluding Icnf The Ms ends thus

ar ^ ii^ 11 o

1 ^ smtaiFFTn f^rrfr

[ Then m a different hand ]

hand ] umirayiT

II II [Then m
U?^t3ooo|l 5?^

different

Syllabic numbering of the pages seems to be original, numeral pagination is perhaps put later The first folio

IS pasted on paper by Prof E Leumann, and he has left a note on the sheet like this ‘pasted by Ernst Leumann
of Strassburg Alsatia'
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at the top, slanting lines and pointed ends of

aksaras raise a suspicion whether J is written

\Mth a fine brush This is not unlikely, but

these, according to e\pert opinion, can dc\ elop

even uhen nritten by a wooden quill, with a

graded point

Though V and J come from nearly the same

locality and are of the same age, thej illustrate

two stjles of writing though structural!} majori-

ty of akmras is of the same pattern The
squarish handwriting in V can be faaourably

compared with that found in some old palm-

leaf IMss ar Jaisalmer and other places in

Western India' The writing of J, as seen

above, is a little angular and cursiie, with wedge-

shaped serif, the line of writing showing diff-

erent thickness occasioned by the point of the

quill (or brush ?) and the quantity of the ink

at different places This style has close re-

semblance with the one found in the palm-

leaf Mss of Nepal and Eastern India, from

which specimens are drawn by Buhler m
plate VI, columns xui-mv It is not unlikely

that the copyist of J comes from Eastern India

or IS more accustomed to the style of writing

seen in palm-leaf Mss like the Astasahasrtkd

prajiid-pdramttd of the late 1 2th centrury a d
,

belonging to the Prince of Wales Museum,
Bombay® or the NI plam-leaf Ms of the

Rdmdyana, dated ^ a D 1 020, belonging to

the Bir Library, Kathmandu, NepaP or in

the ,Ms of the Aryaoandavyuha-mahdydna-

sutra-ratna-rdjah * A palm-leaf Ms of the

Upadesamdld, with the Heyopddeya-vrtU, Was
an interesting item for me in the exhibition of

Mss arranged at the time of the session of the

All-India Oriental Conference, Ahmedabad,

1953 Its writing very closely resembles that

of the Ms J of Kuvalayamdld On an inquiry

Muni Sn PuNYAt'ijAYAJi told me that the Ms
belongs to his collection and can be assigned

to the 1 2th century (of the Vikrama era ?)

One can have a fairly correct idea of the script

of J from the chart of select aksaras carefully

traced and given along with this piper and also

from the photograph of a few leaves reproduced

elsewhere ^

*

* See the photographs (Nos 2 and 3) of the Mss Upadeiapadattkd, dated Samvat 1212 Bhagavad-gtta-{Savi
kara-bhdsya ,

dated sam 1300, in the B/iorotoo Knfjo, part 3, pp 240-241, ed by Sri Jina ViJaya Muni, Bombay 1945
See also Citra Nos 11-15, in the Jaina-citra-kaJpa-druma, at the close of Muni Punyavtjayajt's essay, Bhdratiya
Jama Sramana samshfU ane lehhatia-hald Ahmedabad 1936

s P Chandra Indian Illustrated Mss , The Ttviei of India Annual, Bombay 1960 pp 42 ff

3 Reproduced in the Vdlmiki-Rdnidyana, critical edition, Vol I, Fascicule L, Oriental Institute Baroda
1958

4 Two folios of this in photographic print %\ere shman to me by my Professor, Dr P L Vaidya, Poona
This Ms of the Gandavyiiha belongs to the Library of Oriental Institute, Baroda and bears No 13208 The
size IS 61 5 cm by 27 2 cm mth 9 lines to a page and about 98 letters to aline It is a paper Ms white on one
side and yellon on the other in the fashion of Nepalese Mss It was procured by the Institute from Vajracarya
monastery in Kathmandu The folios are 2 '8 in number

5 Bulletin of the S O AS, London \oI XII, parts 3 and 4, 1948, plate No 3, which reproduces three:

leaves of J
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Observations on Indian Art
Ih

BuDDin PK\K\sn, PH n
, n urr ,

Director,

Institute of Jttihc Stiiilirs,

KuriiKshctra Unizcrsity, Kiirukshetra

Art IS the creation of beauty Creation is the

expression of the self through a reinterpretation

of the pattern of being Beauty is the concep-

tion of harmony in the ordering of things The
creation of beauty invoh es the articulation of

the conception of harmonj through dnersc
media of life

Every societj has its oas n idea of the harmonj
of things, which exhibits a historical tcndcnc)

in correlation a\ ith the entire eaolution of its

life-form This idea shapes and conditions its

attitude and approach to the world and expresses

Itself in an outlook, philosophy and tceltan-

schauung, that determine the peculiar styles and
standards of its life But, though it is manifest
in all aspects of life, its concentrated essence
is embodied in some special kinds of works,
which go by the name of art

Indian society and culture has also its own
conception of harmony characterised b) the

integration of the particular and the general or

the individual and the cosmos According to

the Indian view, the entire scheme of being
is organic and dynamic It is constant move-
ment governed by definite law's and marked by
clear tendencies It is world-as-becommg or

world-as-history, Kalaprajapait, mentioned m
the Atharvaveda (XIX, 54)) or Virata-rilpa,

described in the Bhagavadgita (IX, 32), creating

and destroying, producing and consuming,
expanding and contracting It is both growth

{anugraha) and decay {vinasyatd), both new
{vdmd) and old (pahta), both dynamic (yot)

and static (jii) It represents an integration of

social forces with natural elements inasmuch

as both social organisation and cosmic evolu-

tion proceed from it ( 7?gtfdo X, 99) It involves

the svnthesis of the processes of evolution and

involution like tlic cfilorcscencc of the seed

into the flower and tiic reduction of the flower

back into the seed or the expansion of the centre

in the circle and the contraction of the circum-

ference into It or the merging of the microcosm

into the macrocosm and the incarnation of the

universal spirit in the individual existence

The scheme of being as ordered movement,

regulated djnamism and integrated develop-

ment lies at the basis of Indian art Siva

Nataraja, performing the cosmic dance, Varaha

Av atara, protruding and adv ancing and rescuing

the frail body of the earth from the primeval

water} chaos, Visnu moving the Sudarsana

cakra, etc
, arc different S}mbols of this idea

ofharmony In their figures vv e find the cosmic

rhythm, the perpetual agitation (ksoblta) of

elements and the interminable undulations of the

universal process Visnu rechning on the ^esa

in the primeval ocean and ^iva breaking forth

in the tandav'a dance in the spatio-temporal

sphere are two aspects of this tendenc} of being

The universal process betrays a well-defined

rhythm,at is the dance with ev erchanging poses,

the music with everflovving notes, the drama

with ev'erprogressing action, the epic with

ev'ersurging rasas Hence its reflex in art is

also marked by a rippling mov'ement In

Indian sculpture and painting almost every

figure seems to tell a tale in the language of

natya The mobile legs, tilted waist, curv'ed

hands, undulating fingers, bursting lips, and
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limpid eyes follow a particular pose of dance

pregnant with rhythmic symbolism In Sans-

krit dramas all the stage directions follow the

precepts of ndtya and the actors obey them in

every movement and performance so that in

every scene there is a unique synthesis of dance,

poetry and action Likewise, at Ajanta, for

instance, in the figure of Padmapani, there is

a singular dynamism in the body bespeaking

a creative imperative and at Mathura, in the

figures of the salabhanjikas, there is a trenchent

agitation of limbs, which seeks to synthesise the

rvomen and the trees into a harmonic interaction

The Asoka trees, flowering by the touch of the

toe of the damsel, or the Karnikara, opening its

buds to watch her dunce, symbolise and empha-

sise the inherent unity of creative nature, or the

incessant in which Indra and Agni yearn

for Soma and Anna and the latter nourish and

buoy them, or life , to sustain itself, craves for

matter, and matter, to animate itself, sticks to

life

Indian art shows an unending movement

Almost every piece of sculpture and painting

throbs with action and agility Even the serene

countenance of the Buddha is full of radiant

vitality, which illumines the atmosphere The
slight flexion of the body {ablianga pose), in

which the weight is thrust onto the right hip,

eases the frontality of the pose and imparts

a sense of movement to the figure In the

standing image from Sarnath, dated 474 A D ,

the upraised right palm, with the fingers in

movement, stresses the gentle tone, which is

to flow from the lips, and in the seated image,

in the British Museum, the sinuous flexions of

the palms and the fingers, coupled with the deep

downcast look and the wavy lips, reveal a dyna-

mism, which IS the hallmark of spirituality

The face of this image, with slightly protuberant

cheeks, indicative of the mood to speak, con-

trasts with that of another standing figure,

showing subdued cheeks in a pensive and

assuring mood, as well as that of the seated

figure from Mankuar in the Lucknow Museum,
exhibiting a soft radiance of smile In course

of time, the poise, composure and serenity of

the Buddha figure of the Gupta age gives place

to the delicac}% affluence and sensuousness of

those of the Pala period The figure of Avalo-

kitesvara with Tara in the mountain cave at

Kurkihar, or that from Bhagalpur, reveals

a unique human sensitiveness and fleshiness

Likewise, the majestic Siva and Parvati images

at Ellora and Elephanta, the standing Visnu

images at Khajuraho, Sultanpur, Murshidabad
and Konarka, the standing sun-god types at

Vikramapur, Rajmahal and Chapra and thfe

many seated images of Bodhisattva and Tara
and Siva and Chandi of Bengal, Bihar, Kalinga,

Central India and Rajputana, seem to burst and
bristle with a singular harmony and rhythm
The cosmic Visnu from Kanauj (8th century),

with a nimbus thickly set with gods, angels

the sun and the planets, is so full of animation as

to appear to step out of the pedestal to the

devotee At Ajanta, Ellora and Bagh we see

the interminable drama of life in all its fullness,

agility and verve

Creative nature is a drama of the growth
and decay of infinite life-forms The pro-
creation of life involves a relationship of ele-

ments, \\ hich goes by the name of sex Accord-
ing to the §aiva Tantras, Stva or PrahasOy
abstract luminous thought, penetrates into

^aktt or Vtmarsa, the inherent activity of thou-
ght and produces Aham (egohood) PrakSsa
IS called Svetabindu, Vimarsa is known as
Lolntabindu and their union is described as

Syaviabtndti All these three states consti-

tute Mahabindu Their synthesis is Mithu-
na-pinda (couple in unity), Kati akald (erotic

art ) or Tripurasundari (the beauty of the three
worlds) Corresponding to these terms in
Buddhist Tantras are Prd]tm and Upaya,
combined in Yuganaddha, Sunyataand. Karund,
united in Bodhichitta, Heruka and Vdrdhi,
embraced in Avadhuti-wandala and Yogtn and
Mxidrd synthesised in mahdsiikha. Analogous to
these ideas in Vaisnvism are Krsna andRddhd,
Rasa and Rathi and Kdma and Madana, unit-

ed in Nxtya-zrnddvana The cosmic process,

indicated by these terms is the same as the
procreation of children through the cohabita-
tion of man and woman and the production
of grain by digging the earth with the plough
and depositing the seed in the furrow Hence
early man recognised the identity of the
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procreative and the agricultural processes and

based his religion and art on it In India the wor-

ship of the Lxnga (Penis') and the Yom (Vuh i)

IS fairly old, perhaps of Harappan origin But

here the spirit of plastic harmony uas not con-

tent with this crude, abstract and mysterious

s}mbolism and expressed itself in the beautiful

images of \rdha-ndn^\ara, like the one, recentlj

discoi ered at Tirm enkadu in South India and

executed in the 29th year of the reign of Rlija-

dhiraja Cola about 1 045 A D In it the limpid

femininity of the left side of the body is fused

with the robust masculinity of the right side,

in an organic synthesis This solid bron/c
40" high IS the finest specimen of South

Indian pieces in its dynamism and Ijricism

Likewise, the crowding of the numerous
mtthunas in erotic and sexual poses on the panels

of the temples of Khaiuraho, Bhuiane^vara

and Konarka bring into bold relief the exu-

berance and proliferation of fertile nature

impregnated bv the proercatne forces Such
'exual scenes in spiritual centres embodj the

proJanution of the Lord in the Gihi, (VII, | ))

that he is Kama reconciled to DItarma {dharma-
‘iiruddho bhufcni Kdmosmi bliaralarvthhah) or

liK enunciation elsewhere in the same text

that he is the father discharging the seed in

the \aginaof the universe (<«5<7wi brahma ntaha-

d^onu aham bijaptadah pila) [Gild, XIV, 4]
What IS obscene and ugly from the individual

standpoint becomes sublime and superb in

a cosmic context Thus, beauty in Indian art

becomes the synthesis of sensuousness and
spirituality, worldy elegance and dnine grace

and material richness and celestial composure

The aforesaid outlook generates humanism
and cosmopolitanism in the ideals of life

According to the Indian view', God is not

something different and distinct from the world
He IS rather the world As Gaudapada says,

‘Creation is the expression of God’ {devasvatsa

svabhdvoyam) {Kdrikd I, 6-9) or as the Gild

Says, the Lord does not create the w'orld, He
inheres into it, so that ‘it is his own self’

{svabhavastu pravartate) (Gild, V, 14) The
bullwiththree aspects,suchas is depictedonthe

seals of Mohenjodaro, symbolising nature, run

by the three forces of mind, life and matter,

declares with i roar that the great god descends

among men in the world {tridhd baddho ir^abho

rauramlt vmhddczo martydn dtivcsa) In a

twelfth centurs bron/efrom Nepal or the North
Gangetic plun, deposited in the \shmolcan

iMuseum it Oxford, there is a beautiful lotus,

with e leh pel il earning a small figure of

one of the a\ ataras of \ Isnu,^ araha, Ixnsna,

Narasimha, Klma, Vlmana, Buddha (') and
Pira^urama and a Visnu in the centre 'Ihis

seems to he a unique representation of God in

the midst of men, animals and plants and is

another aersion of the idea, embodied in the

picture of the Lord, surrounded In the animals,

analogous to Pa^upati, on the proto-historic

seal from Mohenjodaro This shows that for

well 01 er three thousand \cars the same con-

ception of the umt\ of the creator and the

creation dominated Indian thought and art

hlan IS nearest to the creator (purmo latpra

jdpalir-acdtcthah), .iccordxng to thx. ^atapatha-

brdhmana \s man is the culmination of the

process of naturil e\olution, the microcosmic

essence of the unnersc, he embodies the dninc

potcntiaht\ and represents God {Isvaralisan-

labhutdiidm hrddcscrpttia ttstati) [Gild XVIII,

61) Hence man IS the height of perfection in

the unnersc, ‘nothing is better than man’

{m virwuulcchrctlhalaram hi hiilrii), as the

hlahdbhdrala sums up, ‘abo\e all is man,

the truth, bciond him is nothing’ (sabdr itpare

mantis sat) a idhdr upare nai), as the Bengali

poet Candidlsa sings But man, the receptacle

of the dnmc, is the unnersal man, the world

citiren, dcfjing the distinctions of class, colour,

need and country His representation in art

as Yisnu or Buddha or Jina is the supreme crea-

tion of the Indian mind It is significant that

there is hardly any indnidual portrait in

Indian art, just as there is little regard for

indnidual life or its events in Indian history

On the contrary, we haa e grand specimens of

the cosmopolitan man, considered as the

repository of divine virtues, in Indian art,

literature and philosophy

The cosmopolitan humanism of Indian art^

and culture manifests itself inconcrete,corporeal

and plastic figures The Indian spirit shuns

the abstract, the amorphous and the mysterious
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and tries to give tangible and perceptible forms

to ill concepts and ideals It has presented

worldy dutifulness as Rama, compressed spiri-

tual dynamism as Krsna, congealed universal

compassion as Buddha, concretised self-con-

quest as Jini, personified transcendental know-

ledge as Samkaracarya and embodied personal

devotion as Sur, TulsI and Mira To an

Indian, these figures are not merely historical

personalities but also embodiments of parti-

cular sets of values, characterised by unnersal

validity To him, man and value are ine\tri-

cably mi' ed up and idols and ideals are identi-

cal Hence he is not satisfied with abstract

symbols like the enigmatic and m3 Stcrious

Itnga and invests it with a serene composed

and profound human figuic as in the hkamukht

and CatiiimukhI lingas of the Gupta period

found at Khoh and other places Likewise,

he IS not content with the representation of

the Buddha through svmbols like the elephant,

horse wheel, etc
,
and is restnc to depict him

in human form The origin of the Buddha
image is much disputed and debated among
scholars Foucher, M irshall, Vogel, Tarn, etc

,

hold that the Buddha image is of Greek origin,

Lamotte thinks that it made its first appearance

in the region c\tending from Nagarahara and
Hadd.i in the west to Taxila in the east and from
Chitral and Chakdarra in the north up to the

confluence of the Kurram with the Indus in

the South during the reign of the Indo-

Greck King Archcbuis between 100 B C ,

and 87 B C , Coomaraswam^ , Cohn, Goloubew,
Fischer, Konow, IMiis and others belicie that

It was first made bi the sculptors of Mathura
on the model of the statues of the Nagas
and the Yaksas

, W aldschmidt opines that it

came to birth indcpcndenth in Gandhara and

at iMathura Without going into this contro-

vers}, we can state tint about the beginning

of the Christian era, as 1 result of the impact of

new ideas and the growth of new deiotional

tendencies, the concept of the Buddha-figure

tr insce nded the sphere of s\ mbols and assume d

a bodih form of rare refinement, elegance and

charm As said aboae, it reached the height

of peifection in the Gupta age and tended

towards a sensuous mellowness m the Pala

period

Usuallj' scholars discuss the dichotomy of

classic and romantic in art These concepts

are connected with the Graeco-Roman and
Gothic-Teutonic traditions of European art,

which Spenglercalls'Apollonian’and ‘Faustian’,

and Sorokin terms ‘sensate’ and ‘ideational’,

respectively Broadly speaking, the classic,

Apollonian or sensate art is bound up with

the finite, the concrete and the tangible
, where-

as the romantic, Faustian or ideational art

soars up into the infinite, the abstract and the

formless While the classicist doggcdlj clings

to the finite and abhors the infinite, the romantic

passionately j'carns to break loose of the finite

and desperatclj struggles to shake himself

free from the bondage of form in order to plunge

and merge in the infinite Addressing the

west w'lnd the poet Shelley sings —
Lift me as a leaf, a blade a cloud,

I fall on the thorns of life, I bleed

This passion to escape from the finite into the

infinite is the credo of the romantic \Vc find

Its artistic c\prcssion in the high ind deep

aaults of Gothic cathedrals, where long, conical

Windows, set with panes of coloured glasses,

admit distant streaks of light, con\ejingthc
ideas of \astncss and profiinditj They con-

trast with the pillared porticoes, surmounted
b\ sculptured friezes or column-halls with flat

lintels ch iracteristic of Gracco-Roman build-
ings and giving the impression of the concrete
and solid finite In Indian art ve cannot
mark out anv such distinction between the
cLssic and the romantic Though this art is

concerned with plastic corporc ihtv
, it ilso

aims at broad uni\*crsalit\ It tries to catch
the infinite in the finite and then widen that
finite into infinite It does this bv anridging
the cosmic process into the indiMdual form ’nd
then bj developing It into the universal aspect
For It, the concrete, the t-'rgilde and ihe in-
div idual arc onlv mirrors to reflect the -'bstract,

the infinite and the univers 1 In Gupt’’ irt,

for instJi'ce, w,, find a unique pcrfeetion of the
human ficiirc It exhibits a rare coininn-iion
of svmmeitv, hermonv, proportion, halarce <pd
poise 'lhelovt.lv f-cc with chiselled features,
trarquillool and soft serene smile fits into ihe
eiegantiv formed bndv with tender Iin.bs

A 231^—S \
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Covered with dnplnnous drapery But the

figure IS not an individual portrait, it has a

cosmic expression It con\c\s some general

aspects forming part of the conception of the

unnersal man Ihe half-shut ejes set in

calm, eomposed face, take as to supr i-personal

levels, shading otf into expanses of infinit)

This lb true of the faces of the 1 k imukliT and

Caturmukhi lingas as well as of Visnu and

Buddha Here the finite is onlj a medium for

the communication of the infinite 'I hiis there

IS I synthesis of avhat are called ‘classic’ and

‘romantic’

The trends of art can also be classed as

realism and idealism Realistic art is represen-

tation il, imitatne and scenic, idealistic art is

transcendental, conceptual and sjmbohc
But airy often these categories o\erlap each

other This is pirticularly true of Indian art,

where the distinction of real and ideal hardlj

obiains At Bharhut, Amr'taati and Ajanta

tin r^presi ntation of life in its manifold aspects

gn< s lisa glimpseintoancicnt cultural settings,

the dress, deportment, ornamentation, dwel-

lings, processions, courts concerts etc
,
seem to

possess a photographic qualitj, but they arc all

transmuted into higher levels of existence,

which lapse into the universal, abstract and
infinite.

What matters in a work of art is not the body
but the mind “It is not the form tint one

should seek to understand, but the seer of

form” (nn rfipavi vi]i)v<lsUa rupa dractarain

viddln) Kau^itaki Vpaiu^ad., Ill, 8 "Verily

not for the sake of the worlds arc the worlds

dear, but the w'oi Ids arc deal for the sake of the

self {na va aie lohanama hamdya lolfth pnya
hhavantt, atmanastu kamaya lohdii pnyd bUa-

vavti) Bihadaranyaka Upantsad II, 4, 5

Addressing the monks, the Buddha once asked

“Brethren, have ye ever seen a picture called

a masterpiece {carand) “Yes, Master,” re-

plied the monks “Well, brethren,” explained

the Buddha, “this so-called masterpiece is

thought out by the mind {attavi cittam ‘eva

cmtttam’) Wherefore, brethren the mind is

even more dmirse than that masterpiece ”

(Saviyutta Aihdya III, p 151) T his dialogue

is also cited i>y Uuddli igiiosa in his Atlftfiullmt

(p 64), where he makes the Buddha remarl

til It “the masterpiete of art is designed In the

mind,” which is "even more artistic than that

masterpiece” '\ccordingh
, in imigt is rot a

pin SIC il hkeness hut a shape ind form of art,

embodvrngmainlv the creation of the mind and
thus liaving little afiinitv to objectn c reality

[uddisiKaiit malihuhinn vwmnnattahavt) Jdlalia

1 ol IV, p 228 A painting does not consist

in c,)lour splashes or complexc'
, but in the

conceptions emanating from the mind and heart

of the artist {ravpc Jta ttdyoit citravi

tattxnm hyohscira-x arjilam Laukuratarasulra

Vol II, pp 117-118) All gods and goddesses,

whether sculptured or painted, arc dliydna-

rtipos nf iiniyatd, or, in the tcrminologv of the

Upanisad, the formulation of the prajfidmdird

into the bhufavitUrtl {Katt<;itaK'i Jjpanisad III,

7) From this point of Mcw art IS conccptional

in charactc*-

As said above, art involves the interpretation

of harmonv or what is called loKasamgraha in

the Oita (HI, 20) Harmonv, natural and
social, IS the good and the beneficent Ilcncc

art IS aivvavs for the good
, it seeks to dispel sm

and evil (yadiinatc pan aft papairttaye

va rfipavutyai'yabhican tad^acah Kalidlsa,

Kumdrasamhhttta, V, 36) But in the dvnamic

and fluxional universe the patterns of harmony
arc kalaidoscopic in character and have to he

reconstructed and reinterpreted even once m
a while Ilcncc there is a recurrent renovation,

a perpetual tr.insformation and an incessant

renaissance in the conceptual conspectus of art

Even though its formal aspect remains the

same, its conceptual content changes and its

expression ot harmony is renewed But, since

It IS an object of bcautv and tendji to express

harmonj, its appeal never completely fades or

dies, but is renewed and transformed through

new conceptual configurations This is why
an object of art is alw avs new

, fresh and hilarious

“ The nature of beauty is that it is new every

moment ” {Ksanc ksanc yaunavata7n vidhatte

iadeva rvpavt rmnanlyataxah Magha, Sii,updla-

zadha, IV, 17)

A 2313—8 B
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Some Unpublished Images of Varaha and .

Kubera from Gujarat

tir

M A DltAKY

The worship of Vishnu and liis incarnations,

Varaha in particular, received greater impetus

since the daj'S of Gupta Emperor Cl andragupta

II, though there never was any moment when

Siva worship suffered diminution Gujarat

came to possess a temple to Vishnu at Girmagara

(Junagarh) m the time of Skandagupta in about

455A D or slightlv earlier' And thereafter a few

notable edifices sacred to Vishnu were erected

during the period of the i\Iaitrakas of Valabhi,

one at Kadvar near Prabhas and two others

atop the hill at Gliumali in the Barada Hills,

both located m the Saurashtra territory of

Gujarat State

The well-known Old Temple at Kadvar,

which goes by the name of Varaha temple,

could not hav'c been exclusively dedicated to

Varaha since the oblong plan of the cella is

indicative of the presence probably of all the

ten incarnations of Vislmu, though there are

evadences to believe that some sort of primacy

was accorded to Varaha in this temple* The
image is still preserved (though not in its

original position) in the sanctum (PI VI Fig 1)
^

'Skindagupn’s inscription nt the Asol a-rock at

Junagadh refers to the erection of this temple

^The point has been discussed at length by J M
Navavati and the present author m Iheir monograph The

Matirala and the Satndhava temples of Gujarat appearing

^ shortK as an exclusive number of ‘ Arttbus Asiae ’

3It IS stationed in a sombre North-West corner

encompassed b> a later parikara It is difficult to obtain

a good photograph of this image For its sketch. See

coi sn^fs, H
,
Somanatha and other Mediaeval Temples

of Knthiaivad, PI XXV

Both the temple as vv ell as the image are attribut-

able to the first quarter of 7th century ^ This

image is perhaps the earliest Varaha image

known from Gujarat

The second image (PI VII Fig 10), w'hich i

from the SonknnCirl group of temples on the hiU

at Ghumali, did not belong to either of the two
temples founded during Maitraka Period in

late 7th century There are three other

shrines of the subsequent Saindhava Period and
are attributable on stylistic grounds to 9th

century That all these temples were dedicated

to Vishnu, IS borne out by the discov'ery of a

number of images of Vishnu, some fragmentary,

to the exclusion of other deities ® Stylistically

they range between 7th and 9th century and
admirably fit in the chronological sequence of the

temples there The image of Varaha m
question seems to belong to this group and
possibly to Temple No 5 The Varaha under
reference has a pretension of a cult image
and does not seem to be one of X.\\q paiivma.

devatas occupying some niche on the exterior

wall of the temple *

iThe detailed discussion will be found in the mono-
graph mentioned under note No 2

sWith the axception of one image which is in Watson
Museum, Rajkot, all the rest are on displa} in Jamnagar
Museum
Warlha is found to oucupj the northern hhadra

niche in the Vishnu shrine (No I\q and another \anished
one at Roda both attributable to last quarter of 8th century
Thecontemporary Vishnu shrine at Than possesses a similar
a araha image in the back niche None of these images are as
broad as this one In fact the niches of the extant temples
on the hill at Ghumali do not agree with the dimensions of
this Varaha image Hence it may be concluded, it is g
cult image
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The present image on comparison to the

image from Kadvar reveals for certain some

advances in style which quicken its placement

to a relatu ely later date The Kadvar example,

t\io-armed and simply decorated, demonstrates

an affiliation in general mannerism to the

TJdavagin-Eran Varaha images of the

Gupta Period The image trom Ghumah
suggests a decided in\ olvcment in the ornaments

as well as in the presence of two additional

uppei arms carrying respectively the attributes

gadci and chakia Dwarfish and plump though

IS Ivadxar imigc, and posed in a like manner,

thut one difference which qualifies it once

ajam as belonging to a later period There is

a poise, a ten* concentration of energy in the

\araha from Kadiar which are replaced by a

bravado in Ghumah example, suggested by

the widening of the feet, twisting of the arms
and a greater tilt of the head forced by the

carver The Kadvar image is still faithful to

the Gupta idiom
,
Ghumah image, by contrast,

heralds mediaeval developments

The precise dite of the sculpture is difficult

to anive at The boar-face can be of little

assis+mee in fixing its age The face of

Im 1( VI upheld on the shoulder and a female
at' idant at the back arc not well-defined

of S^sha (vv ho is reclining in supplication)

.s adistinct m the illustration but its light wig
s of the kind normally not encountered after

9th century The vanaviala studded w’lth large

pearls also tallies with the examples ranging

between 8th and 9th century from Rajasthan

and Gujarat The overall impression of the

image fav ours 9th century as the probable

age of Its execution

The third image (PI VII Fig II) of Varaha

was acquired some years back from Miyam for

Junagadh Museum alongwith two images of

Vishnu Miyani is situated some 22 miles

North-West of Porbandar and possesses a

group of temples differing in style and ranging

in date from 7th to early 13th century It is

not possible to connect any one of the existing

temples to this image or to the two aforemen-

tioned images of Vishnu It is possible that

the original shrine of Vishnu has disappeared

The face, the lower left arm and the legs of the

image arc mutilated, as also the head of Bhiidev i

which IS missing The necklaces, the and
vanamdld ind haraurla mukuta arc all beauti-

fully be jew died uid w ell finished \ araha is no
longer sturited 1 he body is finely chiselled

though inner vigour is no more so striking

The position of Bhfidevi also differs, the

goddess h is been dramatically supported on the

strong arm of the Varaha The details of the

ornaments, the posture ind the proportions

of the torso and limbs align with the tenth

century sculptures from Western India which arc

still found on the temple walls of tint age

One has only to look at the figures found on the

temples at Jagat, Kotai and Kckind for parallels

The thric images of Varaha thus illustrate

a progressive change of style experienced in

the same art province

KUBER^Y IMVGES

Eacn one of the three images in the second

set, now of Kubera, comes from a different site

m Northern Gujarat The first one (PI VIII

Fig 3) is from Sidhpur (Siddhapura),6rT«tbala of

the early Solankl Period IMularaja I had found-

ed here the temple of Rudra-mahalaya whichvvas

replaced by a colossal by Jayasimha Siddharaja

temple in the second quarter of 12th century

The image under discussion is two-armed, is

holding a cup m the left hand and money
bag [nakulaka) in the right He is sitting on a

padmapilha The eyes are prominently carved

as tliough to receive artificial (metallic ?) eye-

lids The nose is badly eroded while the

lips have suffered mutilation The most in-

teresting feature is the loose jata or alaka abov e

the head

The date of the image may be ascertained by

Its style which is seemingly 10th century The
fine ornaments, sparsely but tastefully carved,

are of that age The wig indicating

dakshinavarta kesa had persisted in Gujarat till

this period as a number of Kumara figures on

the pillar-brackets in the temples in Gujarat

amply endorse

The second image (PI IX Fig 14) is ffom

Gunja near Visnagar The village possesses an

old reservoir and a ruined shrine on its bank
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both of late 1 1 th centur)' A d The present

image is still lying in the temple ofSiva to the east

of the ^ illage In the right hand it perhaps held a

kalasa In the left one is the usual money
bag The thinly carved ornaments and the

facial type do not suggest a date earlier than the

end of ele\ enth centurj a d for this image

The third image (PI IX Fig 15) is from

Asoda where a notable pahclia\atana shrine of

Siaa of early I2tli centurj ad is still in

existence Kubera in this example sits on a blia-

drapltJia The details of the zastropavita, hara

and key lira are not worked out Two vtala-

dhara figures fly at the back The squarish

face, so typical of the days of Siddliaraja,

betrajs its age to be earh 12th century

A D

All the three sandstone images arc two-armed

and show the same posture All of them possess

the corpulance characteristic of Kubera The
typical vahana of Kubera, the elephant, is

likewise absent in all the three examples

Kubera in none of these images, it w'ould seem,

w'as caned in his capacity of the Regent of the

Northern Quarters normallj stationed on the

northern kartta of the w all-face of the mediaeval

temples Here he seems to figure in his own
.right and as indicated by the presence of the

backdrop in each case, all these images were

updsya vmrtik (cult images)

That brings in an interesting notice in this

context The iconic w'orship of Kubera, w'as

fairly popular in Northern India during pre-

Christian days Though it seems to have

fallen out of favour afterw'ards m Brahmanical

pantheon, the Buddhists at least, from the

2nd century, venerated him as Jambhala and his

popularity W'as greatly increased in the times

that immediately followed the Gupta Period

In Western India during 8th century, the

resurgent Jainism adopted him as Yaks ha Sarva-

nubhuti and is very commonly seen in the Jain

temples of the early mediaev'al period Perhaps

these circumstances may have been instrumental

in the revival of Kubera w'orship, apropos of

Brahmanism in Northern Gujarat, as evidenced

by the oldest of the trio discussed here and
another one of the same age now w'orshipped

at Shamlaji by the local populace as Uduinbara
Rsi ' What IS significant is the persistence of

Kubera worship as late as early 1 2th century as

evinced by the images from Gunja and Asoda
Whether Kubera w’as worshipped under his own
name or under the disguise of some local form
{grama-devata) m those days, w'e shall never

know unless some light is shed by the

epigraphic or literary sources

•See Chronology of Gujarat, V I, plate XLVII (A)
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Buxai* Terracottas

Dk B r SiNHA

Diicctor of Jrchaco!o"v and Mttsaans, Gotcrnmcnt of Bihar, Patna

Bu\ar IS the headquarters of the sub-di\ision

of Buxar in the district of Siiahabad, Bihar

Buxar, has i hoar) past and has )ieldcd

numerous arcliaeological rein iins A large

number of terracottas from Buxar arc exhibited

in the P itna museum Tlie) sliou an e\ olution

of technique and eneisage a continuous Iiistor) of

de\elopment IIo\\c\cr, in Men of the fact

that there is no record of these being found in

stratigraphic sequence, tlie stor) of the eeoiution

and the sequential chronology suffered from a

vitil lacuna

The Directorate of Arcli icoIog\
,
Goeernment

of Bihar, undertook exca\ations at Buxar in

1963-64 The results were eery promising in

many respects So far as the terricottas arc

concerned, they were found in definite strati-

graphic sequence, pointing to the evolution and

difference in technique of pottery making from

one culture to another Period I was a pre-

NBP culture The associated pottery was

black, grey and,red potter) The black potter)

was of a cry fine and thin fabric and common
types avere aadieel made boavl, boaal avith inter-

nally knobbed base and dish This pre-NBP

Period I also yielded six terracottas —4 animal

figures and tavo female figurines (Plate XI)

This avas a a'cry important discovery Pre-

NBP terracottas haa'e been rarely reported from

ancient sites scientifically cxcava cd The ter-

racottas are hand-made and what is most

important is that the animal figurines are

painted aaath horizontal parallel lines in yclloav

colour Terracottas that have been reported

from Hastmapura from Pre-NBP le\ el are much
more crudely handled and have no paintings on

them The two female figurines are beautiful

The eyes are incised, nose pinched, breasts full

and rounded, and one figure is wearing punched
car-Jobes The technique though primitive,

is quite successful, and the modelling shows
good craftsmanship The hand and the figures

of the broken female torso base been very

naturally made, resting on the knee The
importance of these finds is that we ha\e now a

positi\e idea about the art of making ch) -figuri-

nes in the period before 600 B C in the Central

Gangetic Villc) Buxir is associated with the

Epic heros Rama, Lakshmana and Vishsamitra

and their struggle with the Asuras like Tadika

and Subahu It is therefore ver) likel) that in

future more extensue exeasations might throw

some significant light on the asura culture

here

Pcriod-II is marked with the appearance of

the NBP, along with red, black and gre) wares

There was thus no abrupt break \ new

ceramic tradition has appeared, probabh begun,

further eist in IMagadhi, and spread as we knew

practically throughout North India, or part of

Central India incl lower Deccan

A number of terracottas were found m
Pcnod-II In ill nine ofthese are illustrated here

(PI X, Figs 1 6 and 1 7) A comparative study

of these plates with the earlier plate showing

terracottas of the pre-NBP le\ el wall at once show'

the great adiance made in the art of making

terracottas The figures are much better model-

led, the head-dresses and other deeorations are

much more piomincnt and numerous The

popularity of use of ‘w heel’ as a decoratw e motif

deserves special notice bias it do with the

Dharmachakri of the Buddhists^ If it is

pre-Asokan, w e get probably the first archaeolo-

gical representations of it associated with human
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^ures It IS to be noted that these female

terracottas are entirely different from those that

are commonly associated with the Maur3'an and
Sunga periods The plates show that the

Buxar terracottas have peculiar head-dresses,

three of them have something like a crown on

the head The variety, even in the six examples

recorded, is really astounding Not one agrees

with the other fully The ornaments ivorn

by these figures are not cf the heavy type

Among the animal figurines, the head of an

ass and the torso of a lion (?) have been beautiful-

ly modelled The lion’s manes have been

arranged in order Do they give us some

premonition of the sophisticated lion manes

of the Asokan period? Have these terracotta

some religious significance ? The human-shap

ed ass-head' points to this

Thus this short report on the terracottas of

Buxar of Pre-NBP and NBP levels giv'cs very

valuable information,^ and the suggestions has

hav'e been made to provoke more scholarly

discussions ov er and search for the terracottas in

pre-Mauryan and Mauryan period—a subject

not studied in detail so far It maj also be

pointed out that more such materials might help

us m tracing the history of the art of terracottas

from the Indus Valley period to the Mauryan
period These terracottas actually fill up the

gap to some extent

* “The human-shaped ass-hcad ’ referred to abo\e, and to jud[;e from the illustration, is in rtajitv a fprurc
representing Naigamesi Similar figurines has e been recoscred from the excaaations at Vhichchhatra and no doubt
Jhaae a cult significance See \ncient India, Xo 4, Tape, 13 pp 134— 137 Cditur
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Siva carries a musical instrument, the vccm'i

He figures in Ellora among the sapinnullrikiis

in Cave No 21

It IS interesting to observe tliat Siva does

not carry the damarti or the conch in ill his

forms In the sHmanya (ordinary), Krvnla

(mere), vi^eslia (cxtraordinarv ), (mu^raha

(compassionate) or his halymnsumha mtirlts

or images, other objects arc ibsociatcd v itii

him It IS vvlien he assumes tlie form of a

dancer, dancing the imdava, the hatmma or

the lahtfim that he flourishes the dimoru In

his aggressive forms like Bhiiriva, Virabhadra,

Tnpurantaka, the damarti is inscpar iblc 'I h it

the drum had preceded other musical instru-

ments seems to be clear When 6iva is in

deep mcditition as the Mahuogi, other musi-
cians pliy with all their vigour around him
(see Cave No 16 ‘Siva as M ihlvogi’)

'Ihc goddesses, Lakshini and Saraswati,

wives of Vislinu and Siva arc associated with

music il instruments, the conch and the bnul

or veend Wlicn I’arvati assumes the form of

Durgl or mahtshdsuramardmt, she has the pri-

vilege of holding the damarti of her consort,

while as Gauri, Him iv anti, Vaishnavi, Varrihi,

Goddess Parvati is also privileged to have the

conch

Caves No 14 Lankeshvvara or Rdtana-ht-

hdiai and No 16, Kaillsa, with its raiigamahrd

(theatre), No 29, Stia-ki-ttahatii and No 21

Rameshvvara are superb examples where 6iva

and Parvati reign supreme, and life in all its

aspects is depicted faithfully The konyd-

ddiia of Parvati, or the Kalydna sttndara

inurti panel of Siva, is a unique panel where

Hindu culture and tradition arc represented

at their best The entire panel represents the

story of Parvati’s penance, the rescue of Siva

by her, Siva asking for her hand of her father

and finally the wedlock The grandeur of

the scene of marriage, with presentations of

caskets, flowers, sweets, jewellery, etc
,
and

the kanydddna by the father pouring water on

the hands of the couple to the blare of trumpets,

flutes, cymbals and drums is remarkable

The entrance to Rameshwara is decorated with

toranas of fruit and foliage, and brackets of

women emerging from lotuses decorate the

pillars

\MuIe the eaves of Ajanta depicting the glo-

riou* age of the Ihiddha vitli ii<’ numerous
jatak.i stones are rich in lore and indicate in

nianj scenes the v inoiis musical instruments

in iKe, the IJtiddliist cive, of IJlora liave not

mueli to speak of in the matter of musical

instruments I'tsta/ anna, or Cave No 10,

i signifieirit Clnitj i Cue, beautiful in its

architecture and imposing in its cluracttr, with
Its stone In lined dome, its music galierv and
revelling dwarfs in the frie/is does not dis-

plav miisicil instruments as such 1 lie caves

ne irer to ATfit/i/m iiul contemporaneous with

It, however, have some musical instruments

Caves Nos II and I2 cspecnllv convev the

impression that the sculptors of Kaillsi and
of these caves were cither vving with each

other or were common, since P.iliiva influence

had permeated the atmosphere Here one

sees in a Ihiddlust c u e, a panel of Mahishlsura-

mardini, with the damarti, flving figures, half-

bird and half-human, plaving on flutes and
other musical instruments

The Jam caves, dated between the 9th and

1 1th centuries A D
,
profuse m decoration and

paraphernalia, arc rich in musicians In

Cliota Katldsa, the first Tirthankara, who is

seated on a padmdsatta, is surrounded by

Cbakrcshwari, Yakshim of the first Tirthan-

kara and Gandharvas Here we see the

nmdanga, the jhdnjlia and other instruments

being plajed The Aurangabad caves of the

same period have some beautiful specimens of

sculpture, where again a female orchestra is

seen with the nmdanga, cymbals and flutes

figuring prommcntlj

Reverting to Ajanta after a general survey

of the musical instruments m the Ellora

sculptures, what strikes one forcibly is the fact

that the orchestras vv ere usually by vv omen and

sometimes by dwarfs It is m Cave No 4,

‘Litany of Avalokiteshvvara’, that one encoun-

ters male musicians and also in one or two

other places Otherwise, it is w omen, apsards,

gandharvas and dwarfs that are privileged to

be musicians
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In Cave No J in the Malidjanaka Jatakat

which depicts a dancer, we find an orchestra

of women Two drums are prominent in

the picture, while others playing flutes and

cymbals are also to be seen In Cave No 2

in the Vtdhta apajidita Jdtaka, where Purnaka

IS riding a horse, we come across two musi-

cians playing the flute and beating the drum
In the story of Visvantara m Cave No 17

there are dwarfs with musical instruments

When Indra flies down from his celestial

abode to test Visvantara, a beautiful picture

of an apsara playing on the flute is to be seen

The most interesting fresco depicts a scene m
a house showing Buddha’s childhood There

are three boys busy learning and an instru-

ment, the veena, somewhat like a guitar is

seen hanging on the w all in the background

The veend originating, it is believed, from

vdna or bdna, a bow, as a stringed instrument,

is supposed to be the earliest of such instru-

ments From the bow instrument it was

only a step towards the gourd instruments

with a finished rod and several chords or

strings The veend and the venu in India

date back to the period of the Vedas and the

epics Veends of several types and sizes,

with a variation in the number of strings,

are to be seen in “ Ajanta, Bharhut, Sanchi

and Amaravati, Bhuvaneswara, Nagarjuna-

konda, Mahabalipuram, Chidambaram, in

different parts of Bengal in bas-reliefs and

terracottas, most of which are of the harp

type
”

Excavations in Rupar (Punjab) have reveal-

ed a veend of four strings (Plate XIII), dated

400A D to 600A D ,
whale the veends appearing

in the Ajanta frescoes are dated between the

2nd century B C and the 7th century A D
The coins of the period of Samudragupta,

dated the 4th century A D ,
have the veend

represented on them and the terracottas of

the Sunga and Kushana periods are similar

to the style of the Samudragupta coins

Swami Pradfiyananda is of the view that the

sculptural representations of the Gandhara

and some of the Amaravati types of Veends

(first-second century A D )
look somewhat

different from their counterparts of Ajanta and

Bharhut They resemble the modern satod

with three or four strings The use of this

type of ancient veends {svara-veends) were
also prevalent in Nagarjunakonda The
Swamiji further says that in Mahabalipuram,
in Bengal and in the Chidambaram temple a

veend with two gourds is to be seen

The flute and the conch are associated with

Krishna and Vishnu, though Brahma and
Siva also have the privilege of using the conch

on occasions Further the conch is associated

with Vishnu as Trivikrama or as Narasimha
The conch and the flute {venu) must have

been the earliest wind instruments Both

seem to have been used as drones until stringed

drones came into use

Drums, as mentioned earlier, are of several

types and with as many as five facets, pancha-

mukhavddyam The temples of Southern

India have various types of drums in exis-

tence Besides, there are several temples,

both Hindu and Jama, which have musical

pillars Mention may be made of the Azhvar-

tirunagar temple in Tiruvannamalai and the

thousand-pillared Jam temple of Mudabidri

A shahndi type of stone instrument is another

interesting object in the former temple

The basic instruments for rhythm, melody,

drones and musical notes have been in exis-

tence m India from the remote past Sculp-

ture, which IS one kind of evidence, is rich

in this respect The veend, especially, is seen

as a well-developed instrument with a varied

number of strings, both as a harp type and as

a guitar type in the Gdndhdra sculptures

It IS akin to the saroda type in the Nagar-

junakonda and Amaravati sculptures and

in the present day veend. form with one or

two gourds. It IS to be seen in the sculptures

of Rangpur, Bagah-Kale^wara (Bengal), Maha-
bahpuram and in the frescoes at Ajanta

The caves that have recently come into the

limelight in the Aurangabad District, namely,

those of Pitalkhora, have revealed a number
of beautiful sculptures These have been

assigned a period contemporaneous with that

of the Ajanta caves, viz
,

the second

century B C to seventh century A D
They are Buddhist caves and are cut into the
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rocks of the Satamala Range, 42 miles from

Aurangabad In course of time, these caves

promise to assume importance with the in-

troduction of accessible roads and other

amenities The sculptures here, as in the

other sculptures around, are associated with

the Satavahana and Vakataka regimes as

well as the Buddhist sections of Hinaylna

and Mahayana The architectural and sculp-

tural glory of the rock-cut temples of the

Deccan is also apparent m these caves

In these sculptures,three panels are to be seen

Even though the sculptures have been damaged,

It IS possible to see clearly in Cave No 4 a

woman engrossed in playing on a seven-

stringed instrument with a plectrum (PI XII

20) Another young man in the same cave is

sporting a guitar type of seven-stringed instru-

ment It has been built with the help of a

gourd and has a curved handle on top

Yet another hefty young man is seen holding

the plectrum, while only the seven strings of

the instrument are left intact without its frame

This, as well as the first instrument played by

the woman, seem to be of the harp type

The musical instruments that were popular

in ancient India, as they appear in sculpture,

come under five classified categories of instru-

ments They are the tata or stringed instru-

ments which are played with the fingers or

plectra This sound came under the rever-

berating category The second type of instru-

ment was the vitata variety This was played

with a bow, and these instruments, at least

some of them, approached the human voice

Anabadhva was the third type of instrument

coming under the category of percussion instru-

ments where hands or sticks were used for

Source

1 Htstortcal Development of Indian Mime
By Swami Pradnyanananda

2 Ajanfa and Ellora By R S. Gupte and

B D Mahajan

3 Laya Vadyas By P Sambamoorthy

playing and the instrument was covered with
tanned skm The sounds from such instru-

ments were resonant sounds The fourth cate-

gory wa- the ghana where sound was produced
by the impact of metallic bodies and, finally,

there were the instruments of the sushtra variety

which were wind instruments

We find in the orchestral scenes nearly all of

these instruments the flutes, veenas, cymbals,

drums, etc (Plate XIV
j The different sounds

made up a complete harmonious composition

To add to these sounds was the tinkle of the

ghtingtir (anklet-bells), the sound of which also

had to synchronise with the accompaniments,

which was considered a skill in itself in the

classical forms of dancing

Further, according to the Sangeeta Ratnakara,

different instruments had their own uses For
example, there were the iushka instruments or

those used by solo-players, those which

would accompany singers, nntydmiga, those

which were used for dance recitals and lastly

those called gita-nrityanvga suitable as accom-

paniments for both songs and dances Opinion

IS divided as to which instruments came first,

whether they were the wind instruments or the

Stringed instruments The literature pertaining

to music lists a number of instruments, espe-

cially in the category of the veena, and nearly all

the later great works like the Upanishads, the

Puranas and the Sanskrit dramas contain

detailed references to musical instruments

The veend, particularly, even m the olden

times, had acquired such sanctity that Yajnya-

valkya, one of the foremost of ancient law’givers

says ‘He who know's the art of veend playing

and sruti idstra can attain God easily’

Books

4 The Story of Indian Music

By O Goswami.

5 The rock-cut caves of Pitalkhora in the

Deccan Ancient IndiaNo 15 {1959) By

M N Deshpande

• O •
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A Note on Soma or Somaskanda

By

Prof K A Nilak^u^ta Sastki,

Madras

The cult of Skanda, particularly known as

IMuruga, to the Tamils is vcr} common m
South India to-day and a hoary pre-Aryan

antiquity is claimed for it b}' many writers

Recently I happened to c\amine the question

how far this claim is valid in a paper on
“ Muruga ”, I read before the Archaeological

Society of South India In this short paper

J propose to invite attention to an aspect of

Skanda which seems to lend further support to

the idea of the Aryan origin of the cult which I

put forward in the paperjust mentioned though

at also brings it, especially in its later develop-
*

ments, into the inner fold of ^aivism proper

I refer to the aspect of Siva described in

relatively recent parlance as Somaskanda and

-resolved into Sa (with), nmd (the goddess),

and Skanda, i e
,
Siva together with his wife

Uma and son Skanda It is somewhat sur-

-prising that both in Gopinatha Rao’s Hindu
Iconography and in J N Banerjea’s Develop-

ment of Hindu Iconography only very late

mediaeval bronzes of this group are mentioned

and discussed, and there is no reference to the

excellent stone relief panels that adorn the back

walls in the garbhagrthas of almost all Pallava

temples of Siva, rock-cut or structural, of the

-seventh and eighth centuries A D ,
in fact any

one who visits these temples and examines the

fdisposition of sculptures in the sanctum

carefull}'-, will not fail to recognize that the

somaskanda panels were the principal objects of

worship in these temples to start with, and that

the linga and yoni placed in front of the panels,

sometimes obscuring their new', are un-

doubtedly later intrusions Though the matter

needs confirmation by further study, one is

tempted to suppose that this standardized

w'orship of the family of ^i\a (father, mother

and child) came up in relation to the great

Saiva rcMval of the Pallava times associated

w'lth the Nayanars And this appears to have

been a peculiarly South Indian deaelopment

The form Somaskanda, with the long d in

the middle, explained as above occurs only in the

late 6aiva tantras dating from the eighth or

ninth century A D , though the sculptured

form of the combination occurs earlier from the

seventh century in Pallava temples But the

legends of the origin and achievements of Skanda

hark back to much earlier times and date at

least from the later Vedic period
,
the mytho-

logy of Soma, the first member of the com-
pound word, w^e are considering goes back at

least to the Rig Veda if not to the earlier Indo-

Iranian and even the Indo-European periods

Soma in the Rig Veda is primarily the plant

used in the sacrifice and also its juice, the beve-

rage offered to Indra and also consumed by
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the officiating priests The rasa (juice) is

often equated to aynrita (nectar, drink of immor-

tality) Soma IS also Indti, a god differentiated

at times from Soma, also a divinity whose praises

are sung at length, ‘ though the constant pre-

sence of the plant and its juice set limits as

Macdonell (Ferfic Mythology, p 104) points out,

‘ to the imagination of the poets who describe

Its personification ’ Soma is pressed by the

stone, flow s through the wooden strainer into

the vooden vats (gi alias) in which it is finally

offered on a litter of grass to the gods as a beve-

rage, sometimes in fire, or drunk by the priests

‘ The processes to which it is subjected are over-

laid with the most varied and chaotic imagery

and with mystical fancies often incapable of

certain interpretation’ The Soma plant is

said to have come from heaven and to have

been brought by the eagle Soma is decked with

beauty and richly adorned Soma is called

the embryo of the w'aters or their child, for

seven sisters as mothers are around the child,

the newdy born, the Gandharva of the waters,

and the waters are directly called his mothers

Soma is impregnator (retodha) an epithet spe-

cially applied to the moon Soma is also

Vritrahan, like Indra His dwelling is on the

mountains {ginprstlia)
‘ When Soma is called

a child (s'ism) simply or a youth {Yuvan) this

IS doubtless an allusion to the fact that, like

Agni, he is continually produced anew ’

In the seventh Chapter of the Chhandogya
Upamsad which contains Sanatkumaraa’s tea-

chings to Narada, the teacher Sanatkumara is

identified with Skanda, and the teaching in the

chapter is the road to immortality (amrita)

The reader will notice that many of the traits

of Soma are more or less the same as those we
are familiar with in the later mythology of the

Skanda-Kumara-Karttikeya-Muruga complex

,

we may note particularly the qualities of youth,

beauty, dwelling on mountains, and that of

spurting or flowing when pressed {Skdndana)

which may suggest the name Skanda, a point

which becomes clear in the narrative m the

Vanaparva of the Mahdbhdratd of the birth

of Skanda of which the salient features will

be presently noticed Notice also the asso-

ciation of Soma with immortality {amnta)

and Garuda, again features which recur in

the Mahabharata narrative as we shall see

Then comes the identification of Skanda with

Sanatkumara in the Chhandogya, which seems

to suggest that Kumara as the name of Kartti-

keya may well be the shortened form of the sage’s

name , and this perhaps starts the associa-

tion of Skanda wuth philosophical wisdom and

his role as a great teacher, even of his father

Siva, which earns for him the praise of Aruna-

girinatha as Jndnapanditasaim, and more gene-

rally as Svammdtha It is of interest to note

m this connection that Mr K R Venkatarama

Aiyar has mentioned the existence of sculp-

tures in which Kumara is represented as bearing

m his hands the symbols appropriate to the form

of Siva as a great teacher, Daksmamurti ,
the

symbols being the rosary and a jar of nectar,

the latter perhaps a physical symbolization

or the philosophical concept of immortality

—

inrtyor md amrtam gamaya *

In fact the legend of the drink of immortality

seems to go back much earlier than the Vedic

period, to Indo-Iranian period and even to still

earlier Indo-European times This will become

clear from the following citations from the

Vedtc Mythology of Macdonell (pp 1 1 3-4 end

of section 37) It is undoubted that Soma,

the Avestan Haoma, was already prepared and

celebrated in the Indo-Iranian period in

the RV Soma is described as growing on the

mountains or a particular mountain
,
m the

Avesta it is said to grow on a certain mountain

In the RV Varuna places it on the rock

,

in the Avesta it is placed on the great mountain

Haraiti by a skilful god In the RV it is

brought by an eagle
,
m the Avesta it is dis-

tributed from Its native mountain by certain

auspicious birds In both it is King of plants

In both It is a medicine which gives health, long

life, and removes death The pressing and

offering of Soma was already an important

*Mr K R V Aijar s-ijs this in article No 21 in the IV Volume of the Cultural Heritage of India (Ramakrijhna
lllission) But some knowledgeable scholars whom I consulted doubt the accuracy of this description of the
sculpture or sculptures concerned and think that it may be a misreading of some other emblem, particularly the

Co^k which is held in all kinds of positions in the Skanda sculptures
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feature of Indo-Iraman worship

Both {Soma and Haoma) remove the machi-

nations of the wicked, bestow victory over foes,

and confer the celestial world Both grant

steeds and excellent children” The belief in

-an intoxicating divine beverage, the home of

which was heaven, may be Indo-European

If so. It must have been regarded as a kind of

Iioney-mead (Sanskrit madim) brought down to

earth from its guardian demon by an eagle

(the .Sowifl-bringing eagle of Indra agreeing

W'lth the nectar-bringing eagle of Zeus and

with the eagle w^hich, as a metamorphisis of

Odhm, carried off the mead) The madhii or

honey-mead, if Indo-European, w'as replaced

m the Indo-Iranian period by Soma, but

may have survived into the Vedic period by

amalgamating with Soma

We may now consider briefly the epic accounts

of the birth of Kumara or Skanda, ‘ Kumara
Sambhava ’ as the Ramayana puts it We may
lea^e the Puranas alone as they only elaborate

and embellish the epic accounts without adding

much that is new' We may start with R G
Bhandarkar’s summary of the epic accounts
* The general belief is that he w'as the son of

^iva and Pan'ati But m the Ramayana he is

represented as the son of the god of fire and

Gang! (I, Chap 37) The foetus w-as throwm

by Ganga on the Himavat Mountain, and it

was nourished by the six stars constituting the

constellation of Knttika (Pleiades) and was thus

•called the son of Krittikas or Karttikeya

In the MBH (Vanaparva, Ch 229) also he is

represented as the son of Fire, but the mother

was Agni’s true wife Svaha, W'ho had assumed

the forms of the wives of six Rsis, whom Agni

loved But here he is called the son of Siva

also as Agni is a form of that God {Vaisna-

vtsm, etc
, p 150) There are verses m the

Mahabharata account which say that Siva and

Agni came together, and Parvati entered Svaha,

Agni’s wife, to give l^irth to the new war-leader

of the divine hosts , for instance Brahma tells

Skanda

Rudrenagnim samavisya svahamavisya

CO maya
hitartham sarva lokanam jatastvamapa-

rajitah (231 9)

And the Krittikas are also similarly accounted

for by an astronomical or astrological Myth
relating to the disappearance of Abhijit from
the midst of the stars and the Krittikas taking

their place (Ch 230) But there are some
other features in the MBH account which call

for particular notice from the point of view of

this paper First, the moon (Soma) is brought

into definite relation with the time of Skanda’s

birth Indra sees the moon entering the Sun
at a fierce moment {raudia muJimta) on an
amdvasya day when the sky is overcast with

ruddy clouds, portents of a great war between
gods and anti-gods and of the birth of the leader

of the divine hosts in the war The text

describing Indra’s vision reads

Somam caiva mahabhagam vi^amanam
divakaram

amavasyam pravrtta}'am muhurte raudra

eva tu

devasuram ca sangramam sopasyadudaye

ravau

lohitaisca ghanairyuktam purvam sandhyam
satakratuh (224 1 1- 13)

Further on in the same account we read

Somasya Vahni Suryabhylm adbhuto’yam
samagamah

janayet yam sutam somah so’sya devyah
patirbhavet

agniscaitaii gunairyuktah sarvairagmsca

devata

esa cejjanayed-garbham so’syh devyah

patirbhavet

evam samemtya bhagavam brahmalokam
tada gatah

grhitva Devasenam tam avadat sa

pitamaham

uvaca casya devyas-sddhiistn am patim-

diia{22A 19-22)

This IS a crucial context Indra, having res-

cued Devasena from Kesi, is on the look-out

for a suitable husband for her This is a meta-

phor which conveys also the idea that the divine

hosts having been defeated by the asuras, the

chief of the gods, Indra, is on the lookout for

a capable commander-m-chief {pati) who would
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reverse their misfortune and secure victory.

This becomes patent when we recall that De-
vasena (divine army) has a sister Daityascna

(the anti-god army) wdio loves Kc^i {asura

enemy of gods) while Dcvasena does not like

him, nhen she was forcibly earned off by
Ke^i, she cried for help, and Indra came to her

rescue Note further that the future hus-
band of Devasena is to be generated by Sotna

in collaboration with Agni and Surya

The second element in the story is that Skanda
is born not in the regular way from a mother’s

w'omb
, but the father’s semen spurts out

and the mother collects it and disposes of it in

some manner which leads to the birth and
growth of the child In the Ramayana it is

Siva and Ganga
, in the MBII it is Agni and

Svaha, assuming the forms of si\ Rsis’s wives
Again, as if to impress this fact in our minds,
we are expressly told

satkrtvastat tu niksiptam Agne rctah

kuruttama

tasmin kunde pratipadi kaminya svahaya

tada

tat skannam tejasa tatra samvrtam janayat

sutam

rsibhih pujitam skannam anayat Skanda-
tam tatah

sat^ira dviguna^rctro dvada^aksibhuja

kramah

ekagnvaikajatharah Kuraarlh samapad-
yata (225 15-18)

Who can determine whether this story was al-

ready current when Sanatkumara was designated

Skanda m the Chhandogya Upanisad or was

a later invention of a euphemenstic nature to

account for the name ? Or again whether the

story contains an element of pre-Aryan folk

belief, tale, or legend ? But from our point

of view the mam fact is the establishment of

the name Skanda and the basis given to it

The third feature calling for notice is the fact

that Svaha turns herself into a gartidi (female

hawk) to be able to carry Agni’s seed unnoticed

by others from the place of their meeting m
the forest

acintajam-mamcdan yc rupam draksyanti-
kananc tc brahmamnam anrtam dosaia
vaksjanti pavaka

tasmad ctad raksyamana Garudi sambhava-
myaham

t ananniragamanam caita sukham mama
bhavisjati

Suparm sa tada bhutva nirjagama
mahavanat (225 8-10)

The seed of Agni, like the amfta, is brought to

the place of its fruition and practic-’l use by a

Garuda-suparna class of being This defi-

nite!} links up the whole story with the Vedic
m}thology of Soma, amrita and so on

Considering all the facts, it is not by any
means far-fetched to suggest that we had
originally the concept of Semaskanda with the

short a in the centre Sanskrit is a flexible

language, and the compound word may be
taken to mean many things that imply

some connection between Skanda and Soma,
whether the latter word is taken to stand for the

sacrificial plant or the moon, or even the moon
in conjuction with sun and fire as stated in the

extracts from the MBH gnen abotc under the

first of our three points, particularly 224 19-

The form Somaskanda with the long a does not

come into aogue till \ery late times, till after

the tantras were composed in the ninth or

tenth centur}' A D if not later The Pallava

temples are the earliest monuments to carry

the sculptural panels in t\\o\rgarhhagrha depict-

ing Siva seated with Uma with Skanda dancing

between them or seated (sometimes on Uma’s

lap), but w'hile several of their Sanskrit in-

scriptions eaince clear knowledge of the birth

of Kumara from Sn a with which they compare

the birth of some of the kings in the line, they

do not describe the panel itself ailywhere,

much less use the term Somaskanda It may
also be noted finally that neither of the two

forms we have discussed seems to be known

to the Lexicons But the Uttara Kamtkdgama

in Its 47th Patala contains the statement

‘ Vaksyami somaskanda sukhe^a-sthapanam

param’ This not very elegant line has its

own value as indicating that the connection of

Soma wath Skanda W’as quite a live tradition

till a relatively late period
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Prabhavatigupta’s Marriage

By

S V SOHONI

There are three mam suggestions in this

essay —
(1) There is adequate material to conclude

that Raja Mananka Rashtrakuta, of Manapura

in Central Maharashtra, had invaded

Ashmaka and Vidarbha some time bctw een 375

and 395 A D
,
and that his son (Devaraja)

and grandson Avidheya (who granted the

Pandurangapalh copper plate)' and great-

grandson Abhimanyu (who granted the

Undikavatika copper plate)® had retained

their hold on at least a portion of this territory

for another 80 years The wedge m the

Vakataka territory, thus driven, brought the

Rashtrakuta pover into contact with the

Gupta frontier, north of the Narmada

(2) That the Gupta-Vakataka matrimonial

alliance whereby Rudrasena II Vakataka was

married to Prabhavatigupta, daughter of

Chandragupta II Sahasanka, was a measure

which resulted in mutual gain

(3) The mission of Kalidasa to the court of

Kuntaleshwara had the background of Rash-

trakuta aggression on Vakataka territory,

judged in the light of the fact that Vakataka

territory was controlled by two branches of

the dynasty, under two separate administra-

tions, whose interests clashed occasionally

The Gupta imperial diplomacy mainly con-

cerned Itself with safeguarding its southern

I Mysore Archaelogical Survey Report— 1 929

® (a) Indian Antiquary, 1901, pp 509—518

(5) Epigraphia Indioa, VII, pp 163— 165

(c) B O R I I XXV, pp 36—50

frontier, south of Malwa, and the position of the

son-in-law, i e
,
of the eastern kingdom, which

had its capital at Nandivardhana The western

kingdom with its capital at Vatsagulma, was

much more menaced by the Rashtrakuta

aggression than the eastern

This position gives the background of the

occurrence of at least two references to the

punishment of the Kuntala power in the

records of the western kingdom ,
and the

marriage of Prabhavatigupta’s grandson, Naren-

drasena of Nandivardhana, with a Kuntala

princess

That the two branches of Vakataka dynasty

did not present a united front and occasionally

quarrelled among themselves, is also proved by
the fact that Harishena (A D 475—500) made
some conquests to the east, obviously, after

traversing the legitimate spheres of influence of
the rival branch represented by Narendrasena
and Pnthvisena II

2 As regards the encroachment on Vakataka
territory by Mananka and his son Devaraja, the
relevant materials are furnished by Undika-
vatika grant of Abhimanyu, a great-grandson
of Mananka The dynasty’s rule as indicated

by this grant, had, clearly, lasted for nearly one
hundred years The record mentions that

Mananka, the founder of the dynasty, had con-
quered Vidarbha and Ashmaka, apparently, at

the cost of the Vakatakas of both the branehes

A-a3i3—10 A
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The record yields the information that a small

village (Gramaka) Undikavatika, was

donated ,
and that this village was near (Pctha)

Pangaraka The identification of these two

localities was first attempted in Pandit Bhag-

wanlal Indraji’s article dealing with this record

Fleet was not too sure as to who exactly had

suggested that Pangaraka was Pagara, a well-

known locality near Pachmarhi, a scat of an old

aboriginal family He identified Undikavatika

as Oontia, a village six miles away from Pagara,

maintaining that the identification of the latter

with Pangarka was correct Fleet was materially

influenced in supporting the identification of

Pangaraka with Pagara, by the fact that in the

Pachmarhi locality, there is a very ancient

Mahadeva Shrine known as Jatashankara , and
he was particularly impressed by two details

in this regard, vts
,
that this donation of a village

was intended to benefit Dakshina Shiva and

Jatabhara
,
and the unusual name" Pangaraka”,

being easily identified as Pagara

There was agreement between opinions of

Bhagwanlal Indraji, Fleet and Hultzsch about

Pangaraka being Pagara, near Pachmarhi But

on the other point, taking a view different from
Fleet, Hultzsch thought that Bhagwanlal Indraji

was right in holding that Jatabhara was un-

connected with Dakshina Shiva , that Dakshina

Shiva was a shrine , and that Jatabhara was a

wandering monk, since he was described as,

” Jatabhara-Pravra(ji)tasya ”, and the latter

portion of this compound word was regarded as

conveying an equivalent sense of the term
” Panvrajaka ” In my opinion, this inter-

pretation contributed to confusion " Dak-

shinashivasya ” and “ Jatabhara Pravra (?) tasya
”

could more reasonably be understood to mean,
“ of Dakshina Shiva ” or “ of the Shiva to the

South, who had extensive matted hairlocks,”

the word after “ Jatabhara ”, being " Pra-

vardhitasyath”, a confusion between the letters

“ vraji” and “ vardhhi”, being quite obvious

The result, especially after this modification,

would be to confirm the identification of Pan-

garaka with Pagara, near Pachmarhi, by giving

the further information that “ the Dakshina

Shiva with extensive matted hairlocks ” was a

direct reference to the famous Shiva shrine in

Pachmarhi, whose principal feature is the

well-known rock formation there, resembling
matted hair Fleet himself referred to the
fact that this Shiva shrine was known as Jata-

shankara Thus the donation of a small

village was really and directly in fa\our of that

famous shrine.

Ag.ainst this identification of Pagara, and of

Dakshina Shiva, may be cited Mmp V. V
Miraslu’s view that these localities were in

Central Maharashtra, not far awaj from the

localities which were referred to in what is

called P.lndurangapalli grant of A\idhcya, an

uncle of Abhimanyu, who issued the

Undikavatika grant I am, however, unable to

discover any specific reason m Mmp V V
Mirashi’s argument that the localities mentioned

in Abhimanyu's record should not be found in

North Vidarbha or present-day Hoshangabad
District Further, he has not found a satis-

factory alternative identification of Pangaraka

He h.as not adequately explained,
“ Dakshina

Shivasya Jatabhara pravra (?) tasj a ” What ex-

planation IS there for the fact that a Commander
of Hanv'atsa-kotta had to witness this tran-

saction ? Fleet’s suggestion that this fort

occupied present-day Dhupgarh site, appears

to be quite reasonable, ” Hariv'atsa ”, involvung

a reference to the Sun

Thus, for nearly 100 years at least, there was

Rashtrakuta hold over Hoshangabad District

—

and very probably, on a tract of land connecting

this area with the principal possessions of this

dynasty in Maharashtra, thereby introducing

a wedge between the two Vakataka kingdoms of

Vatsagulma and Nandivardhana

3 This conclusion is of material help in

understanding the major political forces im-

mediately preceding Chandragupta II Saha-

sanka’s military operations against the Saka

kings of Malava and Saurashtra Scholars have

held that these operations had taken place

area 395 A D

Vincent Smith was the first to suggest that

the Gupta Emperor had something to gain

through a matrimonial alliance with the Vaka-

taka dynasty Alongside this suggestion, it must

be appreciated that some decades prior to

395 AD, the Vakataka dynasty had split

A 3313—10 »
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into at least two bnnches The Puranas main- 4 It is necessary to say a word about the

tain that there were four. The Gupta alliance location of Punka which was, apparently, the

was wath one out of these two or four branches, earliest capital of the Vakataka dynasty A
t'lr

,
that branch which had Its headquarters, in careful reading of the relevant passage in

the relevant period, at Nandivardhana in Harivamsha,^ leaves no room for doubt that

Central Vidarbha this town was situated on the left bank of the

3 Quoted b\ Mmp Mirrihi, pp 16 and 30 of

•'Vakataka Nnpati upi t^anrha Kuln"

'3'iH II tin I<1 d'ieiH ^rdl Tf I*

vjfrRTRW 1 1 ? 1

1

IRII igcTFJRT fST^FTt

?Tqr ii?ii n^vsii

^ gdig W a? IR<ill

<ii^ri<dMHdr^dl IR'^II V30II \3?ll

vs^.n ^ 'T^i’T^fPT

|«2|| >’d)«ff|5TITd fT?r<5

tT'^rfWts^trpr iRvsii

tr3=^ii iifr <T^=?TW5^rr

^ iRji ?f?r ii?ii3ii3ii

sfTctrrficn- iivii i^u t,ii ii

fiirfct(t<i'ivi<.d -titmur ^ftiiWd insii

em 'T«r 'rfr^RT^rr MliriRii

yjdoiT'tt^ iRoii

ii??ii nir inpnxft fWrwHT 11^311^ rdT<t(T^ 5^^ II^Yll ?«^|| ^
f^=5raT II ^f«idT qtT^iqqTirr^

ftRr^^nrfT iivii eTRr^^iF^ ^rJTOTsr^^r^KRr’Tdi 11

fenr f% ;iidHidji»\ii ^
d Vd q Pd ill ^1 g^RII jflcR

5rr?‘ ^dlHl*ij'5^eiR IRII p^.t-q-yq-v^i^piRl-

Igjff "ReTPOT II Pddiim^ ipT llvsM

=^'tp<‘d:i^ ?f5P>TT P<!il^P«R II 'Pa^fsfr

^ jift Pd^iiRd; W* fRTq; ii<jii fr^ 'rer

=?PWTfTi^ii PddJirag iRii

gfcflSiT igldigvMld^ 1 1 ?hT

^ MleiPd'cq’^ iRoii Tpri^ ^ rrgRIf^^ 5^7?

tpff^ll JTld^lRR tn^pii^Pd 11^11

^ 5rrRT si^fwmTRRTj 11 Ptjits

^piil t-diWmTt 5fTT ll?^ll PJRi(R

?R ^WtHTT II lilWmP^' ^Rp'ir WRft
rprnfRT 1 1 ? ? 1 1 Cl''=(*iei^ 11

KFTh" widft 'dRifhei' IIJEYII

^rpTWra' fdPi'Ici R •d't'K 5 1 1 ?f3T ^ ^
MP<<dliidIP*ld1^l ll?Hll ’TR^ ^qui^ei'il-

rPtii Tpn 1^41 >{“11 *ii'iIsMcd<iP“r tiHiPi-d ii^^ii

5ft ^PT^^fV 1

1

>ti(d<{)'T“i ‘*'i«>i

imrenr ii?vs 11 ^rR'TORinpr

Jiff ^"l>MK3q ||^<'|| *lg|Si*l«ilwq^

tRferil Jpld^lRR

sprf^R 5ITRT

^IWtnTT II

•dctHd-dwiferrii qro 5^
linn ^q'ir^>RRi dFR>di iigij^l^r 11

JPR P>l^5RTqRT f?RT 'HTRI II II

^TFT JRTRT 5fr tR^fltHTR Tl H^TRSTd^RRI

^fJT^nwqeqrmiR? II TISR^ eR
fdTTJRII Pdr^cTI R jd TRT jfelT HTRcT IR^^II

2qT^qRIR>R ^11 qTcRRR^RfRT
TRT JR RdPtfl'd II ^3 || q^mfspr

yotRJf II =qqnT Hard«iRndlt d^«di$'5 ii=vii

n II ^«ll mi ^^l^dMIdddlfd-

Rf^RcfPRRRR^TRf dw 11^11 II

^?ll ^^11 TRTT^TfR m^ll RYU
PwqRRr II iRRRRlR^ aiPdr^fd^dR

5leFTR TIRR Rtm tRRT ?PE^

qw ugiMi+i'<mq vqifCR4 irmi srstrcRT

RtjtRlJ^RT qRaiT fiiTe^ II II ^HRT
RR misil Rdll II 5T5TT

jfVjRT 11^0 II d-f^RpR TnfPf f4fR
RJRRT =nwr 4tfRRT II II stP^rrIs

f%jRR sTtfR JTpftqrrftr' ?TqR»rif»R ^Vr-
^ejncwidv iT^ qfRbfTRT srfeRtftcJR imii
fqjRTRTRR SnRT II fjR^RRR
’iHVti ?r5T5RRrRR IR*\ II MSilqo 'd'14't 'll <41^ R
Rf^ll qjq qvR 5TRHRR II

WKd'iiPi fqfgu TR 1

1

^qRqTRftqRgJT

dTiRl%qR iii?vsii RTRmtfw fqwR
3Rq^ Hgiq;n 5^ dR 5 «flRF?#RRd-

if^sPr d^R sir RrftmRRn
XRfrRdy>T dKhiRRflgR

J|
II dR dm

5R RdT *ld'‘Kl dR fd^JdT II d g<.Pd ddT 55TSmR-
RfldRipR 11^0 II dRm^ drar mr sRRRm-
RRR II dfdRpd’ ddT dddT ddemf •ddlfdddR II3?||

dmnfdd RTlfd fddTdTRR RddT II

d^
^

^fdRdPRTfdd linn deRdl^d ^
dddd^RddTdTT 1 1 d^RRdRTlfd RTdtdfjRrf^
n^^^ It dRRPRd^ dfddft fRrfdd II gfR
dR'ed+ d^ ddd ddT 11^11 dqf^TRTfddlTd
d^drat fqPivqd II d^5d^ d^fdfddr^

IMH n dd^dfdt RR fd^ df52;d%ll PdPqtdM

ddt RdT ^ cddRr d'^dei' II n H d^ dRd-
^dReddl dR dlddR II dRdf^aflddt RSTT

<Hd“'i II II d^ddR RdTdbftdR
d^ iRII dd- ddRgddRRRdiRIvd dRRdT
iR<Jn
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Narimdl Other relevant aoiircca cstahliah

that it avas the hcadquarttrs of a tract idjoining

and aery probabij to tiic ‘ioiith of the Diaiiarni

region Not onlj was it on the left bink of the

Narmadl, but not verj far awnv from the

Rd^sh}a\anta mountain \ idisiil was the

capital of the Disharm region ’J’hus, the

connexion between Daslurm witli \ uiisiri to

the north, on the right b ink of the Narmun,
and Punk"!, on the left bank to the south, i-^

quite pi un

According to Mmp Mirisiu, the transfer of

the capital from Piinkl to Nindnardlnn i took

place in the Lv-t decade of the 4th eentiir\, i e ,

between 390 and 400 \ D It is not iinhleh

that Punkl V i', abandoned, aiiel Nandie irelhuii

selected In die eastern branch of the ^ aklt 4 a

demote, on account of lack of securit\ caused

b\ lueression of the Rashtrakiiti forces, under

Mlnlnki and his son Deaaraja, who ‘ouuht to

exploit the disturbed conditions following the

death of Samudragupta, the occupition of

North-^^ estern India b) some foreign powers,

and the feud that prc\ ailed between inim-
gupti and Chandragupta II 'I he inaasion of

the Punkl region by a ruler of Vidisln md
vice versa, was a feature that continued down to

the British period in Indian historj.

5. If the Rashtrakiita menace was a factor

in the decisions of the Vatsagulma branch of

the Vlkataka dynastj, it follows tliat the Rasl\-

trakuta forces could have given welcome assis-

tance to the Saka kings of Lata, Saurashtra,

Anarta, Ax'anti and Malaaa, w'luch were threa-

tened by Chandragupta II, Sahasanka
,
and

through a combined attack by Saka forces and

the Rashtrakuta armies, the position of the

Vakataka’s ruling m Ashmaka would Inac been

quite precarious The outright annexation of

the Ashmaka region and a long strip of Vidarbha

running north to south, not far aw'ay from it

to the east, might have been achieved by the

Rashtrakutas under Mananka and Dcvarlja, in

such circumstances

The Saka thrust into Vidarbha territory is

proved by the occasional find of hoards of Saka

coins of this period, not all of which could be

due to trade and commerce

6 Prom this anahsis, it aaoiild follow that

c\tn tilt Vaklnl as of Xanduardfurn v cre in

need of a'-sistantt from Chandragupta II,
and tint this insis of miniial htip v r. tiit mam
tonsidiiUion gostrnmg the nnrrngt btiween
Rudritni "S 'illt if i and Pnblusatiguptl, a

duighitrof Ch indragiipta II

'Jilt fact tint htr Gipta lintagt v r com-
pltttis rttordtd m the chart! r-- issued by
Priblrn itiguptl, ‘how-, tint tht Mlltalas of

Nandi\ardlnin had, prohahli, to dtptrul esen

inori ontlitlulp from tlit North—prt-tim'’hl\,

following the tontmutd aggrt'-ion from the

soutlurn pfiwtr, it, tht R'shtrdutis of

Mltnpuri, under Dtinrlji 'Phe reftrtnee

to tht Ciupti d\ni‘t\ m Pr.ablneatiguptTs

clnrttr-,, v r not unwcicomt to the rttipitnts

of tho'-t tinrttrs, is mdicuion of a source of

addition \1 guarantee

7 One feature of the Undikasltikl grant

ma\ he mentioned Thecompansonof ftme with

the flow of the Gangl rutr, whieh occurs m the

Undikuatikl gntii, is similar to tint in the

pirashasti of Samudngupta M'lnlnka named
his son Desar.aji V as this '>fttr Dcs igupta,

a name of Chandngupta II Silnsanka, son of

Simudngupta
'

8 The need for Gupta diplomac) to placate

the Rashtrakuta power under Mlnanka and

Dc\ arlja, ma\ be thus more clearh appreciated

If It aimed at presenting aggression of the

Rashtrakutas on their own territor} of Malawa,

through the Vaklitaka territories of the Nandi-

xardlnna branch, it was obnous that the

Rlsbtrakuta d) nasty also wanted to asoid

Vlkataka aggression on its ow n territories from

Nandisardlnna as well as Vatsagulma

9 It was in these circumstances, that a

Rlshtrakuta king, cither hlananka himself,

or his son, Dcs arlja, could afford initially to

Ignore the proper etiquette concerning an

ambassador of a great North Indian power like

the Gupta empire The skill of the diplomat

forms the subject-matter of the drama,

“Kuntalcshvara Dautja” The diplomat w‘as,

according to some stray ancient htcrarj'- sources,

no other than Kalidasa himself, sent by his

emperor Chandragupta II, to the king of



ICuntala Apparently, Kahdasa so shrewdly

"handled the problem of safeguarding the

southern frontier that, ultimately, he could

report to Chandragupta II that the Kuntaleshvara

had left the conduct of affairs to him, and

considered himself free as \\ ell as safe to pursue

Tiis pleasures uninterruptedly This equi-

librium could not haae been brought about

unless the power of all the concerned southern

States could be adequately balanced, through

the inten ention of a third and much stronger

power, VIZ
,
the Gupta empire These States

avere the main branches of the Vakataka d) nasty

and the Rashtrakutas of hlanapura

10 The suggestion mainly based on Kshe-

mendra'* comment tliat the Rashtrakuta king cither

Mananka or Dc\ar'ija, accepted tlie su7crainty

of the Gupta emperor seems to be unsupported

by the meagre litcrarj eiidcnce on the

point
“

”, does not

mean that the king regarded himself as the

aassal of the Gupta emperor In fact, it

means that only a transfer of anxieties took place

No Maharajadhiraja, worth his salt, could

have tolerated for a moment, a report of

this kind concerning his vxassal All that

happened was that a condition of stable balance

of power was secured, whereby peace prevailed

in the territories of the Vakataka powers of

Nandivardhana and Vatsagulma as well as of

the Rashtrakuta power, under the assurance

conv'eyed by the Gupta authorities The
description, “Kuntalanam Adhishah”, docs not

imply a feudatory status The emphasis it

contains on Kuntala territory, was due to the

political consideration of not offending the

Vidarbha rulers

It seems unnecessary to assume that Kalidasa

was the author of the drama, besides being one

of Its important dramatis persouce The
scanty literary sources do not, strictly speaking,

warrant sucli a conclusion They quote a

v'ersc in the drama spoken by Kahdasa but do
not indicate that Kahdasa was the author of

the drama itself*

1 1 An important point is what is the best

guess about the decade in wdiich this marriage

took place between Rudrasen II and Prabha-
vatigupti r

Altekar has stated*

—

(I) “The conquest of Kuntala had
increased the prestige of the Vakatakas, and
the Gupta emperor Chandragupta II, who
was contemplating the overdirow of the

Western Kshatrapas at this time, felt that it

would facilitate his task if he could secure a

helpful ally on his southern flank, while his

armies were operating in Malwa and Gujarat

He, therefore, proposed a matrimonial alliance

to Pnthvushena by offering his daughter

Prabhav^atigupta in marriage to the Vakataka
crown prince, Rudrasena The offer was
accepted by Prithvishena and the marriage

was celebrated with great pomp, probably,

at Patahputra, in c 380 AD”
In a foot-note, it was added—“A literary

tradition states that Pravarasena II, the

4 Eg Kshemendn in Auchitj-i VichVn Charcha,
Kavya Mala, pp 39-40

5 Vtde extracts from Kshemendra and Bhoja

ftFrfir fsrqr'iiT

(d Pi *1 1 < II

Bhoja m

dhKI W I

^
—qTffpTiT d^d idirt

tTFJTK qxRR mq
dvdiFlqd qtx.dei dd'd’Rf

s,

—Kshemendra in

pp 139-140)

*>. Majumdar and Altekar in NHIP, p 1 10
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jounpcl son of this union, wm spcndinj*

his tsrl\ ^outh in the pursiiitn of pIcTUirc

me 410 A D
,

IS hi" nntcrml pnmlfsthcr
Clnndrspiipts II could he rthed upon
to look sftcr his sdmini'tntion Cf
“ PilxUii vtadhuiui'ardl.ti \iirtirum pttynntrx

I\ls\i Mnilutshlnrsh 1 untslmsimdlu'-lnh
*'

\t tilt tinit of the dcsth of Chnndrspupts
11 in c 414 A I), his prsnd on u<uild he
nhout 25 ,

his iurth, therefore, tn i\ he pheed
me 3^0 \ 15 lie wss su Ics"! the tcoiu!,

if not the third or fourth child of hr pucnls,
nnd so thtir unrrnrc nnj he phtrd in

c 380 \ D"

(2)
" Pr ihlutstipuptl recins to ln\c h\fd

for slioiit 25 tenr" in her •’ori’" rt jut snd
died it the njic sj c of nhout 75

”

It IS cltT tint this vns a purcU conjectural

nmhsis

12 'I he Gupta chronoloj>\ is not precr"!)
Inottn in rcspict of •'tteral inTj'ortant <!cl uls,

includinp svho t\nctl\ ind founded the CJiipts

cn, St hen evneth w-ss Chsndrapupts 11

S dii'lnl a born, when was his duiphtcr
Prnhlris uit:upri horn, etc It would he use-
ful to tvsiTunc the In^is of roinc current
notions

I
nnd to find out whether there is an)

justification for tntcrt.aininp, them

—

(1) The fir^t of the'c concerns Chandra-
pupta II It consists of an a^umption that

Chandrapupta II was a jounp man when
he stj/td power from his elder hrolher,

Klmagupta T he onlj "lipht indication that

Chandrapupta was jounp when he performed

his daring exploit of killing the Sakadlupati

who had demanded the transfer of Diiriita-

swlmini IS furnished bj the atailibic

extracts from the Dcm Chandraguptam

Riimagupta was represented as telling

Chandragupta, his jounger brother, that he

was too tender to undertake such an

audacious step

But this does not mean that Chandra-

gupta was between 20 and 25 jears old or

even younger, at that time In India, it

IS customary to address a younger brother

as if he were very young, no matter what his

ape rcall) is T iirthcr, Chandrapupta then

w IS a Kimnra and not a reijming kmp at

tint time, and hit being cali'-d a Kurnara
W.1 ' no pointer to hn actual age

(2) 'Ihc more "atrfactore mc'hod of

cvamininp this rjuruion r to make a phii"-

hl" s
t 5,,5 Cfandra, tip’a was

born 'un.t cruK early durinp the rcijnofhi*

father, irniidraj iipn \-'iinMnthat Saniii-

dr’piip'a fered po - cr in 323-330 \ D and
that III- "on ( handrapiip’a If s', as l)o’'n

there if,e'. It avould no* be unrea-nnabic to

s-'iirne that C handra n'pta II v-x* fwn
before fj/rf 310 \ D a"! irninp further

that ( handra.'i.jita 11 married Prabh'iaati-

fupti's rio’her well before 350 3 1), as

a pa'i of 1 political ’'c'll'-ncnt m-dc by

‘sarni’dra' iipta with a Na"a dvna‘t, of

Central India, it would no» be improbable

that rrablucatipupia v as horn within fisc

years of this tiia^rii' e. i e h'-fnre 355 A D
If till' were not cntircK irnprnhiblc, one

emild as unie thaf "lie a "is marred to

Uiidrrena before phe w vs hftcen years old,

I e
,
h\ 370 \ I) or probahU, between 5 and

10 \rirs earlier 'Ihu', tli' important txent

wherein one branch of the \antala denasty

became ar ociatcd with the Imperial Gupta

dena'-te, perhaps tool place between 360 and

370 \ D or say, 15 ycirs, before 380 \ D

13

Altckar has put the date of the death

of Uiidrasena II as c 390 A I)
,
and ohscrecd

that PrahhleatiguptT, ‘‘was onh about 25 at

till" time and had two sons, Die akarasena and

Dlniodararcna, the former being about fiec

years in ape and the latter about te'o
”

If Dieakarasena eecre the eldest child of

Prabhieatigupfi, it eeould folloee, according

to the senes of assumptions made aboec,

that his birth ee.is more Iikcle to haec taken

place, some time bcteeccn 365 and 370 A D.

Altckar has stated, " Dielkarascna died soon

after the i3th year of Prabhaeatigupta’s

regency ’’ When this regency commenced

IS also a matter of some speculation Altckar

has gixcn Rudrasena II a reign of fixe years

and put his death in area 390 AD It was
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more hkely to be 10 years earlier This,

of course, is pure guess work—there being not

the slightest indication anywhere as could

throw light on what really happened

14 Pravarasena II is supposed to have

ruled between c 410 and 440 A D Altekar

has said that in c 430 A D Pravarasena

married his crown prince, Narendrasena, to

Ajitabhattarika, a princess of Kuntala

15 On this very approximate basis, the

chronology of the principal events in Prabhavati-

gupta’s career works out as follows —
(1) Birth, between 360 and 355 AD
(2) Marriage, between 365 and 370 A D

(3) Loss of husband, betiveen 380 and 385-

AD
(4) Loss of first son, in c 393—398 A D

(5) Marriage of her grandson Narendra-

sen with a Kuntala princess in c 430 A D ,

1 e, when she herself was between 80 and

90 years of age

1 6 From these considerations, some impor-

tant consequences follow The conquest of the

Saka territories by Chandragupta II is, ordinarily,

assumed to have taken place between 395 and 401

AD In that case^ the Vakataka Gupta matri-

monial alliance, probably, preceded the actual

military operations of Chandragupta II against

his Saka enemies Alternatively, the decade of

these operations has to be placed earlier than

390—400 A D How much earlier it could

be, is matter of pure guess, the only meagre

evidence being that furnished by the Gupta
^ and Saka coinage The earliest dated silver

pieces of Chandragupta II which could

reasonably be assumed to be meant for circula-

tion in the former Saka territories, are of

the year 409 A D

17 The probable sequence seems to be

this

( 1 )
In the closing years of Samudragupta’s

reign there was increasing pressure from

the north-western powers

(2) This pressure resulted, lateron,

in an ignominious treaty being concluded by

Samudragupta’s son Ramagupta, whereby

he agreed to surrender his queen to the

Saka king

(3) His brother, Chandragupta, killed

the Saka king by disguising himself as

that queen and going to the Saka camp
along with a select body of men disguised

as the queen’s maidservants The ensuing
slaughter of the Saka king and his military

commanders, must have resulted in a gap
in Saka political authority and in the rule

of a new Saka king or kings in their own
territory, after withdrawal from the scene

of disaster Presumably, the new ruler

or rulers had to agree to a subordinate

status in the Gupta empire

(4) Thereafter, Ramagupta reigned as the

Gupta monarch for several years This
is the testimony of the Arab historian, as

already explained by me elsewhere,

(5) Chandragupta II grew older mean-
while, pretended to be mad and could

kill Ramagupta in his palace, while he and
Dhruvaswamini were chewing sugarcane

This event probably took place in 379-380
AD It is not unhkely that prior to his

murder, Ramagupta was ruling for nearly

ten years In other words, the Saka slaughter

by Chandragupta could be not later than

370 AD
(6) This would indicate that Prabhavati-

gupta was married to Rudrasena II while

her father was not a reigning Gupta monarch

,

and that the marriage was due to political

considerations facing her uncle Ramagupta It

IS not necessary to assume that the marriage

took place after Chandragupta H ascended

the throne

(7) It follows that the Saka aggression

against Gupta territory could be between

365 and 370 AD The Saka king in this

decade of 360—^370 A D was Rudrasena
III

18

It has to be seen whether there is

a blank in the Saka coinage during this

decade, as would explain the termination of

one dynasty’s rule and the rise of an altogether

different Saka -family This is precisely found
to be the case The Kshatrapa king between
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348 and 378 A D was Swami-Rudrasena

III about whom Rapson observed’
—

“ Both

silver and lead coins appear during the reign

of the Mks Swami-Rudrasena III, son of

Swami-Rudraman 11 The silver coins, the

dates of which range from 270 to 300, fall

into two well-marked divisions, separated by

an interval of thirteen years The dates of

the earlier division represent each year from

270 to 273 inclusive (pp 1 79-80 ,
PI xvn

,

812—817) ,
those of the later division represent

various years between 286 and 300 (pp 180

—

186,Plxvii, 818-868)

“ The coin-legends have generally at this

period become so much debased that the

individuality of some of the characters is

almost lost It is, for example, often impossible

to distinguish betvyecn the akharas ha and jta

as they are represented on the coins
,
and if

It were not for the decisive evidence afforded

by certain specimens on which this distinction

IS clearly seen (eg, PI xvn, 848-49, and

853), It might have been doubted whether

the name of this Mahakshatrapa should be

read as ‘Rudrasena’ or ‘Rudrasimha’ On
certain coins belonging to the later division,

however (those with dates ranging from 286
to 300), the legend is more distinct and more
carefully formed characters appear (c g ,

PI xvii,

868) ,
and we may probably recognise m

these a conscious attempt to reform a coin-

legend which threatened to become absolutely

unintelligible unless the process of degenera-

tion w'ere arrested A similar attempt is

observable also m a succeeding reign (Svami-

Rudrasimha III, PI xvii, 925-26) ,
and it

IS quite possible that all these reformed coin-

legends may belong to a different mint, since

they continue to appear as exceptions to the

general rule

“ The period between the dates 273 and

286, which thus separates the earlier from the

later coinage of Rudrasena III, was probably

marked by some political disturbance during

which the coinage ceased (cf the similar

interval between the reigns of the Ks
Yasodaman II and the Mks Svvami-Rudra-

daman II
,
v sup 122) The Uparkot hoard

here supplies some very striking evidence

This hoard contained no specimens of the-

later coinage All the ninety coins of Rudra-
sena III which It comprised are dated m the

years 270, 271, 272 or 273 ,
and in regard

to these, the Rev H R Scott, who made a careful

analysis of the hoard, says, “ many of these

coins especially those of the last years, are

in mint condition, fresh and unworn From
these facts we may fairly conclude that

the hoard was secreted at the end of the first

period of Rudrasena’s reign, and most probably

It was because of the revolution which then

took place, rendering life and property insecure,

that the money was hidden

“To the period of the reign of Rudrasena

III belong also certain lead coins of square

form Their obv tj pc is ‘ Humped bull r

and on their rev they have the usual type

of the Western Kshatrapas, ‘Caitya
,

1.

crescent, r star,’ but with the addition

of a date in the exergue (pp 187-88, PI xvn,

889-90) Their dates range from 280 to 294

,

and they belong, therefore, chiefly but not

entirely, to the period during which no silver

coins arc found (274—285) Their rev type

would seem to connect them with the Western

Kshatrapas, and their dates with the reign of

Rudrasena III But it is not absolutely

certain that they belong to this dynasty.

Other coins prove that the type which is

generally characteristic of the Western

Kshatrapas, the ‘ Chitya ’ was used also by

successful invaders of their dominions, e g ,

by Isvaradatta (PI xiii, 472—79), by the

Traikutaka Dynasty (PI xviii, 930—78), and

by the ‘Bodhi’ Dymasty (PI xviii, 983— 1000)

We must, therefore, remain in some doubt

whether these lead coins were struck by Rudra-

sena III or by a foreign invader of his kingdom

In any case, they probably belong to some
district in which the use of lead for the

currency was established
, but it is impossible

to decide whether this district belonged to

the Western Kshatrapas or to their conquerors

The type ‘Humped bull’ is found on potin

coins struck by earlier members of the dynasty

in Malwa (98-99) , and as certain lead coins

Catalogue of Indian Coins, Andhras and Western Kshatrapas pp evliv to cln I
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of the Andhras have also been attributed to

this reign (73) ,
it is possible that these coins

may show that the power of Rtidrasena III

was temporarily confined \
to some portion of

Malwa Unfortunately, no precise record of

the provenance of these square lead coins

seems to have been preserved

“ The only certain date on the coins of the

Mks Swami-Simhasena, sister’s son of Svvami-

Rudrasena III, is 304 ,
but it is quite possible

that the date on one specimen should be

restored as ‘ 306 ’, since the remaining traces

of the unit figure suggest rather the numeral
‘ 6 ’ than the ‘ 4 ’ of this period (p 189 , PI

xvii, 905 ,
V inf ‘ Numerals ’)

”

f9 It IS not at all unlikely that the gap

in the coinage of Rudrasena III and the

debased form of the coins themselves, the

lead coin-type of the ‘ Humped bull ’ (of the

period 358—372 AD), and the accession

of a sister’s son, Swami-Simhasena after

Rudrasena III, are explained jn terms of

(a) the Saka attack on Gupta’s territories

,

(i) the Gupta dynasty’s misfortunes lasting

for some time
,

(c) Chandragupta’s daring

military feat
,
and (d) the expansion of the

Gupta rule under Ramagupta, etc There
IS no lead coin having the title Maharaja

Mahakshatrapa
,
and “ Maharaja Kshatrapa

”

might indicate a Saka ruler in Malava under

Gupta supremacy, or a Saka ruler taking

the title acceptable to the local people bu*^

subordinate to the Mahakshatrapa in the west*

The latter is more likely

( Dynastic Table of Rashtrakutas of Manapura )

Manamka (A D 375-400)

Devaraja (A D 400-425)

(Not known) Avidheja Bhavishya
(A D 425-440) (A D 440-455) (A D 450-470)

- (Grantor of Pandarangapatti
|Copper plate grant) Ablnmanyu

(AD 470-490)
(Grantor of Undikavatika

Copper plate grant )

A-23I3—II-A
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Fresh Light on the Chronology of the

Protohistoric Gujarat

J M Nanavatx

The archaeological excavations at Lothal,

Rangpur, Rojdi andl’rabhas in Gujarat ha\t

revealed the presence and expansion of Harappa
Culture in Gujarat They have now created

a problem with regard to Chronological hori-

zons and their interrelationships Recent

C-I4 determinations obtainable in respect of

Lothal and Rojdi now help solve this problem
to a large extent The beginnings of Harappa
settlements in Gujarat may now be surmised

to be nearer to about 2250 B C

While there is a general homcgcneitv of the

pottery among different sites of the Indus
proper, that of the Harappan sites within

Gujarat exhibits differences which so far stood

in the way of the determination of their relative

chronology Till this day more than a hundred
sites have been so far discovered in this territory

and about a dozen have been excavated so far,

Lothal and Rojdi being more extensively dug,

are relatively more important

The excavations at Prabhas have revealed

a new ceramic type called Prabhas Ware The
ware comes from Period I B there and occurs

along with Harappa ware This also helps in

the determination of the relative position of

Prabhas, Rojdi and Lothal Prabhas ware

is normally pink, or grey slipped On the

whole the ware is well-fired Rounded bowls

with bevelled rims, dishes, pots, lamps, dishes-

on-stand, constitute the major bulk of the

vessels in Prabhas ware The decoration

mainly consists of pamlJcd motifs, criss-cross

lines, wavj' lines, etc The ware occurs in

very small quantities in Period I B at Rojdi

and probably from Period A IV of Lothal

Turing to Rojdi, the excavations have re-

vealed three periods of occupation, the Fust

one, which is Harappan, is divisible into two

phases ‘Red ware’ is more conspicuous in

I A while Buff ware dominates the scene

in I B Convez sided-bow is, squarc-rimmed

jars, dishes as well as dishcs-on-stand, per-

forated vessels, and goblets arc available during

this period The typical Fink Parc of the

Lothal and Rangpur type is also available in

small quantities In addition, crude corru-

gated ware IS also known from both the phases

Supporting the evidence of pottery and

associated finds, now comes an important C-I4

determination for the middle levels of Period

I B at Rojdi which is 3920+115 or approxi-

mating 2000 B C for the beginning of phase

I B, and thus contemporaneous w'lth Phase

A III b of Lothal The beginnings of the

settlement at Rojdi could be well nigh 2150

B C and thus not later in any appreciable way

from the foundation date of Lothal Prabhas

Period I B IS now interlocked and must be

coeval with Rojdi I B and Lothal III The
tangle of Chronology is now almost solved

• • •

A-23I3—II-B
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An Illustrated Manuscript of Jnanesvarl

dated Saka 1685 (A.D. 1763)

By V
Illustrated manuscripts of religious works

such as Ramayana, Mahabharata, Bhagavata,

Pancharatnagita, Devimahatmya, etc
,

are

known to exist m private and public collec-

tions Such illustrated works were generally

got prepared by the former rulers in the

country A fairly rich collection of illustrated

manuscripts seems to have existed in the

Pothikhana of the former Bhonsle ruler of

Nagpur The entire collection of manuscripts

belonging to them cannot now be seen at one

place as it has been divided between the two

families of the Bhonsles The Senior Bhonsle

family is now headed by Raja Bahadur Fattesingh

Rao Bhonsle and the Junior Bhonsle family by

Raje Pratapsmghrao Bhonsle The Senior

Bhonsle family has donated a small set of

illustrated and illuminated manuscripts to

the Central Museum, Nagpur, which contains

beautiful works such as Bhagavata, Pancha-

ratnagita, Devimahatmya and Rukmini-

swayamvara There are copies of Bhagavata

and Gita both in book-form and scrolls The
profusely illustrated work is a commentary

on Bhagavata There are only three skandhas

of this work in the Museum It is not dated

still it may be taken as written and also

probably illustrated at Nagpur in the latter

half of the ] 8th century (Colour Plate B, C and

Plate XV) and the two sheets giving the details

of illustrations in this work indicate the quota

for the illustrations on each of the folios and

probably served as a guide to the artists who
illustrated the entire manuscript

Rode

Duiyodhana in his Chariot

Illustration from Bhagavata

There was an interesting illustrated manu-
script of 6akuntala in Hindi dated Sam 1845

A D 1 789 in the possession of Raje Pratap-

singhrao Bhonsle which was first exhibited

m the London Exhibition of 1948 The same
is now in the National Museum, New Delhi,

and has been published in the joint issue of

Lahtkala Nos 1 and 2, April 1 955—March 1 956
There may be still many interesting illustrated

works in the collection of Raje Pratapsmghrao

Bhonsle

Yajna— Illustration from Bhagavata



The present work is a Marathi commentary
on theBhagavadgIta by the saint-poct Jnant^% ara

who flourished during the reign of thc'Vldaaa

ruler Ramachandra (AD 1271— 1311)
Jnancsvari or JnanadevI as it is known is

regarded as one of the most valuable works

relating to the Bhakti School The Bhagav ad-

glta IS one of the most sacred books of the

Hindus and the Acharyas of each of the v arious

sects have written the Bhlshyas on this work
The Jiilncsvarl stands supreme amongst the

Marathi commentaries on the Bhagav adgit.l

Saint Jnane^vara wrote his Bhai Irthadipika

or Jhanesvarl in Saka 1212=A D 1290 but the

original manuscript is not available So far

several manuscript copies of thisw’ork have been

discovered In the course of time the scribes who
copied this work made several changes in

the te\t, some having added more verses to the

original The saint-poet Ekanltlia collected such

manuscripts and edited a corrected version of

the Jnancsvari text in Saka 1506 = ‘\ D 1584

The present work is different from the

Ekanatha’s edition of Jnancsiarl ' It has

adopted the method of commenting on the

Slokas of the Bhagavadglta by giving the gloss

word by wmrd This method of giving the

gloss in such a manner seems to have been
introduced by one Govind Barav.l in 6aka
1613—A D 1691 as IS clear from the following

well-known verse —
51^ %5T II ^ 'T’SfiT =11^^ 11

The present work Julnesvarl comes from the

collection of manuscripts in the possession of

Shri Rambhau Salpekar^ who is the owner of the
‘ Devaghara ’ in the Mahal area of Nagpur city

It was first noticed b\ Shri D G Landge,
former Sccretarv of the Vidarbha Samshodhana
Mindala, Nagpur, who has mentioned it

in his w ork TFrF^ ilfTIFr published

in 1954 Shri Salpekar’s Devaghara is

known from the time of Sena Saheb
Siibha Raghoji III (AD 1818-1853) The
revered Piirnlnanda Swami was the purujuka

ofRaghojiIII lie used to read Jn'mebiarl and

the Bhagavadglta and visit the Jagritcshwara

temple everj dav He gave the propert} to his

disciple Shri Gajanan Tat} a Saipckar In

the Devaghara collection there is another

manuscript of Jnane^var^ which also gives the

gloss word by word but it is not dated

\nothcr pcculiaritv of the present work is

that It contains some additional verses which

are not found even in other copies which have

idopted this method of giving the gloss word b}

word This fact was first brought to mv

notice b} Shn P J Chinmulgund, I CS The
work was studied from this point of view latcl)

by Shn Sonopant Dandckar at the instance of

Shn Chinmulgund As the present article is

not written to show the peculiarities in the

text the additional v crscs arc not quoted here

The real importance of the work lies in the

fact that It IS the onl} illnsiraicd copy of

Jnaiiesv ar! so far found or known to the present

writer Illustrated copies of other religious

' The de%otecs of Jnancs\srl m the post I kanatln
period do not seem to hate unifornil} preferred the te\t
corrected bv Eksnathn ss rmm writers Inve copied the
pre-Fkanatha period test of this work T he earliest MS
of Jn-incsvarT so far known is the one which late Rajaw ide
found at Bir Another earh manuscript with pre-
Ekanatha period text is the Madgaonkar’s manuscript
which has ilso come from the same place from where
Rajawade’s manuscript came Among other interesting
manuscripts of Jnanesiarl mention ma} be made of the
following

1 The Sahgrama manuscript, dated Saka 1572
2 The Gopalasramaseami manuscript, dated Sal a 1674
3 The Niranjana Raghunatha manuscript, dated 1770
4 The Barawa manuscript, dated Saka 1613

— Introduction to Jiiancsearl published be Goat
of Bombay, Saka 1882

~ The original Barawa manuscript of Jnanesa an which
IS known as ‘ Jnanef\arl-pada-paddhati ’ has recently been

found with Shn Sit'ir'impant Vshtekar of Kolhapur

It is wTitten I)\ Janjiaana as w IS diet ited ba late Goaiid

HarawV in Sak i 16I3=^D 1691 The Barawa familv

of S mgwe IS knoaaai from the time of liajirao I (A D 1720-

1740)

— Introduction to li'rincsaarf published bj Goat of

Bombaa, Sak i 1882

Prior to the discoacn of the Barawa manuscript it wa
from the MS copies, like th" Rajaw ade Samshodhan
Mandal MS No 346 dated Saka 1679 which giaes the

oai rr% 7^55T 5T^ II etc ,
and from Shn V ipra’s

MS, dated 1642 it a\ is onlv coniuctured that the method

of commenting on Slokas in this aaaa aaas introduced

ba another jiianesa ara in Saka 1613— 13 1961

3 I am indebted to both Shri Bhausaheb and his son

Shn Babasaheb for their kind permission to publish this

article
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works such as Ramayana,'* Mahabharata

Bhagavata^ Pancharatna’, etc, have no doubt

been discovered in the country, yet an illustrat-

ed copy of this work is not hitherto known

The present work is bound in two volumes

The cover is decorated with a floral design

embossed in gold on silk The letters

which are in the centre are m
relief The wrapper flap is provided with a

silver screw turning anti-clockivise in the

Indian manner on the front side of both the

volumes The size of each volume is 37 7 X
25 5 X 6 7 cms The folios are of smooth hand-

made paper They measure 37x25 cms The
margin is generally 2 5 cms broad The writing

IS uniform, the letters lieing generally 1 25 cms
in height except at the end of the adhyayas

where they are bigger The first volume has 325

folios comprising the first twelve adhyayas The
second volume has 291 folios and contains the

remaining 6 adhyayas Of the 325 folios of the

first volume, 58 have decorated borders and 36
folios show miniatures on then At the end of

the 1 0th adhyaya there are four folios tvith

decorated borders but these are left blank In

the second volume, only a few folios are decorat-

ed with borders There are only 6 folios with

miniatures in this volume The first and the

tenth adhyayas are profusely illustrated while

the 2nd, 4th, 5th, 7th, 8th, 13th and the 16th

are not illustrated at all

Every folio has a border but is not uniformly

decorated Of the 58 folios with decorated

borders in the first volume no tivo folios have the

same border repeated The borders show vari-

ous floral designs There are a few' geometrical

4 Following are some of the interestmg illustrated

manuscripts of the Ramayana —
1 A Persian version of the Ramayana which was

illustrated by the orders of Akbar in tbe closing

\ ears of the 1 6th Century A D now kept m the

Jaipur Pothikana
2 The Bharata Kala Bhav ana manuscript of Ramay ana

C 1630AD
3 Khajanchi collection manuscript of Ramayana

of the Malta School, dated C 1635

4 Prince of Wales Aluseum copy of the Malta School,

dated 1 649 AD It was pamted by Manohar
5 The Sarasvati Bhandar, Udaipur, MS is dated

1651 which was written and probably illustrated

at Chitor

S Of the Mahabharata also the earliest knotvn illustrated

copy IS m Persian version and is known as Razmanamah
which was illustrated bv the order of Akbar and now
kept in the Jaipur Pothikhana

designs also used for decorating the borders in

this work The decorated borders have a plea?

ing colour combination Gold and silver has

been profusely used besides red, green,

blue, yellow and violet colours for the border
decoration In some borders space is occupied
by miniatures The opening folio of the ] 0th

adhyaya is a pleasing specimen showing monkeys
on trees and bears walking in lines Some
borders are with water and fishes design

There are only five full-page illustrations

Generally one or tw'o miniatures are seen on
folios with illustrations

The Sanskrit ^lokas are written in gold over a

monochrome background within a decorated

border Each Sanskrit w'ord from the sloka

commented upon in Marathi commences in red
ink The ovis are all written in black ink

The miniatures have a uniform monochrome
background The colours used are red, green,

blue, yellow, grey, and violet The miniatures

are in a mixed style of the Rajasthani and the

Deccani, the influence of Rajasthani being more
predominant The male costume is of two
types, in one type mukuta, dupatta and dhoti are

worn, in the other type turban, jama, patka and
trousers are used In some figures a queer
combination of mukuta, jama, farji, patka and
trousers is also seen The female costume
which IS typically Deccani in style consists of

choh and !,akachchha sari with one end passing

across the chest and covering the head The
ornaments consist of sishmang, ear-rings,

necklaces, armlets, bangles, anklets, finger-ring

nose-ring, etc

The Alahabharata Udyogaparvan from Prajna Patha
Shala, Wai, is dated between 1690 and 1700 JIM,
Vol VIII, Lahtkala Nos 1 and 2

6 The earliest illustrated example of this work is the
Bhagavata Da^amaskandha of the Jodhpur Fort Pustaka
Prakashan, dated 1610AD JISOA, Vol 10

The Bhandarkar Oriental Institute copy of the
xxork IS dated 1648 and it was painted by Sahabadi
Equallv mteresting illustrated copies of the work are

in the collection of the Bharat Kala Bhavana, Varanasi,
Gopikrishna Kanoria, Calcutta and Dr Motichandra,
Bombay

—Mew ar Painting Lahtkala Publication

^Pancharatna m the Decani Style now kept m the
Bharata Kala Bhaiana was used for daily readme bv
Bajirao I, 1720—1740AD ^
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There is a marked tendency for the faces

to be rendered m oval or round with large

eyes and curved noses slightly swollen in

appearance

Since the work is dated, the period of the

miniatures is also established beyond doubt

It throws a new light on the fact that there

existed an atelier in which such works of art

were created at Nagpur The fact that artists

were encouraged during the Bhonsle period

becomes clear also from the wall paintings ofthe

Mahakali temple at Chandrapura® and the

Jam temples at Bazargaon’ on the Nagpur-
Amravati road The present work not only

gives a date showing the time of its completion

at the end ofthe last adhyaya but provides

dates fcr different adhyayas showing the

progress of the work The colophon of the

5th adhyaya which gives the date and the

name of the scribe runs thus

—

S3

llHll

From the above colophon it is learnt that

Narayan Sathe, son of Gopinath and an
employee of Janashah [(? e ) Senasaheb Subhe
Janoji BhosIe(A D 1755—1772)] completed the
5th adhjaya of the manuscript on Sunday, the
4th tithi of Vaisakh suklam Subhanu Samvatsara
of Salivahana Saka 1685, corresponding to

Sunday, the 1 7th April 1 763A D That such a

profusely decorated work can only be under-
taken at the instance of a ruler has also been
confirmed by the above colophon It is only

the royal patronage that can encourage the

artists to produce such a marvellous work of art

and that such a patronage was given by the

Bhonsles of Nagpur has been established

beyond doubt Shn Adris Banerji in his article

on the illustrated manuscript of Sakuntala

referred to above expresses hope of finding some
treasures of art in the Bhonsle collection and

the present manuscript has proved beyond doubt

® Ancient India No 9, 1953, PlsXC VII-C and Indian

Archaeology, A review, 1954-55, PI LX Fig A
9 There are interesting mid-nineteenth Century

paintings m the Jam temples They show scenes from

that the Bhonsles of Nagpur were great patrons

of Arts and encouraged artists who produced
marvellous works of art for them

The other colophons m the wmrk show that

the 7th adhyaya was completed on the 1 1th

tithi of jyeshtha suddha, the 9th on Ekadasi in

the intercalary month of Ashadha The
Paksha ofthe month is not given in the colophon,

but in Subhanu sam\atsara Ashadha Sukla

Ekadasi fell on Wednesday, the 20th July 1763>

and Krishna Ekadasi on Friday, the 5th August

1 763,A D According to Dnvan Bahadur Swami
Kannu Pillai the intercalary month in Subhanu
was Jyeshtha In Sewell’s Indian Calendar

according to Surya Siddhanta (Page 322) the mja
masa was Ashadha

The tenth adhyaya was completed on the 8th

tithi of Srl\ ana, the eleventh on the Janma-
shtami day of Sravana, varsha ritu in dakshina-

yana The colophon of the 17th adhyaya reads

as under —

^ fefw
4t 2!pT

It gives the name of the place, where the

work was written, ns Nagapattana for Nagpur

The 1 2th and the 1 3th adhyayas w ere completed

by the Ekadasi of the month of Bhadrapada

The 1 4th adhyava w^as ready by Monday, the

10th tithi of Bhadrapada Krishna paksha It

seems possible that the 14th adhyaya was

written and completed before the 13th adhyaya

and hence may not be taken as a discrepancy

In the colophon ofthe 15th adhyaya the

name of the place is again given as Nagpura

Pattana This adhy^aya also seems to have been

written earlier than the next, i e , 1 6th adhyaya

which was completed on Sunday, the Vijaya-

da^ami in the month of Asvina, the 1 7th adhyaya

was completed on Thursday, the Ekadasi day of

the Krishna paksha of Kartika and the last, i e
,

the 1 8th adhyaya was completed on Thursday

the life of the Tirthankars as well as scenes from
Ramayana and Mahabharata The author intends

to study these pamtmgs m detail soon



the 13th tithi of the Krishna paksha of the

month of Magha in the Saka year 1685 In

fact Magha Krishna 13 fell on Wednesday
Peb 29, 1764, AD If the month Magha is a

mistake for Phalguna in Subhanu then the week
day would be Thursday, March 29

Except for a minor discrepancy in the last

mentioned date the rest of the dates at the end
of various adhyayas have been verified and
are found correct

DESCRIPTION OF THE hllNIATURES

Volume I

Adhydya 1 Folio No J

It contains two miniatures, within a gold
border decorated with floral meanders (1) The
first miniature (15 6x9 9 ems) shows the Blue
God on a leaf floating on water On the right is

a sage swimming in the ocean (2) The second
mini iture (1 1 4X156 ems) shows Vishnu lying

on the Sesha in the ocean Lakshmi is seated

near his feet To the right are standing four

warriors It has a red background Colour
Plate D 1

On the reverse is a miniature ( 1 5 6 X 24 ems)
showing Ganesa seated on a lotus scat and
attended by two ladies Ganesa wears a

flowered Dhoti and an elaborate Mukuta He
has SIX arms which represent the six dar^anas

Both the female attendants are shown wearing

choli and sakachchha sans

Folio No 2

It has on the reverse a miniature (94X6 ems)

showing on a red background SarasvatT riding

on a mayura holding a beaded string in its

beak The goddess wears a brocade and a

Mukuta and holds a vtna with two gourds

Folio No 3

It has a miniature (15 8X10 1 ems) with

green background showing sage Nivntti seated

He wears a Pitdmbara and a white scarf In his

(front are the book and a parrot on a stick

Folio No 4

It has two miniatures, the upper one (15 9X
tl 1 9 ems) shows on a red background Vyasa and

Vaishampayana and in the lower are (11 6X
15 9 ems) king Janamejaya and Vaishampayana
The king is seated on a royal seat attended by a

chamara-bearer

Folio No 6

It bears on obverse a miniature (7 X 7 ems)
showing Siva with Parvati on his lap

On the reverse is a miniature showing saint

Jnane^vara and his sister Muktabai seated on a

wall On the right is shown sage Changadeva
on tigerback and attended by two disciples

holding a Chamara and Vyajana

Saint Jnane^vara performed the miracle of

moving the wall for which sage Changadeva
accepted Jnanesvara as his Guru

Folio No 7

It bears on the obverse under a mihrab a

miniature (14 3X9 ems) showing the blind king

Dhritarashtra addressing Sanjaya who possesses

a divyadrishti King Dhritarashtra is seated

on a royal seat with umbrella and an attendant,

while Sanjaya is seated on the left against red

background On the reverse of the folio there is

aminiature(14 2X6 5cms) showing Duryodhana
attended by an umbrella-bearer and Drona with

an attendant Since Drona is a Rajarshi he
wears a Mukuta Dhritarashtra wears acliakan

farji, trousers, kamarbandha or a scarf

Folio No 11

It has on the obverse a miniature with green

background ( 1 4 3 X 1 0 4 ems) showing Rajarshi

Bhishma in a chariot and blowing his conch

The chariot is like an Ekka and is drawn by

two horses, below against a red background

are shown musicians on foot, on elephant back

and also on camel back In the lowermost line

there is a warrior on horseback wearing a

typically South Indian (Maratha) pagadi

Colour Plate D 2

Folio No 12

It shows a miniature (14 3X15 6 ems) with

red background It shows Arjuna in the chariot

which IS drawn by four horses He blows his

conch Devadatta The driver is Lord Krishna

and he also blows his conch ‘ Panchajamnya ’

The chariot has a Colour Plate E 2

*0 M M Dr V V Mirashi and Shri N L Rao have kindly veriHed these dates for me
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Folio No IS

The mmnturc (14 2X8 3 cm*-) sho\ss four

warriors blowing their conches \1I the four

warriors arc shown wearing wooden sandals

Folio No 23

It bcirs a miniature (14 3X13 9 ems) with

\crmilhon background It show's Arjuna and

Krishna seated on a chariot Arjuna is deeplj

agitated but lord Krishna speaks to him in order

to quell his agitation and rcmQ^es his doubts

On the left there IS a chariot with two horses

Arjuna’s chariot on folio No 12 has four horses

while here it is only with two horses On one
side of the scat of the chariot is a curtain

against w'hich is a cushion

Adhyaya 3 Folio No C

It has on theobterse a miniature (14 4X6 6
ems) showing Brahml addressing the people

(praja) to achieve their well-being with the help

of Yajha, in the centre which was like a

Kamadhenu A cow with a calf represents

Kamadhenu

Adliyaya 6 Folio No 12

It bc-irs a miniature (61X5 2 ems) showing
Sn a seated on a tigcr-skin On the right is a tree.

Folio No 24

The miniature (14 1X17 6 ems) shows a

Yogi engaged in meditation

Adhyaya 9 Folio Nos 26 and 21

Both show a flowering plant in a pot

Folio No 33

It has a miniature (65X4 ems) in the right

hand corner of the area w ith the floral border

It depicts the scene of Gajendra-moksha The
elephant, who was sporting with his mate, was

caught by a crocodile and Lord Yishnu who
ran to his help is shown killing the crocodile

with his disc

Folio No 35

It has a flowering plant design At the

bottom of this design is a scene of Krishna

sporting with the Gopis It is divided into

three compartments, in the centre of which is

Lord Krishna w'hile on both sides are the gopis

One Gopi on the right has a vina in her hand

On the oinerse, within an area (14 2X10 8
ems) ire shown four set nes in four srn ill com-
partments in the follow mg order (I) Krishna
killing K.irns i, (2) \ group of Gopas, (3) Narada,

Dhru%.i, A1 rur'' and fiula, and (4) Sanala,

Sanand n a, S.unt ina and Sanahsujata engaged
in mcdit uion

Adhyaya 10 J oho !\o 3

•\ minnturc(l4 4X6 I ems) showmg the fight

between Rlma and Rltana Havana who has

ten he ids \> ears a mushn dress consisting of a

farji and trousers 'I he heads show pointed

beards Kama holds bow and arrow He
wears wooden Sandals

Folio No 7

itlim an arc i (14 2X 17 ems) are shown 12

compartments In the first 8 compartments are

shown seven Rishis, ir, Kashjapa, Atri,

niurulvaja, Vi^vamitra, Gautama, Vasishtha

and \rundhati In the remaining four are

the Manus

Folio No 11

There are lour miniatures, » e , Vishnu, the

Sun, Marichi and the Moon On the reverse at

the top in two compartments are shown a male

figure representing Slimavcda, Indra on a

ro) al seat vv ith umbrella and attendants In the

other two arc written the words rpT and

In the lower half is a scene showing Siva at

Kailasa w ith Parv ati on his lap and Nandi, in the

front The miniature has a vermilhon back-

ground

Folio No 18

Within a silver border with water and fishes

are shown five miniatures The topmost

miniature shows Kubera in his plane In the

nevt two compartments are shown Tire God srfrrr

and the mountain Mcru The remaining two

compartments show Brahaspati on a golden

scat and Skanda on the back of a peacock

On the obverse are shown in small square

areas the sage ariT the letter ^ and a male figure

engaged m uPT

Folio N^o 19

Four miniatures showing the mountain

Himalaya, the Ashvattha tree Devarshi Narada

with Vina and Chitraratha Gandharva in a
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crescent shaped flying chariot On the reverse

there are four miniatures showing (i) Kapila

Rishi, (ii) The horse Uchchaishrava, (lu)Aiara-

vata, and (iv) a king with attendants

JFolto No 20

It has 8 small compartments In the upper

Tour are shown (1) weapon (Sword), (2) cow and

calf (3) Madana with flower bow and arrow and

(4) the snake Vasuki The lower two compart-

ments show (I) Ananta Naga, (2) Varuna on

-crocodile The third one is blank which should

have contained a figure representing

On the reverse in a small square Yama on buffalo

Folio No 21

There is one miniature (14 3X9 5 cms)

showing Narasiraha with Hiranyakashyapu in

his lap The God is tearing Hiranyakashyapu's

Jbelly On his right is his devotee Prahlad and

on left Prahlada’s mother Kayadhu The
background is red

The other three small compartments show
(i) a person beating the gong, near his seat is

kept a ghatikapatra both representing Kala

(Time), (ii) Lion as Lord of the wild animals,

(in) Vainateya or Garuda

The reverse has in the lover half a very fine

miniature (14 3X 2 cms) showing Rama and
Sita seated on a golden seat On the right are

the three brothers Lakshmana, Bharata and

Shatrughna holding respectively and

On the left are on a high seat three Rishis

Hanumana occupies his seat close to Rama
Rama and his brothers wear Mukuta, Dhoti

with gold border and ornaments such as brace-

lets, ear-rings and necklaces They hold bow
and arrows in left hand Sita wears a choh and

a sakachcha sari and ornaments, i e ,
sishmang,

nose-ring, ear-plugs, necklaces, bangles and belt

She holds a lotus flower in the right hand

The rolled curtain at the top and the

chandelier (?) suspended from the ceiling are

worth noting Rama was the tutelary deity of

the Bhonsles of Nagpur and the present work
being executed under Janoji Bhonsle’s patronage,

the manuscript writer probably thought it fit to

introduce this panel

The decorated border showing monkeys on

trees and the bears in rows is very interesting

The animals may be compared with those in a

18th century Rajasthani miniature depicting

Setu-bandha (No 32 of Hindi Guide Book
of Bharat Kala Bhavana, Varanasi)

In the area above this miniature and in the

portion occupied by text is inset a square

(54X5 cms) miniature showing God Pavana
riding on an antelope Colour Plate E I

Folio No 22

Two compartments (14 3X4 cms) show
floating on water and a female figure representing

Ganga At the bottom are three compart-

ments in an area (14 3x5 2 cms) in which are

shown respectively (i) in three sub-divisions

some forms of architecture representing HV
with srrfe, qt-q and srT, (lO a Sadhu engaged
in Sadhana representing adhyatinavidya and
(ill) two persons having discussions

Folio No 23

In four small areas (1) 3T for 3T^, (2) Two
persons for 55, (3) A seated figure representing

^>1^ and (4) Brihaspati with four-heads seated

on lotus On the reverse in an area (14 3 X
1 j 2 cms) are shown eight compartments with a

female figure in each of them excepting in the

first one The figures represent Kirti, Sri, Vak,

Smnti, Medha, Dhriti, Ksham"

Folio No 24

There are three small compartments with an
arch m each one The fourth compartment
shows flowering plant representing r+X
In the lower half are four arched areas with

^1) Chausar pat, (2) Lamp and drum-beaters,

^3) ftrW and a tiger, and (4) cow and calf

Folio No 25

The miniature shows Vasudeva, the lord of the

Vrishnis, seated on a high seat In his front is

seated Arjuna On the reverse, in small area

are shown two figures representing Vyasa and
Ushanakavi

Folio No 26

In four small compartments are shown (i) A
person with a whip in hand and a rope in the

other holding a culprit, the whole representing

503’, (ii) IS represented by a scarf tied to a

bar, below a pot (?), (iii) A sadhu engaged in 5rT
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representing (silence), (iv) A sage with a tnW
in hand standing for ^rr^T

Adhyaya U Foho mthout inmher

It contains one of the most beautiful illustra-

tions in this MS Within a black border

decorated with a creeper, the lea\ cs of Inch are

in gold, IS a scene showing the meeting of Han
and Kara The illustration is dnitlcd into

three areas, the upper one with red background

shotvs Han and Kara m close embrace I Ian is

shown as Blue-God while Hara is white in

complexion In two of his arms Han holds

Sankha and chakra He wears a Kirita Mukuta,

Pitambara, Hara, Kundala, Bracelets and Arm-
lets and a scarf Hara has a Jata-Mukuta in

W'hich IS shown Ganga lie has ten hands in

w'hich he holds lotus flowers He wears Rudra-

kshamalas, Tiger-skin and circular Kundalas

Both Han and Hara wear sandils On their

either side is a female attendant The one on the

right holds a flower in her righthand and a mrila

in left The female on the left holds a Pancharati

In the centre against a green background is

shown a Tulasi VrindWana with a Snalinga

with a bull and cow and calf on sides

In the lower area are shown at different lc\ els

figure of the Ganas of both Han and Hara In

the left half arc the Hari-Ganas representing

Planuman, Garuda and Gopas In the right

half are the Hara-Ganas, ? c
,
Ganesa, Sadan ina,

Vyaghramukha, Rakshas and the other figures

w'hich may be common to both such as Karada,
Tumbara, Gandhan a and Kmnara

It IS interesting to sec Ganesa wearing
Mukuta, long Chapkan of muslin cloth and
Farji ColcurPliteF

Folio No 5

It has a miniature (7 X 9 ems) showing Varaha
lifting the earth

Folio No 14

The miniature show's Yadoda beating her son
Krishna

Folio No 15 ,

f It has a full page illustration show'ing Arjuna
and Krishna in the chariot

,
in the foreground

IS a garden W'lth a fountain The red border

has a creeper design with leaves and flowers m
gold

Foho No 16

There are three miniatures on this folio

which occiipj the whole space within the

decorated border The upper miniature

(9X M 3 cnis) shows five figures, the two of

which represent tfPT and^ The central paneh

(8 9 X 14 3 ems) has fixe standing figures, the

two of which arc Rakshasas The third panel

(7 5X 14 3 ems) has four male figures shown
running

Foho No 55

The miniature (11 8X10 6 ems) set in a black

border with the design in gold shows the

Goddess Tripur.isiindarl seated on a high

golden seat She has ten hands in which arc

held the ayudhas She wears mukuta, ornaments

and a rich hara

Volume II

Adhyiya 14 Foho No 1

The miniature shows a rajarshi seated on a

tigcr-skin and against a cushion He represents

the Guru Nnrittinatha (')

Adhylyo 15 Fohos Nos 4 ond 5

Show trees with roots at the top and branches

below and abiieush refer to the well-known

x erse ojertr?:: rmr, etc

Foho No 11

Tree with roots at the top and branchcsnnd

leaxe spreading doxinxxards On the leaxes is

xxrittcn the 6loka etc

Adhyaya 18 Foho No 86

The miniature (14 3X85 ems) shows Krishna

embracing his dexotce Arjuna

Foho No 96

It shoxxs Sanjaja talking to Dhritarashtra

xxho is seated on a royal seat xxith an umbrella

Sahjaya is seated on a carpet

Folio No 106

The last of the illustrations (11 7X55 ems) in

thw MS shoxx's Siva and ParvatT In the fore--

ground IS shoxxn the ocean with fishes Parvatl

IS shoxxn xvith folded hands
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The Central Museum, Nagpur

and its services in tlie cause of Palaeobotany

By

Profc‘;‘;or V B Shukl\, Ph D

Introduction

Amont^ the innumcnble contributions of the

late Professor B Sahni, P R S , coming to liis

notable researches on the Zagoptcridcas one

irrcsistabU feels, rather simuItancousK
, tlie

magnitude of seraicc rendered bj tlic difTercnt

European IMuscums where the single specimen

of Zyqopicns prnnarta (6) broken somcliou

into different pieces at an earlier date lay under

different names and designation till this master-

mind with his uniisinll} superb intelligence

and sharp e\cs picked them up all and like a

juggler •’s if It were, put them together as the

contiguous counterparts of a single specimen

Stud\ ing all the pieces together Professor S ihni

showed that the stem anatonij, le if trace

sequence and the root organis ition in all these

was similar to that of Dotncliioxylon while

the petioles were of Htaptens tjpc Ob\iously,

if this single type had been discoiercd earlier

the genera Botrycliioxylou and Etaptens would

nc\er ha\e been founded and the actuil

Zygoptens would ha\e retained its original

stature Similarly, another Lower Permian

stem from Chcmnit?, Grammaloptciis baldauji (7)

rc\ealed the faet that it was not only simpler

in anatomy but also geologieally older than the

allied types 1 hamnoptcris and Zalledya indi-

cating Its nearness to Osmundacea? and Zygop-

tendefC It was thus removed from Bot-

Tyoptcridacen. and placed m Zygoptendem

While the credit for these researehes goes to

Professor Sahni, it is shared rather equally by

•the difTercnt museums in Europe where these

specimens had not only been carefully' kept
with proper labelling, date of collection and
other details but which also proiidcd various

facilities to Professor Sahni for investigation

and research

This Zvgoptendcan investigation is one of

the manv examples to illustrate the service

rendered by the museums in the field of

Palmobot iniea! research so much so that

Indiin imtcrial as well is coveted for research

m the foreign Museums (4) It was perhaps

on the pattern of these European Museums
that the Central Museum, Nagpur, had been
established just one hundred years back from
now and looking at its galleries, particularly

the pakcontological section, it seems its founda-

tion had been laid very well indeed While
the museum owes a debt of gratitude to various

other collectors, paircontologists and palseo-

botanists who have helped in enriching its

collections, one cannot fail to make a special

mention of the 1 itc Rev S Hislop who
had perhaps done his maximum in this

direction \ missionary -rwwi-zealous geologist,

he often combined his fossil collection-

work along with his religious duties Moving
about in a pilanquin or on a horse back, on a

bullock cart or elephant, crossing the unev'en

lands at Nagpur and its vicinity, the Chhmd-
wara area—rich enough both in the Intcrtrap-

pcans and the Archaean plexus, the Wardha
/one with its flat topped hills, he often stopped

for a while or put his camp for a few days,

wherever he came across an outcrop of petrified

A 2J13— IS A
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plants and animals, made a collection ns far

as he could, labelled the specimens in his ow'n

hand and brought them as a coveted treasure

to his headquarters at Nagpur Some of

these specimens vere deposited at the Nagpur

Museum and others sent to the British Museum,
London, tvhere many of these pcrlnps still

adorn the patebotamcal galleries To sec the

original labels in the hand of the late Rc\

Hislop is a thrill and they educate us e\cn today

in the importance of original labels, a factor

which as the dictum goes has both sohed and

created new problems in the study of Fossil

Botany It is for this reason, as we often sec,

manj specimens arc photographed and illus-

trated along with their labels m the text books

and research papers This strikes a note of

reminder to young workers and those in charge

of museum to preser\c the original labels as

best as it could possibly be

Importance of specimens at the Nagpur
Museum

Located in the heart of the Deccan
Intertrappeans and within a compass of a

day’s traael to the fossilifcrous localities of

Takh, Bharatw'ada, Sausar, Paraspani, Moh-
gaon-kalan in one direction

, Wardha, Chanda
and Hinganghat in the other besides some isolat-

ed localities like Nawargaon beyond Kondhali
or Jaulkheda near Betul, the Nagpur Museum
could conveniently be the centre of collection of

palaeontological material from all these areas

and It was possibly for this privileged position

that this museum ahvays attracted the attention

of both Indian and Foreign palreobotanists

During an approximate span of sixteen jears

from 1 933 to 1 949, in his numerous letters that

Professor Sahni w rote to me, numbering easily

over one hundred (now under publication) he
often made a mention of the Nagpur Museum
collections and here I recall when I first came
to Nagpur in 1933, the Professor told me two
things Never go to the class unprepared and
secondly, he asked me to keep in touch with the

Nagpur Museum for new collections besides

making my owm discoveries from the areas

both known and unknown round about Nagpur
It was this suggestion which provided me an

opportunity of publishing mj first research

paper on a material from the Nagpur Museum,
No F/250 a new species of Da(lo\.ylon,

D dcccmi (II) Subscqucntlj, it became a part

of the routine Practical classes for m\ Post-

graduate students at the College of Science to

Msit Nagpur Museum for studjing and sketch-

ing several specimens which till then we did

not have in our own collection cither from

India or bj way of exchange from foreign

countries Such a centre of academic attrac-

tion not onl\ for palxobotanists but even for a

general botanist had the Nagpur Museum been

that during mv association with the College of

Science, Nagpur, for over tw entv -three j ears,

some of the most renowned botanists when
they came to my laboratory, cither for con-

ducting M Sc practical examination, for attend-

ing some Congress Session or for delivering

a lecture, they besides being inquisitively

interested in our original work, often wished

to snatch a couple of hours v isiting the Central

Museum, Nagpur Professor Suranne Lcc-

Icrquc of the University of Liege, when she

visited us last, particularly wished to spend a

day at the Nagpur lUuscum alone and during

her next visit to India early January next,

wishes to visit some of the intertrappean locali-

ties besides seeing the fossil specimens at this

museum It was during one such vasit that

Professor Sahni was attracted by a fine

Pahno\}lo7i specimen which had been in this

museum since quite long On enquiry it was

found that this speeimcn was not single but

comprised numerous pieces which were all

there in the museum With a smile, he re-

marked ‘ Is it going to be another Zygopterid
’

The author subsequently had the occasion of

getting all these pieces together and surpris-

ingly enough it formed a long continuous

stem easily over twenty feet in length It is

my pleasant duty here to mention that this w ork

of putting together Palmoxylon pieces which

later was described by Professor Sahni as

Pahiw\yIon swidaiani (5, 9) and other allied

works which we could do from time to time

could be possible only with the help of my
distinguished pupils—Prof M V Mirashi

(Amravati), Prof Mrs L Hajarnavis (Nagpur),

A-2313—12-B
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Prof Dr S Cliitalcv (Bombay), Prof Dr V
Dnjansagar (Bombay), Dr P K Dcshpandc
(Nagpur Unuersitj), Dr J K \erma (Jabalpur),

Mr- T Trncdi (Nagpur), Mr J N D\\i\edi

(Jaunpur) and iMr L C Smghai(Rupur), many
of a\hom bad a tinge of onginalit} m their

vision and ire now abl\ occupying responsible

teaching posts at different places In subst-

queiit }eirs, it m ij here be mentioned, the

assistai ce rendered b\ Mr L C Singliai ind

another rc‘Search scholar Mr R Kumar ShuIJ i

Ins been of a great \ able to me in the iin estig i-

tion of the Deccan Intritrippein flori

One ma\ recall here the histon of the

Eni^mocarpon (8) fruit Professor ‘^ihm lud

discotered this interesting fos-il fruit dong

witli Professor K P Rode in the fields of

Mohgaon-balan owned In Professor Rode’s

faniih Or it ma\ b,. more iccu'-ite to si\

tint Professor Rode had first discotered this

fruit himself and sabscqiicnlK when it w is

shown to Professor Sihni at Lucknow, both

the botanists made some further collections

This was as carU as 1931 or 1932 a later

date, couple of tears iftcr, when I hid i chaiiee

of seeing a similar fruit at the Nagpur Museum
aeithout ant name i-signcd to it, our curiositt

grev all the more rcgirdmg its identification

Such a prettt fruit, so well presorted and tel

enigmatic in nomenclature ' More and more

of the specimens came to our hand from tiic

IMohgaon-kalan fields and also from the

hillocks at Bharatwada but the e^act

identificat'on of the specimen could not

be ascertained for it is so diflieiilt to identify

a fossil fruit done 1 he reison is obtious

M hile the flowers of a familt ire definite in

form and organisation, the fruits show a hrge

range of tariation We paid repented tisits

to the Nagpur Museum for some furtJier clues

and while the curators, first Mr D’‘\brtu and

later. Dr S S Patw irdhan git call the necessart

help, we could not reach any definite conclusion

Ttvo other research scholars. Miss J Bilhmorii

and Mr B C Tuvan were assigned the task

of comparing this specimen with the liting

forms apparently similar to it During this

period, the Professor availing of his visits to

Europe made a study of this problem

at tarious museums but in his otvn words
‘It was all in vain’ In the meanwhile some
name had to begiten to the specimen for the

Botanical world Professor Sahni, therefore,

published a small note on this fruit giting it

the n imc Emgmocarpon Panjai (Enigma=
riddle, Carpon=fruit), the specific name referr-

ing to the eminent botanist Professor P Parija

in whose companj Professor Salmi had often

visited the Mohgaon-kal m localitj Later it

was privileged for the College of Science labo-

ratorv to find a clue to this pu7ahng problem
and It IS with a hcirtv glee that I make a special

mention of the devoted help received from tlie

post-graduate students and research worke’-s

mentioned above in finding it The discovery

of SolnucutJius Partial (12), the most wonderful

petrified flower which actuallj turned out to

be the flower of I nii>mocarpoti, was on the

liboritorv tables of the College of Science,

Naepur, ultim Uelv completed at the Univ crsity

ol Lucknow under the able and inspiring

guidance of the late Professor B Sahni Once
the flower is known, the clue to the affinities

become- ea-ier i,id is can be visualised it was
the -acred privilege of tiic author to name the

flowei liter his teacher and mentor

1 he other fossil specimens at the Nagpur
Museum winch attracted our attention were
the Ilvdropterid sporoc.irp Rodcitcs dahslnni

mined ifier Prof K P Rode, Tricoccites

In^oiiuiii, C} cUmthodcndroii (10), Vccracarpon

(the fruit genus of Shuldanthus supcrbuvi

Veima), lUiizopalmowloii (1)—several types,

Di) OX) Ion viohpaocvsc (2), numerous dicot w oods

and quite i few petrified palm woods, in-

cluding (3) Palmo\\lon Na i trgaonensc Of the

Jurassic flori one finds quite a few specimens

of Pltloplixlliiri, Pteiophyllum, Nihtonia, Otoza-

tiiilcs, Dtclvoza'iiifcs, Comtet, several coni-

ferous woods and others There are many
other specimens in the museum some perhaps

jet to be identified

Research workers at other Museums

While It may mean quite an exhaustive list

to make a mention of numerous research workers

attached to different museums in the world
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primarily conducting research in Fossil Botany,

It may not be out of place to mention some

to indicate how these museums are conscious

of their responsibilities in this direction there-

by making substantial contributions to the

Botanical world besides fulfilling the academic

object for which one looks up to them Not

dwelling on the workers of the past, presently

Dr F M Wonnacott, Department of Palaeon-

tology, British Museum, London, is working

on the Cretaceous and tertiary Floras besides

prcpaiing Fossthum Catalogue (pro parte)

Dr N F Hughes, Sedgwick Museum, Cam-
bridge, is im estigating the Lower Cretaceous

Flora and Lower Carboniferous microfossils
,

Dr J W Franks at the Manchester Museum,
Manchester, is contributing to the pollen ana-

lysis of British Interglacial deposits, Dr E Mary
Dettman, again at the Sedgwick Museum,
Cambridge, is working on the Australian meso-

zoic microfloras and Dr K C Allen at the

same museum on the Devonian plants and

Palvnologv of the Devonian of Spitsbergen

While these are the references of just a few'

young workers, the contributions of eminent

botanists like Professor O F Selling, Sc D ,

Director, Riksmuseum, Stockholm, Professor

Dr R H Krausel Frankfurt, Germany, Dr
Winifred Goldring, New 'iork State Museum,
and others during the present years and of

Professors T G Halle, E A N Arber, D H
Scott, F O Bower, Kidston and Lang
and others, associated wuth different Museums
in their country in one way or the other

in the past, are too well know'n In

fact, some of the most eminent professors

like Professor A C Seward and Professor

Hamshaw’ Thomas have also w’orked in asso-

ciation with various museums and today a

student of Palaeobotany knows w'ell, it is mainly

the contributions of these botanists on which
w e count for our studies m this field of Botany
In most of the text books also, several illus-

trations are gratefully acknowledged to the

different museums where the respective spe-

cimens—many of which are type specimens'

—

are carefully preserved wuth proper labelling

The question crops up therefore, why can

we not have such an institution in our own
country to w'hich botanists can look forward

for furtherance of knowledge, for investiga-

tion of their own collection, for comparison
of specimens and for the exchange of material -

And all this we can expect of the Central

Museum, Nagpur, which already has a sound-
nucleus from the very inception in this res-

pect It is true, the Museum authorities

alone cannot do every thing in this context

,

they are there to afford facilities and convenien-
ces, the rest depending on the co-operation oT
workers and researchers in the field

Some concrete suggestions for the deve-
lopment of the Museum
With well established institutions all round

It, teaching up to the post-graduate standard

or even further like the Nagpur University,

Government College of Science, Nagpur,
\ idarbha Mahavidyalaya, Amravati, the museum
can get full co-operation from botanists and
Zoologists m enriching its collection and the

post-graduate or graduate students in turn

can be advised and encouraged to avail of
these specimens for their study and research

The Museum could provide a wing, a small

one to start with, for providing facilities for

research and studies, with suitable equipment

for the benefit of those who may like to avail

of the Museum specimens Birbal Sahni

Institute, Lucknow, w'orking under the able

guidance of President Mrs S SahnC is

perhaps the most important and leading

institution in India w’here a young

Palseobotanist can be trained m the field of

preliminary collection and investigation of

specimens A staff member from the Museum,
say m a newly created post, could equip himself

w'lth the necessary training at this institute

and look after the Paleontological wing of

the Museum w'hich obviously is a desideratum

today Once the wing starts developing, the

flight will be automatic and the specimens

stored at the museum today shall whisper

among themselves ‘ It is not the sunset glow

but the herald of a morn ’

E\plamtton of Plate XVI
Fig 1 —^A typical landscape from the Deccan

Intertrappean Series showing flat topped hills.

The base of these hills in certain localities often
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abounds in an outcrop of fossil plants (An old

photograph obtained through the courtesj of the

late Professor B Sahni, F R S
)

Fig 2 —Entgmocarpon partjat Saiini fruit

photographed Mith reflected light (\ 2 5)

Fig 3 —Three Sahmaiithus partjat Shukla

floMers enlarged from Fig 4 1 he specimen in

the bottom left corner is a complete section

through the outer hipanthium tube nnd central

o\ar} ^\lth placenta and also the oiiilcs '1 he

middle flower shows the o\ar\ cut longitudi-

nall} m the low cr region and at least h ilf a dozen

well presen cd anthers, showing dchisccnsc in

the upper region of the h\panthium tube

(^ 18)

Fig 4 —Section through an c\ccptionalh rich

chert showing ore Ltttgmocarpott fruit ard (S)

scneral Sahmanthus flowers cut aanouslv

(X 3 5)

Fig 5 —A well preserstd Rodeiics dakshtm

Sahni sporocarp photographed in reflected

light The dark round bodies are tiic megas-

porcs with a mass of numerous microsporcs m
between (\ 2 5)

Fig 6 —A well presen cd complete section

through Eiapterts scottt (\ 20)

Fig 7—A collection of seieral Emgtnocarpon

fruits occurring in natural form in the chert

(xl5)

Fig 8 —Rodettes dakshtm Sahni Enlargement

through a portion of Fig 5 showing three

large megasporcs, numerous microsporcs with

wall sculpturing and triradiatc mark preserved

In the centre may be seen a part of the v cgctativ c

tissue on which the mega—and microsporangia

were borne (\ 30)

Fig 9

—

Shuklatiihus stiperbuvt Verma showing

nearly half a dozen flowers cut longitudinally in

the upper region and almost the same number
cut transv ersely in the lower part of the inflores-

cence (\ 1 5)

Fig 1 0—Tricocatcs irtgoimvi, the monocot fruit

with three seeds and chambered wall The
section in the present specimen has passed

through two seeds (x 1 5)

Fig 1 1 —Pttlophyllum cutchense from the

Jurassic beds of Rajmahal Hills, India (\ 1 5)

(All the photographs except No I from

Dr V B Shukla collection
)
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Snakes in Nature and in Museum

By

Rev Zacharias “ Vishahari ”

I
N the cosmogony of nature, snakes emerged

during the permian period and have survived

to our own day They belong to one of the

reptilian class, which is familiar to everybody
,

and yet snakes are the most curious and least

understood of them all Throughout the ages

snakes have been a strange fascination for man
Each religious or secular literature, and the

tradition of every tribe of all countries have a

\anety of \iews, stories, facts and fictions con-

cerning snakes The stones of “Ashta-nagas,

of Jecmutavahana, of Kaliyamardanam (by

Sri Krishna), of Sheshanaga (on whose head

the world is said to be resting),” and the myths
of “Hercules, Apollo and Aesculapius” and of

so many others are well-known even to the

present day Representations of snakes with

human head and reptilian body and of many-
headed snakes are still popular

The power of some snakes to inflict the

cruel teeth of death upon anyone, may be the

main reason why people look askance at them
This has considerably marred an enchanting,

scientific study of the rich, splendid snake-

fautia The fear and dread among some tribes

Mas so great that it resulted in the worshipping

of the snake (for example, the Naga-panchami)

in order to appease the dreaded creature Some
people considei it to be a deity of evil, others

imagine it to be the attendant of some principal

deities

In the middle ages people associated snakes

Mith black magic and Math cmI spirits Even

in our own days some belieie them to be

guarding treasures in caves or in strange places,

or m the depths of the sea Mountams, rivers.

tmvms and tribes have been named after snakes

A hill in Kerala is called “Pamboorampara
(which means rocks of creeping snakes)” In

South America there is the “Snake-River”

Palestine has a town called “Beth-Shan (house

of Snakes)” The name of our own city

"Nagpur” means the city of snakes Perhaps

in the early' day's of this city snakes might have

been swarming about the place ' A certain

tribe in the Rocky mountams is called the

“Snakes” “Mai” is the snake-catching tribe

of Bengal
,
and the “Sangis” (m Bengal) and

the “Kakala” (in Kerala) are the professional

snake-charmers The old Egyptian royal family

used to wear the symbol of a Cobra-hood on
their forehead Snakes form an essential sym-

bol of the embldms of the old Maya and Mohen-
jadaro civilisation, of Kundalim Yoga, and of

many medical societies The coat of arms of

the Nagpur University and of the Daily

“Nagpur Times” hav'e been earmarked with

snakes

The M ord “ Snake ” has its onginm the Anglo-

Saxon word "Snaca” and the ety'mology of
“ serpent ” points to the Latin word “ Serpens ”,

which means creeping The more general

word applied to snakes and other crivv'Jing

creatures is “ Reptile”, which has its root in the

Latin word “repo” which indicates that the

mode of locomotion is crawling The Greek

word “ Ophidia” is rarely' used with an English

ending “Ophidian” The word “ Cobra” in

Portugese means a “snake” The oldest word
for snakes in the Dev anagari languages is proba-

bly “Naga” Equally ancient is the Sanskrit

word “sarpa” which has a close etymological

relation with the Latin word “serpens”, and
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AMth the Hcbre\\ \\ord “sarap” meaning fier)'

(the ficr} snakes of the Old Testament cf

-Num 21 6)

PalcontologN claims that snakes arc contem-

poraries of birds and that the} began to e\ist

about 200 million a cars ago But the fossils

nc haae so far obtained Laophts, Palecopbts^

etc
,
date back onl} 80 million }

cars The huge

P}ahons and Boas of our da}s arc the sunn mg
represent itn cs of those ancient species

Modern norld, b) the scientific stud} ol our

forerunners like John Ra}, Linneiis, Liurcnti,

Dumcnl, Bibron, Gra} and so man} others

have so far identified more than 2,500 existing

species These arc uidcly distributed round

the globe uith the exception of Iceland, New
Zealand and the region of extreme cold

Snakes exhibit a a arict} of habits There arc

the arboreal forms aahich haac slender elon-

gated bodies The terrestrial ones haac all

sorts of shape, si7e •’nd colour of bodies Those

subterranean species arc of small stature haamg
blunt tails, and the acquatic species haac the

special mechanism of aalacs m their nostrils

India has been gcnerousl} gifted a\ ith snakes

About 400 species haac been so far identified

Eighty of these haac fangs and dcadl} poison

Thirta of them arc sea-snakes (H} drophinac)

The most common and fatally poisonous

ones arc the Cobra {Nata Nata or Nota tn-

pudtamis), the Krait {Bmigrtis cetrulciis), the

Russell’s Viper (Dabota or Chained Viper) and

the saav-scalcd Viper {Edits Carmnata or

Plioorsa) These take an annual toll of 20 to

25 thousand liaes m India Sixt} per cent of

these deaths arc caused by the Cobra-bite The
minimum lethal dose of Cobra acnom for a

man is 12 mgm , and usualla’ a Cobra has

about fifteen lethal doses of poison in its

glands The Russell’s Viper, tlie Krait and

the Echis can eject 0 15 gm , 0 022 gm , 0 0046

gm a'cnom at one bite, and the minimum lethal

dose for a man is 1 5 mgm , 6 mgm and 8 mgm ,

respectively The snake-poison, though fatal

to man, is of great benefit to humanity in

the alleviation of human suffering, uhen pro-

perly handled by medical men—^for instance in

arresting Haemophilia and Cancer and as a

potent but dangerous anaesthetic

The majority of snakes arc oviparous The
Vtperidec, certain green snakes and the Hyd-
rophincE are \iviparous As many as ten to a

hundred and fifty young ones are produced in

a single breed The gestation or the in-

cubation period \aries according to the species

For instance, the Cobra lays 20 to 45 eggs in

one brood and keeps watch for 56 days for the

younglings to be hatched out The common-
waater snake

( Propidonotus piscator) lays 25 to

90 eggs and buries them in sand where moist

heat IS amilable The time required to get

these eggs hatclied out is 46 days Some time

back I witnessed the whole process of develop-

ment in a brood of 28 eggs The Python lays

about 100 eggs and it actuall} incubates them
for 50 days or more The Copperhead {An-
cistrodon Contort ti\) may bring forth as

man} as 142 or more in a single breeding

season

Snakes’ eggs, soon after they arc laid, enlarge

by one-third of their original size These
eggs arc pale in colour, oblong in shape and the

shell IS m illeablc in quality When the em-
bryo IS fully de\ eloped in the egg and is ready

to get out, It breaks open the shell by means
of a temporary egg-tooth Usuall} the new'-

born IS onc-sixth the size of its mother. The
baby snake is as furious and as poisonous
as Its mother, and has the natural instinct

to fend for itself

A snake’s capability to gulp down items of
prey that arc three times the size of its ow'n

head deserves our special attention The
mouth of the snake can be opened up to 180°

Besides, all the jaw'-boncs are loosely connected
in order to facilitate greater expansion The
“Eyerverter” of Africa, whose body is not
thicker than a man’s finger, easily swallows
a hen’s egg One of the American Bull snake
has been credited to have showm the magical

performance of feasting upon fourteen eggs in

succession Pythons have devoured dogs, goats,

pigs and even deer Cannibalism is a common
thing among snakes The king Cobra’s {Nata
Iiannah’s) stable food is snakes The same
can be said of the American King snake

Once tw'o Pythons in captivity seized one Pigeon

from both ends Neither would yield to the
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other, and consequently the slightly bigger one
swallowed the pigeon as well as its nine-foot

brother!

All except fur and feather is digested in the

stomach The snake, so richly nourished,

never stops growing The new-born doubles

Its size during the first year This speed of

growth continues for two or three years (until

puberty) After that growth is slow^ but the

snake never stops growing, if it is healthy

and gets enough food

We do not know exactly how many years a

snake would live on in its natural habitat, if

Its enemies do not cross its way Mythological
idea is that they live to be 1,000 years old

Some of the Ayurvedic texts would put their

maximum age at 120 years But we have
few reliable information regarding the age
of some species that were kept in captivity

The King Cobra has lived to be 26, the Python
19, the Cobra 17, the Russell’s Viper 16, the

Krait 14 and the Saw-scaled Viper 13 Gene-
nlly speaking snakes do not survive over

a period of thirty years

Although some people would not injure a

snake, it is correct to say that man is the

“Yama” of snakes For man avenges the

death of his fellowmen, caused by snake-bite,

bj hunting down an estimated 1,000,000
snakes everv year The mongoose, the civet-cat

and the wild-boar put an end to a great

number of snake-fauna It has been already

mentioned that many of the snakes themselves
are n deadly foe to their own family

'\Iost of the predatory birds like the Secre-

tarj-bird, the Adjutant-bird, the peacock,

the chaperal-cock, eagles and kites are formi-

dable enemies of snakes The sea-snakes are

a delicacy for rapacious fishes Taking into

consideration all these factors we may rightly

conjecture that after a few decades of years

many a variety or species of snakes will become
extinct It IS here nhere the museums and
zoos step forward to preserve this beautiful

and precious wealth of nature for posterity

It w'ould not be doing justice, if w'e forgot

aihat Mr D’Abreu (Superintendent of Nagpur
Museum, 1911 to 1937) has done in ^^his

connection He scrapped the old collections

and replaced them with fresh specimens
“The section grew faster than cases and accom-
modation were available” says an old news-
paper report, and it grew “to thrice its original

dimensions” He has listed (in his booklet

“Reptiles of the Central Provinces”) 3 1 spe-

cies that were found in Nagpur and in the

surrounding districts
, and he collected 26

species and represented them with a total of

122 specimens His book on “The Snakes

of Nagpur” is a monumental w'ork with regard

to Its treatment of the subject—accurate and
scientific yet thoroughly adapted to the interest

and understanding of the common people

The most valuable and extensive collection

ofsnakesinthe w'orld is in the British Museum
The various specimens of snakes are treated

in detail in their catalogue The Bombay

,
Natural History Society has a wide variety of

preserved specimens The Zoo of Mysore,

of Trichur and of Trivandrum have a good

number of live specimens Haffkine Institute,

Bombay, has (although not of many different

species) the greatest number of snakes (over

2,000 in all) kept alive in India

There are many other aspects concerning

the snakes to be dealt with for instance ‘how

to identify the species’, ‘treatment of snake-

bite’, ‘snakes in fact and fiction’ and so on

But an article of this kind could not do fair

justice to all the vaiious topics, and if I dared

do so. It w'ould only be out of place In short

w’e should bear in mind that the snake wuth

w'hom we share the adventure of life is an

integral part of the economy of nature, and that

It has Its owm part to play in her various schemes

For Further Reading on Snakes—
1 Snakes of India and Pakistan, by K G

Gharpurev, Latest Edition, reprinted

as “ Snakes of the Sub-continent”,

Popular Book Depot, Lamington Road,

Bombay, 1953

2 Snakes of the World, by Raymond L
Ditmars, Macmillian Co ,

New' York,

1952
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PLATE

D

Illustration,

from

Jnanesvati





"3 Snakes—How to know Them, Issued by

the Director of Publicity, Go\crnment

of Bombay, Bombay, 1 959

4 Poisonous Terrestrial Snakes of India,

by F Wall, Bombay Natural History

Society, 6, Appollo Street, Bombay, 1913

5 Samsar Kc Sarp (In Hindi), by Jagapathi

Chatur\edi, Kitab IMahal, Allahabad,

1957

The Snakes of Africa, by F W Fitzmans

7

Snakes of Australia, by J R Kinghorn,

OR by Krcflt, Sj dney

8 Indian Snakes, by Dr Nicholson.

9 Lning Reptiles of the World, by Karl

P Schmidt and Robert F Inger,

Hamish Hamilton, London, 1957

10 Snakes In Fact and Fiction (an article),

by Vishahan, in “Nagpur Times”,
Magazine Section (15-9-1963)

1 1 World Health Organisation, Bulletin

No 10, by S Swaroop and B Grab,

pp 35—76, London, 1954

12 Encjclopicd'a Bntannica cf. ‘Snakes’ and
‘Reptiles’

^9
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Collection of Pre-Historic Antiquities

in the Central Museum, Nagpur

By

Moreshwar G Dikshit, Nagpur

The Central Museum, Nagpur, is celebrating

Its centenary in 1 964 As a tribute to the

services it has rendered to the cause of education

during the last century, it is proposed to give

a detailed account of the pre-histonc material

It exhibits and stores, which is rich, varied

and representative in character In presenting

this study I have largely drawn upon the help

rendered by the staflF of the Museum and

especially Shri V P Rode, M A ,
Curator, for

his manifold courtesies I have to thank

the organizers of the Centenary Celebration

Committee for giving me this opportunity to

study the material at first hand, some of wdneh
IS reported in extemo for the first time

The Pre-historic material in the Museum can

broadly be divided into the following groups —
1 Palaeolithic and Middle Stone Age

tools

—

(a) From Nagpur and Bhandara districts,

(5) From the collection made by Dr De
Terra and Paterson in the vicinity of

Hoshangabad for the Yale Cambridge
Expedition, 1935

2 Hoard of copper celts and silver

ornaments from Gungeria, district Balaghat,

M P
,
found in 1 870 ,

3 Copper celts from Kesli, district

Saugar, M P (1911), and

4 Microliths and other artefacts from
Pachmarhi, M P , excavated by Dr Hunter,
in 1936-37

4-

Ancient Vidarbha, the region in which Nag-
pur IS situated, is known to have yielded pre-
historic antiquities since the early days of the

pioneers like Hislop, Rivett-Carnac, both anti-

quaries of repute who have played a significant

role in the founding of the Nagpur Museum
Stone artefacts w ere reported from time to time

by the officers of the Geological Survey of

India, from Khair, Parsora and Dhoki in the

Yeotmal and Chanda districts, m 1800 In

1 867 Major Pearse is reported to have excava-

ed two stone circles at Vadagaon, about 2 miles

toast of Kamptee, and Rivett-Carnac’ is known
to have found many iron implements and

megalithic potterj m the stone circles at Juna-

pani, near Nagpur, in 1867 Rev Hislop met his

accidental death while busy excavating one

of the megalithic burials near Nagpur in 1 864

In spite of these early notices, systematic

search for pre-historic artefacts may truly be

said to have begun only recently In 1959-60,

the Archceological Survey of India, through

its Pre-history Branch, explored some sites

like Koradih, near Nagpur, Khaira on the

Wuna river in the Nagpur district and some

tracts on the Wardha river were also surv^eyed.

for similar material {Indian Archaeology, a

Review, for 1959-60, pp 31—33, Figs 12-13

and Pis XXXII-XXXIII, See also ibid, for

1960-61, pp 22—25, Figs 7-8) Two megali-

thic stone circles were further excavated at

Junapani in the year 1962-63 Most of the-

material found by the Survey is in the Indian

Museum, Calcutta, and m the custody of the

A-S313—13B

I ]R,ASB,Vol XLVIII (1879) , pp 1—16
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Pre-history and Excavation Branches of the

Survey at Nagpur \\herc it is being studied

The Nagpur Museum contains only a few

tools which belong to the region One

•of them IS a small pebble tool bi-face

hand-a\e, on a brown-veined quartzite

It was recovered by I\Ir E A D’Abreu, m
1926, from near a lake at Na^egaon, m the

JBhandara district It measures ibout 1 3 ems

By 8 ems The primary flaking is done

on one side only nhile the second face

shows secondary retouches in small scars at

the edges Alternate flaking la resorted to on

the sides and the specimen is considerably

rolled

Fig 2 —No I Hand-a\(. from Ni^cgnon

The other three specimens from the Nagpur
-district are artefacts collected from cairn No 2,

at Kalmeshavar, on the Nagpur-Katol Road,

about 12 miles West of Nagpur All of them

are diminutive tools belonging to Series II,

and are of unusual interest since thev were

collected as early ns 1938 when such tools

were not recognised as such in the lithic

industries of India No 15 is a miniature

hand-axe made on a flake, from a yellow-

brown quartzite The primary working shows

a mild bulb of percussion and the tool is

worked at the edges by alternate flaking on

.both sides No 1 1 is a side-scraper of chert,

with a sharp-cutting edge on a medium-sized

ilake The edge shows signs of use and is

retouched in several places No 24 is another

side-scraper of chert similarly retouched at the

periphery in large bulbous scars No 23
collected from the same assemblage, is a well-

worked point on a bulbous flake, with secon-

dary retouches at the edge The sharp end
of the point is broken at the tip

1 Tools from Hoshangabad

The second group comprises about 30
stone artefacts collected in and around
Hoshangabad in No\ ember 1935 by Messrs De
Terra and Paterson, for the Yale Cambridge
Expedition All the hthic tools recovered by
this expedition were divided equally between
the Peabody Museum of Natural History

CMS
IKCIH 5

No 2 Stne-; II tool from Knlmcshwar

Yale University, the Cambridge University

and the Archaeological Survey of India In

August 1938, the Indian Museum, Calcutta,

sent to the Central Museum, Nagpur, a

representative collection of 30 tools which are

studied here

The stratigraphy of these tools and their

typology has been studied by Messrs De
Terra and Paterson in their Report on Studies

in the Ice Aqe in India and Associated Human
Cultures, pp 3 1

3—326 On account of the rolled

condition of many of the tools, Dr Paterson

thought that drawings of these were not neces-

sary {tbid
, p 321) and only six were illustrated

by photographs on Plate XXXII
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Ever since the discovery of paleolithic tools

m association with mammalian bones was

first made at Bhutara, near Narsinhpur, in

1873, the Narmada basin has been a veritable

source of valuable information both the Paleon-

tologist and the Paleobotanist alike The
Pleistocene geology of the region was studied

as early as I860 by W Theobald and in 1905

by Pilgrim In 1881, a human cranium is

said to have been found amongst the basal

conglomerate beds, but this specimen was

subsequently lost sight of In 1935 the work of

Dr De Terra and Paterson themschcs

brought to light a number of mammalian bones

like that of Bos Naniadiais, Bubalus palactti-

dteus and the Eleplias mamadteus

,

and further-

more they found a number of artefacts m
association with these bones w Inch gave them the

necessary environmental setting, which W'as

hitherto lacking in most of the Indian specimens

The w'ork of Dr De Terra and Paterson w'as

continued and is still likely to be continued m
the near future for the basic conclusions they

arrived at in respect of the flora and" fauna

of the Narmada region The names of

Dr H D Sankalia, Dr R V Joshi, Dr.

K D Banerjee and that of Dr A P IChatri

may be mentioned in this connection, occa-

sionally supplemented by enthusiasts like Shn
M L Mishra of the Benaras Hindu University

who have reported about stray finds in the region

In spite of the large data left by the Yal®
Cambridge Expedition, it was surprising that

only a few artefacts collected by them should

have been published (see however Sounder-
rajan, Quaternary pebble, core and flake

cultures of India, Ancient India, No 1 7, Appen-
dix III, illustrating the typical Sohan tools

Pis XXXII—XXXVI)

Opportunity is therefore taken here to

describe and illustrate the stone-age tools col-

lected by the Yale Cambridge Expedition, from
the share received by the Central Museum,
Nagpur The tools are described here for the

first time and the hne-drawings illustrating a

* For these localities see the sketch-map (Fig 183)
in De Terra and Paterson, Studies on the Ice Age m
India and Associated Human CuHwes (Washington, 1939)
Figs IB'S—191 illustrate the stratigraphical horizon of
the tools collected

few select specimens arc by the author of this

paper [Figs 3 & 4]

The Pleistocene alluvium of the Narmada
and Its tributaries was studied by the Expedi-^

tion at eleven different localities
, and specimens

from the following arc recorded here —
Locality 3 (Seven tools Nos 1-—7)

—

At Hoshangabad, on the Narmada, just

near the mam bathing ghat, from a gravel

conglomerate

Locality 4 (Two tools , Nos 8-9)

—

Near Hoshangabad, on the right bank of

the Narmada, a little below the rail-road

bridge

Locality 5 (Five tools Nos 10— 14)

—

From Adamgarh, well-known for its rock-

shelters, 2 miles south of Hoshangabad,
mostly collected from re-washed latcrite beds
near the quarries

Locality 6 (Three tools • Nos 15— 17)

—

Upstream of the Narmada from its con-

fluence with the Taw a river
, Tools recovered

from red clays about 60 ft. below the surface

Locality 8 (Five tools Nos 18—23)

—

At Umana, on the Narmada, about 7\
miles N E of Narsinhpur, below the promi-

nent bluff's near the village and at the con-

fluence of the Umar river

Locality 9 (Four tools Nos 24—27)

—

On the left bank of Narmada, 1 mile below

its confluence with the Umar river, from »

ledge which also yielded bones of Bos

Namadicus, Elephas Namadtais, etc

Locality 1 0 (Three tools Nos 28—30)

—

Near Barmahn (Barman) Ghat Early

tools in the stream bed and in upper group

from indurated sands

The total number of artefacts collected from

each locality is not known but from the descrip-

tions of these recorded in the text there is room
to believe that the proportion of such tools from

the Narmada region w’as comparatively smaller

than the tools m other parts of India hke the

Siwahks and the Potwar region The Indian

Museum, Calcutta, retains the most important
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specimens from the localities concerned and

only a proportion of the share was allotted to the

Central Museum, Nagpur The collection how
ever is thoroughly representative in character

The tools are in most instances of quartzite,

onl}' tl^o amongst them being in trap The
condition of the tools m many instances is

rolled, and in cases vhere these have been

extricated from a gra^el conglomerate a few

retain some patches of Kankar on the speci-

mens The serial numbers, used m describ-

ing the tools, are vritten on small slips pasted

on the specimens themselves vhen received

from the Indian Museum, Calcutta Impor-

tant data regarding the locus, the horizon and

other associations, if any, is written in Indian

ink on each specimen probably v hen they were

being studied by their discoverers and has been

of immense use Such remarks as “i« sittC\

"from upper gia'oel", "u,ith Bos” "re-washed

from the lower graiel” have helped immensely

in identifying these tools to their proper place

in Dr De Terra’s description

These may be described as follows —
Nos 1—7 Tools collected by De Terra and

Dr Teilhard irom the hard cemented

gravel conglomerate The tools were

found i« situ from where four Abbevillian

hand-axes and an equal number of

flakes with high-angled platforms are

reported

Cf De Terra, op cit

,

Fig 184 and Plate

XXX, 2

No 1 Material Quartzite Condition

Much rolled

Flake-tool with a prominent bulb of

percussion Having a high-angled plat-

form Worked at the edges Avith slight

retouches here and there A bold scar

on the front face

Locus Locality 3, found in situ in

gravel conglomerate

No 2 Material Quartzite Condition •

Slightly rolled

Flake-tool with a high platform and

S-shaped twist Secondary retouches at

the edges in front , the reverse unworked

showing a bulb of percussion Retains

original gravel patches

Locus Locality 3, found in situ in

gravel conglomerate

No 3 Material Quartzite Condition

:

Highly rolled

Discoid with large flake scars and worked
with alternate flaking at the edges.

heaAuly rolled

Locus Locality 3, found in situ as

above.

No 4 Material Quartzite Condition Fresh.

A fine flake with much of the cortex,

remaining Upper surface shows deep

secondary working to form a point

which is broken away Side scraper-

cum-point

Locus Same as above, found in situ

in the gravel

No 5 Material Quartzite Condition Fresh

(Not Illustrated)

A flake wnth negative bulbular back

worked to a point by alternate flaking,

Chopper

Locus Locality 3, near Hoshangabad as

above, found in situ

No 6 Material Quartzite, Condition Fresh

(Not Illustrated)

A miniature flake with a bulb of per--

cussion, worked with alternate flaking

to produce a sharp point Traces of

gravel patch

Locus Locality 3, as above, found in situ

No 7 Material Quartzite. Condition Fresh
(Not Illustrated)

A miniature core-tool with cortex The
underside worked with two bald
scars to form a point

Locus Locality 3, near Hoshangabad
as above, found in situ in gravel

conglomerate Probably represents

only the raw material

Nos. 8-9 Artefacts recovered from the junc-

tion of the Tawa and the Narmada,
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near the Railway bridge, about 60 ft

below the present surface Near Hosh-

angabad Cf De Terra, cit
,
Fig 185

No 8 Material Quartzite Condition Slightly

rolled

A fine scraper with much of the cortex

remaining Prominent bulb of per-

icussion on the underside and a deep

flake scar on the upper face
,
probably

I used as an end-scraper

Locus Junction of Tawa and Narmada
Collected from loose gravel

No 9. Material Quartzite Condition Fresh-

looking ct

Discoid very carefully worked by al-

ternate flaking on the edges and some
secondary retouches on the underside.

A fine pebble tool

Locus Same as No 8 above Probably

, from the upper gravels

The lower basal conglomerate beds

here yielded a jaw fragment of Hip-
popotamus and single teeth of Bos
‘On account of its easy accessibility this

region seems to have been tapped
by various other scholars also Cf
M L Mishra, “ On some stone imple-

ments from Hoshangabad, Proc of
I the Indian Academy of Sciences, Vol
X (Oct 1939), pp 275—285, and
subsequent work of Dr A P Khatri,

in the same region

Nos. 10—14 These tools were collected near

a large quartzite hill called Adamgarh,
about 2 miles south of Hoshangabad
'Cf De Terra, op cit , 186 The hills

are better known for the rock shelters

with primitive paintings, particularly for

the supposed representation of a giraffe

amongst them [cf E A D’ Abreu
The Rock Paintings at Hoshangabad,

Nagpur Museum Bulletin No 2 (1934)]

The implements were obtained from

'the re-washed laterite which has withered

away and settled near some of the rock-

shelters An assemblage of three Abbe-

wilhan-hke crude hand-axes, a large

flake with edge trimmings, one chopper

of Early Scan Type, a number of dis-

cords, etc , were collected from this

locality and led Dr Do Terra to con-

clude that the tools do not speak m
favour of any great age to the rock-

sheltcrs nearby Subsequent work of

Dr R V Joshi, at the same site, in

1961, yielded important results relating

to the stratigraphy of the region but

with no significant clues relating to the

authorship of the paintings in the rock-

shelters (cf Indian Archaeology, a review

for 1960-61
, p 13 ,

Figs 2—4 and Pis

XX—XXIII) See supra, pp 114-115

No 10 Material Quartzite Condition Fresh

A fine chopping tool with a deep step-

flakmg and secondary retouches at

edges by alternate flaking Core-tool

Locus Near Adamgarh quarry

No 1 1 Material Quartzite Condition Fresh

A cleaver on flake with high platform

and w'lth large flakes removed by

alternate flaking

Locus Near Adamgarh quarry

No 12 Material Quartzite Condition Fresh

A discoid, on thick flake w'lth high strik-

ing platfo’-m and a number of edge

trimmings

Locus Adamgarh as above

No 13 Material Quartzite Condition Fresh

A fine discoid with a concave underface

and numerous edge-trimmings Early

Sohan
Locus Adamgarh as above

No 14 Material Quartzite Condition Fresh

A fine chcpper-chopping tool with

clean broad facets and a high striking

platform
,

alternately flaked to form

a point at one end

Locus Adamgarh as above

Nos. 15—17 Three small pebble tools (Series

II ^ ) collected from Locality 6, up-
stream from the junction of Tawa and
Narmada The tools were found in the

river bed, in a horizon indicating the
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upper limit of the Acheulian These
are not illustrated

No 15 Material Quartzite Condition Fresh

Core-tool, piobabty a side-scraper, with

cortex, secondary working at the

edges in alternate flaking to form a

curved edge

Locus Locality 6, found in situ in river

bed

No 16 Material Quartzite Condition Fresh

Core-tool, probably a point, with cortex
,

secondary flaking to form a point

Locus Same as above, found in situ in

river bed

No 1 7 Material Quartzite Condition

Slightly rolled

Tool, on thick flake, with cortex and high

woiking platform and slight trim-

mings at edges

Locus Same as above, found in situ

in the river bed

Nos. 18—23 These six artefacts were collected

from near the sandstone bluffs below

the village Umaria, where large skulls

of Bos Namadicus, teeth of Elephas

Namadictis, etc
,
were obtained The

tools obtained from this and the sub-

sequent locality (Nos 8-9) constitute

the major bulk of the finer class of

implements preserved in the Nagpur
Museum Cf De Terra, op at. Fig 188.

No 18 Material Quartzite Condition

Slightly rolled

A fine ehoppmg tool, a discoid, mth
broad facies, treated with step flaking

Locus Umaria Bluffs From upper

gravels but probably re-washed from
the lower beds

No 19 Material Quartzite Condition Fresh

A Miniature pebble tool mostly cortex

only, with edges trimmed alternately

to form a small chopping tool, with

secondary retouches

Locus Umaria Bluffs From upper

gravel

No 20 Material Quartzite Condition Fresh-

looking with Kankar patches

Small core-tool, alternatelv flaked to

form a side-scraper

Locus Umaria Bluffs Found in situ

in upper gravel

No 21 Material Quartzite Condition Fresh

A small Clactonian flake, with a bulb

of percussion and steep retouches on
the face

Locus Same as above Found in situ

in upper gravel

No 22 Material Quartzite Condition

Slightly rolled

An unusual type of chopping tool,

with high flake scars removed from
top, very steeply cut

,
prominent

bulb of percussion at the base

Locus Umaria Bluffs Collected

from the upper gravels but probably

washed from the low er gravels

No 23 Material Quartzite Condition

Fresh but painted with w'hite gravelly

patches

A fine chopper, with broad clean

facies, with a high striking platform

and alternate flakings to form a point

at the lower edge

Locus Umaria Bluffs Found in situ

in upper gravel

Nos. 24—27 These four tools, the finest of

the series in the Museum, were col-

lected from the left bank of the

Narmada, about 1 mile below its

confluence with the Umer rner

They have an unusual interest because

they w'ere collected from a horizon

which has yielded large bones of Bos

Namadiais, Ekphas Namadtats, etc

,

some of them from ^er) near the

Mammalians found Cf De Terra, op

at ,
Fig 189

No 24 Material Bicoloured pink and red-

dish Quartzite Condition Fresh

Clactonian-like flake, with a high
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<?triking platform and secondary re-

touches at the periphery

Locus Locality 9, near Narsinhpur-

Uinana, found tn situ on the eroded

bank

No 25 Material Quartzite Condition

Heavily rolled

Clener, on a flake, ^\lth a serrated

ridge formed bj ilternate flaking

High striking platform with some
cortex left it top

Locus Locahtj 9, near Narsinhpur-

Umarii I he tool was actuall) found

near the large horn-cores of Bos
Xamadicus, reco\ercd from the edge

about 40 feet abo\e the stream-bed

No 26 Material \ cined Quartzite Condi-

tion Fresh-looking

A fine chopper-chopping tool, on a

core pebble with cortex at top and
steep alternate flakes to form a sharp-

cutting edge

Locus Locality 9, as above From
Browmish clav

No 27 Material Quartzite Condition

Fresh

A fine Abbeiilhan hand-axe, steep

sides, treated with step-flaking and
alternate strokes to produce a very
pointed edge

Locus Locality 9, as above Found in

the low'er gravel

j These three tools were collected

from Locality 10, near Burman Ghat,

on the Narmada, where the river

cuts into trap and quartzite These
are from the horizon of indurated

sand in the upper group, and are in

rolled condition

No 28 Material Quartzite Condition

Heavily rolled

A Discoid, with bold flake scars and

edge trimmings with alternate strokes

Locus Burman Ghat

No 29 Material Quartzite Condition:

Slightly rolled

A Fine flake-tool, heavily worlcd on
sides with bold scars in alternate

flaking to form a curved edge turning

into a beak Probablj a sidc-scrapcr

Locus Burman Ghat

No 30 Material Trap Condition Very
heavilj rolled

Hand-axe on a flake, with broad flake

scars and edge trimmings

Locus Burman Ghat

These tools are thoroiighlj representative

of Pleistocene as observed in the Narmada
Vallej

, and being a first svstematic attempt

to stud) the tool-tvpes in the region, the collec-

tion has Its own importance Besides giving

the basic data, when Pre-history was little

studied in India, the collection and the studies

thereon have indeed afforded a great stimulus

for further archrcological work in the Narmada
region \s such the primarj data supplied

through the great work of Dr Terra and Pater-

son has Its own pioneering value and one is

reall) glad to have such an opportunitv to

describe a part of the collection made bj Yale

Cambridge Expedition In the present collec-

tion, material from some localities on the

Narmada (Locality 1, 2, 7, 11—13) is missing,

and as described already it is like!} that only

a portion of the whole collection is retained

in India I also have to thank Dr R V Joshi,

of the Archrcological Surv'cy of India, for

many helpful suggestions in presenting this

study and for saving me from possible errors in

the detailed description of the specimens

2 The Gungerla Hoard

This hoard, comprising of 424 hammered
implements of copper and 1 02 silver ornaments

(?) was discovered in the village Gungeria,

N Lat 22° 25'
,
East Long 80° 8' about three

miles from the Mau police outpost and about'

36 miles N -W of Burha, in the Balaghat dis-

trict It appears that two boys attending to

cattle in that village saw a piece of metal imbed-
ded in soil which was exposed accidentally.

Out of curiosity the spot was excavated in

A 2313—14 B
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full It appeared that these implements were

laid in regular horizontal layers within a space

of 3 ft X 3 ft and about 4 ft deep The silver

objects formed a part of the hoard and lay in a

compact mass by one side of the implements

It IS surmised that these articles, probably in-

tended for the trade, were packed in a wooden
Jjo\, which had decayed in course of time

The hoard was buried for some unknown reason

.and there it lay till its discovery on 2 1st January

1870

This hoard of implements is acclaimed to

be the largest hoard of its class and is interesting

for a number of reasons Besides the normal

types of ‘flat’ and ‘splayed-|^f^d’ celts, which are

hnown from a number of s es in India, this

hoard includes several implements which

Jiave been designated as ‘Bar-celts’ The
latter type of implements are almost exclusive

to the Gungeria site, though some simulating

evidence is obtained from a specimen known
from Rajpur, Dist Bijnor,in U P

,
and about 17

specimens from Hami in Bihar, Eastern India

The occurrence of silver ornaments in asso-

ciation with the copper celts at Gungeria has

some bearing on the chronology of this hoard

The silver ornaments are in the shape of very

thin concave discs, cut to shape from larger

pieces of almost paper thickness and the most

curious pieces are those shaped like a ‘ Bull’s

Head ’ with the horns drooping down
The Celts in the Gungeria Hoard are classi-

fied under two heads (1) Flat C<’lts ,
and

(2) Shouldered or ‘Splayed-end’ Celts The
former are substantial pieces of copper, sub-

triangular in shape with a truncated rounded

top, thickened sides and a straight or rounded

cutting edge The average size of each imple-

ment varies from 1 6 to 17 ems in length
, 4 to

5 8cms at the top and 9 8 ems to 13cms at the

blade The thickness varies from I to 1 9 ems

In weight they are found to vary between I Kilo

to 1 92 Kilograms Each of the celt is ham-

mered to shape by beating the metal and

in fact no specimens are exactly identical

with each other The cutting edges in some

specimens appear to have been formed by bevel-

ling from one side and only a few show any

indications of use

(2) Shouldered Celts These celts are charac-

terised by a distinctive elliptical blade w'hich

take the shape of shoulders at sides In
order to distinguish them from the celts with

rectangular shoulders, found in Assam and
Eastern India, Col Gordon prefers to designate

them simply as “splayed-end” blades' The
shape is common enough in Gangetic Vallcj

sites but IS not represented amongst specimens

belonging to the Chalcolithic cultures in the

Indus Valley and in the Deccan

(3) Bar Celts “A bar celt consists of a

nearly parallel-sided bar, the length of w'hich

(sometimes up to 2 ft
)
measures several times

Its width It IS rectangular in cross-section

with a flat bottom and convex upper side

The cutting edge is generally crescentic,

fashioned by bevelling the upper side” The
Gungeria hoard contained 90 pieces of this

type and the other sites where longish bar

celts are reported are (1) Rajpur in Bijnor dis-

trict of Uttar Pradesh (one specimen) and

(2) Hami,inPalamau district, where 17 bar celts

were found But even in this type, the long

sides of the bar are nearly parallel and not so

tapering as in the Gungeria specimens The
shape of the Gungeria bar celts should there-

fore be calculated as exclusn e to the site

Regarding these bar celts Shri B B Lai

has observed that most of the features in the

copper specimens from Gungeria are found in

the characteristic stone celts found in the hilly

tracts of Southern Bihar, Western West Bengal

and Northern Orissa In support of his claim

he has illustrated one specimen from Ban
Ashuria (District Bankura, West Bengal)

{Ancient India, No 7, Plate XI, A-B , and
Fig 5 1-2) and contends that the metal copies

were developed from the proto-tjpes in stone

Col Gordon, however, does not seem to agree

with the comparison made bj Shn Lai and
points out that the stone celts of Eastern India

differ in many respects from the Gungeria

bar celts

The earliest notice of the Gungeria Hoard of

copper implements is bj Mr A Bloomfield,

the then Deputy Commissioner of Baiaghat,

who reported about its discover), while for-

warding some representative specimens to the_
^Gordon, The Pre-hittonc BackgroJrd of Indian Culture, p
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Asiatic Society of Bengal in April 1870 Bloom-

field’s paper is published in the Proceedings of

the Asiatic Society of Bengal, for May 1 870, pp
1 32 ff Of this hoard 1 2 silver pieces and celts

went to the Indian Museum, Calcutta These

have been catalogued by Anderson in the

Catalogue of Antiquities in the Indian Museum,

Part II, under section Ga Recently Shri

B B Lai has illustrated one bar celt from this

collection {Ancient India, No 7, PI XI, B)

A large selection from this hoard was also sent

to the British Museum, London, and has been

commented upon by Mr Read in his Guide

to the Antiquities of the Bronze age in the

British Museum (1904), PI VII and Fig

42, where 13 copper implements and 2 silver

objects have been illustrated Few specimens

(5 copper implements and 2 silver objects)

which went to the National Museum, Dublin,

have been illustrated by Dr V A Smith
in his important paper on this subject

“ The Copper Age and Pre-historic Bronze

Implements in India” published in Indian

Antiquary (1905), XXXIV, pp 229—244
Vincent Smith has alluded to certain other

specimens from this hoard being preserved

in the National Museum, Edinburgh, but

the exact number is not specified In view of

the large number of objects in this hoard it is

also likely that these were distributed in some
other museums also but details regarding these

are not forthcoming

Out of the hoard of 424 copper implements

and 1 02 silver ornaments, the Nagpur Museum
received 1 2 copper celts initially and only five

silver ornaments (Nos 47 to 58 and 59—63)

These included 10 celts of the Flat Type
and 2 bar celts and since the shouldered type

of celt was not represented in the collection one

celt of this type (No 80) was added subsequently

as a permanent loan from the Mahant Ghasidas

Memorial Museum, at Raipur The descrip-

tion of these objects may be tabulated as

follows —

Museum
No

Type Length
in Cms

Breadth
at top

in Cms

Breadth
atBhde
in Cms

Thickness
in Cms

Weight in
Lb oz

47 Flat celt 17 5 8 128 1 9 3 4
48 Do 18 55 13 1 5 3 7

49 Do 17 4 98 I 7 2 51
50 Do 18 42 14 1 1 15

51 Do 174 5 127 1 7 3 10

52 Do 183 4 7 13 1 5 2 12

53 Do 175 5 5 11 3 I 2 34
54 Do 163 4 6 108 1 3 2 2i
55 Do 167 5 6 123 1 6 2 10
56 (Broken) 17 4 12 I 6 2 134
57 Bar celt 53 23 75 8 3 1

58 Bar celt (Slightly broken) 49 2 3 7 1 1

05
3 2

80 Shouldered celt (Raipur
Museum)

167 13 I i

The silver ornaments, 102 in number, from
the Gungeria hoard consisted of extremely

thin discs, almost paper-hke in thickness and
represented two distinctive forms, with sub-

varieties in each The largest number is

represented by circular discs, ranging from 4-| to

5-| inches in diameter These are convex and
occasionally crumpled in appearance and were

all formed into a ball when exhumed Only one

amongst them had a number of minute holes

around the edge and another specimen had a

marginal rope-like design The second variety

consisted of large pieces cut to shape resembling

the Bull’s Head
,
and in these there are two

varieties
,
one having thinner ‘ horns ’ and m the

second "variety the horns are stumpy and

serrated, resembling more like the ram’s horns

than bull’s The exact purpose of these

silver pieces (believed to be ornaments) is

not known but m view of the holes at the

periphery of some specimens and the extreme

thinness of their walls, appear to be objects

which were intended to be rivetted to some

wooden material But how this could be

achieved m the examples resembling the bulls’

heads or the unperforated ones is still enigmatic

The analyses of these specimens show that

they are almost pure The silver contents

are 99 63 per cent with about 0 37 per cent of

gold m them
, and thus represent a feature
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which IS common to several silver ornaments

in Ancient India In the copper implements

also the same purity of metal is observed, there

being about 4 per cent of lead-|-99| per cent of

copper The former is apparently due to the

impurities in the ore

The age and the authoiship of the copper

hoards There is a good deal of difference of

opinion amongst scholars regarding the age and

the authorship of the copper hoards in India

No opinion nas expressed when the Gungeria

find was first reported in PRASIi for 1870

But Vincent Smith writing about them m
hidtan Antiquary, XXIV, p 239, said “The
fact that silver articles formed part of the

Gungeria deposit has sometimes been supposed

to indicate a comparatively late date for the

accompanying copper implements, which would

otherwise, on the strength of European data, be

ascribed to a time about 1800 or 2000 B C ’*

Continuing further on he writes “ Whether the

Gungeria Plates were made from indigenous or

imported silver, I do not see any reason why
they should not be of high antiquity The
deposit, although buried in i spot to the south

of the Narbada is clearly associated by reason of

Its contents, with Northern India, and not

with the South {tbid , p 240)

Prof R Heine-Geldern, who studied the

incidence of several copper hoards in North

India, thought that “ there must have been

cultural intercourse of some kind between

Northern India on the one hand and West

Persia, Trans Caucasia, the Northern Caucasus

and South Russia on the other, during the

period from about 1200 to 1000 B C and that

distinct traces of these connections are to be

found in North Persia (Hissar IIIc, Tureng

Tepe) He regarded these copper implements

are the ethnic traces of the Vedic Aryans*

This opinion was also shared by Prof Stuart

Piggott® who regarded that the hoards in the

Gangetic Valley and elsewhere in India should

be attributed to displaced persons who fled

»R Heine-Geldern ‘Archaiological tnces of the

Vedic Aryans’, y / S O ^ , IV (1936), pp 87— 113, and
‘New Light on the Aryan Migration to India’, Bullettn

of the American Institutefor Iranian Art and ArchaeologV,

V (June 1937), pp 7— 16

^Stuart Piggott, ‘Pre-historic copper hoards in the

Ganges Basin’, Antiquity, No 72 (1944), pp 173— 182

from the Indus Valley after the break-up of the

Harappa empire Recently Shn B B Lai of

the Archasological Survey of India published

a very comprehensive list of further copper

hoards^ in India discovered since 1915 and
tried to show that since most of the hoards

found in India were isolated, the theory that

these were the products of Harappan refugees

does not stand to reason On the other hand,

the incidence of a non-descript, ill-fired, thick

pottery treated with a ochre-wash, which he
encountered at Rajpur-Parsu, and which
presumably is earlier than the Painted Grey
Ware at Hastinapura—the latter ascribed to the

Aryans—leads him to think that the copper

hoards should be assigned to a pre-Aryan epoch
and possibly the Nishadas with whom the

Aryans fought before forcing themselves in the

Gangetic Valley The problem is still left an

open one and cannot be said to have been solved

In a more recent survey Col D H Gordon^
has shown that there are two distinct movements
seen in the incidence of copper hoards in India

One of the groups is concentrated in

Uttar Pradesh only and the other follows the

trade routes Possibly the Gungeria hoard

came from Bihai because it is from this group

that we have the most interesting parallels for it,

in the shape of 17 bar celts from Hami, in the

Palamau district, as against only one from the

Gangetic Valley group, viz
,
from Rajpur-Parsu

in U P The fact that many of the implements

from Gungeria are unfinished, i e
,
not sharpened

fully, also suggest that they were intended for the

trade and perhaps were not used even once

The Nagpur Museum bar celt has some very

sharply cut incisions on the sides near the blade

on one of the specimens, but this was apparently

due to the maker of the implement than its

user subsequently

3 Three copper celts from Kesli, district

Sagar

Besides the share from the Gungeria finds,

the Museum also contains three copper celts

from Kesli The museum records show that

these were forwarded to the Museum by

3Ancient India, No 7, pp 20—39

4Gordon, Pre-histonc Background of Indian CuUuret

p 142 and Fig 19
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Mr W N ]\Ia\v, ICS, Deputy Commis-
sioner of Sagar, in October 1911 It is reported

that they \tere found by one Anant Singh

Chamar, in the village Kesli, while removing
some thorm bushes in his field in April that

year and were purchased from him for Rs 3 for

the museum (Mr Maw’s letter No 417, dated

6 - 10- 11 )

All the three celts from Kcsh belong to the
‘ Flat ' variety, hat c a sub-triangular shape

tthich IS commonly found amongst such

implements The tendency for extra-splayed-

ends seen m the Gungena specimens is absent

in these and they belong to the simplified form,

tery common amongst specimens found m the

Deccan Only tvo of the celts from Kesh are

complctel} preserved (Nos 64-65) vhile the

third one has its top portion missing At the

time of their discoverj all of them v ere covered

with a thick green patina all over but these have

subsequently been cleaned and nov show a very

pure copper-red metallic fabric within, though

not chemically examined

The village Kesli lies about 30 miles due South

of Sagar (36 miles by Road) vta Gaur Jhamar

in the Rehli tahsil It holds a weekly market

and IS mostly known in the vicinity for its timber

trade In 1958-59, the author of this paper

visited this Milage in order to see if any further

antiquities could be found in this area
,
but

beyond the fact that the actual spot of their

discovery lies much in the interior in the

forest about 2 miles away from the village, no

further information could be gathered The
village does not show any signs of antiquities

nor are there any mounds in its vicinity

This hoard is not included in the list of 34

sites listed by Shri B B Lai in Ancient India,

No 7, and the celts are being published here

for the first time

No 64, the most complete specimen in this

collection, measures 21 8 ems long and 4 5 ems

broad at the top, 7 8 ems across the blade and

IS about 1 8 ems in thickness The cutting

edge is hammered like an adze by bevelling the

lower end ,
and the top end is slightly out-

turned This specimen weighs 1 64 Kilograms

No 65 IS another nearly complete specimen
It measures 15 5 ems in length, being com-
paratively smaller than the first Its width is

5 5 ems at the top and 9 ems across the blade

The blade is much damaged b}'^ use as also the

top of the celt It weighs 1 155 Kilograms
The third celt (No 66) is only a fragment It

measures 9 ems across the blade and probably

was of the same size as the two previous

specimens Its present length is 1 1 5 ems
about 7 2 ems in the middle and has the same
thickness of about 1 3 ems as the other two
specimens Being broken it weighs a little

less being about 0 895 Kilograms

Except for the new finds-pot indicated by the

noard, to the north of the Narmada river, the

typologv of the celts adds nothing new to our

knowledge But the finds-pot itself has a few
implications in respect of the distribution of

copper hoards in India Lai’s map {Ancient

India, No 7, Fig 1, on page 21) show's no sites

)'ielding copper implements in the Central

Indian region, but with the finding of flat and
splayed-end copper axes at Navda-toli on the

Narmada {Indian Archaeology

,

a review for

1957-58, Plate XXXVII, A) and with the

implements from the present hoard this gap

may now be said to hav'e been filled The
region to the w'est of Gungena indieated by a

void in this map is also similarly filled by the

recent discovery of two flat celts reported to

have been discovered at Balpur' on the Mahanadi
The Saurashtra region also has now given us

new evidence from the recent discoveries made
at Lothal {Indian Ai cliaeology, a review' for 1 957-

58, PI XXI A), Prabhas Pattan or Somnath
{Indian Archaeology, a review for 1955-56, p 7)

and from tw'o celts of unknown provenanee in

the Watson Museum at Rajkot, reeently reported

by the present writer®

'I had occasion to inspect these two celts in the
collection of the Late Pandit Lochan Prasad Pandeya
in his house at Bihspur in 1958 Both of them at ere flat

celts and so far as I can recollect one of them was fitted

taitn Shpped-on otal ring The latter was moaable and
seems to be an uncommon feature From the information
supplied by me the late Col D H Gordon has mentioned
these t«o celts in his book, Pre-htslbrtc Background of
Indian Culture (Bombay 1958), p l42

®Dil slut, jM G, “New etidence of the Harappa
Culture in Saurashtra ”, Vallabha Vidyanagar Bulletin,

1 (1957), pp 23-24 and Plate VIII B
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4 Microliths from the Pachmarhi
Shelters

Dr G R Hunter, M A , D Phil (0\on),

Professor of History at the Robertson College,

Jabalpur, and subsequently Principal, Morris

College, Nagpur, had explored a large number

of rock-shelters with paintings in the vicinity

of Pachmarhi, m 1932—38 He conducted

small-scale excavations, financed by himself

and with the permission of Government, in

three rock-shelters known as Jambu Dwip
(Caves 1 -2), Monte Rossa and in Dorothy Deep
(Caves 1-2), m which a large number of micro-

liths and other human artefacts were found

Skeletal material, comprising mostly of bones

of small children and in one case the jaw of an

adult male, was obtained by him in two of these

shelters, but being eaten by white-ants and

having suffered from disintegration, no useful

information could be gathered from this

The shelters at Pachmarhi, about 60 m
number, have been examined for the variety of

paintings executed in them but no excavations

•ever seem to have been undertaken with a view

to establish the authorship of the paintings and
the large number of microhthic tools which are

invariably found in and around such shelters

now known from many parts of India The
excavations conducted by Dr Hunter in the

Pachmarhi shelters therefore had an unusual

interest about them It was thought probable

that they may shed some light both on the age

and the authorship of the many quaint drawings
found in these shelters The figures drawn
mostly in red and yellow pigments, and occa-

sionally in white, have a primitive outlook'

Association of similar paintings in some caves

’Literature on this subject is scattered over different
journals and periodicals Of special interets are the articles

by Cockburn, " Cave Drawings in the Kaimur Range ”,

y R A S , 1899 ,
by Anderson, “Singhanpur rock pain-

tings”, y B O R S
,
IV (1918) ,

a series of eight articles
by the Gordon couple, in Science and Culture, Vol V,
Nos 3, 5, 6, 7 and 10 ,

in /PSA- (193 5), pp 107—1 14, and
in Indian Arts and Letters, Vol X (1935), pp 35—41 ,

There is a Memoir by Manoranjan Ghosh entitled "Rock
Paintings and other antiquities of Pre-historic and Later
times” as M 4 S I No 24 (1932) For two further
competent surveys, see D H Gordon, 'Pre-historic Back-
ground of Indian Culture”, Chapter VI (pp 98— 1 1 7), and
Shn B B La\ in Archceolagy tn India {ISleyr Delhi, 1950),
PP 44—50 See also ‘ Rock paintings and engravings m
Raichur, Hyderabad ’ in Af^V, Vol LV (1955), No 114,
‘Morhana Pahar—a rediscovery’ in MAN, LVIII (1958),
No 207

A 3313—15 B

in France and Spam as the work of pre-histonc

cave dwellers had created some queer notions

regarding the age of the Indian counterparts

and the occurrence of microhthic tools in these

shelters at one time seemed to indicate that

some of the drawings should be of a great age
While the earlier attempts, such as those of

Foote,Cockburn and others, were ofa speculative

character, the credit of bringing some order

into the chaos most certainly goes to the Gordon
couple, who copied not less than 2,700 drawings

from the shelters at Pachmarhi, and rock-

engravings from the Indus and Bellary regions

After studying the superimposition of many
paintings, noticed under fortunate circumstance

they gave a tentative scheme of arranging them
into four senes, which were further suh-divided

into groups according to the nature, character

and the subject-matter of these paintings On
a rough estimate they calculated circa 700 B C
as the age of Series I, while the latest paintings,

under category of Senes IV, according to them,

were ascribable to 6th century A D

While the Gordons were busy in copying and

in establishing a sequence of cultures in the

Pachmarhi shelters through the study of the

paintings, Dr Hunter decided to approach the

problem through archaeological excavations m
the shelters themselves It must be admitted

at the very outset that he was not quite success-

ful in this, in spite of the resources at his

command

Dr Hunter published two reports about his

work m the Dorothy Deep shelters Except

an occasional mention here and there, we know
nothing about his efforts in the Jambu Dwip
and Monte Rossa shelters, though the material

he obtained from these two shelters is preserved

in the Central Museum at Nagpur Dr
Hunter’s first publication was an interim

report about the excavations in the Dorothy

Deep Shelter No 1, published in Nagpur

University Journal, No 1 (1935), pp 28—57

It comprised of a detailed account of the excava-

tion, setting out the problems connected with

It and was accompanied by 9 appendices which

gave (
1
) List of sectional areas excavated

,

(11)
A classified record of the artefacts found in

diferent levels of the shelter
, (

111)
Analysis of
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Microliths from Jambu Dwip, Shelter No. 1

Fig 9
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the stone implements (microhths) of bonc-

mdtcnal and of pottery
,

(iv) E\phmtion of

certain details given in Plans I-II (illustrated

b)" means of Graphs in Appendix V, I—III)

,

(v) Catalogue of excavated objects found in

Diwali, 1934, (vi) Letters from the Pitts

Rivers and the University Museums, Oxford,

regarding the nature of the microhthic material

and the skeletal material respectively
, and

finally (vn) b}'’ Field notes gning the day-to-day

diary of the excavations This interim report

IS illustrated with two figs on PI I which

shows two views of the skeleton found in tlic

Dorothy Deep Shelter during Diwaii, 1934

The second report IS entitled ‘‘Final Report

on the excavation in the Mahadeo Hills ” and
was published in Nagpur Uimcrsity Journal,

No 2 (1936), pp 127—144 It gives a resume

of further work in the same shelter and in the

Appendix (X) Field notes of the day-to-diy

progress in the excavation arc given in great

detail Appendix XI gives a catalogue of

further finds, comprising of 1 44 entries Appen-
dix XII gives the floor contours of the cave on
a graph paper, while Appendix XIII is i report

from Dr Monnt, of the University College,

London, in respect of a skeleton newly found

that y'car It is stated that it belonged to a sin-

gle individual, aged between 13— 17 years and

having a medium height of about 4 ft II inches

This final report is accompanied by four pho-

tographs (Figs 2—5) which show some of the

microhths, but unfortunately on too small

a scale to make their identification rather

difficult Fig 6 illustrates a few fragments of

terracotta figurines recovered during the

excavation

I have elaborated the contents ofDr Hunter’s

report since these are published in a compara-

tively inaccessible journal and with a view

to show how he wanted to be meticulous

regarding the results he obtained in the shel-

ters at Pachmarhi In spite of these precautions

the published report of Dr Hunter hardly docs

any justice to the subject and it has often been

found that the data he collected lacks adequate

documentation The late Col D H Gordon,

who had seen Dr Hunter at work in Pachmarhi,

had taken some notes regarding these excava-

tions
,

with the help of these he tried to con-

strue a cogent picture of the sequence of cultures

obtained at Pachmarhi through Dr Hunter’s
published report but even in this he found the

task to be a very difficult one Gordon’s results

arc analysed in his paper on “ The Stone Indus-
tries of the Holocene in India and Pakistan ”

published in Ancient India, No 6, pp 73-74
and in Appendix B on Dr Hunter’s work
Gordon records that “as the areas excavated

were of different sires varying in length, width
ind depth’’ it is quite hopeless to attempt apian
of the digging areas that v'ary in dimensions
at every level ’’ {ibid

, p 86) To add to the

complexities of the problem. Dr Hunter used
a very fantastic method for the recording of

his finds He measured the microhths, bones
and even pottery by the measure of cigarette

tins (() and by the glass which he has explained

in a footnote in his report as=liqucur glass

content 2 table-spoonfuls ' Such information

hardly conveys anything to the student who
wishes to study his finds The labels which
accompanied the tins, mostly scratched in

pencil on the field and faded m course of time,

did not give any substantial information

The entries like 24-III ,
Flakes, 36-1 Flints,

were often unaccompanied by any other

details regarding the finds-pot, locus and even

deptj) A large amount of material thus

presented by Dr Hunter was found to be quite

unserviceable and could not be used for the

present paper The Central Museum, Nagpur,

preserved as many as sixty tins and thirty paper

envelopes as a gift from Dr Hunter
,
but this

assemblage was not indicative of the total quan-

tity he exhumed from his excavations The
Museum records showed that some finds (inclu-

ding pottery pieces which he has illustrated in

his report) were taken away by Dr Hunter sub-

sequently with the permission of the Govern-

ment and presumably were presented to the

Pitts Rivers Museum at Oxford But this was

not all It was later on learnt that some part

of the Pachmarhi collection was also presented

to the Nagpur University Library, where it

was exhibited for some years and thence lost

sight of With such handicaps I felt that no

useful purpose would be served in salvaging
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the finds and the only alternative would have

been to treat the whole collection as “ surface

finds from the Pachmarhi shelters ” and to

report about them on typological standards

While sorting the gift collection with this

aim, by a fortunate circumstance, I discovered

that a number of tins were retaining the labels

quite intact, together with the depths, loci, etc
,

carefully marked on them and I soon found

that those tins related to the material which

Dr Hunter had excavated from the rock-

shelters shown as Jambu Dwip in the sum-

mer of 1 933 No report of these finds was ever

made and I, therefore, take this opportunity to

publish and illustrate the material from these

specimens preserved in the Nagpur Museum,

within the limitations set forth in the earlier

paragraph

Microliths from the Jambu Dwip Shelters

The rock shelters known as Jambu Dwip are

fairly well-known to the visitors to Pachmarhi

About a mile to the north of the Rifle Range,

from the source of the Jambu Dwip Nullah

running east-west, and stretching on the oppo-

site bank of the ravine towards Badkachhar

there are nine shelters with paintings Of these.

Nos 1-2, 3-4, 6 and 7 stand in adjacent groups

but are widely separated from each other

Dr Hunter’s excavations were confined to

Caves 1 and 2, which have a small nullah

in-between It was in this nullah section that

Dr Hunter was able to unearth the skeleton of

a small boy in the course of his explorations

The skeleton had disintegrated being eaten by
white-ants but fortunately all the associated

finds found in this area were recovered intact

and have added to the interest in the prepara-

tion of this note

Dr Hunter chose different localities in these
two shelters for his excavation The ground or

the platform which was not covered or shaded
by the overhang of the projecting rock was
designated by him as the ‘ Outer Section
while the floor space below the overhanging
roof ofthe shelter was called the ‘ Inner section ’

Intermediate space between the two has been
called the ‘ Middle Section ’ As already

narrated the divide between the caves gave-

room for a small stream and has been called the
‘ Nullah Section

’

For Jambu Dwip Cave No I, the following

data IS available —
(a) Outer Section We have as many as

7 tins and packets containing microliths,

artefacts and other waste material, compris-

ing of over 560 specimens The material

IS divided into two lots (i) excavated from
surface to 6 inches

,
and (ii) material from

6" to I' 6" or 2 ft It appears that bed-rock

was touched in the outer section at a maxi-

mum depth of 2 feet (or ] ft 6 inches in

some cases)

(b) For the Nullah section the stone

artefacts are comparatively few consisting

of 2 tins containing about 30 worked tools ;

a small Trench in the area, excavated to bed-

rock seems to have yielded extremely few

specimens (about 23 m number) but as

indicated already we hav^e no details regard-

ing the total yield from any of the trenches

excavated by Dr Hunter I have illus-

trated SIX select examples which are definitely

recorded as found in association with the

burial in the Nullah (Fig 9 last row, Nos
38—43) About this burial (skeleton No 2)

we have the following report from Dr
Buxton —

‘ Skeleton 2 Fragment of a skeleton

of a child, 6-7 years old There is evi-

dence even at that age of hard diet, such

as IS usual in primitive people It is

interesting to note that ev'en at that

early age there are signs of flattening

and bowing of the thigh-bone This is

against characteristic of the primitive

peoples ’

Dr Buxton does not say anything about

the racial and other ethnic affinities of this

or other skeletons found in the Pachmarhi

shelters

The details regarding the Trench in the

Nullah area (which yielded the skeleton) are

surprisingly ^ew On the analogy of the

records maintained by Dr Hunter, in respect

of his work in the Dorothy Deep shelters and
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as published in the NUJ, itwould appear

possible that the entire shelter was gridded

(and perhaps plotted on a graph paper)

with Roman Capital letters A, B, C, L,

etc ,
in one direction and with Arabic nume-

rals like 1,2, 21, 22) and so on in the

other The plot yielding the skeleton is

marked as 21-19 X P-L on the tins and small

paper envelopes enclosing the finds And
again resorting to the analogy of his sub-

sequent work in the Dorothy Deep shelter,

It works out that the dimensions of this

excavated plot were not more than 6 ft by 3 ft

This of course is a surmise made from the

scanty records available, but knowing that

the skeleton recovered vas that of a child,

the estimated dimension of the Trench miy
not be wide off the mark The exact depth

at which the skeleton was recovered or whe-

ther It lay on the bed-rock itself it is not

possible to ascertain There is reason

to believe however that the bed-rock n as

touched there only after reaching a depth of

1 foot or so, as the records stop after I ft

2 inches level It is not possible to be more
accurate beyond this, because there is

a possibility that some of the important

microliths, found in association with the

skeleton, were probably removed from the

Museum for further scrutiny by Dr Hunter

himself

(c) Middle Section In respect of the

middle section^in Cave I, it appears that

Dr Hunter excavated two areas, which he

designated as Area 1 and Area 2 The
first one seems to have been more or less

sterile since the finds comprise of one tin

containing 6 worked tools and a very large

number of nodules and cores, waste flakes,

etc
,
which may be regarded as discarded

material All these are collected from a level

designated as ‘ Surface to bed-rock ’ and

consequently are of not much stratigraphical

value In Area 2, the bed-rock was touched

at 1 ft 6 inches and the finds are classified in

two groups (a) Surface to 1 ft 2 inches and

(b) Surface to 1 ft 6 inches (Bed-rock) It

would seem that the attempt to record them
in two groups had to be given up when the

bed-rock was touched after a further digging

of 4 inches only being the difference in the

levels between the two groups

The records, in spite of the admitted inade-

quacy and other defects, seem to establish two
things very clearly First, the habitation in the

shelter and the cultural debris accumulated
therefrom is only about a foot or so in the inner

recesses of the shelters and increases to about

2 feet near their entrances or vhat Hunter
proposes to call the Outer Sections Secondly,

the soil samples which Dr Hunter collected

from various localities (inclusn e of the evidence

from the Dorothy Deep Shelters) show that the

implementiferous deposits constitute of a dark-

brown or black soil, which may have accumu-
lated in the shelters from the re-washed laterites

and may therefore be not contemporary with the

initial occupation of the shelters, when the

rock surfaces were painted in the pre-occupa-

tional phase It is not possible to argue with

certainty on this point for \^ant of adequate

records but after studying the material one

feels It worth while to record this as an impres-

sion which requires corroboration Dr Hunter
had carefully preserved a number of small bone
fragments encountered in these shelters (Jambu
Dwip Caves 1 and 2 ,

and from Monte Rossa

also) but the possibilities of contamination, a

long passage of time after their excavation as

well as the smallness of the samples themselves

were the factors which prevented us from
getting them analysed for C 1 4 Carbon deter-

mination

Now coming to the Microlithic implements

themselves, which constitute the major bulk of

the antiquities, it was first thought that a careful

count of all the material will be helpful in

determining if certain types of implements or

artefacts were predominant m the ‘ upper ’ and

the ‘ lower ’ levels of the excavation, if an

artificial division of that type could be permitted

on the basis of the available data But as stated

earlier we are not sure if the Museum Collection

represents all that was found in the shelters

Secondly, the difficulty was in connection

with certain levels which were recorded as

‘ Surface’ to 1ft 6 inches bed-rock and therefore

virtually amounted to be equivalent as surface
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finds It was possible howe\er to construe a

stratigraphical chart for the ‘Outer Section’ of

Jambu Dwip, Shelter No ], from the milible

data and is appended here^',lth This is further

supplemented by llne-dra^\lngs of the more

important artefacts

The material in most of the cases for these

implements is different sarieties of siliceous

and chalcedonic quartzes %\hich is not found in

the Vmdhyan sandstones m which these shelters

are situated There is a great preponderance of

parallel-sided, serrated and cresccntic-backed

blades amongst these tools, a very large number
of scrapers (generally discoid but with an

occasional sprinkling of inverse scrapers)

Burins are comparatively rare, the awls are

very few in number
,
there is a general paucity

of crescentic-ridged blades The cores arc

found in an overwhelming number and this

together with the fact that a large majoritj of

the wasted flakes were found together with

them IS indicativeofthc shelters being used as

LIST or Tr\T

Page 91,

Fig 2—No 1

No 2

Hand-aNe from Nwegaon
Senes 11 tool from Ivalmcshwar

Pages 95-96

Figs 3-4 Tools from the Narmada ^ allej

"ialt Camndge Lvpedition

Page 100

Fig 5 Copper celts from Gangcria

Page 101

Fig 6 Copper implements from Gungeria

Page 104

Fig 7 Copper celts from Rcsli (District
bagar, M P )

‘factory’ sites A considerable number of

points, majority ofthem worked obhqiiclj, have
been notieed 1 hey are formed into scalene

triangles in a large number of instances The
presence of crescentic blades, triangles anp
trapc/oid forms characterise the microhthic
industrj of the Pachmarhi shelters essentially

as ‘geometric’ but it would be premature to

sa\ an j thing about the ‘culture’ represented

by It Dr Hunter, on the evidence of the large

number of points, preferred to designate it as
‘ T ardoncsian ’ but it would perhaps be ncce-

ssirj to have a more definitive evidence for the

same, supported bj a verj accurate data To
establish this a more scientific excavation is

agiin called for, but on the present showing it

appears more or less cert iin that the microhthic-

implement-using people who resorted to the

Pachmarhi shelters were different from the

original visitors who have left a painted record

of themselves on the rock-walls

ILLUS rRvVTIONS

Paee 107

Pif. 8 Microliil)'! from Jimliu DV'ip,
Shclitr No I

—

I— 10 (First Row) Microliths
from thi OUT I R SFC I ION
LcmI Surface to 6 inchis
II— 41 (Rovss 2—5) from Outer
Section
Lc\cl 6 inches to Bedrock
( 1
—6')

Pace 108

Fir 9 Microliths from Jnmbu Dv\ip
Shelter No 1

—
First Toi 1—9 Niilhh Section
Surface to 1

Secontl rcT” 10—21 Middle Sec-
tion Surface to Bcd-
rocl (I '—6')

Rrt-; 3-4, 22—37 Microliths from
Trench Melding the skeleton

(19-21 > P-L)
Fi/f/i rote 38— 43 Microliths V'lth

skeleton 2 Lev el 1 to Bed-rock
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PLATE XIX

28 Copper Celts from Kesli (Dist Sagar, M P)



PLATE XX

29 Trench in the Adamgarh rock shelter

Courtesy A S I



CHART SHO\\ ING FREQUENCV DISTRIBUTION OF MICROLITHS AND
CORES FROM JAMBU D\MP SHELTER AT PACILMARHI

Jambu Dwip Shelter No 1 (
Hunter’s Evcavation, 1933 )

Outer Section

t
Surface to

6 inches

Depth or Lev cl

6 inches

to 1'— 6"
r to Bedrock

(2 feet)

Rejected Specimens 2 38 11

V astc Flakes 1 19 7

I Asjmmctrical Flakes 1 5

II BLADES—
Parnlltl-sidcd 5 21 4
Scrriicd 3 7 1

Straight-backed A 2
Pointed-backed 1 9 2
Cresccntic-batkcd 1 2 4

III GEOMETRICS
Lumtes I 2
'1 rapcrcs .1

IV SCRAPERS—
Discoid 8 7

interse 4 2 I

V Clap Points 5 21 8

AU Vorked Points

—

Obliquch aorked 3 9 3
Bi-marginally retouched 4 20 18

Cone hiftcd)

vn Bunns

VIII Crested Ridged Flakes 2 2

IX Cores 1 6 2+1
fluted fluted

Total* 34 166 67

•The percent ige h is not been isccrtaincd for want of sufficient data
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Microliths from Adamgarh Rock-Shelters
(Madhya Pradesh)

B'l

Dr R. V Josm, Nagpur

In India, the largest number of rock-shclters

are in the Vmdhyan region of Madhya
Pradesh Several of them have paintings on

the rock-walls in red and vhite colours and

practically every rock-shelter contains micro-

liths in the loose surface deposits A group

of such rock-shelters in the Panchmarhi hills

had been evplored more thoroughlj
,
but so far

no detailed report on the microlithic industries

of these rock-shelters is available

The present writer recently excavated the

microlithic site’ on the Adamgarh hill near

Hoshangabad in Madhya Pradesh A preli-

minary account of the microliths obtained in

this exeavation is presented in this short paper
The results of the typological studies of

the microliths recovered from the trench

No ADG-1 haAc been shotvn graphically

and also m the tabular form For vant of
additional data on the soil analysis, the C-J4
dates and the animal bones rccotcrcd in this

excavation, no attempt has been made to draw
specific conclusions as regards the type of

culture or cultures represented by these

microlithic industries

The microlith-bearing depositon the Adam-
garh hill is the black clay* It is a massive

deposit having no partings or layers indicating

Its formation bv water action It lies cither

directly on the local quartzite rocks or rests

unconformably over the eroded red clays of

latcritic origin There is thus a clear strati-

graphic break between the underlying red

clay yielding Early Stone Age industries and

the black clay containing the microliths

ADAAIGARH EXCAVATION
Microliths From Trench ADG-1

Depths in ems

( 1 )

Triangles

(2)

Trapezes

(3)

Scrapers

(4)

Cores

(5)

Points

(6)

Blades

(7)

Total

(8)

0—10 1 4 67 39 111

10—20 31 1 22 74 163 167 458

20—30 55 6 32 154 268 389 904

30—40 37 2 23 99 687 605 1453

40—50 39 2 17 106 429 517 1110

50—60 19 1 17 90 355 360 842

60—70 1 2 8 55 97 163

Total 182 12 114 535 2024 2174 5041

’ Indian Archaeology, 1960-61, p 12-16

® Proc Indian Science Congress, 1962, Part III, p 1414
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In its mineral contents and chemical com-

position, this back clay is the same black cotton

soil from the Narmada terrace surrounding

the Adamgarh hill The occurrence of the

<black cla> on the top of the Adamgarh hill

seems to be due to Mind action, and this is an

important eiidence of the increased dryness,

perhaps due to a marked climatic change

during the occupation of the hill by the micro-

lith-using people

The microliths are made on a lariety of

siliceous minerals like chalccdonj
, chert and

jasper The nodules of these minerals are not

available in the rocks of the Adamgarh hill and

they must have been brought on the lull by the

tool-makers from the neighbouring Narmada

river From an area measuring approxi-

mately 25 sq m excavated to a depth of 2 m ,

over 270 kg of the waste material, including

partially Morked nodules and fragments, ivere

reco\ eredfrom the black soil The total weight

of all the microhthic tools, however, does

not exceed 5 kg The occurrence of such a

huge quantity of raw material and finished

and unfinished tools gives a clear idea of this

microhthic factory site

The richest microhth-bearing levels in the

ADG-1 arc those between the 20 ems and

50 ems
,
which have yielded over two-thirds

of the total of about 5,000 tools In all the

levels, the points and blades are the chief

constituents
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The triangles and scrapers together form less

than 5 per cent of the tool collections from the

levels 40 ems and 50 ems In the 30 ems
level,while the points indicate a marked decrease,

there is an appreciable increase not only in the

triangles and scrapers, but also in tlie trapezes

The proportion of the trapezes is so insigni-

ficant that this tool-type does not shou ant

characteristic feature It thus appears that

only the points and blades hate specific func-

tional value in this microlithic assemblage

The triangles, most of which arc of scalene-

type, are rather a variety of points Along
with some asymmetrical points, the triangles

could have been used as barbs

As stated above, the points form one of the

major tool-types E\cepting about 5 per cent

of the points worked on flakes or irregular

nodules, the majority arc made on blades

Among the sub-types are the bimargmally

retouched points (about 7 per cent), those

retouched only on one edge (about 20 per cent),

points made on simple unretouched blades

(about 6 per cent), crescentic points (about

6 per cent), single shouldered and tanged

points (5 5 per cent), and a large number of

unclassified points Besides, there arc a few
awls, borers and transverse arrow-heads

The blade-category includes retouched and
unretouched blades and a large quantity of

asymmetrical blades, flake-blades and broken

blades In the retouched blades, the majority

are crescentic and curved-back varieties, uhile

the rest of the blades have straight retouched

edge

The scrapers are made on cores and flakes,

as well as on blades, and their several sub-types

can be uoiked out on the basis of the nature

of the scraper-edge

Some five hundred cores were obtained from
this trench (ADG-I), of which nearly half

stem to have been utilized as core-scrapers

Besides, there are conical and cj'lindrical-tj pe
cores and a few with chiscl-cnd or having
tabular or discoidal forms

While the animal bones were found in

association with the microliths throughout
the black soil deposit in the trench ADG-I,
a few pieces of highh weathered potter) of

indeterminable shapes were obtained from the

black-clay to a depth of20 ems from the surface

Since the geometric forms like trapezes

and triangles occur at all the levels, according

to the present conventions, the entire micro-

lithic industry of Adamgarh will have to be

regarded as “geometric”

The relative increase in triangles and trape-

zes and the occurrence of a few fragments of

macc-hcads in the middle levels (30-50 ems)

may be of some significance But on the whole,

the microlithic assemblage and other evidence

from this site, perhaps point to a hunting and

food-collecting type of cultures A few more

trenches have been dug in the microlith-

bearing deposit on the Adamgarh hill and the

study of the material from all these trenches

may throw some more light on the microlithic

habitations of this area The present excava-

tion has, however, not provided any clues

regarding the antiquity of the rock-paintings

occurring on this hill
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Tobacco Boxes and Tinder Bo!xes in the

Etlinological Collection of the Central

Museum, Nagpur

Bv

P M ]\IULE\

The Centnl Museum, Nagpur, contains a

representatn c collection of the tribal art of the

aboriginals like the Gonds, Banjaras, Oraons,

Korkus, etc
,
of the former I\Iadhya Pradesh

The nucleus of the collection was formed m
the pioneer days of the museum but the collec-

tion grew as objects of curiosity No serious

attempt was made to ha\e a representative

collection till the year 1914 It was the late

Rai Bahadur Hiralal, formerlj Deputy Collector

of Nagpur, who thought of supplementing it

wath complete sets of clothing, ornaments,

objects of dailj use, household articles and even

images of their Gods It was at the instance

of the British Museum, London, that a represen-

tative assemblage of the tribal articles w^as made

at Nagpur This included not onl) the articles

mentioned aboae but also sought to complete it

by miniature models of their huts, traps and

snares, hunting appliances and was supple-

mented by selected photographs indicating their

daily life While one set w'as fonvarded to

London a few things in duplicate were retained

at the Central Museum, Nagpur, and this may be

said to be the real nucleus of the ethnological

collection at present housed in this Museum

The ethnological collection w'as enriched by

contributions received from the Industrial

Art Exhibition in 1908, but the Indian Science

Congress, Nagpur Session, 1920, contributed

substantially to a major bulk of the small articles

used both by the Gonds and the Korkus

Gonds arc the most numerous tribe in the

Madhya Pradesh and in some parts of the

Vidarbha region Within the Madhya Pradesh
the Gonds muster strong in the Plateau and
Chhatisgarh Division and m the Chandrapur
district of Maharashtra while in Mandla and
the Bastar district they form the major portion

of the population Numerous sub-tribes have
branched off from them Many of them attained

the status of an independent tribes, such as

Murias, Marias, Parjas, Koyas, Pardhans
and others Gonds are found in different

stages of development according to their en-

vironment As there is good deal of intercom-
munication with outsiders they are cultivating

new' ideas and giving up man} of their primi-
tive ways and methods Gonds have adopted
many articles of daily use, dress, ornaments,
agricultural methods and even Gods, from
Hindus The traces of their primitive culture

are very well preserved in the ethnological

collection of the Central Museum, Nagpur.

Amongst the outstanding objects housed in the
museum, I propose to deal with the wooden and
brass tinder receptacles which could be used
as tobacco pouches also Tobacco plays
a very important part in the life of the aborigines

and Its importance in tribal life cannot be over
emphasised In Bastar, to ask for tobacco is

a symbol of erotic suggestions and thus strikes

at the root of life itself The tobacco cases

in the museum are studied under two groups
mainly from the material they are made of.



The museum has a number of such cases made
an wood and of brass In the former a number
of types suggest themselves from the shape

as wdl as the decoration

No 1 It is a wooden tobacco bo\ shaped
like a bottle and is carved out of a single piece

of wood The bottom and the top portion

IS decorated with horizontally grooved lines

while the belly of the bo''t is decorated with

teeth like projections hanging from a looped

String The bottle is provided with a stopper

made of wood and the case is hung from the

waist by means of a string This type is

commonly used by Maria Gonds of Bastar

(Cf “Verner Elwin The Tribal Art of Middle

India", Fig 70 )
Length 9 4 cms Dia 3 2

No 2 Represents a similar bottle with less

sophasticated form It has a plain body and
the groovings consists of incised lines on the

neck and body (Cf “The Tribal Art of

Middle India” Fig 70) Not illustrated,

Length 7 9 cms Dia 2 6 cms

No 3 It IS a unique type consisting of two

lathe-turned balls joined together and hollowed

from both ends There ai^ openings on both

the sides which suggested that one end of it

could be used as a tobacco pouch and the other

as a receptacle for cotton in the form of tinder

Such a combination is rarely met with and the

specimen does not seem to be paralleled else-

where Length 6 6 errs Dia 3 0 cms

No 4 Is a plain torpedo-shaped bottle

which IS carved out of a single piece and turned

on a lathe It belongs to a plain variety and

has a grooved ridge at the top for holding its

Stopper Length 6 5 cms Dia 3 00 cms

No 5 It belongs to the same class

as above No 4 but differs from it in

having zinc cap covering on the entire

portion of the belly and the narrow mouth
The zinc sheath is serrated at the lower edges

and there is a tight fitting wooden stopper

for the case This and the two earlier instances

are reckoned by Dr Verner Elwin to re-

present a decorative motif representing a girl’s

nipples, which, however, does not seem to be

the case It is more probable that the shape

IS derived from the fruits in nature and as will

be shown below we have four actual specimens
in the fruit shells in the museum Length 7 5
cms Dia 3 8 cms #
No 6 It IS yet another receptacle for tobacco

but the wood has been turned into eleven

gadroons starting from the pointed base and
reaching up to the neck The neck portion

IS left plain and takes in a wooden stopper

Though simple the elegance of form and the

symmetry of the gadroons is quite noteworthy

This type is primarily used by the Gonds and
does not seem to have been illustrated earlier

Length 5 5 cms Dia 4 2

No. 7 The following two tobacco cases

represent a new variety which may be described

as representing a unripe mango or ‘Kuhiri’

type The lower portion is a single piece more
or less horn-shaped and hollowed from within

The rounded portion on the top has been made
into a separate piece complete with groovings

at the neck, etc
,
and the two pieces have been

joined together by lac or some resinous matter

The bottle is provided with a pmacled top stop-

per For hanging the pouch a hole is bored at the

concave end ofthe lower receptacle and a knotted

string IS passed through it for suspension on
the girdle The body of the bottle has gadroons

in imitation of wild fruit L 9 00 cms Thick

2 3 cms

No 8 This IS similar to the above but is more
flattish and adorned with graceful curves on the

body Like the above specimen it is also

made m two pieces and joined by lac

An unusual feature is the dome top having a

square cross section for the peg of the stopper

Square stoppers are rarely seen in the aboriginal

equipment Dr Verner Elwin illustrates a

tobacco case (of wood) which has a petaled

design on the body and cross hatchings

{Tribal Art of Middle India) Fig 69 [Plate

No 6] ,
L 7 1 cms Thick 2 00 cms

No 9 Another variety is represented by a

curved wooden receptacle which could easily

be mistaken for a phallus by foreign anthro-

pologists Like specimen No 5, it has a zinc

top which covers the mouth portion The body

of the wood is decorated with four bands in red

Verner Elwm The Tribal Art of Middle India Fig 70
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colour which has disintegrated in time or by
constant handling The bottle is held from a

tasselled string tied from a groove near the

necK~ It has a plain domed wooden stopper

[Plate No 8] L 8 1 cms

No 10 It is another fine example of tribal

Art It is a small cylindrical bottle of wood
with a conical top It is hollowed by drilling

and the case is covered by a matted coiering
' -which makes a very fine diaper pattern of

elongated diamonds on both the sides The
design IS primitive yet simple and attractive

on account of the contrasting colours used for

the warp and the weft The bottle is hung by

the string at the top which connects it to the

stopper Similar tubes of greater lengths are

used by Kutra Khonds in the Ganjam Distt

’{Tribal Art of Mid India) Fig 65, 66 but the

material used is bamboo which accounts for

"their extraordinary length and the multitude

of pattern which appear to be incised on the

body The bottle in the museum is of wood
and the decoration is in mat work [Plate No 5]

L 10 2 cms D 2 3 cms

The Ethnological collection in the museum
has also a compendium for lighting the strike-a-

light as well as a manicure set The apparatus

IS held in a ring which contains a large piece of

iron which could be used for striking the

flint The manicure set, as usual consisting of

three items, has a nail-parer, a pair of tongs and

a needle for removing thorns, all earned in a

single unit Besides this, it has three long

chains at the end of which are hung the tinder

boxes which in two cases are prepared by

hollow'ing a fruit called “ Hingan bet ” The
third one is a brass bell-shaped tinder box with a

hole at the base for keeping the cotton The
antiquity of nail-parer and manicure set can be

traced back to the chalcolithic times in India

being known from Chanudaro and early his-

torical levels at Patna and Hastinapur

The museum has got only one tinder case

w'hich consists of a tender ‘ bilva ’ fruit hollowed

out and fitted with a stopper

The Brass specimens in the museum Ethno-

logical collection consists of 9 pieces and are

distinct for their shapes and varieties They

are invariably made in brass by the cire-per~

due process They employ the technique of

having concentric wires as the base over which
the ornaments or decorations are soldered by the

'

applique technique They are generally'- very'

sturdy and comparatively heavier for the objects

they carry [Fig I 7]

No 1 Two of them are shaped like w'heels

having a flat underside and a slightly' conical

top The underside is decorated with" con-

centric rings-w'lth a beaded border and the upper

domical side carries over it six beaded bands

like the spokes of the wheel The hub is

represented by a prominently large ferrule

There are tw o specimens of this class each about

5 c m in diameter These cases are not paraded

by any specimen illustrated by Dr Elw in His

case representing a wheel The tribal Art

of Middle India (Fig 66) shows clearly the

w'ooden joints in imitation in brass but our

specimens do not have any'thmg of the kind

They very nearly approach the object supposed

to represent a tortoise The Tribal Art of Middle

India [Fig 68] W'hich, however, is not the case

L 5 8 cms Dia 5 1 cms

No 2 The next class belongs to a senes

which IS commonly known as the ‘Doric’, i c ,

like a biconical bead w'lth sharp tapering sides

The specimen of this class is proiided with

a decorated cap with serrated designs at either

ends and a beaded band on the central ridge

It IS also provided w ith a strong double hook on
one side L 4 8 cms Dia 3 4 cms

No 3 Tw'o other biconical specimens of

this class are hung from chains and are con-

siderably worn by use Eicninthis state they

display the wire work beneath L 4 3 cms Dia

2 3 cms

No 4 It is a simple tobacco case which
Dr Elwin describes as simulating a girl’s nipples

The Tribal Art of Middle India (Fig 70) Both
Its ends are equipped with fittings with linear-

patterns The body is plain and fitted on the

side with a strong hook L 6 cms Dia 3 3 cms

No 5 Another specimen belonging to the

same class is a biconical bottle with a narrow

base and hawng ware work on the top of the

A-:3I3—17 A
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plain body The neck has a number of con-

centric grooMngs and the base is fitted with a

rosette as the base The wires run across the

body giving the bottle a gadrooned effect and

seem to have been hammered on to the body

A hook as usual is attached to the belly L
4 9 cms Dia 3 8 cms

No 6 It is an elaborately decorated bottle

with a long tapering base and a comparatively

shorter neck The neck is decorated with

uire patterns and the belly is embellished

with small diamonds and festoons in between

them The lower portion of the bottle is

elaborately worked with wire-work alternating

uith similar work arranged in herring-bone

patterns which are juxtaposed Festoons also

adorn the portion near the base A dividing

line marks the portion for the hook which
appears on the waist L 8 3 cms

No 7 The last speciman is shaped like the

horn of an animal and is one of the unique

types in the museum collection The top,

which is conical, has a broad beaded ridge and
the horn itself is decorated with wire-work and
herring-bone design At one end there are a

number of loops from which are hung tinkling

bells w'hich add to the grace of this neatly

worked specimen The tip of the horn being

left undecorated adds to the grace of the object

and in spite of its elaborateness this specimen is-

one of the best tobacco cases preserved in the
museum In design it simulates the tobacco box
illustrated by Dr Elwin in ‘Maria and their

Ghotul’ (Fig 1 03), though the object is undoub-
tedly of a different shape L 110 cms

Though the collection is comparatively

small one, it repiesents many aspects of tribal

art both'in w'ood and in metal casting and has a
representative character With the infiltration

of Civilization in tribal areas, the art and the-

skill attained by the artisian in the days of

the Yore is fast dying out and as such deserves

to be preserved and studied
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Evidences of Indian Culture in South-East Asia

By

Prof P V Bapat, Poona

Buddhism being a dominant religion at pre-

sent in all the countries of south-east Asia, that

IS, Burma, Thailand (Siam), Cambodia, Laos

^nd Vietnam (North and South), there is no

wonder that all these countries are culturally

^ffihated to India We have traces in these

countries not only of Buddhist culture but also

of Brahmamcal culture

From the shores of India, we may think of

•five cultural waves emanating and spread-

ing towards countries in the south and south-

east

The colonisation of Ceylon by Indians coming

from northern India and leaving the western

shore of India at or round about Surparaka,

under the leadership of Vijaya, may be safely

dated before the commencement of the Chris-

tian era at the latest, although the ancient

Chronicle's of Ceylon like Dipavamsa and

Mahdvamsa put that event as early as the death

of the Buddha, that is 483 B C accroding to

Western scholars, or 543 B C according to the

traditional account of the Theravada Buddhists

>of southern countries

The second cultural waie may be dated

somewhere round about the 2nd and 3rd cen-

turies AD on the eastern shores of India

Amaravati and Nagarjunikonda had already

-become prominent centres of Buddhism and

from these places emanated the second cultural

wave that dashed against the western shores of

lower or southern Burma, which was known

in those days as Ramanna-desa, and also of

farther south-eastern countries like IMalay,

Sumatra, Funan (that is, Combodia and all

southern Thailand up to its centre) and Champa,
the kingdom of the Chams who founded their

kingdom in the modern south-eastern corner

of Vietnam.

The Third cultural wave may be put round
about the 5th and 6th centuries A D in the

Gupta period and may be said to hav'e emanated

from KaSchipuram (modern Conjeevaram), the

capital of the Pallavas This wave was parti-

cularly remarkable on account of its carrying

the influence of Gupta art of India to Malay
Peninsula, Indonesian islands, and to Funan

This was the golden age of India and was

characterised by the revival and spread of

Brahmanism to Sumatra, Java and Cambodia

The fourth cultural wave may be dated

round about the 7th—9th centuries A D when

the influence of Brahmanism waned and there

was resurgence of Buddhism—early Buddhism

of Theravada school in southern Burma, and

northern and western Thailand under the

influence of the Monsand Mahayana Buddhism

under Sailendra kings in Sumatra and Java

The fifth and the last cultural wave may be
dated round about the 9th— 11th centuries

A D under the influence of Pala kings of

eastern India The influence of Mahayana
Buddhism spread far and wide to Indonesian

islands and there prevailed in Cambodia the

spirit of fusion between Mahay anism Tid
SaiMsm, noticeable in the architectural monu-
ments dedicated to Lokc^vara There was

also the rise of the cult of Devaraja, w'herc the
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king was supposed to take the place of the

highest among living beings and thus deserved

worship at the hands of ordinary human
beings The complete fusion between Bud-
dhism and Brahmanism was effected and it

continued until the fall of Khmer kings of

Cambodia in the 15th century AD

In this paper we intend to restrict ourselves

to the expansion of Indian culture to the coun-

tries of south-east Asia, i e
,
to Burma, Thailand,

Cambodia, Laos and Vietnam The people

of Vietnam, mostly of Chinese origin, are

Mahayanists, while the people of the remaining

countries profess Buddhism of the orthodox

Theravada school

When, people migrate, on a large scale, from
one country to another, they carry with them
their beliefs, religious or otherwise, their

customs, social practices, their literature, their

arts—architecture, sculpture, painting—their

language, the names of individuals and towns;

in short, their whole culture

If we look at the map of India side by side

with that of south-east Asian countries, we
will find that Lower or southern Burma is

due east of the present Andhra and southern
parts of Orissa (old Kalinga)on the eastern shore

of India In this part of India, there had already

grown great centres of Buddhism in the region of

the hills of the Eastern Ghats, Amaravatl and
Nagarjumkonda, in particular The recent

archaeological excavations at the latter place

have revealed many Buddhist monuments
From tins region, a large number of adventurers,

traders and along with them their religious

priests as well as followers that included artists

and artisans, went to southern Burma and
established then little kingdoms As these

people mostly came from Telangana, a part

of the present Andhra, they were called in

Burma by the name of Takings These
people got so much inextricably mixed up
with the local inhabitants that their later

generations could no longer be distinguished

and they came to be known as Mons These
Mons had their centres at Thaton and Pegu
—which even now is called Ossa-Pegu, as many
labourers come to this place from Ossa, i e ,

Orissa—and they professed carlj form of

Buddhism coiresponding to modern Theravada
These Mons established their kingdoms not

only in southern Burma but extended their

territories to the northern and western regions

of modern Thailand, as is ptoicd by a Mon
inscription in Lopburi in central Thailand
written in a South Indian script They hacF

their own culture and maintained their high

position until 1 Ith century A D At that time

in northern Burma, King Aniruddha of nor-

thern Burma not being satisfied with the

prevailing religion in that part and knowing
that in southern Burma there was a higher

form of religion as well as rich religious

literature sent word to the Mon king Manuha of

Thaton that he should send the religious

priests as w’cll as a copy of their sacred texts,

w’hich they should teach to his subjects -

This request was refused with contempt,

which enraged IGng Aniruddha, with the

result that he came down upon Thaton,

defeated the king and carried as his booty the

king, religious priests, their literature laden

on thirty-two white elephants, and artists

and artisans w’lth him to Pagan, the capital

of northern Burma As northern Burma w'as

very backward, the culture and religion of

these aanquished people of Thaton ultimately

gained ground and triumphed

Even now w'e find a sprinkling of these

Mons all over Burma and northern regions

of Thailand In fact, in Pegu, the WTiter of

this paper w'as guided by"^ a gentleman w'ho

claimed to be a descendant of the Mons He
was, before the separation of Burma from

India, a Burman representative in one of the

Houses of Legislature at New Delhi ‘‘Look

at me,” said he, ‘‘how tall I am and how straight

IS my nose ” These people even now
observe marriage-customs of India

Inscriptions

In the inscriptions of Mon language that

have been discovered in Burma are noted,

several w'ords of Indian origin and words that

remind us of Indian social system There

are references to the fourfold varnas of Indian

society and to the material reqmsites in the
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worship of Hindu gods such as stumps of

banana trees, conch, diind grass, sugarcane,

w ashed nce-grain and also mention of the deit\

,

Kara) ana Tow irds the beginning of the 20th

centurj some golden scrolls with inscriptions

in Pah were discoi cred near Prome(incient Si-sit

of the IMons, cqunalcnt of SriKsctra) The)

contain passages froni’Ninaja and \bhidharnii

written in Telugu-Kannada script of South India

of about pth centur\ AD \ Buddha image

has also been disco\crcd round about the same
place, on which we haae an inscription in the

language of the P}us, earlier inhabitants of

Tibeto origin and in Sanskrit which gnes the

famous Buddhist formula “Yc dliarvia Iieiu-

probltazah ” On another a otnc object, we
haae a Sanskrit inscription written in old

Bengali script, which begins with “Mayn
Amruddhadezena kriam ”, “Prepared bj me
Aniruddhadeaa”.

A discoterj of recent date has been most

interesting In the last second world-war, in

Rangoon, a stupa in what was called Bota-tong

pagoda was destrojed in the course of bombing
of the town At the end of the war, the local

people thought that inasmuch as it was

already ruined, the\ should^go to the bottom of

It and find out w’hat it contains So thej' went

on digging and clearing the whole debris To
their astonishment, the^ found in a chamber at

the base a stone casket of the shape of a spiral

cone enclosing another of a similar shape with

golden colour In that inner spiral conical

casket, they found a small pagoda along with

an image of the Buddha and two tiny pieces, of

the size of a mustard seed, of the bodily rehes

and a sm ill hair On the backside of the image

of the Buddha, there is carved the famous

Buddhist formula in Pah written in Gupta

characters of the fifth century A D This

formula has been alrcadj referred to aboac

as occunng in Sanskrit The formula occurring in

seaeral Buddhist monuments all orcr Buddhist

countries simph saj's that the Buddha teaches

the origin of all things that haa e an origin and

how' these things can be brought to an end

In Lopburi, central Thailand, and in Sritam-

marat (south-western Thailand) Sanskrit inscrip-

tions are also found probablj of about 6th

century AD In- Cambodia, especially at

Ankor Wat, and at Po-nagar near Nhatrang
(old kingdom of Champa) in the south-east

corner of Indo-China, hundreds of Sanskrit

inscriptions haae been discotered written in

praise of the Buddhist or Brahmanical deities, or
in praise of the kings of the soil In most of

these inscriptions, the era tint is used is 6aka
era, though in Burma and oceasionally also in

Thailand, we find the use of Culasakkaraja, the

Burmese era, w Inch began in 640 A D

Works of Art . Architecture, Sculpture
and Painting

In Burma, Thailand, Cambodia and Laos,

we find, at present, that most of the stupas

hare got towering pinnacles, which mark a
development from the original dome-hke shape
of stupas found m early times in India Even
in this latter country, we occasionally find an
ornamental umbrella on the hemispherical top
of the stiipa In Burma and in Laos, we w'ere

surprised to find, as against the prevailing type
of tlie pinnacles of stiipas, dome-shaped stupas

with a little tapering construction at the

top A stiipa of this kind is noticed in the

vicinity of Sagain Hills in north Burma It is

called by name Kaungmudavv and is of enor-

mous size with more than 800 lamp-posts
around it A similar stiipa is also found
at Vat Visun, in Luangprabang, the royal

capital of Laos, though of a smaller

size and without any lamp-posts In Pagan,
the old capital of northern Burma, we have a

large number of temples of different periods

scattered over the area of 1 6 square miles Here
w e have a temple w itli a tower in imitation of the

Buddha-Gaya temple in India On tlie outside

of the Southern wall of this temple is still found
a figure of Hanuman put in a niche in the w'all

Here are also some old temples constructed by
Mon artists, w’ho came along with King Manuha,
w hen he w as brought in captivity from Thaton
by King Aniruddha, as mentioned above already-

Such temples are Kubyaukki, Nanpaja, and
hlanuha—all in Pagan They w'ere built in the

1 1 th century A D and are typicallj' Mon
Some of them have the perforated stone-

windows, a feature is also noticed in some
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of the temples at Bantey Srei near Angkor Vat

In Kubyaukki we also notice some paintings,

which have their legends written in Old Mon
The ground plan of the famous Ananda temple

at Pagan is made after a Brahmanical temple

in Paharpur in East Bengal Even the lower

part of the spire is modelled after a hhhara in a

Hindu temple in eastern India Another

temple, called by name Nat-Hlaung-Kyaung,

IS the only existing Hindu temple, though now
in a dilapidated condition, dedicated to God
Visnu There were, it is said, images of all

the ten Avataras, but now not much of it

remains This is, perhaps, the earliest surviv-

ing monument of Pagan

In Thailand also, at Chieng-mai in the

extreme north-west of Thailand, we ha\e the

temple of Wat Ced yod, with its tower like

that of Buddha-Gaya temple Artists and engi-

neers were specially sent to India and then

this temple was built On the outer sides of the

dilapidated walls of this temple are seen

recesses round about in which we find figures

standing as we do see in Indian temples Tlicrc

are different styles of spires noticed in this

town Vat Ku Tao is an old temple, the

spire of which consists of what appears to be

a vertical pile of huge earthen jars, the jars

diminish in size as they go up On each side

of these jars is the figure of the Buddha This

type of a spire appears to be very rare There is

another temple Cedi Sebum by name, which

appears to be a Hindu temple converted into

a Buddhist temple, as the spire appears to be

entirely a sikhara of a Hindu temple At the

entrance of the premises of this temple, there is

a sign-board in Thai langauage, w'hich prohibits

women from entering the temple This re-

minded us of the Kartikaswaml temple on the

Parvatl hill of Poona, where women are not

supposed to go At Vat Chieng-man, we were

shown a figure of the Buddha placed in a

specially prepared casing It is not ordinarily

exibited as it is considered to be very rare,

being specially procured from India It is a

standing Buddha flanked on one side by a

sitting elephant and on the other by a child

holding aloft what appears to be a wheel in

his right hand On both sides of his face there

is an inscription carved in some indistinct

letters in old Nagarl letters

Till about 13th centurj, Thailand or Siam
had no separate existence of its own The
nortlicrn and w'cstcrn parts were occupied by
the Mons and all southern parts up to its centre

along with modern Cambodia was included in

W'hat was then called by the name of Funan
This region was ahead}’- considerably influenced

by the Brahmanical culture of south India

Tradition has it that an Indian, Kaundnva by
name, came from India, married a local princess

and continued to rule that countr}' It is

also related in Chinese records, that a successor

to him sent an embassy to India by the middle

of the third century A D From what we see

of the old traces of early Buddhism at Nakhon
Pathom (Nagara Prathama), it appears that the

Mons had brought the same to this country,

and, perhaps, this was the first place in south-

west Thailand where they introduced their

religion c have here stone dfiarma-cakras

and inscriptions in old Indian script giving the

Buddhist formula “ Yc dhammd httuppa-

bhava ” There arc stone-figures of Deer
symbolical of the Deer-forest at Sarnath

They ha\c preserved trees which are called

Rajlyatana, Nigrodha (Banyan tree), Bodhi

tree, mango and «7/fl trees A flat slab of

stone used in ancient dajs as a gandi to call

meetings of the monks is presen ed here It

has a ringing sound and even now in Burma in

Buddhist temples flat slabs of brass

made after the same model are found to be

placed On the walls of the temple are found

gathas from Dhamviapada WTitten in old Khmer
script In this region are also found the statues

of the Buddha standing, or sitting as on a chair

(Litasana) aftei the model found in some Indian

caves, or statues Wath garments transparent

m the Gupta style of India About the

sculpture in this land of Thailand or Siam,

Reginald Lc May, author of “ The Culture of

South-East Asia ” remarks (p t)3 of 1 954

edition) “ All the sculptural influence brought

to bear upon the peoples inhabiting Siam in

historic times has come either directly or

indirectly, from India ” The beautiful

figure of a Bodhisattva, possibly Lokesvara,
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now m Bangkok Museum, but originally

discovered at C]ni}’)'a in the evtrcmc south of

Thailand, vith its liibliaiiga posture, suggests

Its Indian oiigmal disco\ercd in voiks of

art, either of sculpture, or of painting as in

Ajanta As said abo^e, there are statues of

Hindu gods also Not far from Nakhon Pathom,

there is a solitar} image of Ganesa AMth onh
t\AO arms A similar one with tvo arms only

is also found in the hluseums of A3'Uthia and

of Vitntienne, tln^ administrative capital of

Laos The latter is a standing image In the

Museums of Bangkok, Pnompenh, the capital

of Cambodia, and Saigon we find ser eral statues

of Vishnu or of Harihara in south-Indian style

There are also found Sivalingas scattered all

OAer south-east Asia In Chai}')'a was also

discoAcred a viuKhahtiga, now kept in the

Bangkok Museum Phra Paramadhatu is a

temple in Chai}j'a, perhaps the only one of

6hriMja\a st)le In the city of Bangkok, on

the mam Siriphongs road, are three Hindu
temples of Ganesa, Visnu and 6iva Their

worship IS m the hands of souih-Indian Brah-

mans, who are carrying on their worship m
Indian style, although they have married

local women At Lopburi, there is a temple

dedicated to the AAorship of God Visnu wjth a

turban on his head and local women are found

to be w’orshipping the image in their peculiar

way of pasting thin gold leaves on the image

and burning candles before the image This

custom of pasting thin gold leaves is also

found among the Burmans and the present

writer found that such thin gold leaves, 1 00 m
number, rvere available for Rs 7 and 12 annas

in Burma at that time (1953) At Ayuthia in

Thailand, there are also three Brahmanic

temples side by side and there is an inscription

of quite recent date (about 1905-06) which

records the visit of the then ruling Thai king

to these temples These temples arc in the

style of the gopuras of south India

In Bangkok on the walls of the ro)ral temple

of the Emerald Buddha, we have the whole story

of Ramdyana, according to the Thai version of

the same, painted Havana is shown there

w'lth his ten faces arranged vertically, one

each at the base and at the top, and two side by

side at intermediate stages This way of

representing the faces of the Ravana is found
also at Bantc}’’ Srei, near Angkor Vat where on
the top of a low entrance to a temple is earthed

the figure of Ravana tvith serpen faces visible,

tA\o side by side at three different stages,

one at the top and the other three are.supposed to

be at the backside Here Ravam is represented

as shaking the Kailasa mountain, w'here Siva and
Panati are shown to be sitting The story of

Rainnyoiia as corrupted in south-east Asia is

also found in the paintings on the walls of

temples in Vientienne and Luangprtbang in

Laos In this corrupted story, Sita is repre-

sented as a daughter of Ravana Avho, after some
A ears does not recognise her and attempts

to AAoo her

At Anglor Vat, in the extreme north of

Cambodia, near the border of Thailand, there

arc huge massiAc stone temples dedicated to

Visnu or 6iva These are made of stones

piled one upon the other, AA'iihout any use of

cementing mortar They haA^e enormous length

and breadth—the enclosing AAalls around the
lakes encii cling the temples are about a mile

each These temples have high colossal towersy

sometimes reaching the height of as many as

150 feet, on the top of the mam shrine contain-

ing the image, reached by a verj' long and
dangerously narrow', slippeiy flight of stairs.

There are scores of temples in this area and a
Ausitor IS struck AAith w'onder at the gigantic

scales of every' feature of these temples.

There are galleries about three-fifths of a mile,

on Avhich the stories of Ramayana or Maha-
blmaia, or Puranas are found relief We
may find that the story of the abduction

of Sfta, or of a visit to her by Hanumana
or the fight bctAAeen Vali and SugriA'a, or

the story of Gajendramoksa, or the story of

the churning of the ocean, gods and asuras,

flanking the churning rod, about fifty feet

each side Here also Rai'ana is shown with
his faces in a A'ertical arrangement, three on
the lowest level, three on the next higher,

and one on the topmost level, three others

being on the backside, Avhich obviously the

artist cannot shoAV These temples belong

to llth century A D onwards.
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and the mam images m the sanctum \ tried

according to whims of the ruling kings If he

happened to be a follower of Buddhism, ht

would not hesitate putting an image of the

Buddha m the place of that of t Hindu deity

Reallj', these temples deserve to be called

“Wonders of the World” In Ponagar, near

Nhatrang, in the south-east corner of Indo-

China, there are remains of 6iva temples, or

temples dedicated to Uma, with inscriptions m
old Nagarl characters on the sides of the

entrance Sometimes the inscriptions arc

written in old Palla^ a script and the era used

IS the Saka era This south-east corner of

Indo-China represents the old kingdom of

'Champa and the people arc called bj the name
of Chams The oldest Sanscrit inscnption on

stone discoi ered so far in Indo-China goes

.back to the third century' A D

Customs

Some Indian customs are obsened in these

countries of South-East Asia It is the practice

m Burma, Thailand, Cambodia and Laos that

every male person must, at some time or the

other in his life, go to the monaster} and Ine
there the life of a monk Apparentl}, this is

meant to imbibe m oneself the discipline

involved in the plain and simple life of a monk
The present writer has met a young na\ al officer

and a young radio announcer, both from Burma,
working respectively in Bomba} and New
York, donning the monastic garb They ex-

plained to him that they had adopted that kind

of life, only for a few days, according to the

prevailing custom in their families, and they

expect to return to the family-life after the

stipulated period This custom of accepting

the monastic life is called Shnnpetc and it is

celebrated with great eclat The young boy
wears rich ceremonial dress with a coronet on

his head and, if the boy is small, is carried on a

hoise-back in-a procession throughout the tow'n

.before he accepts the monastic life The
day is celebrated with rich feasts and loud

imusic Even, the King of Thailand, we
iread m papers, had some years back accepted

monastic life. This period is often limited to

a:hree or four months of the rainy season, if not

more This practice ofgoing to monasteries and
s« udying sacred texts there under the guidance of

a monk-teacher corresponds to the old Indian

custom, prcialcnt among the people of the

three upper classes in Indi m social ststem,

the Brahmams, Ksatri}as and VaiS}aS'—the

custom called b} the name of the apatiayaria,

approaching a teacher for stud} lie stays

with him for }cars together and then after

completion of his studies returns to his family

Similarl}, among girls alsoplhcrc is the custom

of car-bonng 'Ihis is aho celebrated with

great pomp espcciall} an ong high rich families

in Burma and 'Ihailand

In Burma, the Mcsa-saiiihrmti da}, the day

when the Sun enters the Zodiac sign of ilfcfa

(Aries), IS celebrated on a \ cry large scale It

lb called the watcr-fcstnal and is obsened on
13th to 15th April for three days At present

the Burmese Goeernment also celebrates it as

a national festnal All men and women, young
and old, throw water on each other and move
about m large festn c gatherings, singing songs

and merry-making Buddhist monks are of

course an exception and nobody bothers them

The singing parties are carried on floats or

trucks decorated with ornamental faces of

different animals, throwing water from their

can-rcser\ oirs on people round about Exen

hose pipes connected with the xxater-carry mg
pipes of the town are used to throw water

on each other It is very difficult to walk

on streets without getting drenched and

nobody minds it This custom was also pre-

\ alent in Thailand and possibly it still exists in

northern Thailand, though not on a large scale

Docs this not remind us of our Ilo/i festn al,

x\hen Indians throw coloured water or coloured

poxvder on one another and move about in

merry-making parties all over the town, singing

and dancing ?

In Thailand until a few years ago, and m
Central Vietnam even now', the practice of

preserving a tuft of hair on the top of the heads

of young boys was and is common among
the villageis, as we find among the Indians

also ns It was in toxvns until recently, and

rs even now among the farmers In Thailand
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and Cambodia, among the upper classes on
ceremonial occasions, and among the villagers,

there is the practice of using the lower garments

in the sa-kaccha fashion of northern India So
also do the Brahmans called Paragu (Pfnaga,

experts in their lore) in Cambodia, "ho arc

now iniested with the charge of guarding the

royal sv ord These Brahmans, though married

to local women, still obsene certain days as

holy da}"s and abstain on those days from meat-

eating In Thailand, ve were icr}' agreeably

surprised by the utterance of the word Siadhi

ivith which people greeted each other when
they met It corresponds to Indian “nomaskm a”
or “jiamaste” It corresponds to Sanskrit

Svasij In Laos, they use Sabdy (sappdyo,

agreeable) as they meet and shasit as they depart

after meeting Among the Chams, wlio ha^c

now turned Muslims, there is a sacred text

which begins wnth szoiith and stdhth, which are

nothing more than szasU and stddht Tattooing

seems to be a very common practice in Thailand

and Laos and we ha\e seen c\cn Buddhist

monks haaing sacred passages from Buddhist

texts tattooed on their lower arms

While offering homage to the sacred images

of the Buddha, they kneel down and offer

•candle-sticks or mccnsc-sticks which they keep

burning In one of the temples dedicated to a

marine deity in Saigon, we w’crc surprised to

Bnd, hanging from the ceiling, thick, sweet-

•scented, spiral incensc-sticks, which keep on

burning for months together Faitlyful dc\o-

tee-customers arc asked as to wdiat kinds of

incensc-sticks they would like to purchase

—

those that would last for tw'o months, three

months, or six months In Thcravada temples

shoes are not permitted, while in the Mahayana

temples of the Chinese m Saigon, one can

approach even an image of the Buddha with

shoes on Upo<<atha days, the eighth of each

fortnight, fourteenth of the dark half and

fifteenth of the bright half, arc spent in

monasteries Laymen wear special dress

on that day Some use dark chocolate-

coloured-clothes, while in Laos white clothes

seemed to be preferred People are found to be

counting the beads of rosaries, wduch they use

bn that day Sermons are being delivered

which laymtn attend to in large numbers
Sometimes people go with their lunch, feed the
Buddhist monks, and spend the wdiole day in

monasteries listening to the sermons In Viet-
nam, death-anniversary' is observed, like Indian
^rdddha day, and Buddhist monks and friends
and relations are fed on that day In Thailand,
there was the swing-festival, which seems to be
falling now in the back-ground In Bangkok,
in a main square, there are two huge pillars with
a cioss-bcam on the top, to which ropes were
tied for making a swing and people used to
hav e tnc sport of taking swings This corres-
ponds to Indian swing-festivals, which are
obsen ed in certain parts of India round about
Naga-pahchami day People hav c faith in astro-

logy and palmistry and books on the same
written on palm leaves, or on white cloth also,

arc found in north Burma and Laos
,
but there

arc now very few people left who can read
those books

Languages

Lastlv, we come to the linguistic evidence
The language of the Burmans really belongs to
an altogether distinct group, that of the Tibeto-
Chinese But on account of the language of
Pall which has become the sacred language
of the Buddhists, so many Sanskrit woids,
though in a corrupt form, are being used by
the Buddhists Sometimes, it is found that
though the Buddhists may be writing the word
corrcctlv', thev' would pionouncc them in their
ow'n way' Just as the Bengalis often write the
word Ksamci properh, but they would pio-
nouncc the same as Khavia The same thing
happens with the Burmans, Thais, or Laotian
people The words “sutta” “sasana” and “San-
gha” are pronounced by the Burmans as “tutta”
“tatana” and “Tangha”, respectiv'ely “Sin”
is pionounced as “thin” “Citta” becomes
“set”’and “sacca”’ becomes “tissa” “Canda”
becomes “sanda” Sometimes w'oids are ab-
breviated “uposatha” becomes “ubo” and
kusala becomes “kuto” "Ra” is pronounced

as “ya” and so “arama” becomes “ayo” Ev en
names of certain towns seem to be corruptions
of Indian names Tenasirim seems to have been
derived from Tenasri or Dhanasn
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In Thailand, particularly, we have a host of

names of towns, which are clearly derived from

Indian names Ayuthia, Lopbun, Thonbun
are respectively Ayodhya, Lavapun and Dhana-
puri Sukhothai, Phisanuloka, and Sonkhaloka

are respectively Sukhodaya, Visnuloka and

Svargaloka In Thai language, certain sounds

represented by the third and the fourth letters of

the first five pentads of Sanskrit alphabet are

missing and they, therefore, use the second

letter for the third or the fourth letters of the

pentad For instance, “gin”, a mountain, be-

comes “khili” While the present nnter uas
tra^elllng in a railway train with a Buddhist

dignitary of the Ministry of Religion, he was
looking out of the window After some time,

he came back running towards him saying

“iv/io upahato, Klio upahato” He could not

make out wFat he meant to say When he
himself looked out, he found that a cow was
struck down by the engine of the tram and then

he could understand that the dignitary’s “kho”
meant “go”, a cow A cow was struck down
Bhasa becomes “phasa” For “\a” w'C get

“pha”, and so “vanik” becomes “phanich” and
“vamsa” becomes “phongs” The members of

a conjunct consonant in Sanskrit are pronounced
disjunctly

,
so “sthana” becomes “sathana”

“bhiksu” becomes “phikasu” Once we were
introduced to a lady from Thailand, who
presented to us her name-card, on w'hich the

name was spelt as “Kaseima” We could not
exactly get the import of that name and w^c were
left guessing how a Muslim lad}' “Kaseima” by
name could have come to attend the gathering
which consisted of Buddhists Later on, when
W'C came to know about the peculiarity of read-
ing disjunctly the members of a conjunct con-
sonant, then w'e came to know' that the name
was no other than Ksema or Khema in Pali,

which, as W'e know, is a famous name of a

Buddhist Bhikkunl For “pa” we often get

“ba” So “Pall bhasa” becomes “Bah phasa”
“A” IS pronounced like Bengali “a” as “o”

Final “ra” is often changed into "na”, so

“nagara” becomes “nakhon” , Final conjunct

consonant is often simplified into a single con-

sonant “Vimutti” and “Visuddhi” become
respectively “Vimut” and Visud” Sometimes
the last letters arc dropped and the word is

abbreviated “6ilpa-karana” and “Vaidya-

karana” become “diIpa-kon”and"Vaithya-kon ”

In the same way, we will find corruptions of

Sanskrit words in Cambodian and Laotian

languages, as will be seen from the following

list —
Sanskrit Cambodian

Dcv'atd Tevoda
Vimana Phimean
Brahma Prohm
Nagar nakhon, angkor

Dhama thorn

Narottama Narodam

Sanskrit Laotian

Dhatu that

Yaksa yak

Vijjullata (Pah

w ord)

Msulata

Gin khih

agacchantu agasantu

gri Si

Sangha Sankha

As the Vietnamese language belongs alto-

gether to a different group, being derived from

Chinese, it has no relation basically with Sans-

krit But on account of the use of Sanskrit

words iff Buddhist books, seme werds are

bodily taken The prayers of the Vietnamese

often begin w'lth Nanio Words like Avntabha

are found used by them

Thus, from the evidence cited above, are

W'e not justified in saying that Indian culture

spread to these countries of South-East Asia and
that India had considerable share in determin-

ing the common cultural affiliations of all these

countries in South-East Asia ?

• • •
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Kapola-Patana

B'i

D C Sircar

Calcutta University

I
X a short note appearing in the Indian

Historical Quarterly, June 1957, pp 139 ff,

Dr V S AgrTO ala has shown liow the passage

lapola-paian-adesi Ins been wronglj read b>

some commentators as kapola-pilfal-adcst in the

following stanza in Kalidasa’s Raphuvanisa

{IV 68) —
Tatra Hun-avarodltanam bliarlffu tyahta-zik-

ramam I Kapola-patan-adcsi bahhuza Raf^hu-

cesfitam u

The poet sijs here tint the imasion of the

Hum hnd on the Vamksu riser (i e the 0\us)

resulted in the destruction of the Iluna chiefs

and the consequent scarification of the cheeks of

their wnes

Agrawala draws our attention to the com-
mentaries on the Raghuvamsa, according to

which the word pdlana means ztddrana, kuftana

or nalJi-otkarsana nnd which refer to an interest-

ing Huna custom in passages like lluna stnyali

kapola-pdtana-purzam rorudant = Ittad desded-

rah, pati-vadlidn=ndryo rudatyah huca-kapolam

nakliair=ziddrayanti, pati-zadhat— tatra des'e

stnyali kapolam nahliair=vtddrayont= itir tth,

etc It will be seen tint, while Kalidasa and

some of the commentators speak of the scarifica-

tion of the checks of the Iluna widows, others

mention their breasts along with the cheeks

According to some commentaries, the pricking

of the cheeks and breasts of the Iluna women
was done by them with their finger nails

Our attention has also been drawn by Agra-

wala to what Stanislas Julicn says on this Turkish

custom on the authority of Chinese accounts

"It is said that they go round their tents making

dolcfulamcntations and prick their faces with a

knife so that one sees blood flowing with the

tears’’ The reference here is to the scarifica-

tion of the faces (i e cheeks) by means of a

Inife and not of the cheeks and breasts with

finger nails But there is no doubt that the

same custom is indicated

Further infoimation on the custom is sup-

plied by the recently discoaered Paschimbhag
(Sylhet District, East Pakistan) copper-plate

inscription of king Sricandra of the Candra
dj nastj ofSouth-Eastern Bengal, w ho flourished

in the tenth century AD A tentaure

transcript of the inscription has been just

published by hlr Kamala Kanta Gupta,

an advocate of Sjlhet

The correct reading of a v erse in the descrip-

tion of Sricandra’s military achiev ements runs as

follows —
Santosam Rana-dezatdn-=^gainayatd znry-dza-

ddnair~ni] ai r—nunnir^tam Yama{ya)m

payodhara-tafe patr-dnguk-mandanam soUa-

pracclinna-jarjaravi ztracilatm Huni-Kapol-

odaram ycn=ionmtllitani=i Utkatc~nay anay os

= tdU-surd~ghurnttam
||

Reference is here made to three interesting

practices popular among the w omen respcctn el}

of the Yav am, Iluna and Utkala peoples The
custom of the Yav ana girls was to draw lines of

painting on their breasts with coloured

sandal wood or saffron paste or any other

fragrant substance, while the Utkala women
are represented as addicted to toddy

But we arc concerned here with what has

been said about the Huna women We arc told

that they made their cheeks and belly soka-

pracchana-jarjara in which jarjara means
‘wounded’ and piacchana is used for pracchdna

or pracchta in the sense of ‘scarification’ Thus
soka-pracchana-jaijara suggests that aggrieved

Huna women scarified their cheeks and belly

It appears therefore that the Indians of old

had information about an interesting custom
prevalent among Huna women, according to

which they mourned the loss of their husband

by scarifying their checks, breasts and belly by
means of their nails
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The Kakatiya Coins

By

Y Gopal Reddy, Nagpur

The defeat of the Western Chalukyas at the

hands of the Imperial Cholas m the mari-
time Andhra in 1 135 AD, and the death of

Someswara HI a few years later 1139 AD
let loose the latent foices of disintegration

and the Chalukyan empire began to fall rapidly

to pieces In the general scramble for power,
the feudatories looked after their own interests

and each attempted to grab as much territory

as he could lay hands upon It Was at this

political juncture that the Kakatiya Prola II

(C 1090-1117AD—1158 AD), sonofBetall
(C-1075 AD — 1090 AD), who started his

career as a subordinate of Western Chalukya
Vikramaditya VI (1075 A D -1125-26 AD),
rose to a position of eminence and established

an independent Kakatiya Kingdom During
the supremacy of Rudradeva (C-1 150 AD —
1195-96 AD), Ganapatideva (1198-99 AD
1262-63 AD), Rudramamba (1259 A D
1295 AD) and Pratapa-rudra-de\ a (1295 A D
1323—26 A D Ithe pow'er and the prestige of

the Kakatiya dynasty Was extended far and
Wide In the years between 1309 A D
to 1 323 A D

, Warangal, the capital of the

Kakatiyas, was converted into a battle-ground

As a consequence of that the glory of the

dynasty nas dashed to the ground and their

Kingdom was destroyed and dismantled

The Kakatiyas Were one of the major dynas-

ties that exercised their sway, approximately

for a period of three hundred and ttVenty-

fi\e years, over the W’hole Telugu speaking

region Thej were great builders, promoted

education and learning, encouraged irrigation

and fostered trade and commerce

Sporadic allusions to coins w'hich are scat-

tered through the vast mass of inscriptions

and literary works would naturally indicate

that there were in circulation a large number
of coins of different denominations m the

Kakatiya Kingdom

The inscriptions refer to coins, tirr ,gadyana^,

gohana-gadydned , cuazadi-gadyana^, Kesari

gadya*, ji/ka^, gokana-sifiaga-iiiha^, Kaduii-

gdkaua-stiiga-tuko’^, gokana-uikc? , inada?,

badt-madimd°
,

m(ida-badt-patuka'\ badi-

viada}^, ctmia or annavud^, Paidi-guddah-

tanka'^, visa''', Kesai
,

etc

The region betw'een the Godavari and Pen-

nar rivers during the 12th to 14th Centuries

w'as divided into numerous petty principalities

and ruled over by many minor dynasties

ow'ing allegiance to the Chalukya-cholas,

Western Chalukyas and the Kakatiyas from

time to time The Telugu Cholas, Pallavas,

Yadavas, Tyagis, Kayasthas, Chaluk\as,

Haihayas, Kotas, Kolanumandalikas, Nata-

vadis, and Gonas were some of them The
inscr.ptions issued bj them also abound m

• Sn, X, Nos 443 and 445 ,
AR, 533 and 539 of 1 9 1 3,

a Jbid, No 244, AR, 576 of 1925

3 HAS, No 13, p 53

4 sn, X No 302, AR, 862 of 1922, 295 of 1936-37.

s HAS, No 19 Mn 10 VR, II, p 884, No ‘’2-A

6 Jbid, Ain 2

7 Jhd, Mn 13

8 sn, X Nos 351 and 352

9 sn, X, Nos 473 476 and 489, AR 180 of 1905.
610ofl909,296of 1924,HAS,No 19,Km 7, Mn 7 md
31 Wg 13

HAS, No 13, p 202

Jfcid, No 19, pp 166andl67
•a Jbid, Km 6

*3 /fcirf, No 13, pp 61 and 89, /Ajd, No 19, Km 6,

Mn 21

M has. No 19, Kn 2

’S Ibid, Mn 43, VR, 11, p 884, No 92-c

« HAS, No 19, Mn 7

sn, X, Nos 358 and 429, AR, 391 of 1915, 1926

of 1905
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references to the varieties of coins that w ere m
vogue during the period under our sun'ey

Thus the gad\a'^, Rdjandwyana-gadyaiia^^,

btrudu-ruku T;}dgi-gadyd?ia^°, Vaniisa

^arddhana-gadya'' , bn udu-gadyana^^, bhuja

bala-indde^^, bnudu-mdda'^, ultavia-gauda-

vidda'^, Chdviara-mdda''^^ gandha'udt a7ia~

viSda~~y gatidha-hasti-indda^^
,

Rdjaraja-viada^'^.,

Kuloftiiiiga 7it»da^°, ga7ida-gopala-77iddn^'

,

Ka7idt-7ndda^~, 7 iika-77i(7da^^, uinsti-nika^"^,

jaya-77iddd^^, 7itslikad^ duggd7u^’’, NcUdre-pudu-

i/wdcd^, Nelld/c-77ir/dat jad)d^°, Kdsu'*',

Va7d}ia*^ and €177710771 are figured in the

inscriptions

The literary works of the pcr»cd also allude

to coins, namely, i7idda'*^, oU-i/tdda

'S S//, X No 5T,AR 7i!on920
Ibid, Sos 108 and 216 4It 703 and 709 of 1920

'OA S//. IV, Nos 992, 994 and 995, ^17?, 107, 169

and 170 of 1893

Ibid 140 153, W/t, 713 of 1920

AR, ini of 1940-4!

22 /IT?, 165 of 1897

=3 ^i?, 610of 1907 rpt Itid,\ p 129

24 SIl, X No 128, in, 330 of 1919

25 ]btd,14os 78 80,81 and88, li?,817of 1922, 814,

815 and 820 of 1922

26 lbtd,\n No 170, 47?, 210 227 and 230 of 1897

27 /IT?, 212 and 232 of 1897, r 7?, II p 753, No 69

28 Ibid, 234 of 1897, FT?, II. p 753, No 71

29 5 '7 X Nos llaand 145, 47? 847 and 848of 1917
30 Ibid, No 229 AR 855 of 19.7
3‘ Kcl Ittsc ,

Kandudur, No 36
32 /IT?, 380 of 190? FT? Ill p 1687, No 201

33 SIJ, X No 5 AR 707 of 1920
14 AV/ Iiisc K'nali, No 23
35 AR, 151 of 1897, F7?, 11, p 755 No 90
36 SIJ, VII, No 737, AR 1 13-\ of 1902
37 Nil Insc Kandukur, No 43
38 AR 441 of 1919
39 Ibid JAHRS XXV p 125

40 yAHRS, XXV, p 82
4« AR, 433 of 191 1, FT?, I, p 655, No 879
42 /[J?, 340 of 1938-39

43 RM Insc, NcllSrc, No 31, FT?, II p 1117,

No 505

I

44

'Kappura bhogi acmtakamii Kammani-godhulna-

pimdi-v amtdj un guppedu-pam hadjri>u-nu grottagc=
Kachma-Yala-nC-pcsarppappunu Konimumllap-pomdlu-

oda grom-berugu
I Kndahhiramanm

p 54

45

Md4a!u tumtmdu mabu-gdvala>u-Palanati-\ira-

chariSi, p 42

46

nd-mtna-mamalu da-pemdli-nadu ma-Kulambula-

ol(-mdda?i(-galavu tagma-dhanambika-ti meya-manin
Ibid p 42

S7izar77a^'’
, 0777770'*^, Kds7i, are-kani, visa

and ara-V7sa^'^ We are even informed that

there were bad or counterfeit coins m
circulation*'*

The inscriptions and literary wciks, though

enumerate a large number of coins W’lth their

respcet.re names, their weight and value are

veiled m obscurity Gadyana may be a gold

com w'hose ralue is not know'n*' Gadena
mentioned m the inscriptions appears to be
the colloquial form cf gadjana** and ‘ga’,

and ‘gadya’ are its short forms The gold

com assigned to Ganapatideva is stated to

w'cigh 56 25 grams which is apprcximately

the weight of a gadyana m the pre-Vijayanagara

period** Prof K A N Sastri observes

that the gold gadyana of the Deccan averages

58 grams, the hcaricst reaching 60 I grains*"^

On the analogy of Kr,shna-raia-rupaka**,

Vigraha-dramma*® and Kiimara gadyana*’,

it may be surmised that the Gokana-gadyana
and Rajanarayana-gadyana denote gady^anas

struck by Gokana (Gokarna Telugu-choda

chief) and Rajanarayana respectively Tyagi-

gadyanas were probably struck by the Tyagi

chiefs of Gudimetta (Gudimctla) Ciravadi

47 Nih-m=!Vodhj i-> u-d3kba-nelh-nella-desimulin =
ilari-inchchim mudimcmdi-rutln ijulu

y eppilu'i tliidumu-nn ichchim-dCsamu => eppuduinu =
sbtan imu—rrCmu salpudumi'

y c-Pcda-dtsambulu =y t'unUdi bhutniki i eliimmu-
bburnlsa-makun= im\ udh-badi-kotulu-agu-iKunmOT/iH/ii

Rangdnalha-Rdmayanamii, p 1

4

48 Chnnim bhupntutlu=y'’ella snmakurchinatti
Chitnmiu dhanmut6n=cinKnHm=jCrmina
gonipoj ira-\ emta guipp-’ragan—^C1^

Palwidli-vira charila, p 41

49 Vtsaptt mukku-nittu aravtsapu mamgala-sOtram
ammimn

K4->unu-rani Kamrrialu=arakdsumt-iani\ i-pachcba-
pusalun Kriddbhiramamu Intro p 69

5° Polfiiim-ldliiim posiga\u iraW
tZraina madahi dechchi-imrmnna

Palnndti-vira-charita, p 42

St It has been defined b) Bhaskara harya as equal in
weight to 48 ratis or nearh 85 grains It was equal to two
Kalanjus, and KalSuju was a gold com weighing about a
quarter of a tola

(Lllavati, Chap I V 2 Studies in Indology, 111, p 145,
C II, IV-I p cl XXXIII)

52 HAS, No 13, p 203
53 7n<7 Alt

,
LVI, p 192,^7?, 1936-37. part I, p 66.

54 K A Nilakanta Sastri South Indian History,

p 327
55 Epi Ind

, XXX, p 232
56 Ibid l,pp 175-76
57 V V Mirashi Studies in IndoJogy, 111, p 145.
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gadyana was probably a special kind of gadyana

and It IS not possible to ascertain its weight or

value in the present state of our knowledge

Birudu-gadyana, which seems to be another

varient of gadyana, was struck in gold^®

The com, ruka seems to be a very common
com of the time®’ The Kridahhiramamu

gives a fair idea about the value of a ruka in

our period It states that at the cost of one

ruka all the items of food were served m a

hotel at Warangal®’ Gokana-singa-ruka and

Koduri-gokana-smga-ruka were the varients

of ruka The former appears to be struck

by Gokarna and had the device of singa or a lion

on one of its sides, and the latter may also be

the same as the former but issued from Go-
karna’s capital-Kodur®' Birudu-ruka was
probably another type of ruka which bore some
special titles®* Sirasu-ruka is a com
of unknown value The mada was the most
used ofallthe coins of the time®® It was struck

m silver and gold, and figures m many kinds of

transactions®*^ Thus an inscription found at

Diaksharama records that the Rattadikamu of

a village was sold for 127 madas®^*A. Raja-

raja-mada, Kulottunga-mada and Ganda-gopala-

mada were probably issued by Rajaraja, Kulot-

tunga and Ganda-gopala respectively Prof

KAN Sastri states “With the growth of

the Cola empire the currency system of the

Colas extended over the whole empire including

its feudatory provinces The new standard

was adopted for instance m the Vengi country

ss 165 of 1897, VR, 11, p 746, No 2 An
inscription found at Holal (Bellarv Di'tnct) records that
one Padoja made four Sikhara-pillars ivith decorations
each costing 20 gadyanas (AR 483 of 1914j

59 JAHC, IV-Nrs 1 and 2, p 27

6° Kndabluramamii, p 54

In the inscrintions found at jedcherla Gokarna is

styled as ’Kodiiri-pura-vard-dhtsvara ’ HAS, No 19,

Mn 12 and 13

6* JAHC, IV, Nos 1 and 2, p 27

63 Mada may be equal to J pagoda, i e
, 2 rupees

Four madas constituted one carsam In ret enue ‘madalti-

cellimchuta’ is pajment of 50 per cent or half the sum due,

as an instalment of rent Colloquially ‘ma^alu’ means
money in general (HAS, No 13, p 206, JAHRS,
XXIV, p 79)

64 JAHC, IV, Nos 1 and 2, p 27

64.A SII, No 1186, AR, 309-A of 1893

about 1000 A D ”®® This may be the reason

for the prevalence of Kulottunga-mada, Raja-

raja-mada, etc
,
m the Telugu country Jaya-

mada, birudu-mada and bhujabala-mada were
probably struck to commemorate victories and
birudas of the issuer The Chamara-mada
may be a temple com having the figure of a

fly-whisk The oh-mada or 6li-madalu were
possibly offered at the time of a marriage to the

bride-groom by the father of the bride m
dowry®® The value of the gandhavarana-mada

is not known, but from the name, it maybe
supposed that it was another variety of mada
which probably had the device of ‘Gandha-
varana’ (outraged elephant) It was struck in

gold®’

The ranka was another popular com of our

period This appears to have been generally

used for the valuation of lands Thus the

Umamahesvaram inscription records the pur-

chase of 2 plots of land fcr 80 tankas and 30

tankas, respectively®’-A The Nishka and

Suvarna stem to be gold coins The Varaha

was another com whose name appears to have

come down from the Chalukyas who had the

varaha lanchana or boar device on their coins®*

The com, namely, cmam was probably

a token com of the time and most widely used

by the populace It was struck m gold, sil-

ver and as well as m baser metals®’

The Kani may be the same as old Kani

having the value of J of an anna We do not

know the value of ruka-mada, Kesan-visa,

Kesari-adduva, palampullai-madai, plavanna-

madai and Jadya

65 KAN Sastri The Colas, II-I, p 451

66 Palanativira-charita, p 42

67 VR, II, p 753, No 69 The Birudu-gadyana,
Uttama-ganda-madn, Burudu-mada, a-mada, and Kulot-

tunga-mada Were strick in gold (VR, II p 746 No 2,

p 747, No 12 and 13 p 7o0, No 45, p 755, No 90)

67_a ‘HAS, No 19, Mn 43 Accoi ding to an inter-

polated verse in the Litavati of Bhaskaracharya, a tanka

Was equal to f gadyana, : e , 63 grains in weight (CIJ,

IV-I, p Cl XXXIII, f n 3)

68 KAN Sastri South Indian History, p 1

9

69 has. No 19, Kn 2, JAHC, IV, Nos 1 and 2,

p 27
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Very few Kakatiya coins are discovered

When vie\\ed \Mth the material gleaned from

the inscriptions and literature, they are very

meagre and scanty Si\ Kakatiya coins are

brought to light so far, of hich five are copper

and only one in gold, and assigned to Pratapa-

rudra deva (?) and GanapatidCva respectively

These are as follows —

No 1 Ganapati-deva

Gold coin, shape circular, diameter 8^^
eight 56 25 gr It as found m a treasure

tro\ e at Ka\ aiyadavalli, in the Atmakur taluk

of Nellore District On the obierse, there

are the a\ords on cither side of the hori-

zontal diameter, with the letters “(Ka) U"
on the top, and "Gana” at the bottom, in old

Tclugu script The interspaces are filled by

figures of lions, each with an open mouth, raised

paws, and a twisted tail The legend and the

figures are punched on the coin The reverse is

blank’® Sn Sreennasa Raghava A>yangar

identified it as a com issued by the Kakatiya

Ganapati-dCaa

No 2 Pratapa-rudra-dCva

Metal—copper, shape circular

Obverse—couchant bull

Reverse—Devanagari legend

‘Srimat -ka kakati Pratapa Ra

ya’, and alternative!)' as, ‘Kakata Saka
2'7I

No 3

Metal copper, w'cight 1 25 5 grains, size 82"

diameter, shape circular

There are no figures and symbols of any type

either on the obverse or on the reverse, except-

ing legend in the Dcvanagari script

(Srimad Vikrama Kakatiya Pratapa-Rudra-

Deva Vijaya Kataka (12 ?) Saka

70 Ind Ant ,
LVI, pp 191-93, P! op pigc 185,

No S.yAHRS, 144

7 1 E W riliot, South Indian Cows, p 85, JAHRS
,
Kdhattya-sajpehtha, p 111, ff

No 4.

Metal copper, weight 1 40 grains, size 0 8”

diameter, shape circular.

Same as above, but there is a slight variation

in the left end

Srimat Kakatiya Pratap-Rudra Deva Vijaya

Katak—

”

70 yilSI XXI—II, pp 181 tt, pi XI, 5. 5A, 5B
Sri S R'lmix'M who studied the com in question states
that It was issued bv Pntapi-rudri-dcM II when he
became a of Delhi It is further suggested that
Pratapi-rudra-dcn had to gne up Hindu sjmbols and
issue his coins on the Muslim model with legends on both
the sides (7IISI XXI-II p 184) This statement is

ssrong for there is no csidencc to support that Pratapa-
rudra-desa reigned after bis final defeat at the bands of
Ulugh Khan In the Vila a grant of MusunO-i Pralaja
Na\aka (C A D 1330) it is stated that Pratapa-rudra-
desa sshile being carried aw at as cap ite to Delhi died
on the banks of the ri\ cr Somodbhat a i e Narmada (AR
A -5 of 1938-39) His death docs not seem to hate been
the result of natural causes, for according to the Kaluta-
cheru grant of the Rcddi Queen A iitalli, dated A D 1423,
he departed to the world of Gods bt his ottn desire
(TfSsntin PratdparudrcSvaslhdnamsvcchchhaiaiva Yatavafi
JTA, II p 1061 Apart from the Muslim rulers some
Hindu King, also issued corns bearing legends on both
obterse and reterse (C J Brown Indian Cows Pi III
No 9 Studies III Indohgy III p 132) Abote all, how
could the Muslims, after defeating, Prataprudra allow
him to issue coins m his own name t

73 Ibid, pp 137 tt, X\I-I, PI IV 6-9

Sn Dinkar Rao attributed this Coin to the Rajlra-
kOta Karkkaraja II and lead the leged as follotts —

sFT+xrif tfl- ire —
o

Dr D C Sarkar co-rected the reading of D nkar Rao
(sec abo\e No 4) and assigned the coin to Kakatiya,
Pratap-rudra-dtva He observes that the characters or
the legend are in Southern Nagari type of about I2th of
13th Century A D Kakka II was the last of the Imperial
Rastrakuta ruler and ruled cniy for about a year before he-
was overthrown by Tailapa II, the founder of the Later
Chaluky i dj nasty of KaJjana The fortune of the imperial
Rastrakiitas was at lowest ebb at the time of Kakka II
and vve have no coins issued by the mighty emperors of
the house such as Govin^a III, Indra III and Krishna III
It IS difficult to believe that ,thc Rljtrakuta ruler Kakka
ever issued anv coins at all (JNSI, XXI—II, p 137)
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No 5

Two copper corns of this type arc known
They are thick round pieces, InMng about 0 8

inch dnmeter and exactly similar to com
No 3 The legend is in DCvanagiri and runs

as follows —

(Snmad Vikrama Kakatiya Pratlpa-Rudra-

Dcva Vijaya Vatsara 123

The following observations may be made
from what has been discussed abo\c —

(1) Kakatiyas struck coins in both Gold and

Copper

The silver coins of the dynasty arc yet to

be discovered

(2) DCvanagan and Telugu scripts arc used

for legends

(3) The rc\crsc of the gold coins is left

blank, and the figures and legends arc

punched on cbversc of the coins

(4) The couchant bull and the lion are the

devices noticed on the gold and copper

coins

(5) the name of the dynasty and the king

are clearly represented cither in full or

in an abridged form

(6) The Deianagan legends on the copper
coins are full and lengthy’^

Tile Hindu Mqdn', Sunda) Siiprlcment d ittd 2bth
June 1959 These coins arc from the pro itc collection
of Sri Mahadca in

Some scholars pointed out that the legend on the
com dcsciibed b\ Sir Walter Elliot is “Unusuall> long’
(EHD, P 806) Phis can be got o\ er on the ground that
the use of length\ legends on the coins nas a common
feature in the Indian Num smatic History The Kalachfin
coins of King Knshnj-raja hare lengthy legends vtz —

'Parania-MdhSsvara mahadevyuh pad aiiiidinala Sri
Krishna raja' (ClI, IV-I, Intro Cl X\XI) The best
standing e\amples for this are the Gupta coins The
legend on the Standard type coin of Samudragupta is

as follows —

The obverse legend on Kumaragupta’s Horseman Type

IS, fsfvifift- GfiKqfJlq

(A S Altekar Catalogue of the Gupta Gold Coins m the
Bayana Hoard, pp 8 and 263)

(7)

'Die most intertsling fcitiirtof the copper

coins of tlie Kukitiyns is the representa-

tion of Nugari legends on both the sides

wilhoiit i;n figure detiecs’*'

A'lany scholais indiscriminately attributed

ncirly i dozen coins of gold and copper to the

Kakitnas A few coins of gold hue been

found it the Milage llewli or Ilooly in the

Southern Konl an 1 hey all weigh 63 grains

each and bear the detiee of a lion and frag-

mentary legends Mr James Bird who studied

these coins stated that they lia\e legend-* in

Telugu eharieters On some coins it is ‘Balya-

^ri' ind on others ‘7?//e/ro’ is written v ithin

a dotted circle"' lie assigned the I’tter

group of coin-*, numbering si\, to Klkatiya

RudradCva d he obiioiis objection to this is

that there arc neither 'I ehigii nor Kannada
legends on the coins attributed to RudndCia
The script looks like 'Grantha', which was

ntscr used by the Klkitwis The desicc ef

lion w IS not onh used by the Kakatiyas but

was also adopted by the Pallay is, Kadambas’®

and the Eastern Clnlukyiscf VCngi” The
Klkatiy IS nt\er extended their sway over

Seuthern Konkin and it is net easy to explain

how the c( ins rf i King luling m ^^arlngal

come to be feuncl in the Southern Konkan

Gold coins miy often trasel long distances

Sir Walter Elliot, m Plate III of his book,

"South Imhan Coins'', refers to three coins,

Nos 93, 94 and 95 under the heading, “Coins

~t> T be occurrence of legends cn the either side of a

com miy be in uncommon phenomeni but it is not a

nrc one W e know th it a Kenli King issued i coin

which has ‘Sn Gandardud iisas\n','\nd'Sri Vira Ktralasya'

on the obverse ind reverse revpcctivciv (C J Brown
Indian Cams, PI III No 9) the coins of the Koch

Kings ire also come under this citegorv Nirjra av im
the eirhest member of this eivmstv issued coins beiring

the legends, 'Srt Srtn an Narandidyana bhi'ifaldsya Sakd

1477’, ind ‘iSri iSiva Charann-Kainala-Mad/iii-Karasya

on the obverse and reverse I he same is the cise with the

coins of Piamna nyim mother member of this fanitly

{Studies in Jndoloi’t III p 139, PI VII No 6, J7Ao/,

II, p 149 III, pp 93 tt)

77 JBBRAS II pp 63tt,yH//i?5 VI,p U2, KHDt
p 606, Kdlatiya saiwhika, pp 227 ff

7B JAW, XI, pp 88 tt, \, pp I43tt

70 V A Smith Catalogue of Coms'hn Indian Museum

Calcutta p 132,/nrf An XX\II,PP 318-19, PI Nos 11,

14-A and 15
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of the Kakatiyas of Wanngal and Vcma Rcddis

of Kondavid”®'’ The description of the coins

IS as follows —

J<ro 93

Gold Fanam Obv —Couchant bull to right

Rev—Doubtful.

No 94

Copper Obv—Couchant bull to right

and over its back a Itngain

Rc\ —Legend in Telugu.

No 95

Copper Obv—Like the last

Rev —Legend in Telugu

The attribution of these coins to the Kakn-

tijas b\ Elliot IS not sound Sri S T Srcc-

nuasa Gopalaclnri opined tint the com No 93

(from Elliot’s collection, pi III) looks like a

Chalukjan famm, the rc\crsc legend being

*'Sti Ra"^' The coins No 94 and No 95

ha\c verj clear Telugu legends which can be

read as “Sri Vira" !\Ir C J Brown observes

“Somewhat latter, probably begin a series of

copper coins both of Madhura and Tmncvclly,

wath the Telugu legend ‘Sri Vira’ on the rev ersc

^nd a multitude of var}’mg devices on the

obv ersc
,
these include the gods of Hanuman and

Ganesh, human figures, the elephant, bull, lion,

a 8tar,thc sun and moon etc Hence it would

appear that these coins w’crc most probably the

issues of the Nayakas of Madura or Tmnevclly

Regarding these Sri Srinivasa Raghava
Ayyangar states

“They are round-shaped and are of the well

known Padmatanka t}pc They are cup-
shaped and bear various punch marks on the

surface, the most prominent of which is the

sjmbol 'S>n ' m old Telugu-Kannada script on
either side of the peripherj at the ends of the
horizontal diameter At the top of the vertical

diameter is found a legend in Telugu script

which reads as ‘R (a) yasa', and a portion of

‘ma' on No I, ‘Yasalim' on com No 2, and
‘Samu' on com No 3 (Nos 5» 6 and 7 of the

Plate) Putting these three together, we get

a fairly intelligible and complete legend ‘(Rfl)

yasamti’ At the bottom of the vertical dia-

meter IS found a sjmbol which may be taken
to represent a crown Besides, there are a few
indistinct impressions m the interspaces which
perhaps arc intended to represent lions The
reverse is blank’’®^

The letter ‘^rt' is written twice on com No 6,

and not found on the remaining coins, i e

,

Nos 5 and 7®^ The legends, 'Rayasa' and
‘Santa' arc v erj' clear on Nos 5 and 6, and the

com No 7 IS m a very bad state of preservation,

and hence it is not possible to read the legend

on It There arc no traces on all the three coins

howsoever to suppose that there are the

representation of lions The sj'mbol which is

at the bottom of the vertical diameter looks

like a siva-liuga standing on ayont-pitlia It

is very clear on the com No 5 and it is conspi-

cuous by Its absence on the com No 7

In the Kavaiyadavalh hoard referred to

above, three cup-shaped gold coins were found

having fragmentary Telugu legends They
are nearly of the same diameter, only varying

from 78 to 82 of an inch, and are of the same

weight, 55 grams each The metal is 1 6 carats

fine®^

8° Cf 1 C J Brown The Indian Corns p 60, Ripson
Indian Coins, X Br Nunns Journ, 1912, pp 314-15

St The legend on the reterse is not legible, but the

letter 'ya is ver> clear Cf yAIiR1,V^,p 143

82 The Indian Coins, p 60

83 Ind Ant

,

LVI, pp 190 ff

Sri Srinivasa Raghava Aj'j'angar assigned

these coins to AmbadCvaa, who usurped the

Kakatij'a throne m the interval between the

reigns of Rudramba and Pratapa-rudra-devu

AmbadCva bore the title, “Rayasahasra-malla”,

and the legend ‘Rayasamu’ noticed on the coins

in question may be a contraction of the former
It IS further suggested that Ambadeva might
have taken the Western Chalukyan coins as

his model while issuing these coins or it may

84 Ibid, pp 190-91

85 It should bo noted that the numbers 5, 6 and 7 refer
to the original numbers given in the Plate

A 2313—19 A
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be that these legends were impressed a second

time on the Western Chalukyan coins which

existed before

The attribution of these coins to AmbadCva

may be a plausible'^ suggestion, but at present

It lacks confirmation The legend Rayasamu

which was a contraction of Rayasahasramalla

(‘Raya’ for ‘Raya,’ ‘sa’ forsahasra’, and ‘mu’ for

‘malla’) is not satisfactory* We know that some

of the feudatories of the Vijayanagar Kings

assumed the title ‘Rayasamu ’ The Chola-

samudram inscription of Saka 1 439 mentions one

Rayasamu Kondamarusayya®^ Timmara-
sayya and A^enkatappa Tirumalayya also

bore the same title®® In the later Kakatiya

and the early Vijayanagara periods there was

not much difference in paleography Feuda-

tories were allowed to issue coinage of their own

86 jnd Am,'LVl, pp 191-92

87 aR, 87 of 1912

88 Jnd Ant, LVI p 191

and this was not an uncommon feature in the

Indian Numismatic History Further there

are no traces to suppose that the legends on
the coins under our survey are re-struck In
the light of these facts there is every possibility

to surmise that the coins in question were issued

by the Vijayanagar Mccroys

It would appear from what has been said so

far that the Kakatiyas struck coins of their own
The gold and copper coins of the dynasty are

known, but the silver coins arc yet to be brought

to light The kings and their feudatories were

allowed to enjoy coinage of their ow’n The
coins were issued in commemoration of parti-

cular events, titles, localities and bore personal

names One interesting fact about the coinage

of the period is that, the prevalence of diffe-

rent varieties of coins like madas, gadyanas,

rukas and visas, lead us to suppose that

there was no standardization m the currency

system

A 3313—19 B
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The Yeoti Hoard of Bahamani Coins
and Vijayanagara Pagodas

Ih

I* M JOSHI

^coti I*: a \illa^c in Miiniid Tilii) n of tlic

Nandcd Drtrict in the Mnnlliv idt rtj'inn

In M'’' 1960 di<covcr<d in tins \ill-’pe the

bir'^e^t hoard of Nijatami^r At'-orfot’ I noisn

to the present \Mi!cr uui i 1 irec minihir of

Bahrri'’ni ^ihcr com' or irrh.r, 93 m dl md
13^ pold com', 10’ of wliaii arc Hdiin»ni

pieces and three Dm'r‘ ol Midi inimad 1 uphhuj

(1325-1351) done '’ith a fca plain pold

o-n-’inents and a iind! hr i po* 1 he hdf
com lelh a ‘tor\ ,

hi can" it is not a h^f com
numi'-nnticalh hnt i full eold com tut into

half 'lilt il-iniim po'd tom of Muh uimiad

'luehhiq also sh().«,s that an ittempt to cut

u into Inlf htme nndc One tan onh
puts' ,it the Mora hthmd thi . cuttmp ‘I he

coin wa' possilda cut into hdf when the hoird,

so 'uddenh uncirthtd h\ its fmdtr-., was htme
shared between the in Hut tins is merch

a Rucss

It IS possible that the half Ihlimani piece

and the '1 uehlut] com, '.howinp traces of hemp
cut, indicate an earlier di\i'.ion of the hoard

before it w.as deposited in its present fmd-spot

lilt Court proccedinp' in the ease of this

hoard do not conclusnelj indicate that the

aaholc of the hoard was finilh pot hold of bj

the police The real stor\ is Inown onlj to

the finders 'I hey alone can saj whether

the missing half pold com can still he traced or

avhether the hoard itself had only the h,alf piece

now aanilablc

Along with tins hoard were recciacd a small

brass pot and a few aery plain gold ornaments

It IS not clear from the Collector’s report

whether these items formed part of the hoard
,

nor was n poss hit to ascertain at what stage

of the police iiucstipations did these items

come into tlicir hand' Ilotli the brass pot

(far loo small to coin un more than 10 Balimani

coins nr 20 />mWrt/) and the pold ornaments
arc caidenth of a much later date, not more
thin hundred \cars old and thc\ do not help

to su'tain the supptstion that then were con-
\irtrd into ornaments In ineltmp some of the

coins I he present writer is of the \itw that

tin hriss pot md pold ornament formed quite

I diiTtreiii eteln and pot mi\td up with the

coin hnird proper during the police iiutstiga-

tinn* th u tool place is mentioned bwlow

Reports of 'J reasiire lro\e found in the

Stale arc expected to he sent to the 'I rcasure

’Iroac Ofiietr to (lOaernincnt byjocal reaenue

nitlioritics 1 In. I rcasure Iroae Officer too

h IS to keep Ills t\ts open for reports of 'I rcasure

'I rove commp to Iipht \ report of this find

ippearetl m a M irithi dulv of Bomhn on Ma\
31, I960 It was ,1 small news item hut rather

excitinp It stated, "five I ihourcrs while

dipping the foundations of a dilapidated house

m the village of Veoti, taluka Mukhed, district

Nanded had stiimhlcd on a pot containing gold

ashrafis and silver coins The local police,

having received information regarding this

hoard, have confiscated from the families of the

labourers gold ilnd silver coins worth twenty

thousand rupees ” The report continued,
" this hoard has now been handed over to the

« Tor incinmf and full discusvion of the term gofodn, ecc Ilobion-Jobvon, 652-657
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Collector of Nanded The five labourers con-

cerned in this affair are absconding The
Police are investigating the case

”

The date line of this report indicated that

it had been sent from Nanded on 30th May
The Treasure Trove Officer acted promptly and

on the \ery day on vhich the report appeared

in the Marathi daily (31-5-60) a letter vas sent

by him to the Collector, Nanded, requesting for

a detailed repoit on the hoard and requesting

that the hoard itself be sent to Bombay for

examination The Collector replied stating,

“the matter is yet under imestigation and it

IS likely that there will be Court proceedings
”

The Collector also suggested that the Treasure

Troie Officer could depute his representatne

to see the hoard or in the alternative he offered

to send tv o 'specimen coins by insured post

for examination

Two specimen coins vere reccned from the

Collector in April 1962, one gold, one silver

Both were Bahmam pieces, numismatically of

great interest Shri M Ghaus, Superintendent,

Department of Archaeology, Government of

Maharashtra, who made the preliminary reading

of the legends on the coins assigned them
(rightly) to ‘Ala-ud'-Dm Ahmad II, 1436-1458
This was indeed a great find, because Bahmam
gold coins and also silver ones are not found
often and m the history of Maharashtra numis-
matics this was the first hoard of Bahmam coins

that was known We were now most anxious

to get hold of the whole hoard The Court
proceedings had by now been concluded, but
various other formalities had to be undergone
A copy of the Court proceedings vv'as

supplied to the Department of Archaeo-
logy by the Collector in February 1964
This merely whetted our apetite and we
were most anxious to get the whole hoard in

our hands for further study and for assessing

Its importance and significance It was not till

September 1 964 that the hoard vyas received

in Bombay It was then discovered that the

hoard contained a very large number of Vijaya-

nagar varalias'^ or pagodas, 1018 in all bearing

the trilincal legend JRrrq’ on the reverse

and the figures of a god and goddess seated on
the observe The figures being very small

It vas no easy task to make out the symbols,

till finally Dr Moti Chandra of the Prince of

Wales Museum came across a fev specimens

wherein one of the four hands of the male deity

a cliahia was clearly visible The gods were
the deity Vishnu and his consort Lakshmi At
Vijayanagar tw o Dev a Rayas ruled one after the

other, Deva Raya I from 1406-1422 and Deva
Raya II from 1422-1446 The com symbols

of Deva Raya I were, among others, Lakshmi-
Narayaiia and also Uma-Maheshvara where-

as the deities used as com symbols by Dev’a Raya
II are Uma-Maheslnara It is, therefore, rea-

sonable to assign the whole of the zaiaha hoard

to Deva Ray'a I The pieces conform to the

32 rati standard and would vary in weight

between 52 and 53 grains or thereabouts The
average size is about 45" It has not been

possible to weigh and measure any appreciable

number of this large hoard A few of the pieces

are half pagodas In due course fuither

details about these coins will be studied One
interesting fact about the quality of the Vajaya-

nagar and Bahmam gold is that the Vijayanagar

coins look undoubtedly made of inferior metal

compared to the Bahmam gold A test of both

golds revealed that the Bahmam gold was 100

per cent pure while the purity of the Vijayanagar

gold ,was only 89 per cent The facts described

by Firishta and mentioned in the following

paragraph can, therefore, be explained by the

operations of Gresham’s Law—the better quali-

ty gold coins (the Balimani mintages) being

driven out by the baser money

The whole board taken together can be

interpreted to support Firishta’s account of the

prevalence of Vijayanagar and Bahmam gold

coins Writing about 1610 Firishta states that

the shroffs of the Bahmam kingdom delibe-

rately melted Bahmam gold coins to allow free

and unrestricted currency to Vijayanagar hiins.

They were chastised by Muhammad Shah

Bahmam I (1358— 1375) and their activities

were checked by the employment of hkatns

^ For explanation of Varaha see, Bidie, The Pagoda or Varaha Cows of Souihern India, Journal of the Asiatic

Society of Bengal (JASB) 1883,33-55
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from Delhi for the minting of Bahmani coins

But m the fiftcentli centurt , continues Finshta,

“in the middle of the reign of Sultan Mahmud
Shah Bahimni (1482— 1518) uhen the signs of

disruption i^erc seen "t the foundation of the

Dmpire of tint family the Hindu shroffs of

Deccan origin ret>umcd their old tactics (of

melting Bahmani coins) so that uithin sn or

sc\cn jcirs there uas no trace of Aluslim gold

coins And thc\ made current the gold coins

of the kings of Vijayanagar and 1 clang known

as Iliin and Praidpa So much so that

c\cn toda\
,
1016 A II (1607 AD) the same gold

coins of the infidels are current^
”

E\idcntly Finshta wrote merelj from hcresay

and he did not see or handle any Bahmani gold

pieces Possiblj Bahmani gold coins had gone

out of circulation when Finshta wrote, to come
to light in our own times This inference finds

support in the present hoard The last date of

the gold and siKcr coins in it is 855 A H
(1451 A D

)
and it was most probably buried

about the close of the fifteenth century when
there was much disorder and disturbance in the

Bahmani kingdom which led to its final dis-

ruption and emergence of the succession states

Of the 13^ gold coins of the Ycoti hoard

3 are mintages of hlulimmad Tughluq (1325-

1351), tw'o of which are Dituirs of the Delhi

mint of 726 A II (1326 A D ), with the year

in Arabic words, the A~du type mentioned by

WhittclF The third piece is an al-Hakim

coin A few of such coins arc known® but

the present com is of a slightly different type

not yet listed The Khalifa issues of Muham-
mad Tughluq have no mint or date stamped on

them The other 10’ gold coins arc all

mintages of ‘Ala-ud-Din Ahmad II Three of

these have a slightly larger flan than the rest and
they bear in the margin the date 855 AH (1451

AD )
and give the mint Muhaminadabad Only

three gold coins^ of ‘Ala-ud-Din Ahmad II have
been catalogued till now' and the e\istcncc of

not more than six IS known Of the three cata-

logued only one has the legend that is seen on
all the 10’ coins of the hoard Tins is, there-

fore, midonbtcdly a unique find But caen m
the ten full coins can be seen tv o varieties, the

three mentioned aboac and the rest Their
weights aarj' behacen 167 45 grains and 171 30
grains In size they range from 1 84 ems
to 2 28 ems

The silver coins included in the Yeoti hoard

arc all Bahmani pieces, no piece later than

855 A H (1451 A D) Of the 93 coins 80
arc tankas of ‘Akl-ud-Din Ahmad II, one of

Bahman Shah, the founder of the dynasty

(1347-1358), one of Muhammad I (1358-

1375), 2 of Muhammad II (1378-1397), 6 of ^

Firiiz Shah (1397-1422) and 3 of Shihab-ud-

Din Ahmad (1422-1436) knoaan to history as

Ahmad Shah Wah It will be seen tfiat the

coins make a representative collection of the

silver issues of the Gulburga Bahmanis and the

first tw 0 Bahmani Sultans of Bidar after the capi-

tal was shifted there from Gulbarga by Alimad
Shah \\ali in 1422 A detailed study of all the

93 silver coins is being made Readings of siv

silver pieces, one of each sultan represented m
the silver portion of the hoard are given below
Readings’ of two gold coins of Muhammad
Tughluq, one of Ala-ud-Din Ahmad II and
one pagoda are given below A plate (vide PI

XXIII) of photographs (actual size) of the coins,

read accompanies this paper

3

4

5

6

ririshn I, 537-538 (Bomb^^ Edition)

FASB, 1921 Cf Catalogue of the coins of the Indian

jWiOfKin, Cn/cw//(T, II (IMC) 5 1 No 303, H Nelson
Wright, The Cotnane and Metrology of the Sultans

(CMSD), No 480
CMSD, Nos 492-492C ,

IMCII 53, Nos 318-320

JASB, 1876,296, IMCII 201 No \8 ,
Numismatic

Chronicle 1881, 104

Shri Mohnmmad Ghnus, Superintendent, Depart-ment of Arclneology and Suri M K Hussain
Technical Assistant have Gisen the vriter consil
dcrable help in deciphering the legends on these
coins and m manj places improving on or correctinc
his readings Shri Singhal of the Provincial
Museum, Lucknow, first read the al-Hukim com
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READINGS OF COINS IN PLATE XXIII

Obverse

1 In circle —

0b\ CISC

2 In circle

Obverse

3 In circle

SILVER COINS

‘A'anV^-Din Balunan

olbUl (0

(r)

yLl _^l

oikupi] (p.)

Mubammafi Sbah

Olli!— (i)

j A4*JI (,)

[J]^j «-I-> (r)

(f')

Muhammad Shah.

(,)

^Wl oiIjJI (t)

ih (1347-1358)

Ile\ erse

In square —
(jllJI ^J^SL,

( (

)

A_35^?c)I (t)

^ t''

Margin cut off

(1358-1375)

Rp\ erse

In square —
(,)

ij> (r)

qILI.J I ifl— (r)

JIargms —
Top

Left

Right

Bottom .. [tl

(1378-1397)

Ee\ Cl so

In square —
[a]Jb e?l^l(,)

[_^]£kj|_Jj| (t)

Olhi^iJl yLi (v)

Margins —
Top

Left

Right

Bottom
Ci
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FiriLs Shah (1397-1422)

Obverse Reverse

4 In circle — Tn square —

olhh*
( I ) ( I )

oU^I j >4*11 (t) t/Jlb (r)

(y.)
OlhL-JI yl*. (y-)

(tr)

Margns —
Top

Left

Right

Bottom
[ ^]

Shahabu’d-Dia Ahmed Shah (1422-1436)

Obverse

6 In circle

OlhLJI (,)

j^UI JiUI JjUI (t)

Ob-’ll
• (v)

Reverse

Between two thick 1 nes —

(.)

pllzliJ I yLi

Ar4. (r)

6

Obverse

In circle —

*Alau’d-Din Ahmed Shah (1436-1468)

Reverse,

In square —
ulhJuJI ( ,

)

(0
,u)IjU Jfi <-y^[l] (r)

0*54*11 (p,)

jjJiJI _jjl
( I

)

•'**^1 J (t)

er*4~>l J!>JI (tr)

Margins --

Top ..

Left

Right

Bottom Ar [<l]
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GOLD COrNS

Jlulininmnd Inn Tnj'hliifi (1'52'5 IT)!)

OI)\(‘rsc Kf 1 1 r'<

III null In (’iitibl' liiH d 1 in li

Vol (,) j-‘bj (.)

;i)lVl aJI (r) » 1w ^ (r)

ll^ ol J^lj (r) olLl_l kU (-)

J if-^ (r")

^I.irKin (< irrul .r)

jLjXM l-Lf

4k ^ >
1

,*^ r—

Striuk in tlu' iiiiino of tlm ‘AhlifiM Klinlifft nl-Hal ni 11

fLvi[um^ (,) ts\ (-)

(_r—i_^l JLk^l
pj (r)

M'] (r) -M (r)

<v I ol \ Jj u an-vj’ar (IJofjllUJ)

Tortni Is of (?) >/ra

LiklFnil INurai '’na (5) cTH 77

(3) ’TT

‘.Mriu'd-DIn Minind II rakmnnl (HT;-]r>iS)

0b\ cr-'O l{e\ I'l'so

In circle In ''fpi irc

OlkLJl (,) :U (0

(jljlJl (y) l_a Jjtj loX'l (r)

^40i.l yki •U^l (r)

uLo.[Vl]j (^) (jlkLJI ifl-i (r)

__3Inrgin

Top [^Cijj^a rw (.)

Lift (r)

Eight (7)

Bottom U]tt
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Coin Collection in the

Central Museum, Nagpur

By

V P Rode

The Central Museum, Nagpur, was establi-

shed in the year 1 863 It seems to have started

collecting coins early as the first recorded date

of receipt of some siher and copper coins from
hlajor Pearse, R A.

,
is the year 1867 The

Museum ^^as regularly receiMng Treasure-trove

coins For many years there was no numisma-
tist on Its staff The first catalogue of coins in

thcMuseum was prepared by Mr G B Bleazby

which was published in 1908 It was in 1912

when Mr Natesan Aiyer was taken on the staff

of the Museum that the catalogues of Ancient,

Mediaeval, Muslim, Modern and Foreign coins

were prepared on scientific lines Mr M A
Suboor, a keen student of Muslim numis-

matics, prepared two catalogues of the coins of

the Sultans of Delhi and their contemporaries

and those of the Mughals and their contem-

poraries but they w'ere not published

Since there was no trained numismatist m
the Museum the work of examining Treasure-

trove com found in the then Central Provinces

and Berar was done by the Asiatic Society of

Bengal It was in 1919 that Mr Suboor was

appointed as Com Expert and the w'ork of

examining the treasure-trove coins was taken

up by the Museum In the beginning the

reports on Treasure-trove coins and coins

acquired for the Museum were published every

year but from 1922-23 Triennial reports were

introduced Since the work of examination

and distribution of Treasure-trove coins was

done by the Museum and as it was the principal

museum in tne State it could get the major share
from those coins for its com-cabinet enabling it

to enrich its coin collection

As the number of cases of Muslim coins,

especially the hlughal coins, has been more
than those of ancient and mediaev'al coins the
collection of Muslim coins, in the Museum is

much bigger than that of ancient and medi-
aeval coins The collection of ancient and medi-
aev'al coins is still fairly representative and con-
tains the coins of almost all the well-known
dynasties

The earliest coins represented in the Museum
collection arc the punch-marked coins with four
symbols from a hoard of silver coins found m
1893 near Dhapewara, a village in the Balaghat
District, M P

, which may be dated earlier
than 600 B C This type of silver punch-
marked coins seems to have had an exclusive
circulation in this Mahakosala area and had also
influenced the coinage of the Andhra country'
(Plate XXIV, No 1) Other punch-marked
coins w'lth fiv'c symbols, which are known as
karshapanas, hav'e been found in old M P
They are interesting and are deposited in the
coin cabinet of this museum The coins from
Thatari in the Bilaspur district, M P

,
included

also minute coins known as Mashakas In
this hoard of 253 silver punch-marked coins
were 85 minute coins A similar hoard m
which two types of punch-marked coins were
found was discovered in 1 924 at Taxila® The

JV S 7 ,
Vol xrx, P I 07 ff no—II2,MASr,No 59

A 2313—20 A
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Karshapanas from Mangrul in the Hinganghat

tahsil of the Wardha district are interesting

as they are exclusively of one variety The
other places where this variety of coins is found

are Kaundinyapura m Amravati district, Nevari

in Umrer tahsil of Nagpur district and Kon-
dapur ^ A karshapana from the Bhandara hoard

deserves special mention as it bears an owl

symbol which has so far not been found on any

other punch-marked com* (Plate XXlV, No 2)

The Museum possesses some local coins which

include copper coins from Eran and also a

copper com from Pauni in the Bhandara dis-

trict The com from Pauni is attributed to king

Dimabhaga® There is quite a good collection

of the Satavahana coins in the Museum as it

contains coins from the hoards from Brahiha-

puri tahsil, district Chanda and Tarhala m the

Akola district The coins of the earlier hoard

were found in 1888 They represented the

issues of the three Satavahana rulers Shri Sata-

karni, Shri Pulumavi and Shri Yajna Satakarni

who were identified by Dr Hornle with Sata-

karni Gautamiputra I, Paulumavi Vasstheputra

and Yajna Satakarni Gautamiputra II There
were coins with imperfect legends for which
he did not offer any suggestion The later

hoard from Tarhala discovered 1 939 contained,

about 1,600 coins It is interesting to note

that the hoard contained coins of 1 1 kings,

the three of whom are not known from anj'^

other source, numismatic or mscriptional The
three kings known only from the coins of this

hoard are Kumbha Satakarni, Kama Sata-

karni and Saka Satakarni The coins of this

hoard which have been published by M M
V V Mirashi throw considerable light on the

history of the Satavhanas® (Plate XXIV, Nos
7— 10) The Kushana coins in the Museum
include two gold coins, one quarter stater of

Huvishka and a stater of Kanishka II or III

which were discovered Harda m the Hoshan-
gabad districtofMP’ (Plate XXIV, No 3—6)
There is a representative collection of the

NS I, Yo\ XIX pp 1 12-1 14 XXVI, pp 91—95

‘iJNSI, Voi X.p 75

sidtd.Vol Vr,pp 9-10

mtd, Yol n,pp 83—94

ilbtd Vol XVII

Western Kshatrapa coins m the Museum A
hoard of 670 silver coins of the Western

Kshatrapa rulers was discovered in 1 925 at the

village Sonepur in the Chhmdwara district, M P
It contained coins of all kings from Rudrasena

I to Swami Rudrasena III Mith the exception

of Sanghadaman® (Plate XXIV, Nos ( 1 and

12) It may be incidentally mentioned here that

a stone inscription of Kshatrapa Kumara has

been recently found at Pauni and the same is

being published by M M V V Mirashi

The Museum possesses 25 gold coins of the

Guptas The kings represented in the collec-

tion arc Samudragupta, Kacha, Chandragupta II

and Skandagupta Samudragupta’s coins are

of the standard type Kacha’s com is also

of the standard type For Chandragupta

there are Archer type, Chhatra type, Lion-

slayer type and Horseman "type coins The
Chhatra type coins are interesting as they show
two varieties The com of the second xariety

is a rare piece, which was found along with

other two coins of archer type coins of Chandra-

gupta II at Sakaur m the Damoh district m the

year 1909’ (Plate XXIV, Nos 13—16) A find of

58 repoussce coins bearing the legend Mahendra-

ditya in the Box-headed Characters has been

dibCovcred at Khairtal in the Raipur district

The coins have been tentatively ascribed to

Kumaragupta Mahendraditya

There are some interesting gold coins of the

contemporaries of the Guptas The coins

from the former Bastar State w'hich are all

repousse pieces represent three Nala kings'”

Varlha, Bhavadatta and Arthapati, tw'o of

whom are known from inscriptions (PlateXXIV

,

No 10) The first ruler Varaha is known from his

coins only The other repousse coins in the

collection are those of Mahendraditya and Pra-

sannamatra These coins have legends in Box-

headed Characters which was current in

Chhattisgarh m the 4th-5th century A D The
coins of Mahendraditya were tentatively assigned

8N S XLVII, Article No 345

Shn Acharja subsequently corrected his reading of the

date on Rudrasena III coins m the Prince of Wales
Museum but could not publish it

5>yNS I , Vol XVII
Vol , p 29 ff

A 2315—20 B
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to Kumargupta I, Mahendraditya” Recently

coins of Kramaditya, which are of similar fabric

have been found at Pitaiband in the Raipur

district They are assigned to Skandagupta

Kramaditya’® The coins of both Mahendra-

ditya and Kramaditya are altogether different

in style, fabric and weight from the coins of

the Guptas In the latest issue of the Journal

of the N S I on article appears on the identi-

fication of Mahendraditya and Kramaditya of

the repousse gold coins'^ but this identifica-

tion has not been found satisfactory

The Sliver coins of Krishnaraja which are

similar in fabric to the coins of the western

Kshatrapas, Traikutakas and Skandagupta were

first taken as those of Krishnaraja of the Rashtra-

kuta family'"*

Krishnaraja of the coins has been correctly

identified a\ith the Kalachuri ruler Krishnaraja

who can be assigned to the period 550—575

AD'® The coins were in circulation for a

considerable time and were known as Krishna-

raja rupakas (Plate XXIV, Nos 23 and 24)

Of the coins of the later Kalachuri rulers of

both Dahala and Dakshina Kosala the Museum
possesses a fairly representative collection

There are both gold and copper coins of the

Kalachuris in the Museum collection (Plate

XXV, Nos 1—10)

The figures on the gold coins of tlic Kalachuris

of Dakshina Kosala which could not be

identified correctly for long have now been

identified as Gajadardula The Museum posses-

ses alrnost all the known types of their coins

The biggest hoard'* of the gold coins of the

Kalachuris of Dakshina Kosala contained 2

coins of Gangeyadeva and 4 coins of a ruler who
has now been identified as Somesvara of the

Naga Dynasty of Chakrakota'^ (Plate XXV,
Nos 1 1 and 12)

Of the South Indian coins in the Museum
collection those of the western Chalukyas from

Bhadravati (Plate XXV, Nos 13 and 14) and

Jagaddeva Paramara from Rohmkhed'® are

Vol X, p 137 ff

Vol XXri, p 184 ff

Vol XXVI
'4A S R IX
»sy SI Vol III, p 21 ff

interesting (Plate XXV, 15) The Yadava
kings represented by their coins in the Museum
are Singhana, Mahadeva and Ramchandra (Plate

XXV, Nos 16 to 18)

Of the coins of the other South Indian

dynasties those of the Salankyayanas, Cholas,

Pandyas, the Vaijayanti and Vijayanagar rulers

are also interesting

The Museum possesses copper coins of the

Gonds of Deogarh who flourished in the 1 6th

century (Plate XXV, Nos 19—22) The in-

ventory of hoards and finds of coins and seals

from Madhya Pradesh published in the XIX
Volume oi yN S

I

may be seen with advantage

for the study of ancient or mediaeval coins in

the Museum

Muslim Coins

There is a fairly rich collection of the coins

of the Sultans of Delhi in the Museum It

contains gold, silver, billon and copper coins of

these Sultans (Plate XXVI, Nos 1—5) A gold

coin of Nasiruddin Mahmod I was found at

Raigarh'*, M P
,
along with the coins of the

Yadavas There are eight gold and silver coins of

Alauddin Khilji A hoard of 1 ,350 of his silver

coins was found at Pauni which contained

coins of all his known mints and dates Of
the Tughluq kings coins of Ghiyas shah and
Muhammad bhah and Firozshah are in gold and
silver There are twelve gold coins ofMuham-
mad III and 7 gold coins of Firozshah Tughluq
in the Museum cabinet Of these seven coins of

Firozshah there is one coin in which his name
occurs with the name of Fath Khan The
other coins of the Sultan of Delhi include those

of the Lodhis and the Suns

The collection of coins of the contempo-
raries of the Sultan of Delhi in the cabinet of

the Museum is equally rich There are coins

of Sultans of Bengal, Malwa, Gujrat and Gul-

burgam the collection There are gold coins for

the rulers of Malwa, Gujrat and Gulburga (Plate

XXVI, Nos 6—10) Of the Malwa Sultans

^mid, Vols III and XIII (II), p 199 ff

Vol XVI
>8P O C 1946

N S l.Yol VIII, p 147 ff
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Ghiyasshah and Nasirshah are represented by

the gold issues Of the Gujrat Sultans there is

one gold com of Mahund Bin Latif For the

Bahmani rulers Ahmadshah II and Muhammad
Bin Humayun there are 8 gold coins in the

cabinet There are copper coins of all the

Bahamani rulers in the Museum
Museum collection of the Mughal coins is

the richest as more than half of the coins are of

of these rulers There are several interesting

and newly known mints of the Mughals in

the collection There are gold coins of Mughal
rulers in the cabinet which represent 29 mints

[Plate XXVII, Nos 1—9, Plate XXVIII, Nos
1—9 and Plate XXIX, Nos 1—9] Of the

225 gold coins of the Mughals, 56 are of

Akbar, 2 of Jahangir, 12 of Shahjahan, 102 of

Aurangzeb, 9 of Shah Alam I, 2 of Jahandar, 9

of Farrukhsiyar, 18 of Muhammad Shah, 2 of

Ahmad Shah, 7 of Alamgir II and 6 of Shah
Alam II Of the 102 gold coins of Aurangzeb
the one of the Lucknow mint is interesting as it

IS a new mint in gold of Aurangzeb Recently a

find of 65 gold coins, all of Aurangzeb, was dis-

covered at Bhortek in Malkapur taluk of the

Buldana district Of these 51 coins w’crc

acquired for the Museum in which 9 mints

were represented For Shah Alam I, Khuja-

stcbunyad is a unique mint Elichpur is

a new mint for Farrukhsiyar There are

many rare mints of Aurangzeb in silver His
new mints in silver are Parenda, Kanji and
Nasratgarh New mints in siher for Shah
Alam Bahadur are Azamnagar and Parenda,

for Farrukhsiyar, Bankapur, Sikakul and
Shakola, for Rafiuddarjat Bankapur, for Sha-
jahan II Bahadurgarh, for Muhammad Shah
Kakurti and Sikakul, for Alamgir II Qandahar
and for Shah Alam II Elichpur and Asafabad

Ujhani

It will be observed that the coin collection

of the Museum is not only rich in Mughal
coins but It is equally rich in coins of the Sul-

tans of Delhi and their contemporaries and

those of the rulers of early and mediaeval

dynasties that ruled over Central India

and the Deccan The Museum has taken up
the work of preparing three catalogues of

coins and it is hoped that the first one com-

prising of early and mediaeial coins will come

out soon

Description*® of the coins included in the

accompanying Plates XXIV—^XXIX is gi\en

below —

PLATE XXIV
Obverse Reverse

1 AR Punch-marked

The four symbols show Elephant with a Blank

small circle at the back, humped bull

facing left, two bulls yoked in a plough
and a solid oval surrounded by dots

W 1 1 SI 9X09
Cf BMC P 10 Ft I 27

2 AR ' Punch-marked
Five symbols are the Sun (?) Shadara- Blank

chakra. Crescent on hill, fish in the tank

and the Uluka (Owl)

W 3 46 S 1 2

JNSI Xnb PI NB I

3 and 4 AV Huvishka
Half length figure of king to left wearing Male deity to r legend ‘Pharro’ on left

rounded helmet, holds scepter in right
'

hand and an indistinct object in left hand

legend OOHPKl W 2 04 S 1 2

20 Shri W H Siddjquj, of the Archaeological Sun cy gave me considerable help m deciphering the legends on

Muslim Coins
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Reverse

Kanishka II

Standing Siva with bull, legend OHPO

PLATE XXlY—cont.
Obverse

5 and 6 AV
King at alter as usual wearing peaked

helmet Trident with fillet, in L field

Brahmi characters in lower field

W 7 9 S 2 1

7 Potin Sn Satakarni III

Elephant with trunk upraised standing to Ujjaini symbol
right, legend sata-hanisa

W 1 8 S 1 7

S Potin Sn Pulumavi

Elephant wath trunk upraised standing to Ujjaini symbol
right, legend .n puftimavt

W 2 18 S 1 8

•9 Potin Sn Yana Satakarni

Elephant with trunk upraised, standing to Ujjami symbol
right, legend yanasaiaka

W 3 2 S 1 85

10 Potin Si\asn Pulumavi

Elephant with trunk upraised^ standing to Ujjaini symbol
right, vasm Ptiluviovtsa

*

W 3 70 S 1 9

11 and 12 AR Swami Rudrasena III son of

Rudradama II

Kings head r traces of date behind kings

head Date (27X)

W 1 99

13 and 14 AV

S 1 4

Three arched Chaitya with Sun and
Moon above, curved line below,
along the edge legend in Bnhmi Rajna
jn(ihnl\s}ietropasa SzvGini Riidradatiia—
putrasa Rajna Mahakshatiapasa Swami
Rudrasenasa

King standing left holding a bow in left

hand and arrow in the right Garuda
standing on left

Chandra under left arm
W 7 59 S 195

Chandragupta II (AD 380—414),
Archer type

Lakshmi seated on throne holdi
cornucopiae in left hand and filled i i.

rt hand, her feet resting on lotuo,
border of dots

on right Sri Vikramab

15 and 16 AV Chandragupta II, Ghhatra type

King standing left, offering pearl ncckace Goddess Lakshmi standing left on
pedestal, holding fillet m her right
hand and lotus m left hand

,
on right

or purodashas on alter, behind him a

dwarf attendant holds Chhatra over him
legend

W 7 58 S 2 00

Vtkramddityah

S 2 00



Obverse

17 AV Large size

PLATE XXIV—

Varaha

Inside a circle of dots along the edge, a Blank,

couchant humped bull facing left with the

crescent in front, below the legend

&ri Varahardjd in a line in box-headed

characters of the fifth century A D
W 1 28 S 2 00

18 AV Smaller size Varaha

Device as on the larger size coin, legend Blank

§ri Vardha

W 0 63 S I 5

19 AV Arthapati

A couchant bull facing right, below the Blank

legend Sri Arthapatirdjasya in a line

in the box-headed characters of the fifth

century A D
W 1 54 S 2 1

20 AV Bhavadatta

Device as on the above coin, below the Blank

legend Sri BhavadaitaJ djasyam the box-
head characters of fifth century'A D
W I 74 S 2 05

21 AV Prasannamatra

In a circle of dots Garuda flanked by Blank

Sankha and Chakra, below the legend
Sri Prasannamatra in the characters

of the fifth century A D
W 1 24 S 1 7

22 AV Mahendraditya

In a circle of dots Garuda flanked by
Sankha and Chakra, above the Sun and

the Moon, below the legend Sn MohenUrd-
ditya in the boxheaded characters of

the fifth century A D
V? 1 28 S 2 00

Blank

23 and 24 AR
Head of king to r

Reverse

Knshnaraja

Inside the circle of dots along the edge

the legend

Para \ma mahesvara matdpt\ in pdddnu-
dhyata Sri Knshnaraja In the centre

the figure of a couchant humped
bull tb r
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PLATE XXV

Obverse Reverse

1 and 2 AV Gangejadeva (AD. 1015—40)

Inside a circle of dots, the three lines

legend m Nagarl characters —
&ri madga—
ngeyade—

Inside the circle of dots the figure of

four armed Lakshmi, nimbate, sitting

cross legged uith lotus in her uppei

two hands

va

W 4 05 S 1 9

3 and 4 AV Jajalladeva I (C.A.D 1090—1120)

Three line Nagarl legend \\ ithin a circle

of dots—
Srimaj] [a]—
jallade—
va

S 2 00

Figure of Gija^ardula inside the circle

of dots

\V 3 87

5 and 6 AV Ratnadeva II (A.D 1120—1135)

Inside the circle of dots two line legend

5ri madra—
Figure of Gaja^ardula

W 3 88

7 and 8 AV

Two line legend —

W 3 85

ina deva

S 2 00

Pruthvideva II (A D. 1135—1165)

Figure of Gajaiardula

Sri matpri

{ih) zedeva

S 2 00

9 and 10 AE
Three line Nagarl legend—

Sri matpra

tapama—
Uadeva

W 1 77 S 1 8

11 and 12 AV

Within a dotted circle three line legend

—

Sri mad [50]
me svara—
devas \ya\

W 4 10 S 1 9

Pratapamalla (A D. 1200—1225)

Crude figure of Gajadardula

Somesvara

Within a circle of dots tiger roaring,

standing to right, before him a dagger,

above the animal the Sun and Moon
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PLATE XXV—cont

Obverse Reverse

13 AV Jayasinha II (A.D. 1015—1043)

Nine punched areas, the central and the Blank

four corner areas show lion facing left

,

right and left side areas have the letter

5ri The top one has the legend jaya

while the bottom one has the legend deva

W 3 72 S 1 65

IA Vo] XXV P!

14 AV ?

Seven punched areas ,
in the centre is Blank

the bull facing left the top and the

bottom areas have the letter ^rl
,
the right

hand areas show the legend Dharmma
[ma] and habha and the left hand areas

have radha and vala

W 3 83 S 1 9

15

AV Jagaddeva Paramara

Four punched areas ,
the one at the top has Blank

the Nagarl Ic^GnASri jagadeza, the two

side areas show a symbol formed by
curved lines and dots w hich appears to

be a crude representation of the old

Kannada letter Sri The bottom area

containing a symbol formed by a rectan-

gular area ov^r w hich rises a toiver like

thinp representing probably a temple

W 3 69 S 1 8

16 AV Singhana (A.D. 1210—1247)

Concave, cupshaped
, eight petallcd lotus Blank

m the centre and four punched areas on
the sides The side areas show a partly

preserved letter Sri m the old Kannada-
Telugu script the top area has a partly

presented legend Singhana, the punched
area at the bottom has a conch

W 3 76 S 1 7

17 AV Mahadeva (A.D. 1260—1271)

As above, the legend in the top area— . . Blank

Maahadeva

1 W 3 8 S I 65

18 AV Ramachandra (A D. 1271—1309)

As above
,
the legend m the top area— .. Blank

Sri Rama

W 38 S 1 6
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PLATE XKV—cont

ObveriiC Eeverse

19 and 20 AE Jataba (Gond) (A.D. 1580—1620)

Human figure bet\\ecn the second and Four line Nagari legend

—

the third line of the Nagari legend

—

tft TRT

W 14 235 >

21 and 22 AE
Two line Nagari Icgend-

sfr ''iii'ti .

below human figure

W 5 220

srfwTT,

S 2 25

Kokashaha (A.D. 1620—1640)

Four line Icgend-

tft..

.SfT 'Hid. . .

.

s I 7

gcT

PLATE XXVI

Obverse Reverse

1 AV

2 AV

Nasiru’d-Din Mahmud I (1246—1266 A.D.)

In double circle In double circle

a (,) ^VIolhLJI (,)

jyl jtyxlCUJI (x) (^)

uw_jjl (y) (y)

OlhLwJI (fc)

Slargin Margin

... .. ...

W 10 95 S 2 76

‘Alau’d-Din Muhammad Shah II (1295—1315 A.D.)

In circle In central circle

olLUl (,)

^jJIj UjJl5^ (r)

yLl JUjI y\ (y)

oUJUl (r)

No Margin

^Y 10 96 S 2*46

( ^. )

(y)

Margin

o I yJA

J {j

A 231^—at'A
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'Obverse

i’LATE XXYl~co7it

3-AV

4 AV

Tugfclu, (1320-,325 A.D
)

In square
- ‘ i

tSjUJI ijlkui - Encircle

tjjoJIj LoJIcM^ (l)

JkJUl ‘Jl^l
(/)

-Slargin

W.10 94 •
S-.2 3 .

Muftammad bin TugMuq (1325-1351 a“d
)

-
'

In circle
‘

Vol 0^1 (,)

'A-si Ol 04^1 j
f ^ ^

I (

W 12 51 S23

In central circle

'

a(.)

OLkLJlyU

^ Margin

t>a jLo^l 1^

j C-. JL

5 AV

/ r- ^ ^ ^

^

^ ^ Coins Ind Mus CaMn'tf ir i tt /

P 51 (UnSaS^r
F^ruz Shah III Tughluq (1351-1388 A D )
circle *- ,

'In circle

(.)

(r)

- . (<s)

Correct order

|.L,VI ^
oak.

Margin

W. 11 02

-n r-

- In circle

,»kVloli2kJ[IJ
(,)

[yjkjj_;jj jskjljjpJ

- fM‘ uiUH („)

A-3313—ai B

S 19
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PLATE XXyi—fOHr

6 AV

Obverse
^

Reverse

Mahmud Sliah III 6f Gujarat (1536-1553 A D
)

In cjnli

oUJtoJI Jl
( ,

)

(t)

U^M. (^)

(r)

Correct- order

•OCjl 4j| (jt—-*l

W 10 97 -S 2 15

In double square

:

uikui rb;
( t )

in
' fUi i.^ubj {jJ (f J

Correct on^cr

vLi utbLJI jfLi

7 AV Ghhath Shuh Klialjl of Malwa (1468-1500 A.D )

In double » quar- tb ' out> r on tiolloil.

l^]•J!
( 1 )

•^Ll liiLt (^^

stiro>cr

W 10 98 S.2'05

In doubli ‘-qiiure, tbe outer one doited

vLl
^^[j] ( , )

dlU-JI ^Jb-JI (t)

AA (r)

• [LII bS'jloSSO]

[Cy Wriebt, o;; cit.p 250,])! XI, Xo 12, kt oftold]

8 A^' Xasjr Sluih Khalji (1500-1510 A D
)

J-A-aJL
( \ ) ( 1 }

(r) olid^[l] (r)

gli j^\j ^,xi-JU[<l] (^) <) , p. (r)

W. 10 87 S 1*7 - .

[Cf Wrigbc op al

,

p. 253, pi XI, Xo 43 ]

9 AV Ahmad Shah II JBahmanI (1435-1457 A.D.)

Tn circle In square

[olJkLJ! (.) (>)
(r) LiJJI (t)

(r) .^^>•1 vt.-
*

(r)
c)[U]^V[l]j (r) UlhLJI yLi (r)

Margin, bolldm’

' W. 1107 S 1-95
A itm

[Gf Wngbt, op. ci(., p 201, pi VIII, No 18, wbioli IB of gold]
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PLATE XXVI—cont.

Obverse Reverse

10 AV Muhammad bin Humayun (1463-1482 AD.)

Obverse Rev cr^o

In circle In square

(.) (.)

pv***ll (r) (r)

(r) ^ jL. dlkUl (r)

Loll ir)
Margin

.

Left

Right M[b]l

Top

Bottom AcA
W 10 96 S 195

[(yWnght, op Clip 20t, pi VIII, No 34, lot. of gold ]

PLATE XXVII
Obverse Reverse

1 AV Akbar (1556-1605 A.D
)

la triple square, the inner one of dots In triple oblong, the inner one of dots

.5IV1 ,11'^ (0 ^ jU- ifLiib
( 1 )

Xiil (r) ^fS'\ (y)

[lAV (r)

Margins Margins

Right Top r^L#

Left Bottom

Top [A]bTJU».l [c-kU[JI [jIa]

Bottom

10 9 S 24

\Qf H N Wright, Oat Corns bid Mus

,

Calcutta, Volume III (O’cford, 1908), p 11, pi II, No 79

Exactly similar with date, etc ]

2 AV

In triple square, ths inner one of dots

• .oilVI JdlV (,)

, (r)

<iAP' (v)

Margins cut off

W 10 88 S 21

In triple oblong, the inner one of dots

vLiib (,)

(y)

Margins Bottom

Bottom jb

Ofme. Ill, pi 1199
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Ob\crsc

PLATE XXVn-^o«i
Rc\ crsc

3 AV
In multifoil prntngon

^IVI iUIV {,)

)

(r)

Margins

Right

:

Loft •

Top . .

.

Bottom

.Mint mark o\ cr

W 10 81 S 2 55

4 AV
In diamond

.SIVI aJIV (,)

(r)

(r)

Mint mark on j in «ccoad lino

W. 10 81 S 22

5 AV
In diamond

.5IVI AJIV (,)

(r)

(r)

Same mint mark over o m second

SInrgius cut off

W. 10 91 S 2 C

In oblong

rki^b
( ,

)

[i5jl]c- <14.r -r^l (r)

Margins

Top : *ol jL. (jlbLJI

Bottom .

[nJlkL. j ^ [J]LJ (,)

• • • • • • ( t

)

In oblong

IfLljb
( ) )

jrS'\

Jlnrgins

Top: [Ji*?
Bottom

:

9 [v/ij [4:)U)i

In oblong

S4.4. (,)

[i5]j[l]* (r)

j-Tl ^.3aJIcJ%] (^)

Jlargin top

[^1^ (l)

[j]bo jiUH (4
(r)
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6 AV

PLATE XKYll^ont.

Obverse

Jahangir (1605—1628 A D.)

In double circle of dots against

floral background

Reverse

I"

(>)

' ifLl ^Ll ( Y )

(rj.

^yalljo (f,)

' S 22
'

In double circles of dots against

floral imclcground

(l)

^jl Tt/^ J-P ( T )

r- (tr)

7 AV

W 10 S5 *
V

\

^.1 . ^
V t

In diamond

Jilb'i ^IV (,)

(v)

(y)

Margins starting from right lower

jaS- J

» TV ’ (o)
.. ' r

1 . u

Shah Jahan (1628—1658 A.D
)

In diamond -

,

vLiib
( ,

)

i.tIt]

, Ol-»irbi- (t)

Margins smarting from top loft

^b cjl^ I ..^•w a*.5« aj

(tL J uUi*
(“JJ

b

W 10 94 S 2 25

[Cy Wbitebead , Cat Coin Punj Mus , Lahore, Vol II (Ovford, ]9]4),p 174, pi VIII, Ko 1216]

r

In square In Square

,ailVl AJIV (,)
yUijb (,)

(y)

v» *) * •»

r r

) . d 1 {<() olf-=-vbi (t)

Margins
, ,

Margins

( Right ' - Right

,
Left - - Left

[Jl- lA [oJtL [cj]^

Top Top

’Bottom" Bottom

^ -[flJj'O - ciO cJlj*

W’l0 04 B 185' ‘
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ELAJE XXVII-^conf.
Obverse Reverse

/

9 AV Aurangzeb (1658-1707 A.D.)

In circle Iri circle

V ( }

'

-
( 1 ) tr^iLi (>)

1110 (r)
^

(r)
' '

(^)
/ - r *'1 '|r ' p-i. r-“

(r-)

1-/ ("x)

[.i]LT*^P=.1 {')

W 10 89 S 21 -

PLATE XXVIII
Obverse Reverse

JL AV ' \ Aurangzeb (1658-1707 A.D.)

In circle
, In circle

V
;

'

(.) L
1 ^ (.)

( V 1 • A
\

LJ (r)

,
, (r)

'
[^9- (r)

_yf> o-yl* (r)

jir^ (r)
(n-)

[^]- (o)

(n)

C-u* (“)

( , W 10 97 S 21
J2 AV '

^
' ''

'

In oitcle tn ciTok *

;

' - (.) (.)

\.Ar (r)
-

(r)

(^) 1 /L r>" (r)

jf' -^[j] (r) (.)

(<’)

(n)

JiLl (-)

W 10 96 S 196
.3 AV ^ *

'yt

In circle
, , ^

In Circle

f, UV^] {<)
- ^

(.)

J
1 M <5 (r

)

(r)

>fL_« (r) , rA f-" (r)

1 (p.)
-

^

(c-)

^ (c) (c)

UWb^] (•’)

W 10 97 S 2 26
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4

AV

5

AV

6

AV

7

AV

PLATE XXVIII—co«/

Obverse Reverse

In circle In circle

(.) (>)

mH
(r) (r)

(r) 9 l^] (r)

Hj] (^) (r^)

W-* (e>) (c)

(n)

W 10 9 s 2 15

In circle In circle

(>) uH>- (.)’

(r) (r)

1 1 1 r (r) (r)

^[j] (r) (r')

(c>) [ibTj (^y

(n)

W 10 97 S 2 05

In circle In circle

IJ]M W* (.) 1 1 r-- (t)

(r) 0*4.^4 (r)

(r) iryU (r)

Jir- ^ J[j] (r) M-
(<=) (c)

(•^)

W 10 96 S 2 00

In circle In circle

(.) (.)

MIT

(r) (r)'

[y]Ul (r) CA c— (r)

Jf* U) (r)

(o) U)
(n)

W. l‘H S 2 00
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9 AV

1 AV

2 AV

PLATE XXVIII—coni

Obverse Reverse

In circle In circle

(>) o-jjU (^)

(t) (r)

(r) Lr>b^ t ^ r-* (r)

^[j] (p-) (r^)

(li) [^jur (c)

(t)

W 10 94 S 2 05

In double circle witli dots bativeen 111 circle

( 1 ) (.)

1 1 • r

(r) (r)

(r) r-" (r)

M (r-) (-)

[r^]- ( 0 ) tFM? (0)

(t)

W 10 95 S. 2 05

PLATE XXIX
Obverse Reverse

Aurangzeb (1658-1707 A D
)

In circle In"circle

[AWi' (0 (.)

I AT (r) (r)

fyl]_^ ( r) rr r~“ (r)

Jir* ^ (p-) (r^)

( c) Tfojcr (c>)

(t)

W 10 96 S 2 00

In circle In circle

1

)

oH[y^] (.)

[x) (0
(r)

1
p. r— (r)

1) (p-)

(ci)
(<-)

1 AT ( 0 )

(t)

W 10 94 S 19

A-2313—22 A
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PLATE XXlX—co7it

Obverse Reverse

3 AV Shah ‘Alam I Bahadur Shah (1707-1712 A D.)

In circle In circle

(1) cH (.)

in') (r)

jjlf-i f^)U (t) jj.i (r)

YfL: (v) t_i^ (r^)

^ [(r)

W 10 93 S 2 15

(e)

4 AV Jahandar (1124 A.D
)

cSjM (,) jUToifo. (.)

b]^ (r) )fL; (r)

1 t r r (r)

Jjl yL. (y) lyy^ (<^)

(r) (c)
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PLATE XXIX—coK?

^7 AV

8 AV

9 AV

Obverse Reverse

Ahmed Shah (1748-1764 A D
)
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APPENDIX

A Rashtrakuta Coin (?)

By

N LAKSHMlNARA-i AN RaO

The Gold Com (No 14, PI XXV) described

above has at the centre a standing bull facing

left The sjdlable sift is punched twice on the

com once at the top and once at the bottom of

the bull The legend on the Com, w'hich is

punched clockwise, starts immdediately after

the syllable at the top and ends just before

that syllable Both the syllable and the

legend are m Kannada characters of about the

tenth century A D The legend reads [trj

^ VF Except for the third syllable if

(the top of which has not come out on the

com) and the repha of all the other letters

are practically clear The rtyerse cf this com
is plain

\\hose com can this be ’ First of all it

has to be determined whether tf^Sat the end
of the legend is the proper name or a family

name of the king who issued the com We
do not know of any king named ^55 who
flourished m the tenth century and who could

have used Kannada characters on his coins

We know only two kings who bore the name
both of whom ruled in Rajasthan The

earlier of the two, who belonged to the Maurya
lineage, flourished m the eighth century A D
(A D 738)* The later Dhavala lived m
A D 997 (Vikrama Samvat 1053) as recorded

m an inscription of his found at Bijapur (near

Mount Abu) m Rajasthan® Though this

king ruled during the period, to which the

legend on the com has been assigned paleo-

graphically, it is not possible that his coins

could have been m circulation in Vidarbha

(at Bhadravati near Chanda), so far away from
his dominions

, nor could he have used
Kannada characters

It IS also difficult to take as a family

name Though we know of a king named
who IS considered to belong to the

family called his sphere of activity was
in Northern Orissa, bordering on Bihar and

as he was not a very prominent king his coins

could not have been m use m Vidarbha And
It IS impossible that he should have used the

Kannada script So the entire legend must

be taken as the biruda of a king w'ho issued

the com

Wc must therefore look for a king, of whose

dominion Vidarbha w'as a part, who resigned

m the tenth century and who would have-

used the Kannada characters The Imperial

Rashtrakuta kings of Malkhed, Govmda III

(A D 792—814) and his son Amoghavarsha I

D 814—880) had the birudas Tnbhuvana

dhavala"* and Ati^aya dhavala^ respectively

Of course Vidarbha was under the Rashtra-

kuta monarchs for not less than two centuries

It IS w'ell knowm that the Rashtrakutas were

of Kannada origin So there is every prob-

ability that the title {btrtida)

on this com was borne by one of the Impenal

Rashtrakuta monarchs, who ruled m the tenth

century Among the kings of this family

who flourished m the tenth century the most

powerful W'as Krishna III, (A D 939—67),

who ruled over an extensive empire and whose

inscriptions are found from Jura near Maihar

’ Bhandarkar s Ltst of Northern Inscriptions—No 18
^ Eptgraphta Indica, V o[ X, pp 20 ff
3 Epigraphic indtea, Vol XXVIll, pp 44 ff

4 Ibid , Vol XVIir, p 240

t Ibid, Vol VI, p 100
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in M P to South Arcot district in Madras

State In fact in one of his inscriptions he

IS described as Chakravartm In this connection

It IS worth noting that the title Dhar7nma

viah-blima-dhazala resembles closely the

biruda Dharma-Mahardja born by kings of a

number of southern royal families, namely,

Pallava, Vakataka, Kadamba and Western

Ganga

One more point about assigning the com
remains to be examined

,
and that is the bull

emblem appearing on the com It may be

contended that as the Rashtrakuta emblem
was the Garuda, it might be difficult to ex-

plain the appearance of the bull emblem

But there is no such formidable difficulty

since we know instances of ruling dynasties

using some other symbols instead of their

own Idnchhana For example on some coins

of the Eastern Chalukya king Vishamasiddhi

(Kubja-Vishnuvardhana of the Seventh Century)*

we find the symbol of the lion, while the Chalukya

emblem is a boar Similarly, one of the later

Chalukya kings of Kalyana who bore the title

Trailoliyamalla^ issued coins with the symbol

of a lion though the Chalukya emblem is

a boar Again the coins of the Vijayanagana

kmgs^ bear different emblems like Gande-
bherunda, Hanuman, Garuda and elephant,

though their Idnchhana was a boar So the

presence of the bull on the coin under review

need not be considered to be a serious obstacle

m assigning it to the Rashtrakuta dynasty of

Malkhed

We may now examine the possibility of

assigning the com to any of the monarchs
whose emblem Avas the bull The Eastern

Gangas of Kahnga had the bull emblem but
in the tenth century they did not use the

variety of the Kannada or Telugu script

Nor could their coins be m circulation near

about Chanda Another family which had
the bull emblem and which used Kannada
script was that of the Kalachur3'as of Kah'ana
but they rose to power only in the middle of

the tw elfth ^tenturjf

Thus, as stated above, in all likelihood the

coin w'as issued by the Rashtrakuta emperor
Krishna III Future discoveries w’lll have?

to confirm the attribution of the com to this

king

'^Indian Antiquary^ Vol XXV, p 322
^lbtd,p 321
3 7W, pp 317-18
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Paintings in Central Museum, Nagpur

Shn M V Atiiawalf, Nngpur

Very recently I had an opportunity to obscrv c

the beautiful, though small, collection of p un-
tings kept in the picture gallery of the Central

Museum, Nagpur I was very much delighted

to sec the various art works and I thank the

authorities of the museum, for gu mg me the

chance for expressing my mows on this gallerj,

which the only of its kind in the Vidarbha
Region Picture Galleries play a Mtal role in

education in general The time has come now,
tliat we shall haac to go to the Educationalists

and make them realise the importance of art

education in daily life A nation can ha\c
everything but without art one cannot li\e in

the posterity Art is the everlasting perfume of

civilization Order, harmony and sense of

proportion can only be cultnatcd through the

Fine arts It is not necessary that one should
become an artist, but it is imperative that a
cultured individual should feel for art and get

a throbbing sensation near a masterpiece of

architecture, painting or sculpture

In view' of this it is necessary that in schools

and colleges there should be gradual courses

of study of assthetics in Fine arts on the same
lines as Mathematics or literature

The scheme will work very well provided the

school boys and girls are allowed to visit art

treasures or picture galleries, to gain first-hand

knowledge The object of a visit to a Picture

gallery will be to promote and cultivate an

interest in Fine arts and also to understand

and critically evaluate the different types of

artwork

I do_not hesitate to state that Shn V P
Rode, Curator, has a great love for Art, and

has extended all facilities to art lovers and

students of Art, when thej Msit tht picture

gallerj I belietc this is the onlj museum in

India where art students arc gi\cn maximum
facilities and assistance for observation and
studj of paintings T,hc paintings arc

explained at length in the Museum bj compe-
tent persons and it his thus helped manj a

newcomer to this field to appreciate the pain-

tings for their ow n sake and for their technique,

from ail parts of the Vid irbha

Since the museum picture gallerj is the only

one of its kind in tlic Vidarbha Region,

I feci it has a verj important place in the

field of Art Education If there is a co-

ordination between other institutions and the

museum, as I have stated, the aim will be

achieved without much difficulty, as the autho-

rities have great interest and zeal for co-opera-

tion

The Picture Gallerj' of the Nagpur Museum,

represents tw o elasscs of Paintings —
(1) Modern Indian School,

(2) Old Miniatures

(1) In the Modern Indian School—There

are

—

(o) Portraits in Oil colours

(b) Portraits in Water colours

(c) Compositions in Oil colours (realistic

Western school)

(d) Compositions in Water colours Old

Indian decorative

(e) Composition m Water colours Modern
Indian

(/) Landscapes in Water colours Western

realistic
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{g) Landscapes in Water colours Modern
Western(2)

Old miniatures—There are miniatures

representing Mughal, Rajasthani, Kangra,

Bundi, and the Deccani schools with some

examples from the Bhosla collection

The artists represented in the Modern Indian

class, are mostlj from the State of Maharashtra

and a few from outside

In view of the space limitations I feel I will

express my views on some of the paintings in

general It docs not mean that those paintings

on which I have not commented are not

important

Modem Indian School —
(a) and (b) Portraits m oil or water colours

(1) Shri Madhao Savalekar, famous artist of

Bombay, has skilfully painted a portrait of his

vife m oil in a vertical oblong shape with fine

yellow' chatai background with a simple w’hite

saree His style of painting is quite bold in

effect especially in the blue outline which brings

a ^er}' charming effect to the figure Every

brush-stroke proclaims that the artist is in sym-

pathy with nature The more so when you

observe carefully the hands and the slightly

tilted face The picture as whole is nicely

composed, harmonious and delicate

(2) M R Acharekar—Shri Acharekar does

not need any introduction His sketching in

pencil and water colour work is well known to

students and lovers of Art His lovely portrait

of a Russian Artist which he did in Russia, while

on his tour is a fine piece of his mastery over

water colours He shows a great skill and

speed m handling water colours Good
draughtsmanship and fine sense of perspective

and anatomy are the chief qualities which are

evident in this portrait, which is fairly realistic

[ See Plate XXXI ]

(3) S L Haldankar
"
Niranjani ” —

•

“ Niranjani ” is a most attractive and colourful

painting done by Shri Haldankar, our great

old master of Maharashtra, and it is one of his

classics Shri Haldankar is a follower of

realistic school and has a brilliant career as

an Artist and teacher He has trained a number

of students who are his faithful followers in

realistic art He works both in oil and water

colours but I believe he shows greater skill in

landscape and portraits in water colour

Noteworthy features of his painting “ Niran-

jani ” are his perfect drawing of the figure and
a sound study of light and shade The glow
of the light falling on the face and the effect

of the transmitted light and the radiance from
the fingers is splendid The whole composi-
tion IS very interesting and has become a centre

of attraction in the gallery This picture

has been reproduced m the Guide-book of the

Museum
[
See colo ur Plate I

]

(4)

Prof Langhammer “ Woman with Char-
kha ”—This portrait has very striking effect

as the artist has handled the subject with a very

bold brush It shows his ability to bring out

the three diamensional effect in a very skilful

manner It is certainly one of his best efforts

m oils, which medium he handles as easily and
effortlessly as either water colour or pencil

or charcoal

(c) Compositions (Realistic)

R B M V Dhurandhar “ Santmela ”, this

classic of the old realistic school is painted

by our grand old master of Maharashtra He
was formerly the Vice-Pnncipal of the J J
School of Art He depicts in this religious paint-

ing a gathering of ‘‘ saints ” of Maharashtra
The painting has 1 00 per cent Maharashtrian
character and culture Faithful drawing and
a ‘feel’ towards reality are qualities best seen

in this work He has a style of his own,
which he developed and which gained much
popularity in his time

(d) Composition (Old Indian decorative)

Vinayak Masoji Shri Masoji, cAi-Vice-Princi-

pal of Shanti Niketan is conscious of the rich

heritage ofTradition His painting is rich in line

\\hich IS very powerful and expressive Though
he does not use many colours one does not feel it,

since the figure of Ram and the beautiful horse

arrest our attention at a glance The treatment -

is decorative but the outline shows masterly

understanding of anatomy and from Painting
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IS full of aesthetic favour and the colours used

have Indian feeling not only in treatment and

design, but also in its lyrical appeal

(e) Compositions (Modern Indian School )

Chavda Shivax Chawda by his own efforts

and hard work has reached a prominent place

in the galaxy of India’s gifted artists He
paints with vision and understanding His

academy training provides him with a sound

foundation and he loves to create new forms

and techniques

Kathakali Dance is one of his favourite

themes and he has produced a number of brush

drawings one of which is represented in this

gallery The drawing shows his perfect under-

standing of human form and command o\er

his brush

K K Hebbar Hebbar is one of the favouri-

tes of Mr Gerrard, former Director of Sir

J J School of Art, Bombay He has a

capacity of assimilating new ideas and he

experiments freely and boldly, till he finds his

own self-expression He has evolved a techni-

que of his own combimng Eastern and Western
methods

His painting ‘ Poornima ’ is a fine example of

line-work and flat colour and still it has a

rhythmic effect The composition is perfect

and well-balanced, full of simplicity Yellow
ochre, Indian Red and White used by him show
strong Indian feeling

(f) Landscapes in water colour

Shu Dhond “Rams and umbrellas”

this IS a very fine example of landscape painting

in transparent water colours Shri Dhond
IS a notable landscape painter, and takes much
interest in painting clouds and marine views

In this painting one can enjoy his proficiency

in using wet colours without losing the outline

Shn Dhond does not get baffled by the

details and he records rapidly the fleeting im-

pression of nature He has given stress

“ on the atmosphere and effect of a rainy day and

if the painting is looked at with half closed

eyes, one would really feel how successfully

the artist has the exact atmosphere express
by a logical use of blue, grey and black colours

ShrtPattlfa] ‘‘ Dhupchchaon ” Thispaintir^,
presents a very fine study of trees The artist

has selected a verj' fine group of trees and
treating them as symbols of design he has very
well concentrated on their constructional
qualities The branches, some out-streched,
some curving, combine into complicated
patterns waving across each other almost
like linking arms The ov'erlapping of fine

branches has created a continuity of form
throughout

[ Plate XXXII 44 ]

The composition on the vv hole is v\ ell-balanc-

ed, and Its freshness is W'ell preserved The
Darks have been very w ell treated and the artist

has been very successful in achieving the effect

of a strong feeling of sunlight

Old Miniatures

Kdnhaki Shihdyai {Kaiigra, Kalavt) Domestic
scene This miniature in Kangra Kalam is

painted ilbout the end of 18th Century
The picture illustrates a gopi complaining

about Krishna, the hero of innumerable tales and
legends and Yashodais shown giving a patient

hearing The most interesting part of the

picture IS, that the Artist has shown ICrishna,

estimiting the result of the complaint, is about

to quit the house His face shows guilty

conscience The whole situation is very w'ell

composed and the colour scheme is brilliant

and harmonious The chief features of Kangra

Kalam, i e
,
delicacy of line and brilliancy of

colour are quite evident in this picture Every

detail IS very minutely finished wuth utmost

care

'‘Hathi Pitambara ” (Rajasthani school) This

is a striking example of Rajasthani school,

one of the best in the collection The picture

illustrates a battle scene At the centre of the

scene is shown a vugorus Elephant dashing

over a horseman, paying no attention to the

counterattack by some soldiers wnth pointed

spears and other weapons

The drawing of the Elephant is superb and

full of expression As a direct decendant of

Buddhist school it is only natural that
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PLATE

I

Two

Notables

from

the

Picture

Gallery,

Nagpur

Museum





[ahadaji Si

Italian



43 Three Women,

by Shri Chawda



45 Dream, by Shri Almelkar





Rajasthani school shows great skill and force in

outline Vigorous outline is the basis of its

language The whole grouping is very

dramatical and full of mo^ ement

The green and reds are ^ery contrasting,

powerful and nicely placed and the lamp

black colour of the Elephant is very dominant

The white is very scarcely used for contrast and

It gives a glow to the painting The gold colour

is used profusely on the back of the Elephant

adding royal dignity to it This picture is

reproduced in colours in the guide-book of

the Museum

A 2313—23 A
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The Miner'als of Maharashtra
By

Shn C N CiiAnr,

Director, Geology and Mining

“Minerals are the wealth of the Nation”

—Kautilya —^The advent of the industrial age

has greatly accelerated the demand for various

minerals The rise of most of the industrial

nations of the world has been to a large extent

due to the increased utilisation of their mineral

resources The need for a proper understand-

ing of the known mineral resources of a region

and the need for prospecting for new mineral

deposits and systematic exploitation and utili-

sation of the minerals for setting up more and

more mineral-based industries in the State

can hardly be over-emphasised

2 The Maharashtra State ranks seventh

amongst the various States in India so far as the

value of minerals produced is concerned The
total value of mineral production in Maharashtra

State during the years 1962 and 1963 was
Rs 6,38,24,000 (3 4 per cent of national produc-

tion) and Rs 6, 1 5,92,000 (2 9 per cent of all-India

production) respectively While it is true that

Maharashtra State has not been blessed with

such extensive mineral deposits like those of

Bihar, Orissa, and Madhya Pradesh, it has

substantial deposits of important industrial

minerals like Coal, Iron-ore, Manganese, Lime-

stone, Dolomite and Bauxite It can be said

that the pace of industrial development of

Maharashtra State will depend on the extent

to which its mineral resources are exploited

and utilised for setting up mineral-based

industries

3 The area covered by Maharashtra is

about 3,10,000 sq kms However, more than

80 per cent of this area is covered by a capping of

volcanic rock, known as “ Deccan Trap ” which

has covered the potentially rich mineral-bear-

ing older geological formations, from the older

Archaean rocks to the Cretaceous rocks includ-

Dept , Govt ofMaharashtra

ing the Coal-bcanng Gondwana rocks These
older rocks with their rich mineral deposits are

exposed towards the eastern and southern region

of the State, namely, in the Nagpur, Bhandara,

Chandi and Yeotmal districts of Nagpur
Division and in the Ratnagin and Kolaba
districts in Western Maharashtra Maharashtra

State IS rithly endowed wath resources of indus-

trial minerals like Coal, Iron-ore, Manganese,

Bauxite and Limestone It has substantial

deposits of \arious types of industrial Clays,

Chromite, Ilmenite and Dolomite and abounds

in different types of building materials such as

building stones, clays, sands, gravel, etc In

addition, a number of useful minerals are known
to occur in the State A short account of the

mineral resources of Maharashtra is guen
below

COAL

Coal deposits in Maharashtra State occur in

Nagpur, Chanda and Yeotmal districts of the

Vidarbha region The important coalfields

of the State are briefly described below

Kamptee Coalfield —The Kamptee Coal-

field is located in Nagpur District, 4 workable

seams with a thickness of 23 metres were

proved in a 6 kms long belt It is estimated to

contain total reserv'es of about 300 million tons

including about 1 50 million tons of grade I coal

The analysis indicates that the coal is of high

moisture and non-cokmg type

Umrer Coalfield —This coal field is

situated about 44 kms south-east of Nagpur
and covers an area of about 4 sq kms The
reserves in Umrer coalfield are estimated at

80 million tons, 4 of which is of Grade I

quality The National Coal Development Cor-

poration has already started a colliery in this

-A-2313—23 B
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field which is expected to produce 1 million tons

of Coni nnnuallj bj the end of 1965-66

^Va^dha Vallej Coalfields —These coal-

fields include the Chanda, Ballarsln, Sasti,

arora, Majri and Bandar Coalfields in Chanda
district and Ghugus-Tclwasa and Wun or

Rajur coalfields in Ycotmal district

Chanda and Ballarpur Coalfields —
Ihc rcsciacs in Chanda area ha\c been esti-

mated at 136 million tons and in Ballarpur and

Sasti area at 2,000 million tons bj the Geological

Sunc} of India The qualiU of coal is II

grade and III grade Ihcrc arc 3 mines in

Chanda area and one at Ballarpur, Sasti

The Warora Coalfield —Occupjing a

small area in the \ icinit} of arora the rcsen cs

of this field are likch to be of the order of 60
million tons according to the Geological Suncy
of India The field is not being exploited at

present and the area is being in\estigated by

the Directorate

Majri Coalfield —A 17 ft thick Coal scam

js being worked at the Majn Collier) and the

rcscraes arc estimated at 50 million tons of

II grade qualit) by the Geological Survc) of

India

Bandar Coalfield —This field coaers an

area of about 35 sq kms and is estimated to

contain reserves of the order of 108 million tons

by the Geological Sun cy of India It is not

under exploitation at present

Ghugus-Telwasa Field —This field lies

partly in Yeotmal and partly in Chanda districts

One collier) is in operation m this field

Rajur or Wun Field —This field lies in

Yeotmal district and contains three scams 18^

to 3r thick

In 1963 the production of coal in Maharashtra

State from iO working collieries W'as 947,639

tons \ alued at approximately Rs 227 43 lakhs

MANGANESE-ORE

The Nagpur and Bhandara districts of the

State have some of the largest deposits of

Manganese-ore in the country Occurrences of

manganese-ore have also been noted in the

Ratnagiri and Satara districts

Nagpur and Bhandara Districts —The
manganese belt occurring in Nagpur and

Bhandara districts is associated wuth the Gondite

formations of the Sausar senes of the Archaean

s)stcm The estimated and probable reserves

of Ivlangancse-ore of avenge grade containing

30 per cent and more manganese m the im-

portant manganese belts in these districts are

8 million tons and 116 5 million tons respec-

tive!)

In addition to the abov e, large deposits of low'

grade siliceous manganese-ore occur between

the Pencil and Kanban rivers in Saoncr and

Ramtek talukas of Nagpur district which can be

utilised after bencficiation

Ratnagiri District —The manganese
deposits in Ratnagiri district occur in the Sawant-

wadi taluka adjoining Goa region The im-

portant deposits arc located at Kalnc, Phondiye,

Bandc, Adch, Digne, Fakirpada, Galel The
occurrences arc, however, sporadic and the ore

IS of low grade

Manganese deposits in Satara district have

been found in the latcritc areas of Mahabalcsh-

war and Jcruli, the) arc also found m Kaskhan-
pur, Wai, Linghda and Sindbol localities But

these arc of little importance

The production and v'aluc of manganese-ore

produced in Maharashtra State for the year

1963 was 151,000 tonnes and Rs 113 2 lakhs

rcspectiv ely At present most of the manganese-
ore produced is exported but substantial quan-
tities arc also consumed in the two ferromanga-

nese plants located at Kanhan in Nagpur
district and Tumsar in Bhandara district

There is only one manganese-ore bencficiation

plant located at Dongri Buzrug in Bhandara
district Some more plants are likely to come
up in the near future The manganese-ore

can be utilised for setting up plants to produce

the electrolytic manganese metal and manganese
dioxide

IRON-ORE
Important deposits of iron-ore associated with

the old Bharwar rock formations occur in

Chanda, Ratnagiri and Bhandara districts

Some of these deposits are being exploited at

present for export
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Chanda District —In Chanda district iron-

ore has been known co occur at Lohara, Asola,

Dewoolgaon, Pipalgaon, Fuser, Ratnapur and

Bissi Recently large deposits of iron-ore have

been discovered at Surajgarh, Wadvi, Matvarsi,

Damkod, Kucha hill and Naikal m the Sironcha

tahsil Occurrences of iron-ore have also been

reported at Maseli-Jhendepar, Marhegaon,

Vithalgaon and some other places

The Lohara deposit located m Bramhapun
tahsil has proved reserves of I 48 million tons

The Asola deposit has a reserve of 0 4 million

tons of high grade iron ore The estimated

reserves of Piplagaon deposit are of the order

of 0 29 million tons The Fuser deposit in

Gadchiroli tahsil has estimated reserves of 0 57

million tons of iron-ore with 60 81 per cent iron

Iron-ore occurrences at Bissi and Ratnapur

are of minor importance

The recent investigations carried out by the

Department of Geology and Mining, Govern-

ment of Maharashtra, Nagpur, in Sironcha tahsil

led to the discovery of promising iron-ore

deposits in the hill ranges at Surajgarh, Wadvi,

Damkod, Matvarsi and Kucha hill

Ratnagiri District.—In Ratnagin district

iron-ore occurs in the vicinity of Redi, Tak,
Asoli, Ajgaon, Shiroda and Nanos m Vengurla
taluka and Talone, Guldawe, Kinhala,

Kaothani, Satarda, Sateli, Aros, Thakurwadi,
Malewadi, Matond, Dhaboli, Tendoli and other

places in Sawantwadi taluka

Bhandara District —The iron-ore deposits

are located at Khursipar, about 1 0 miles east of

Gondia The reserves are estimated at 6 2
million tons

Nagpur District—In Nagpur district, iron-

ore occurs two miles north of Bhiwapur

In the year 1963, 416,277 97 tonnes of iron-ore

valued at Rs 83,25,554 00 was produced m the

State Most of the iron ore from the Redi
area is being exported, but there are plans to

set up a pig iron plant in Ratnagin district

based on the iron-ore deposits of the area

BAUXITE
Bauxite, the mam raw material for production

of aluminium metal occurs extensively in

Kolhapur, Kolaba and Ratnagin districts and

to a small extent in Thana district of the State,

The deposits occur usually at the tops of plateaus

and are derived from weathering of the highly

aluminous basaltic rocks

In Satara district bauxite occurs in the

laterite near Mahabaleshwar Occurrences of

bauxite are also reported from west of Wai
between Mahabaleshwar and Helwak

The production and the value of bauxite

deposits in the State during the year 1963 was

2,162 tons and Rs 73,521 respectively

LIMESTONE

The most important limestone deposits of

the State are in Yeotmal and Chanda districts.

In addition, the intertrappean type of limestone

occurs in Nanded district Limestone is found

at several other places as in Ahmadnagar and

Sangli districts Limestone associated with the

intertrappean Bagh beds is found in Dhuha
district

Yeotmal District —^The reserves of flux

grade limestone in the Rajura area have been

proved to be of the order of 32 million tons

containing 45 per cent to 50 per cent lime, 1 5

to 5 4 per cent silica and 1 3 to 5 3 per cent

Magnesia An extensive bed of cement grade

limestone is located near Sindola, Kuril,

Chanakh and Paramodh villages where the

reserves have been estimated to be of the order

of 77 million tons out of which 35 7 million

tons are proved

In Kelapur taluka limestone occurs near

Penganga river

Chanda District —^Limestone deposits occur

near Kondhala Purkepar, Kamargohan and

Mardha

Nagpur District.—Deposits of limestone

associated with the Archaean rocks are found

near Koradhi and near Kandri and other

places in Ramtek, Saoner tahsils

Nanded District —Limestone deposits

associated with the intertrappean beds occur

near Mohada in Nanded district where the

workable reserves are estimated at 0 7 million

tons The deposits are of poor quality
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Dhulia, Poona, Ahmadnagar and Sangli

Districts —^Large deposits of impure lime-

;stone estimated at over 7 million tons are

located in Ald^alkuwa taluka Limestone deposits

:associated with the trap rocks and formed

-probably as a result of weathering occur

at Chas Nandur, Sangamner and other places

In Ahmednagar district near Miraj in Sangli

-district and at several other places in Phaltan

taluka of Poona district

In the year 1963, the production of lime-

stone and the value of limestone produced in

-the State wa5 72,385 tonnes and Rs 28,95,412

respectively

DOLOMITE

Extensive deposits of calcitic, the dolomitic

marbles and dolomite occur associated with

rocks of the Sausar series of Archaean system

in Ramtek tahsil of Nagpur district The
biggest deposit is located near Dahoda The
reseri'es of dolomitic marble deposits of Nag-
pur district have been estimated to be of the

order of 183 million tons A small deposit

of dolomitic limestone occurs near Korhadi

in Nagpur district

Estensive deposits of dolomite and dolomitic

limestone occur in Ycotmal and Chanda
districts The reserves of flux grade dolomite

near Rajur in Warn tahsil of Yeotmal district

have been proved to be of the order of 50
million tons Similar dolomitic limestone

•occurs at many places in Warn taluka of

Y’eotmal district and at Nilajai Bon, Soit,

etc
,
in the Warora tahsil of Chanda district

The reserves of dolomitic limestone in the

Yeotmal district would be enormous

The dolomite from Nagpur district and

from Yeotmal district is being used to a small

extent as flux in the Ferro-manganese plants

located at Kanhan and Tumsar in the Nagpur
and Bhandara districts, respectively Some of

the deposits are used to manufacture lime

CHROMITE
The Chromite deposits occur in the districts

of Bhandara and Ratnagiri In Ratnagiri

district chromite occurs near Kankavh and

Vagda where the deposits have been estimated

at 55,600 tonnes and 1 5,700 tonnes respectively

In Bhandara district the chromite deposits

occur near Pauni village associated with

ultrabasic rocks and the reserves have been
estimated at 0 45 million tons

ILMENITE

Deposits of ilmenite sand occur sporadi-

cally along a 40 kms long coastal belt from
Purnagadh to Malgund and beyond in Ratnagiri

district The probable reserves of ilmenite

sand are of the order of 240,000 tonnes

The deposits are not being worked for the

present

GLASS SAND
Promising deposits of glass sand occur

associated with the Kaladgis and sand stones

along the Sawantwadi-Vengurla road, m
Ratnagiri-Sawantwadi coastal area and at

Maldi, Valaval and Vetora The sands are

being worked at some places for the manu-
facture of glass and for use as moulding
and foundr)' sands

CLAYS

Important deposits of clays associated with
the Gondwana rocks occur in Nagpur, Amra-
vati and Chanda districts Deposits of Kaolin
and other clays suitable for manufacture
of sanitary-ware, tiles, etc

,
are found in

Ratnagiri, Thana and Kolhapur districts at

number of places

MICA
The deposits of mica occur at a number of

places in the State—Ratnagiri, Chanda, Nagpur
and Bhandara districts The most important

occurrence is near Kudaval in Ratnagiri

district where an extensive pegmatite vein

occurs between Awalegaon and Panagad The
mica found at surface is of impure quality

'

but the quality improves at depth The deposit

was being worked in the past, but is not

under exploitation at present Mica-bearing

Pegmatite occurs near Aheri in Chanda district

and Korhadi and several other places in Nagpur
district The deposits are however of little

importance



Development of Museums in Maharashtra

By

V. S. KIamat

A museum has an important place in the

education of a people It makes them familiar

with processes of Social and Cultural evolution

of the society in which they live and thereby

develop a historic sense The beautiful objects

of art exhibited in a museum also quicken the

Eesthetic urges of a people It is therefore

recognised on all hands that a museum should

be the centre round which should grow the

cultural education of a people

The creation of Museums in the Bombay
Presidency started with the establishment of

Lord Reay Maharashtra Industrial Museum,
Poona, some time in 1 890 This museum was

founded by the Industrial Association of

Western India that resulted from the large-

scale Inter-Provincial Industrial Exhibition of

the year 1888 and is a memorial to His

Excellency the late Lord Reay The Associa-

tion dissolved in 1896 and all the funds and
exhibits were handed over by that body to the

Poona City Municipality The Museum and
activities of the Association were defunct for

nearly forty years Since 1 930, however, the

Poona City Municipality has revived and
recognised the Institution The Board of

seven Trustees consisted of four ex officio

members of the Municipality and three elected

donors to the Museum Fund

The object of the museum is to demonstrate

Industrial processes and manufactured pro-

ducts It occupies the first floor of the Central

Hall of the Reay Market in Poona City Under
the Five-Year Plans, Government of India have
sanctioned Building plot to the Museum and
its new edifice has sprung up on its plot on
Ghole Road, Poona-4 This Museum, proposed

to be developed as a Multipurpose museum,
will include section on Arts, Crafts, Archaeo-

logy, Numismatics, Weapons, Forest Products,

Textiles, Paper Industry, Mineral Oils, Vege-
table Oils Industries and the Sugar Industry

in Maharashtra By the amendment of the

Act it is proposed to establish this museum as

a regional museum of Maharashtra

Museum of Bharat Itthas Sumshodhan
Mandal, Poona

The Museum was opened in 1915 and is

administered by a Managing Committee whose
aims are to collect and conserve historical

material relating to India and to publish the

results of their researches The main hall

of the institution is known as the Assembly

Hall (63'X30') which contains cases in which

are exhibited pictures, manuscripts, arms and

coins In the Eastern wing are exhibited

collection of Indian paintings, textiles includ-

ing dress of Nana Phadnis, Charts, Maps
and Photographs The Institution has recently

built an extensive, massive two-storeyed build-

ing which contains historical documents and

manuscripts stored in Godrej cupboards The
building was constructed with the help of the

grants received from the Government of

India and the Government of Maharashtra

The Prince of Wales Museum of Western

India, Bombay

The Prince of Wales Museum, Bombay, owes

Its origin to the appointment by Government

in 1 904 of a Committee 'under the presidency

of Mr G O W Dunn The Committee

reported that the first efforts should be directed

towards providing a proper place for the

collections of work of J J School of Art and

for the archaeological specimens collected

by the Archaeological Survey of India, Western

Circle and that with the museum of art and

archaeology there should be a combined

Museum for Science and Natural History^
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5t was urged that main object of the museum
should be educational In 1 905 it was decided

that the permanent memorial of the visit of

the Prince of Wales in that year should take

the form of public museum and library The
scope of the Museum was defined in 1 920 as the

art, archaeology, history, economic products

and natural history of the Bombay Presidency

an particular In 1 920 the vast art and archaeo-

logical collections of the late Sir Ratan Tata

were gifted by Lady Ratan Tata which still

form the bulk of art section Sir Dorab

Tata, a year later, gave a collection of pictures

and antiquities and m 1933 a further large art

collection of Sir Dorab Tata was received

from the Trustees of Sir Dorab Tata Trust

In 1940 the Prince of Wales Museum was

passed on to the Board of Trustees created

under an Act by Government of Bombay
The Museum receives grants from the Govern-

ment of Maharashtra and the Government of

India The Prince ofWales Museum, Bombay,

as the principal museum of the State It is

aiational in outlook and has acquired an inter-

national reputation by its gradual develop-

ment under the able guidance of Dr Moti

Chandra, its present Director Recently it has

constructed a multipurpose Hall and a Nepali

Art Gallery from the central assistance received

By it under the Five-Year Plan Scheme.

In all there are sixteen Museums in

Maharashtra which can be classified into five

-categories as under —
(A) Museums managed by the Board of

Trustees under the Act, viz
, ( 1 )

The Prince of

Wales Museum of Western India, Bombay
,

.'(2) Lord Reay Maharashtra Industrial Museum,
Poona

(B) State Government Museums—(1) Central

Museum, Nagpur, (2) Shri Bhawani Museum,
Aundh, (3) Kolhapur Museum, Kolhapur,

>(4) Raja Kelkar Museum, Poona, (5) Proposed

Chatrapati Shivaji Maharaj Museum, Satara

(C) Museums managed by the Municipal

Authorities—(I) Victoria and Albert Museum,
Bombay, (2) Ahmadnagar Historical Museum,
Ahmadnagar

(D) Museums managed by the Research Inst-

tutions, Colleges, Libraries—(1) Museum of the

Bharat Itihas Sumshodhan Mandal, Poona-2,

(2) Museum of the Deccan College of Post-

Graduate Research Institute, Poona-6,

(3) Museum managed by the Rajwade Samsho-
dhan Mandal, Dhulia, (4) Museum of Sarwaja-

nika Wachanalaya, Nasik, (5) Wilhngdon
College Museum, Sangli

(E) Museums managed by private individuals—
(I) Parasnis Museum, Satara, (2) Akkalkot

Museum, Akkalkot

In 1951, while inaugurating the Museum
Education Conference in Poona, the then

Chief Mimster of Bombay said, “Our museums
are becoming alive and will prove valuable

allies and instruments m our efforts to develop

the many-sided education of our people, for

It is now universally admitted that the primary

function of a museum is to educate and that

Its main contribution should be the enlightened

inspiration of its visitors The preservation

of exhibits IS, therefore, a means to this

much wider end To achieve this end it is not

sufficient to educate our children We have

to educate our adults, to provide them informa-

tion and to inspire them with a vision of our

problems of to-day, of our glorious achievements

in the past and of the opportunities and possi-

bihties before us in future For this purpose

we must avail ourselves of every possible

medium of education of effective instrument

The Museum as we know to-day is made up
of variety of contents , objects of art, historical

and archaeological relics, skeletons of ammals,

machines, contemporary products, specimens

of local geology or forest products, arts, crafts,

natural history, anthropology, numismatics,

etc Indeed there is no limit to the range of

specimens in a multipurpose museum The
main or primary function of a museum is to

act as centre of instruction, education, recrea-

tion or enjoyment with a distinctly educative

bias A museum should therefore be a living

and dynamic repository of knowledge and cul-

tural and an indispensable component of our
social life, a centre which will help our citizen

be they townsmen or villagers, be they literate

or illiterate to understand, to appreciate their
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history and culture, their folklore, tradition,

their arts and crafts The story of the region

in ashich they h\e as seen in their gcographj,

geology, forest and agticiiltural resources and

economic products
”

“ Though our museums ha\ e not been dc\ elop-

ed as much as they should, some of them
have made great effort to fulfill its objtctncs

of expansion in spite of many odds
"

When GoaerniTiLnt set up an adaiSorj hoard

knovn as the “State Board for Historical Re-
cords and Ancient hlonumcnts” in December

1949, It vas one of the functions of the Board to

advise Goaernment for dcaelopmcnt of museums
in the State In pursuance of a resolution

passed at the first meeting of the State Board
for Historical Records and Ancient Monuments
it a\as resolved that as a first step, the Director

of Archucs and Shri R G Gjani should

make a survey of museums in the State and
submit the report to the Board before the

end of the scar According!} a sur\c\ of

Museums uas undertaken b} the Director

along a\ith Shri G}ani and a detailed report

of the sura ey of Museums in Poona, Aundh and
Kolhapur vas submitted to Goaernment

In course of time the museum actiaity

in the State grcaa rapidla after the merger of

States of the Deccan in the State of Bombaa
Museums at Kolliapur, Aundh aacre placed

under the control of the Director of Archiacs

and Historical Monuments The Museum
at Sangh avas transferred to the Wilhngdon
College, Sangh, and the same is supcraised

by the Principal of Wilhngdon College, Sangh
Museums in Karnataka and Gujarat aaerc

transferred to the States of Gujarat and M}sore
respectively On the reorganisation of State

of Bombay on linguistic basis, the Central

Museum, Nagpur, which was first under the

control of the Industries Department of

Central Provinces was placed under the Direc-

tor of Education, Poona Subsequently all

Government Museums in the State were

placed in charge of the Director of Archives

and Historical Monuments for convenience of

Government and all non-Government museums
in the State of Maharashtra were asked to

submit proposals for expansion schemes under

the Tne-Ycar Plan to Go\crnmcnt
through this directorate. Proposals for cen-

tral issistance for dcaclopmtnt of museums
in Maharashtra were also routed through
the Directorate of Archives and Historical

Moniimcntb The Director of Archives was
co-opted member of the Standing Committee
of the Centr.il Advisory Board of Museums
He was also appointed member of the Central’

Advisory Board of Museums and he still

continued to hold the posjtim As nominee
of the Government of AIahara''htra he put
forward an effective plea for varituis expan-
sion '•ehemes of the Government and non-

Government museums m the State of Maha-
rashtra Government Muscun s at Aundh
and Kolhapur received central .issistance for

equipment Tvo posts of Gallery A^si'^t.antB

were created in respective museums Raja

Kelkar Museum m Poona and the Lord Rcay

Industrial Museum, Poena, received

building grants Regular maintenance

grants and grants-in-a'd to non-Gov eminent

Museums have been continued by Maha-
rashtra Government everv year Tlie Deccan

College, Poona, the Bharat Itihas Sumsho-

dinn M.anda!, Poona, Vdmadnagar Museum
and the Sangh Museum were given grants-in-

aid for their development schemes Govern-

ment has also proposed tc set up a museum
know'n as Shn Chatrapati Shivaji IVIaliar.aja

Museum of IMaratha History
,

at Satara

Government have sanctioned a nucleus staff

consisting of a Curator, a Gallery Assistant,

two peons and two watchmen for looking after

this museum As soon as suitable building is

mtide available in Satara for this Museum
Government will take immediate steps to

establish the same

With a view to improve the condition of

Museums in the State, Government appointed

a small Advisory Committee for hluscums

on the .an.alogy of the Central Advisorv Board

of Museums to adv'ise Government in the

matter of proper upkeep and use of museum
exhibits and allied matters Functions of tins

Committee are as under —
(1) To visit and inspect museums m the

State of Maharashtra
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(2) To suggest ways and means for

labelling and cataloguing or listing or pre-

paring card index for exhibits

(3) To report on the methods of preserva-

tion adopted m the museums and to suggest

ways and means to improve them whenever

necessary

(4) To consider the photographs of all

important exhibits m the Museums of the

State

(5) To consider proper utilisation of

museums’ instruments of Education

(6) Generally to assess the needs of

museums m the light of terms of reference

given to the Committee and to make recom-

mendations for adequate museum service m
each institution

The Director of Archives and Historical

Monuments worked as Chairman of this

Committee from 1956 to 1959 The tenure

of this Committee is for three years It w'as

reconstituted m May 1960, when the Secre-

tary of Education became Ex officto Chairman

and the Director v/as appointed as member
It Was again reconstituted in August 1963

With the following members —
(1) Secretary, Education and Social

Welfare Department, Ex officto Chairman

(2) Dr Moti Chandra, Bombay

(3) Dr H D Sankalia, Poona

(4) Prof Shankar Palashikar, Bombay

(5) Shri S Batliwala, Bombay

(6) Director of Archives and Historical

Monuments, Ex officto Member

(7) Superintendent of Records, Bombay

—

Secretary

The Museums Committee has powers to

co-opt two members

Reports of the survey of Museums done

by the Museum Committee have been published

in the annual reports of this Directorate

(1957-58 and 1958-59) The Committee also

prepared Draft Rules for distribution of

antiquities discovered during excavation among
several museums m Maharashtra State They
were considered in detail at a meeting held

m Poona on 6th June 1961 and subsequently

at 1962. The Draft Rules approved by the

Committee were sent to Government for

further necessary action Shn V P Rode,

Curator of Central Museum, Nagpur, Co-

opted Member of the Committee, prepared

a scheme for development of Kolhapur Museum
at the instance of the' Committee The
Development Scheme prepared by him could

not be implemented on account of national

emergency declared by Go\eri.ment

Maharashtra is fortunate in having differ

ent types of museums The Prince of Wales

Museum of Western India, Bombay, has

acquirea a place of its own in the galaxy of

mU6eum.s in India It is a premier institu-

tion of museology in Bombay and imparts

training to the Curators of several museums
in India It is iccognised by the University

of Bombay for post-graduate studies in museum
methods and technique The Victoria and

Albert Museum at Byculla gives inteiesting

account of the development of Bombay It

has also a fine collection of old maps of Bombay
and old books on Bombay giving its earlier

history

Coming to the museums in Poona the Lord
Reay Maharashtra Industrial Museum, Poena,

has developed many sections industry, agricul-

ture, forest, arr, crafts and archaeology It is

developing in true perspective all the aspects

of Maharashtra, its geographical, sociological,

economic improvements

The Museum of the Bharata Itihasa San-
shodhaka Mandala, Poona, and the Deccan
College Museum are mainly historical and
archaeological museums They have made
their name in India as the finest institutions

for studying history and archaeologv by
research methods Both the institutions are

recognised by the Poona University for post-

graduate studies in history and archaeology

Raja Kelkar Museum, Poona, has been taken

over by Government for management in

September 1962

Mam sections of this museum ar,. (1) Pain-
tings, (2) Wood-carvings, (3) Bronzes, (4) Stone
sculptures, (5) Pottery, (6) Textiles, (7) Illus-

trated manuscripts, (8) Sword handles,

(9) Brassware, (10) Foot cleaners (Vajri),

(11) Religious spools, (12) Votive Mudras,

A 2313—24 A
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(13) Kalamdans, (14) Terracotta objects, ( 1 5) Ex-

cavated exhibits, (16) Brass toys, (17) Toilet

exhibits, ( 1 8) Lamps A unique collection of

500 lamps of various types and designs used in

India, (19) Tambool A unique collection of

more than 300 Tambool exhibits, (20) Coins,

copperplates seals, scent bottles and antique

boxes

The paintings of various schools, viz
,
Rajput,

Kangra, Deccan and Maratha Collection

of Paithan paintings is unique Wood-
carvings from Gujarat, Maharashtra and

South India have been displayed There arc

innumerable varieties of Deccan and Jam
bronzes The textiles of Maharashtra, Sau-

rashtra, Bengal and Andhra are of peculiar

quality and thin texture The collection of

decorative brass-ware and vagucs of Maharash-
ti a, Gujarat and Andhra Pradesh is a unique

collection

A wonderful feature of this museum is that

a building owned by Baji Rao I, known as

‘Mastani Mahal’ was bought and removed
physicallj from a place five miles away from
Poona and again created as a Marathi period

section of the Museum in the musedm
premises

From Poona one should visit Shri Bhawani
Museum, Aundh, by rail up to Rahimatpur or

Koregaon and take an S T Bus to Aundh
The museum built by the late Rajasaheb of

Aundh has comrnanding situation on a hill

With a beautiful building specially meant for a

museum, which is well-lighted and wcll-

ventilated It has been maintained nicely by
the Government of Maharashtra It has one
of the finest picture galleries in Maharashtra
It contains beautiful original paintings of

different schools It has a small but good
collection of sculptures Recently the Museum
Assistant has set up a small section of pre-

historic arefacts This Museum is visited

by the Primary and Secondary School students

of the districts around

From Aundh one should proceed to Sangli

and Kolhapur Museums at both these places

are the legacy of the State Rulers who collected

things in their distant tours of places m India

and abroad The Museum at Kolhapur is

mainly an archaeological museum Its finest

collection consist® of Bnhmpuri Bronzes dis-

covered during excavations and these were
exhibited in the Prince of Wales Museum,
Bombay, for a period of two months A
monograph on them is being prepared by
Shri Karl Khandalvala, Chairman of the Board
of Trustees of the Prince of Wales Museum,
Bombay

Tlie collection of sculptures from places

around Kolhapur has been done by Shn S S
Shinde, In-charge of Kolhapur Museum
There is good collection of weapons acquired

from the ev-Savantwadi Museum There are

good paintings of local artists such as Babaurao

Painter and others The Museum has now a

Gallery Assistant who looks after the display and

arrangement of exhibits in the museum

The Museum of Sarvajanika Wachanalaya,

Nasik, has been set up recently It contains

a good collection of old manuscripts, coins and

paintings It is a part of the Municipal Library

It IS maintained out of the grants received for

the Library No staff is appointed to look

after this museum for want of adequate grants

It has applied for central assistance through

the Education and Social Welfare Department

of the Government of Maharashtra

Museum of the Rajwade Samshodhftn Mandal,

Dhulia, has some manuscripts and old books

The Institution has a fine library It publishes

in Marathi a quarterly known as ‘Samshodhaka’

The Institution has been founded and deve-

loped by the efforts of Shn V K Rajwade,

well-known historian and late Shn B W Bhat

of Dhuha

Historical Museum at Ahmadnagar is also .

a recent creation It is founded by the Ahmad-
nagar Borough Municipality A Board of

Trustees has been appointed to look after the

activities of this museum A plot for the build-

ing has been allotted by Government of

Maharashtra in the compound of Collector’s

office ^
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Central Museum, Nagpur, has been the new
addition to the total museums in Maha-
rashtra It IS the biggest among the 3 State

Museums, viz
,
Aundh, Kolhapur and Poona

It IS also oldest among all museums in Maha-
rashtra This jnuseum before it came to

Maharashtra was maintained by the Government

of Central Provinces, the controlling officer

being the Director of Industries The collec-

tion is housed in a Central Hall, two wings

and two galleries having an exhibition

area of 10,440 sq ft The east wing is divided

into two rooms, the west into three, one being

used as Library and the Curator’s Office

There is an Archaeological Assistant (ClasJlI)

Ga2etted Officer to as<3i«;t to the Curator

There is archaeological section which contains

ethnological collections There is a natural

History section also The Museumhas recently

published a guide in English and Hindi This

Museum is now placed in charge of the Direc-

tor of Archives and Historical Monuments,
Government of Maharashtra

The Government of Maharashtra, during

the current financial year, have provided grants-

in-aid to private museums amounting to

Rs 1,58,000 and the total grants for Govern-
ment Museums including the Five-Year Plans

Scheme amount to Rs 3,00,700 It will thus

be seen that Government of Maharashtra is

alive to development schemes of several

museums in Maharashtra



History of the Central Museum, Nagpur

The idea of founding a Museum at Nagpur
was first taken up probably in response to the

activities of the Antiquarian Society of the

Central Provinces

On 27th October 1862, a Committee was
convened at Nagpur under instructions from
the officiating Chief Commissioner, conveyed
m his Secretary’s letter No 3392 of 20th

Octobti 1862 to the Commissioner of Nagpur,
for the Durpose of considering a plan for the

establishment of a Museum and Public Library

The Committee consisted of the following

per-uiiiiel —
1 Capt P Dods, Director of Public

Instruction

2 Capt Cobbe, Assistant Secretary to

C C
, P W D

3 Rev S Hislop, Missionary Clergyman
of the Free Church of Scotland Mission

at Nagpur

4 Capt Hector Mackenzie, Secretary to

C C

5 Capt J Ashburner, Deputy Commis-
sioner

Lieutenant-Colonel Spence, officiating Judicial

Commissioner, Capt Browne, officiating Com-
missioner, Mr M Beazeley, Civil Engineer,

were also present The Committee considered

the site for the building and also the objects

of the proposed Museum and the Library

The Committee submitted a plan of a building

designed by Capt Cobbe which they thought

would prove suitable for the purpose of the

proposed institutions It comprised of a spacious

hall 70' X 25' and 20' high with a 10'

verandah all round The building was con-

structed at the cost of Rs 7,000

The Museum was established in 1863, when
Mr Richard Temple was the Chief Commis-

sioner of the Province The Government
Circular issued on the 7th May 1 863 (reproduced

alongside) and the following extract from the

work by Rivett-Carnac recalling Many Memo-
ries of Life tn India and Abroad give an idea

of the efforts made m the beginning for collect-

ing exhibits for the Museum —
“ The Province has always been, as Sir

Alfred Lyall well describes it m his delightful

verses printed later on, the Cindrella of India,

and Temple, the new Governor, had to try

and provide many necessaries which the more
favoured Provinces had long enjoyed Thus
a Museum was started, and all the zeal of the

district officers and that of the natwe chiefs

and landholders enlisted in the collection of

objects of interest for the new institution

The fiat went forth that every one was invited

to bring into Nagpore all that was ‘ marvellous
~

and Tare and a special
‘ durbar ’ or func-

tion was announced for the reception of the

leading local nobles and landholders assisting

in this meritorious object As is always the

case, there was no small competition among
the nobles to minister to the hobby, as it was

regarded, of the great man But some earnest

workers had rather vague ideas of the class of

rarity suitable for a museum collection The
durbar, to which all the leading people of the

province had been invited, was opened with

much state and ceremony in the great hall of

the Residency Temple, seated on a red-

velvet chair of state placed on a dais, com-

menced to explain the object of the assembly

in an impressive speech in the vernacular,

and dwelt on the desirability of all bringing

in what was uncommon and ‘ rare ’ and

repeated and dwelt upon the word ‘ rare
’

An' old Chief from a wild part of the Province,

who was seated in the front row, suddenly

held up his hand as does a school-boy in
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class when anxious to get in his reply to some
question, and echoing the ‘ rare ’ with an

excited yell shouted out, ‘ Yes Lord of the

World, RARE ’ The old chap was quieted

with some difficulty, and Temple, who was
annoyed at the interruption, continued his

address, returning in due course to his great

point, the importance of collecting all that

was ‘ rare ’ This was too much for the old

chief Loudly re-echoing the ‘ rare ’, he
struggled towards his servants, who were in the

verandah of the hall watching the proceedings,

and received from the hands of a retainer a

young goat, which immediately commenced
to make melody to the interruption of the

formal proceedings Pressing forward to where
the great man stood, and attempting to thrust

the precious gift into Temple’s hands, the

old fellow held up a fifth leg, with which the
'

goat was endowed, and which with its screams

made it an object of much interest and atten-

tion to all the natives assembled The durbar

was restored to order with no little difficulty,

and not a few of the audience found it hard to

understand why the great man was so little

appreciative of a contribution which certainly

in their eyes had the merit of being both

ir arvellous and rare MI”

The collections were enriched by acquiring

exhibits from the Exhibitions held at Nagpur
and Jabalpur in 1865 and 1866, respectively

Mr Temple himself donated some specimens

of porcelain from Worcester

In 1870-71, additions were effected by
P W D when the building lost its municipal

character and it became a provincial property

The Museum occupied the Western wing of

the building, while in the Eastern wing and the

Central Hall were housed the Library and the

Public Room where balls, theatrical perform-

ances, public meetings and examinations were

held The Museum was at first supported by

the Municipality Later on a grant was made
from the local funds in order to meet the salaries,

while the municipal contribution provided

funds for contingent expenditure, purchase of

new exhibits, etc A Museum Committee

was set up which consisted of the Commis-
sioner, Nagpur Division, Inspector-General of

Education, the Deputy Commissioner, Nagpur
and the Executive Engineer, Nagpur Division

The Committee had power to co-opt such

number of members, Europeans and ‘ Natives

as It might consider desirable {vide letter

No 1455, dated lOth July 1871, from the

Secretary to Chief Commissioner, C P to

Commissioner, Nagpur Division) The Indian

member of this Committee was Shri Nana
Ahir Rao The Committee represented the

whole Province and not Nagpur Division

only The care of the Museum was at

first in the hands of the Director of Public

Instruction, but in 1883, it was made over to

the Director of Agriculture

The Museum collections included specimens

of Art and Industry and Archaelogical, Ethno-

logical, Natural History, Forest, Agricultural and

Geological exhibits which were displayed in two

galleries on the west side of the Public Room
Writing on the subject of the Museum in 1 904,

Mr Lely, officiating Chief Commissioner, C P ,

states, ” Its actual development has been

academical rather than practical It has become
rather haphazard collection of curiosities than an

agency to keep pace with and quicken the life of

the Province” However, it is interesting to

know how in such a condition also the Museum
could be of immense help to Mr Tata in

locating the iron-ore deposits in the Drug
District and ultimately in establishing the Iron

and Steel Works at Sakchi (now Jamshedpur)

Then Mr Dorabji Tata accompanied by his

associate Mr C M Weld, an energetic man
from New York had come to Nagpur some time

in 1903 to see Sir Benjamin Robertson, the then

Chief Secretary of the Central Provinces

Administration and to inform him about the

conclusion they had arrived at regarding the

Chanda project and starting of Iron and Steel

Industry in India

Mr F R Harris in his book entitled

Jamsetjt Nusserwanjt Tata (London, 1 925) writes

at page 1 84 as under

“At this stage one of those chance incidents

which make or mar all great enterprises stirred

their energies afresh Mr Dorabji Tata went to

Nagpur to see Sir Benjamin Robertson, then the

Chief Secretary of the Central Provinces
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Administration, to inform him about the

conclusion they had arrived at Tlic Chief

Secretary happened to be out, so he drifted

lather aimlessly into the museum opposite the

Secretariat to await his return There he came

across v geological map of the Ccntril Provinces,

printed in colours lie noticed that the Drug

District, near Raipur, about 1 40 miles from the

Chanda area, was coloured very darklj, in a hue

which was meant to indicite large dt posits of

iron lie called Mr Weld, who had accom-

panied him, to look It the map Mr Weld
iccollectcd that he had seen some mention of the

district in the reports of the Geologic il Survej

In a case in the museum, thev found a specimen

of verj good iron ore from the Drug area Let

no one siv after this that Museums in India

sene no usclul purpose”

ith the establishment of the Agricultural

College and a Museum in the Technical

Institute, the Forest, Agricultural and
Geological exhibits were transferred to that

institution leaving the Archaeological and
I thnological exhibits, manufactured goods and
Natural Historj exhibits m the Museum

Attention was first directed to orginise the

Arehaeological section and seviccs of

Pt Basant Ram, Pt Hiranand Shastn and
Pt Natesan Ai) cr w ere obtained for the same
Pt Ai}tr prepared descriptive lists of exhibits

m the Archaeological Section of the Tvluscum

when he w as w orking as Archaeological Assistant

m the Museum These lists were published

in 1914 The Arts and Industry Section

and the Ethnological collections also received

due attention Collection of ethnological mate-
rial was made on tlie lines suggested by

Mr Russell The Ethnological collections were
enriched by acquiring the collections of

Chhmdwara Gonds made by the late R B
Hiralal m 1913, which led to the organisation

of Ethnological Section A primary incentive

for making collection of ethnological exhibits

was due to a request from the British Museum
that typical exhibits from the various tribes,

races and castes in the Central Provinces be

kept for reference m London A complete

set of exhibits was sent to the British Museum,
London

In 1914 two sets of proposals regarding future

extension of the Museum were submitted to

Government one had reference to immediate
requirements of the Museum and the other

referred to ceit.un idditions to it which were
neees'ary to enahic it to tile part in the teach-

ing of the proposed Central Provinces Uni-

versity In the former scheme there was
provision for Xatural History, Ethnology and

Archaeology as tiiree sep irate Scctiom In

proposing the scheme IVIr Grihim siys, 'k\s

Curator of the Museum my idea is to have an

institution m Xigpur worthy of the Central

Provinces and Berir The Museum v ill be

unique m tint collection will be local and

hence there will he no competition v ith all

India institutions such as the Indian Museum
The value of hiving local miterial for teaching

purpose cannot be over-estimated Not only'

will it stimulate interest in the natuarl features

which sunound the student’s path on every

side, hut material for investigation will always

be available to those vvho wish to pursue their

studies further”

Mr R J D Griham, the last honorary'

Curator retired in 1916 vvhen Mr D’Abreu

succeeded him Since the latter’s appointment

first ns Assistant Curator m 1911 and then as

Curator in 1916 a thorough reorganisation of

the Natural History Section had talcn place

Large additions were made to the collections

of birds, small mammals and reptiles The
collection of birds, eggs and nests was a new

feature

In 1919 when the Governing Body of the

Victoria Technical Institute handed over the

whole of the Economic Museum to tlie Central

Museum it became overcrowded The Public

Room was then absorbed into the museum In

the same year Sbn M A Suboor w as appointed

as Coin Expert In this year the control of the

Museum was transferred to the Department of

Industries In the following years the Geo-

logical Section was reorganised for which the

services of Mr (now Sir Cyril) C S Fox of the

Geological Survey were utilized In 1923 an

Emporium of Cottage Industries Pioducts was

opened m the Museum
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The increasing number of exhibits in each

-section demanded extensions to the building

which were completed m April 1927 They

consisted of one room 60' X 30' on the cast

of the mam building and two 30' X 30 each on

the west side which afforded facilities to dis-

play the collections section-wise

In April 1929 the Museum Fund for which

Government contributed substantially by way

of grant-m-aid was abolished and the Museum
was provincialized

Mr D’Abreu not only displayed the inverteb-

rate and vertebrate fauna of the province in

the galleries but also enriched the reserve

collections which formed the basis of several

Records and Bulletms published by the

Museum He retired in 1936 when Dr S S

Patwardhan who was also a Naturalist succeeded

him In 1944 Shri Suboor retired when his

post was abolished A new post of Archaeo-

logical Assistant was created to which Shri

V P Rode was appointed During the last

fifteen years the Museum got technical posts

of Artist, Photographer, Taxidermist and a

Guide-Lecturer and also a post of Anthro-

pological Assistant

Since the Independence of the country in

1947 the museum activities have been directed

towards reorganising the galleries on modern

lines When the roof of the two wings was

overhauled it offered an opportunity to re-

organise the Arts and Crafts, the Archaeological

and Anthropological Sections The Emporium
and the Economic Sections were closed

In 1953 a Regional Museum was started at

Raipur when selected exhibits from that area

were transferred to that institution from the

Nagpur museum In 1955 the Museum was

made over to the Education Department

Since reorganisation of the State, in 1956, the

Director of Education, Poona, became the

Controllmg Officer of the Museum '

In June 1959 Dr S S Patwardhan retired

from service when Sarvashri T A Apte and
Muttalib held in succession the additional

charge of the post of Curator till 1 9 ,
when Shri

V P Rode was appointed officiating Curator

From September 1 962 the Museum has been
put under the State Department of Archaeo-

^ogy, the Controlling Officer being the Director of

Archives and Historical Monuments, Govern-
ment of Maharashtra, Bombay

Since the year 1 959-60 the Museum has been

receiving Government of India grant for its

reorganisation and development It has, there-

fore, been possible to reorganise three galleries

on modern lines In the Bird Gallery the

cases have been provided with big-size glass

panes, concealed fluorescent illumination and
continuous panelling The Arts and Craft

Section housed in the Central Hall has been
thoroughly overhauled providing complete panel-

Img giving flush effect In the Picture Gallery

wooden panelling for the entire wall space has

been provided and the paintings rearranged

The Museum has been able to publish short

Guide Books and Folders in English, Hindi
and Marathi and two sets of Picture Post-

cards It has purchased equipment such as

Epidiascope, Film Projector and a Water
Cooler

The Central Museum is the oldest and the

biggest Museum in Maharashtra It has at

present ten galleries which are filled to capacity

The Museum serves as an important medium
for education and aims at inteiesting a student

and a general visitor m natural surroundmgs,
the history, culture, art, social and economic
conditions of the country and development in

science and technology A Scheme for further

extension of the building has been submitted
to Government It is expected to be, very soon,

a multi-purpose museum devoted to Art and
Archaeology, Anthropology, Natural History,

Science and Technology There will also be
a special Children’s Section It will arrange for

Guide Service, periodic Exhibitions, Film shows
and Lectures for which provision of a Multi-
purpose Hall has been made in the Scheme
To commemorate the occasion of the Cen-
tenary of the Museum an Art Gallery is

being constructed which is expected to be
completed during the current year

Scope and Collection

The Museum collections 'are mamly pronn-
cial (ex-C P and Berar) They are divided
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into SIX sections, viz, (1) Art and Industry,

(2) Archaeology, (3) Anthropology, (4) Picture

Gallery, (5) Geology and (6) Natural History

Besides the articles exhibited m the public

galleries there are large reserve collections

\\hich are available for study on application to

the Curator

The Central Hall is devoted to the Art

Section The East Wing with four rooms is

for Natural History and the West Wing with

tour rooms is allotted to Archaeology,

Anthropology and the Picture Gallery The
Geology Section is housed on the first floor

At the entrance of the Galleries large paint-

ings symbohshing the collections displayed

have been introduced wherever possible

Arts and Crafts Section —It is housed in the

Central Hall There is a model in plaster

“Return from Field” done by Shri Pandhye
of Khamgaon The metal-ware exhibited in

the Gallery includes engraved and perforated

metal-vare from Banaras, bell metal-ware from
Mandla and the brass lamps from Bhandara
which are interesting The samples of hom-
work include a candle-stand from Ratnagiri

(Maharashtra State) rvhich is a remarkable piece

of workmanship The specimens of ivory work
include a figure of Lakshml which is a re-

markable piece of art In specimens of tex-

tile fabrics gold-thread Sans from Burhan-
pur deserve special mention The selected

specimens of other are textile fabrics from
India from the collection made by the

Secretary of State for India m 1866 In the

specimens of wood carving “Harvest” from
Bombay deserves special attention Wooden
models of fruits and vegetables from Gokak
(Belgaum District, Mysore State) attract atten-

tion of all visitors A silver model of a

“Chhakra” which was donated by the late

R B A V Kaptan is an interesting piece of

art The specimens of pottery exhibited in

the gallery include Victorian porcelain from

Worcester presented by Sir Richard Temple
in 1867 There is a set of illustrated and

illuminated manuscripts from the collections

of the late Raja Bahadur Raghoji Bhonsle

The profusely illustrated Bhdgavata deserves

special mention There are a few specimens
of Burmese Art received from Shri Mande,
Nagpur

Archaeological Section —^This is one of the

richest sections and occupies two galleries

The collection of pre-historic exhibits includes

Stone Age, Copper Age and Chalcolithic Age
antiquities The interesting Copper Age anti-

quities are from Gungeria (Balaghat District,

M P ) discovered in 1 870 The Scultpure

Gallery is one of the mam attractive features

of the Museum It contains mostly medieval
Sculptures The noteworthy sculptures in

the gallery are Lakshmlnarayana from Chanda
Vishnu from Seoni, Mukhalinga from Nemar,
Siva from PadamapUr and Mahavira from Jabal-

pur Museum collection cf Jain Bronzes from
Rajanapur Khinkhini (Akola District) of about

the 9th-10th Century AD, includes some,

interesting pieces such as SarasvatTj.

Yaksha-dampati and Sumatinatha Two early

sculptures assignable to the 1st Century A D
,

come from Bheraghat and are exhibited in the

Porch In the Inscription Gallery there are

copper-plate and stone inscriptions ranging

from 3rd Century B C
, to the 1 7th Century

A D ,
w hich throw considerable light on the

history of the country A number of copper-

plate and stone inscriptions of the Vakatakas,

the Rashtrakutas and Kalachuris have been

edited by M M V V Mirashi Tw'o of the

Copper plates have been received as donations

from Shri Harshe of Sagar and Shri Upasrao

Mahadik, Nagpur Notable among the stone

inscriptions is the Deotek slab bearing the

two inscriptions of the time of Asoka and

Vakataka Rudrasena I The collection of coins

which is kept m safes is quite representative

and contains the interesting Punch-marked coins

of the Satavahanas, the Kshatrapas, the Guptas,

Mahendraditya and Prasannamatra, the Nalas,.

the Kalachuris, the Paramaras, the Chalukyas

and the Yadavas which have been published in

the Journal of the Numismatic Society of India

The collection of coins of the Sultans of Delhi

and their contemporaries and the Mughals

and their contemporaries is also fairly rich

which contains some interesting and rare
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coins also The work of preparing ""a cata»

logue of all the coins in the hluseum has been

taken up An interesting Babylonian seal

which dates back to about 2000 B C
, the

period of the Firsi Dynasty of Babylon, deserves

special mention

Anthropological Section—A large portion

of the collection consists of articles used by

the Gonds, Oraons, Korkus and other aborigi-

nals There are clothes, head-gears and

foot-wear, ornaments such as necklaces,

malas, belts, armlets and anklets, nose and

ear-rings and pendants, household articles

including receptacles for food and water,

basketry, fire-making -^pliances, tinder-

boxes, combs, umbrellas, "etc The musical

instruments comprise wooden clappers, gongs

and bells, jingles, single and double-faced

drums, flutes, buggies and trumpets and a

variety of stringed instruments The material

collection has been supplemented by enlarged

photographs, (many of them coloured) of dance

and other scenes of tribal life obtained from

field The Gond memorial sculptures, parti-

cularly the elaborately carved pieces which

depict hunting and battle scenes, are very

interesting The collection in this section

has been recently enriched by acquiring dresses

and ornaments of the aboriginals A set of

dresses was also supplied to the National

Museum, New Delhi

The Picture Gallery—It is only recently

started and comprises mostly modern Indian

Paintings These paintings may be grouped

under three heads, viz ,
Portraits, Compositions

and Landscapes The group of portraits

contains the works of Sarvashri M V Athwale,

S L Haldankar, Wadanagekar, M Satavalekar,

andM R Acharekar and others “Niranjam” by

S L Haldankar desen'es special mention

In the group of Compositions are included

the vorks of Sarvashri S Chawda, A A
Almelkar, V S Gurjar, G S Haldankar,

J D Gondhalekar, M Satavalekar, K K
Hebbar, A A Raiba, D D Dalai, V Masoji,

W V Karanjkar, Kum Dhurandhar and

Smt B Prabha

A-2313—15

In the group of landscapes works of Sarvashri,

P A Dhond, V, R Amberkar, V B Dehadrai,

Prof W Langhammer, S H Raza, Paulraj,

Hanumaiya and M S Joshi are included

“Dhoopchhao” by Shri Paulraj deserves

special mention

The collection of old Indian Paintings,,

though small, is representative of principal

styles of paintings There are specimens of

Mughal, Rajasthani, Kangra and Deccani

styles of paintings which include specimens

received as donations from Sarvashri.

Waikar and Subhedar, Nagpur “Hathi

Peetambar” of the Rajasthani style and “Com-
plaint about Krishna” of the Kangra style,,

deserve special mention There are two
Nepali and Bhutani banners An old portrait

of Mahadaji Scindhia is said to have been
drawn from life by an Italian artist It is

received from the Government of India
•n

Geology Section—Exhibits in this section

are divided into four groups (1) Type
rocks, (2) Type minerals, (3) Minerals of

economic importance and (4) Fossils

Type rocks are grouped as Igneous, Sedi-

mentary and Metamorphic The structural

rock senes include fine specimens of dendritic

markings, concretionary nodules, ripple marks,

flexible sand-stone and pebbles from the

bed of the river Narmada The type mineral
senes is arranged acid-wise and base-wise.

Samples of minerals of economic importance-

comprise ores of manganese, iron and copper,

coal, bauxite, wolfram, hme-stone, clay,

ochres, graphite, mica, asbestos, galena, salts,

and semi-precious stones, specimens of build-

ing stones, road metal and murrums
Minerals utilised in different industries such
as heavy chemicals, pottery, glass, paints

and iron and steel are separately shovn

The fossil collection comprises specimens
of Plant, Invertebrate and Vertebrate fossils

discovered in the region and supplemented
by exotic specimens Rev Hislop’s collection

of fossils deserv es special mention

The Natural History Section—It is dmded
into (1) Bird Gallery (2) Reptile Fish and
Invertebrate Gallery' and (3) Mammal Gallery,
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Bird Gallery—In this gallery there are four

habitat groups The rest of the gallery is

devoted to display of systematic collection of

birds found in Vidarbha and Mahakosala

region The collection is fairly representative,

over 200 species being exhibited The birds

which deserve special attention are White

crow, Bengal Treepie, Malabar Whistling
* Thrush, Racket-tailed-Drongo

,
Green Bulbul,

Red and Scarlet Minivet, Shyama, Oriole,

Taradise-Flycatcher, Bastar Myna, Baya,

Shikra, Pitta, Hoopoe, Malabar Hornbill,

•Crested Cuckoo, Cinereous Vulture, Brahmmi
Kite, Black Winged Kite, Osprey, Indian

Coot, Emerald Dove, Great Indian Bustard,

Flamingo and Spoon-bill

The nesting groups have been interposed

Between the systematic collection at intervals

Rephle, Ftsh and Invertebrate Gallery—The
•attractive feature of the gallery is a habitat

group showing the Indian Crocodiles In

the wall-cases are displayed Gacko, blood-

sucking and monitor Lizards, Chameleons,

and Skinks There are pythons and other

poisonous and non-poisonous snakes found

in the State

The Fish collection is exhibited in the three

•wall-cases There are fresh-water fishes from
Vidarbha and Mahakosala The large spec-

imens of Bam, Singhala, Nila, Mahaseer,

Maral, Phulmaral and Rohu are of special

interest These exhibits are supplemented by
display of marine fishes both cartilagenous

^nd bony, obtained from Madras The

amphibian fauna includes species of frog and
toad found locally, stages in the develop-

ment and metamorphosis of a frog and a

habitat group of these animals

In the Invertebrate Gallery marine shells

are displayed in the wall-case while insects

representing their difiierent orders are shown
in a series of show-cases in the centre of the hall

Mammal Gallery—The large-hoofed mam-
mals include Blue-bull, Sambhar, Black-buck,

Chittal, Chinkara, Barking Deer, Four-horned

Antelope, Mousedeer, and Bison In the carni-

vora are included Sloth Bear, Leopard, Wild-

cats, Hyena, Wolf, Jackal, Fox and Wild Dog
Among the small mammals there are Por-

cupine, Hare, flying and other Squirrels,

Bats, Civets, Mongoose, Otter, Ratel and
Pangolin The primates are represented by
Bandar and Langoor Selected specimens

of horns and head-mounts of big games are

displayed on the wall

The collection of large mammals is displayed

in a big show-case against a background

displaying the beautiful colour scheme of a

morning sky at horizon The most attractive

part of the Gallery is the habitat groups,

VIS
,

of Indian Tiger, Leopard and Chittal

These animals are shown in an illuminated

case in their natural surroundings with appro-

priate ground scenery and a suitable back-

ground painting There are preparations

illustrating well-known Aesop’s Fables with

the use of taxidermical preparations of animals

concerned They have provided a good

attraction particularly to the school children

• • •
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An Account of the Three-day Programme

of the Centenary Celebrations

November 29th, 1964 has a special sigm-

.ficance m the history of the Central Museum,

lSlagpur,as on this auspicious day, the Centenary

'Celebrations of the Museum i^ere inaugurated

by Dr , Zakir Husain, Vice-President of India

The Vice-President of India accompanied

hy the Finance Minister, the Minister for

T)ducation and the Deputy Minister for

TIducation, Maharashtra State, armed at the

Museum at 4 00 p m tvhen he was received by

the Director of Archives and Historical

Monuments, Government of Maharashtra The
Secretary, Education and Social Welfare

Department, Government of Maharashtra, was

also present on the occasion

The Vice-President of India was requested

to kindly unveil the Centenary Plaque which

ns placed at the entrance of the Museum He
was then conducted through the galleries

nncluding the Central Hall in which a Special

Exhibition of seheted Exhibits from the Aundh
and the Kolhapur Museums and from the collec-

tion of Shri S B Kulkarni and Shri Salpekar

of Nagpur was arranged He showed keen

nnterest in the exhibits and wrote appreciative

remarks in the visitors’ book before leaving the

Museum for the*^ main function at the University

premises

Before the Ahce-President of India reached

the University premises the specially erected

pandal was already full As he stepped in

the pandal, ever5'body present rose from his

seat to pay respects to the Vice-President of

India

The inaugural function began with a prayer

which was followed by reading of messages

by Shri V P Rode, Curator of the Museum
The messages received included those from the

President of India, the Prime Minister of
India, the Governor and the Chief Minister of

Maharashtra, the Chief Ministers of other

States, the Central Education Minister and
prominent political and social leaders in the

country

After the reading of messages Dr P M
Joshi, Director of Archives and Historical

Monuments, Department of Archaeolog}', read

the report of the Museum Referring to one
of the rare e\ ents that go ‘to make or mar
ambitious ventures’. Dr Joshi said that the

museum had amply justified its existence by
guiding the late Mr Tata towards Durg in

search of iron ore Mr Tata had been to

Nagpur to report to the then C P Government
of his failure to find deposits of iron ore and
also his decision to give up the venture
to start a steel mill Shri M D Chaudhan,
Minister for Education, delivered the Welcome
address in which he said that the Celebrations
were being held on the oldest of soils, inhabited
by the oldest of tribes in the heart of an area
covered by the ancient kingdom of Vidarbha
on one side and that of Mahakosala on the other
The Minister for Education appealed to the
public to co-operate in the task of expanding
the scope of the Central Museum and pointed
out that most of the public places of import-
ance in Bombay came into existence through
the munificence of the people He hoped that
Nagpur as the second capital of the State
would follow suit He then requested the
Vice-President of India to kindly declare
the Centenary Volume published and to
inaugurate the Centenary Celebrations After
declaring published the Centenary Volume,
the Vice-President of India said that he con-
sidered It a privilege to be able to inaugurate the
Celebration of hundred years of a museum
in the very centre of the country, a museum
which was among the oldest museums m India

A 1313—26
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Dr Zakir Husain traced the histor}' of the

museums in Europe and India He also dwelt

on the progress made by this Museum since

It was set up in 1863 and referred in particular

to the archaeological section and said that it

had interesting material to illustrate the culture

of Central India, a meeting place of scaeral

dynasties of rulers from the earlist times

Sculptural and cpigraphical material, as also

coins and a variety of arms and armour arc

a fine representatn c collection The Anthro-

pology, Geology, Zoolog>, Art and Industry

section and the Picture Gallery were also note-

worthy and the Museum had been well-

maintained

It was hearteping to note, he stated, that

there has been concentration on educational

activity also He referred to the senes of

publications by the Museum on sculpture,

rock paintings, etc and paid high tributes to the

work done b} Dr S S Patwardhan, the former

Curator, and Shri V P Rode, the present

Curator, and said that the Raipur Museum had

in fact grown out of the Nagpur Museum
He said “I am sure that this Celebration of

the Centenary w'ould be a fitting occasion

for the Museum to further the cause of Educa-

tion by taking up a Centenarj' senes of publica-

tions to produce exhaustnc and dcscriptne

catalogues of the rich archaeological, geolo-

gical and other material housed in this insti-

tution It w'ould be also probably a fitting thing

for the Nagpur Museum, being centrally

located, to enlarge the scope of its archaeolo-

gical section following a vigorous policy of

exchange, acquiring typical examples of every

school from the north as w'ell as south, east

and w’est to represent a complete history of

Indian Culture through sculpture, architec-

ture, inscriptions and coins in the archaeolo-

gical field

The presence of veteran scholars like

Mahamahopadhyaya Dr jV V Mirashi at

Nagpur itself in the University would help

close co-operation from the University also

in furthering the educational activity of this

important Museum”

Shri S K Wankhede, Minister for Finance^
who presided over the function in the absence
of Shri V P Naik, Chief Minister of Maha-
rashtra, said that the very concept of museums
had undergone a \ast change, today they
are being looked upon as a school of
culture and history \icwcd in the per-

spective Shn 'VVankhede admitted the Nagpur
Museum would secure only ‘passing percent-

age’ He hastened to add tint the present

inadequacies of the museum would sooner than

later be overcome The State Government was
anxious about the progress of the place

,
had

already set up a museum advisory committee
and had also secured Central Government’s
assistance for its building The Finance
hlinistcr announced that the Lions Club of
Nagpur which had decided to set up a

Children’s Park in Nagpur in memory of ‘Chacha
Nehru’ has accepted the uneven space behind

the Museum for development into a Children’s

Park

Dr N N Kailas, Deputy Minister for

Education and Chairman •'of the Centenary-

Celebration Committee, proposed a vote of

thanks to the Vice-President of India, the

Chief Guest, the Minister for Finance and all

those who were present He stressed the need
,

for munificent contribution from the leading

citizens of this City, the second capital of

the State, to make the museum achiev'e a greater

staUis

He thanked the Mayor of Nagpur Corpora-

tion, the Commissioner, Nagpur Division,

members of the State Committee and the

Reception Committee, donors,'advertisers to the

Souvenir, the Collector of Nagpur and other

regional heads who helped in making the

Celebrations a success The inaugural function

closed with the singing of the National Anthem

Copies of the Centenary Volume and the

Souv'enir were given to the distinguished invitees

and the press representatives

In the ev'enmg was arranged the dance ballet

“Chhatrapati Shivaji” which was presented by

Shn Sachin Shankar Ballet Group from Bombay
It was witnessed by the Vice-President of

India
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On the following day, 7 c
,

30th November

1964 at 5-30 p m ShriP J Chinmulgund,! C S ,

delivered a Centenary Lecture on ‘ Indian

Numismatics ’ at the Vidarbha Sahitya Sangha

In his speech he made some very useful sugges-

tions on exhibition of coins in a Museum He
pointed out that the orthodox method of keeping

coins arranged in tra}s (according to dynasty

rulers and their issues) in a safe or strong-room

and exhibiting a few specimens in original or

their plaster casts helps the students and

scholars interested in Numismatics but the

general public visiting the museum gets no

idea at all of the collection in the museum or of

the importance of coins as sources of history

and culture or of the importance of the Science

of Numismatics He said that this system

should change if the general public arc to take

an interest in Numismatics He suggested

that the storage of entire collection in trays in

the safe or strong-room may be continued and

periodic exhibitions of coins in museum should

be held emphasizing aarious aspects of Numis-

matics Dr N N Kailas, Chairman of the

Celebration Committee, introduced the speaker

Mahamahopadhyaya Dr V V Mirashi presided

over the Lecture while Dr P M Joshi,

Director of Archives and Historical Monuments,

proposed a vote of thanks

At night was arranged a Marathi Drama
‘ Char Katha Eka Vyatha ’ staged by the

Ranjan Kala Mandir, a local dramatic association

w'hich has been receiving the first prize for the

last three years in the State Drama Festival

On the third day of the Celebrations, r c
, on 1st

December 1964 was arranged a second Centenary

Lecture by Mahamahopadhyaya D V Potdar on
‘ A new way to preserve our monuments ’

He said the Collection and Preservation of

ancient monuments w'hich arc scattered all

over the country are a big problem before our

nation It requires a huge amount which we
have not got Since the work has got to be

done a beginning should be made for which he

made some very valuable suggestions One
of his suggestions w'as that the w’ork of collection

of scattered monuments may be entrusted

to the village Panchayats while that of recording

them might be done by the teachers in

the villages For this Lecture also Mahamahopa-
dhyaya Dr Mirashi was in the chair. Dr N N
Kailas, Chairman of the Celebration Committee,

introduced the speaker while Dr P M> Joshi,

Director of Archives and Historical Monuments,
proposed a vote of thanks The museum
building which had assumed a festive look was

flood-Iit during this period

The three-day programme of the Centenary

ended wuth this second lecture but the special

Exhibition which w'as scheduled to last for a

week only had to be continued for a fortnight It

became so popular that this period had to be

extended by one more week Every day

thousands of people visited this special exhibi-

tion from 9am to 7-30 p m throughout

the period Among the distinguished visitors

to the Exhibition mention may be made of the

visit of Dr Cherian, Governor of Maharashtra

and Mrs Chenan

The mam attraction of the exhibition was
the collection of paintings from the Aundh and
the Kolhapur Museums which included the

famous works by Sarvasri Raja Ravi Varma,
Muller, Abalal Rahaman, Baburao Painter,

Thakur Singh and Ravindra Mestri The
other interesting and valuable exhibits included

the Bronzes of the Satavahana period, from
Brahmapuri a part of the Kolhapur town,

which threw a considerable light on the close

contact India had with the Greek and Romaa
civilizations during that period

A fine local collection of illustrated and
illuminated manuscripts which included a com-
mentary on Bhagvata, Jnaneshvari and Ekna-
natha’s Bhagvata deserv es special mention The
Jnanesvari belonged to Shri Salpekar while
other works were from the museum collection

There was also an interesting collection of
brass lamps and nut-crackers which belonged to

Shri S B Kulkarni of Nagpur

A permanent memorial of the Centenary in

the form of an Art Gallery will soon be com-
pleted for which the Government of Maharashtra
has sanctioned a grant of Rs 1,00,000 Very soon
the entire premises will assume a new look with
the addition of the Art Gallery and the Chacha
Nehru Children’s Park
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